FOREWORD
We have the prime privilege to forward the report of the Fee Committee
Constituted by The Division Bench of Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court

vide Their Judgment dated 09.04.2013 in Civil Writ Petition No.

20545 of 2009 Anti-Corruption and Crime Investigation Cell versus State of
Punjab and others.
The Fee Structure and the Fee Structure Hike has been a bone of
contention between the Self Financing schools and the Parents of the
students studying in such school.
The Committee started functioning on 25.05.2013 and held first meeting
of the Committee at the residence of Justice Ranjit Singh ( Retd.), 2nd
meeting onwards held in the office of the Committee, Room No-23, Second
Floor, Block-F, Vidya Bhawan, Phase-8, S.A.S Nagar (Mohali).
The Committee designed a 43 point Performa for collection of relevant
data from the self financing schools , so as to deliberate upon the Fee hike
for the year 2012-13 and 2013-14.

In order to seek assistance from

various stake holders and to appreciate their view point, the Committee
issued seven Public notices in the daily news papers on different dates
one each in Punjabi, Hindi and English dailies on each occasion. The view
point of thousands of persons , social activists , parents , managements,
teachers , students and the administrators have been taken into account
The parameters for the examination of Fee Structure Hike, were decided by
the Committee in view of the law laid down by Their Lordships in Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court. While doing so the Committee kept in
view the Judgments of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in T.M.A. Pai Vs.
State of Karnataka, AIR 2003 SC 353. Islamic Academy of Education v.
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SALIENT FEATURES OF THE CONSOLIDATED REPORT

A Division Bench of the Hon’ble High Court for the States of Punjab
and Haryana consisting of Hon’ble Mr. Justice A. K. Sikri, Chief Justice and
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Rakesh Kumar Jain, Judge, in its judgment dated
09.04.2013 passed in CWP No.20545 of 2009 and other connected writ
petition nos. 5587 of 2010 and 3834 of 2010 issued directions for
constituting three separate Committees to go into the reasonableness and
justification of the fee hike, if any, for the Session 2012-13 in all Private
Unaided Recognized Schools in the States of Punjab, Haryana and U.T.
Chandigarh.

The reasons which weighed the Court to constitute these committees was
that the mechanism which was in existence was hardly doing any scrutiny
of replies and records which were statutorily filed with the official
respondents by the schools. The court in its order noticed that these
records and the replies filed by the schools were simply dumped with the
Board or the regulatory authorities and these kept lying in their archives.
The Court took notice of the need and the duty of the official respondents
who were to ensure that increase in the fee undertaken by a school was
justified and necessitated by other circumstances like increase in
expenditure or because of developmental activities needed. Official
responds were also required to see that this did not result in profiteering.
The Court further viewed that the official responds were required to ensure
that the funds are not diverted elsewhere. Finding that there was no
mechanism forchecking the same, directions were issued to the States of
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Punjab, Haryana as well as U.T. Chandigarh to provide for some
permanent regular bodies/mechanism which would go into these aspects
on regular basis. Necessary directions in this regard were issued to the
States of Punjab, Haryana and U.T. Chandigarh to examine the feasibility
of the establishing such a mechanism and take a decision thereupon within
a periqd of six months from the date of order. The Court further directed
that till this mechanism is put in place, the Court issued directions for
setting up of three committees with the task to go into the accounts of the
schools and to find out reasonableness of increase in fee by the schools
and to examine if, the hike for fee by the schools is proper or not.

The Chairpersons of all these three committees were named in the order
and Chairperson was to nominate one Chartered Accountant who was to
be one of the member of the Committee. One member was to be from the
field of Education preferably a retired teacher of the eminence to be
nominated by the Director of Public Instructions (Schools). Justice Ranjit
Singh, J.udge (Retired) of the Punjab & Haryana High Court, Chandigarh
was named to head the Committee for the State of Punjab. He nominated
Shri Ajay Sharma, Chartered Accountant and keeping in view the bio-data,
Shri Pyara Lal Garg, Retired Professor of Surgery, Director Adult Literacy,
Punjab was nominated as educationist member of the committee.
1st meeting of the Committee was scheduled on May 25, 2013 at the
residence of the Chairman. Thereafter an office at the premises of the
Punjab School Education Board was provided for holding the meetings of
the committee.The committee, decided to request the DPI (Schools),
Punjab to furnish list of unaided recognised schools of Punjab, preferably
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by 02.06.2013 the date fixed for the next meeting, to issue notice to all the
parties in the writ petition in which the order constituting the Committees
was passed, to prepare the list of information which would be needed from
the aforesaid schools, to check the reasonableness of tne fee hike, in
compliance of the order passed by the High Court..
In the next meeting held after a week , Ms. Anjali Bhawra lAS, the
Principle Secretary Department of Education,

Special Secretary

Education, Dr. Kamal Kumar DPI (Secondary), Secretary Punjab Education
Board carne present in the meeting. A list of all those unaided schools in
the State of Punjab which were affiliated to various Boards was placed
before the Committee. The Committee requested the Principal Secretary
Education and DPI (Secondary) to provide all available information with
them with regard to infrastructure or any other information about the fee
structure in. these schools. Sh. Pyara Lal Garg, Member of the Committee
had prepared and placed a questionnaire before the Committee which was
considered and deliberated upon. The aim of preparing this questionnaire
was to elicit all necessary information in regard to the various aspects
which the Committee was directed or required to examine. The Committee
found that the questionnaire was a detailed one and contained all the
necessary details however the Committee decided to add few more
questions in the already prepared questionnaire to make it more
comprehensive. The DPI (Schools) was requested to furnish details of all
unaided schools affiliated with the CBSE and the ICSE.

All those who came present and appeared before the committee were
handed over the copy of the questionnaire containing 43 questions with the
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request to file response to such questionnaire before the next date of
hearing. The parties who appeared before the Committee were clearly told
and apprised that they would be at liberty to furnish any additional
information relevant to the issue. A fresh notice was issued to the parties
who remained unrepresented on the said date.

The Committee also decided to issue notices to all the unaided private
schools in the State, list of which had been provided by the Punjab School
Education Board and the DPI. In order to avoid rush, the committee
decided to issue notices to different schools giving different dates with
some gaps. Some other administrative difficulties faced by the Committee
were also taken note of. The Stenographer provided by the Punjab School
Education Board was Punjabi knowing and none could take dictation in
English. The Committee decided to engage the services of a private
Stenographer for which a request was sent to the Secretary/DPI SGhools.
Some representatives appearing on behalf of the students were of 1he
view that there may be some organisation or individual which may be
interested or willing to submit their view point and so a request was made
to the committee to issue a public notice for anyone to appear and provide
assistance to the committee. This request was accepted and the
Committee decided to issue public notices for hearing, committee
accordingly issue directions to issue such public notice in one newspaper
each in the language of English, Hindi and Punjabi.
The Committee accordingly decided to issue another public notice to
remaining unaided schools of the remaining districts of the State as per the
schedule given. This was in addition to sending an individual notice to
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those schools concerned under intimation to District Education Officer of
the district concerned. Accordingly unaided schools in the districts
Bathinda, Barnala, SAS Nagar and Ferozepur were required to appear on
01.08.2013, schools of district Fazilka Faridkot, Fatehgarh Sahib,
Gurdaspur on 02.08.2013.

07.08.2013 was a date given to schools of

districts of Hoshiarpur, Jalandhar and Kapurthala, 15.08.2013 for districts
of Ludhiana and Moga and 22.08.2013 for districts Mukatsar Sahib, Mansa,
Patiala and Pathankot. Districts Rup Nagar, Sangrur, SBS Nagar and Tarn
Taran and schools of other States were required to appear on 23.08.2013.
The Committee noticed that the public notice had been issued and
published in Jagran, Hindustan Times and Punjab Kesri. On that date the
Committee also decided to issue a public notice in newspaper Ajit
(Punjabi), Tribune (English) and Punjab Kesri (Hindi). District Education
Officers in the each district were required to ensure that these notices were
served on unaided schools under their jurisdiction. The Committee also
decided to put the questionnaire on the website of Punjab School
Education Board and this aspect was ordered to be reflected in the public
notices which were being issued.
The Committee would wish to notice here that the stand taken by the
respondent-State and the Board before the Hon'ble High Court in the writ
petitions leading to constitution of the committees was that most of the
schools were full-filling the requirement of submitting their annual reports.
Therefore, the direction of the Committee to furnish this information which
ought to have been available with the Board, was issued. To its surprise
and horror, the Committee found that no information virtually was available
with the Board either in regard to the infrastructure, fee structure and
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financial statements which was to be submitted before the Committee.

1. Directions by Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana Hogh Cout in CWP
20545 OF 2009

This report of the above said Committee has been prepared on the
basis of the Orders by the Ist Division Bench of the Hon’ble Punjab and
High Court, in the judgment dated 09.04.2013 pronounced in CWP
No.20545 of 2009 , Anti-Corruption and Crime Investigation Cell Versus
State of Punjab and others and other connected writ petition nos. 5587 of
2010 and 3834 of 2010. The brief of the directions issued therein is as
under :

‘Since the Schools are submitting the accounts with
the Boards, these accounts and records can be given
by the Boards to the Committees. In addition, all the
Schools shall also render full cooperation

to the

Committee(s) by submitting the Account and other
necessary

information

demanded

by

the

Committee(s). The scope of the work undertaken by
the Committee(s) shall be restricted to the academic
year 2012-13. Likewise, for the academic year 201314, though the Schools shall have the right to fix their
fees structure, they will have to justify the same by
producing

necessary
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material

before

the

Committee(s). The Committee(s) shall be entitled to
specifically look into the aspects as to how much
fees increase was required by each individual School
on the examination of records and accounts etc. of
these Schools and taking into consideration the
funds available etc. at the disposal of the Schools.
While doing this exercise, it shall keep in mind the
principles laid down by the Supreme Court in Modern
School case (supra) as well as Action Committee
Unaided Pvt. Schools case (supra) and other decision
noted by us in this judgment. Needless to mention in
case it is found that the fees hiked by the Schools
was more than warranted, the direction can be given
to those Schools to refund the same to the students.’

Some of the Main Principle laid down by the Hon’ble High Court in the light
of which the Committee was to accomplish the task asigned to it and was
to examine the fee structure, are as under :
‘At the same time, the Supreme Court has also laid
down categorical principles that the Schools cannot
indulge in profiteering and they cannot charge
capitation fee higher, therefore, the fees fixation is
subject to the aforesaid two restrictions. It is also to
be ensured that the fees/funds collected by the
Schools from parents/teachers are not transferred
from the School funds to the society or the trust
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which runs such Schools or any other institutions.’

The issues raised by the petitioners have been briefed Hon’ble High Court,
in CWP 20545 of 2009 ( Supra), as under :
‘In this writ petition, the petitioner has alleged that the
private educational institutions within Ludhiana and
entire State of Punjab are taking the parents to
ransom by whimsically enhancing the School fees on
the one hand and the Respondents which include the
State of Punjab, Department of Education as well all
Directorate of Education and Central Board of
Secondary Education have not come forward to
check the same and thereby they have failed to
perform their legal and constitutional obligations. The
petitioner states that Article 41 of the Constitution
lays down that the State shall make effective
provision for securing right to education.’

On the issue of the implementation of the provisions of the Rules and
Regulations by the Government and the concerned Boards, Hon’ble High
Court observed as under :
‘No doubt, in the instant cases before us, as per the
replies filed by the official Respondents themselves,
most of the Schools are fulfilling the requirements of
submitting the Annual Reports etc. At the same time,
it is also a matter of record that there is hardly any
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examination of these records which are simply
dumped by the Schools with the Boards/Regulatory
Authorities and keep lying there in their archives.’

With regard to the duties of the official respondents in the matter of Fee
Hike, The Hon’ble High Court took notice as under :

‘Needless to mention that it is the duty of the official
Respondents to ensure that increase in the fees
undertaken by a particular School is justified and
necessitated by other circumstances like increase in
expenditure or because of developmental activities
needed and does not result into profiteering. It is also
to be ensured that the funds are not diverted
elsewhere. However, there is no mechanism for
checking the same.’

On the right of the self financing schools to fix their own fee structure, The
Hon’ble High Court has observed as under :

‘At the same time, the Supreme Court has also laid
down categorical principles that the Schools cannot
indulge in profiteering and they cannot charge
capitation fee higher, therefore, the fees fixation is
subject to the aforesaid two restrictions. It is also to
be ensured that the fees/funds collected by the
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Schools from parents/teachers are not transferred
from the School funds to the society or the trust
which runs such Schools or any other institutions.’

In the absence of mechanism for checking the same,
the States of Punjab and Haryana as well as Union
Territory, Chandigarh were directed to examine the
feasibility of establishing such a mechanism and take
decision thereupon within a period of six months.’

2. METHODOLOGY ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE:
The Committee in its Ist meeting after due deliberation, was of the
unanimous view that the opinion from various stake holders need to be
invited. To this end the committee, decided as under:

2.1

to request the Director Public Instruction (Schools), Punjab to
furnish list of Unaided Recognized Self fFnancing Schools
situated in the State of Punjab.

2.2

to invite all the parties in the writ petitions, in which the order
constituting the committees was passed by way of Notice to
each of them.

2.3

to prepare the list of information which would be needed from
the Schools in order to check the reasonableness of the Fee
Hike and other issues connected there to, as directed by the
High Court.
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3. In the 2nd meeting further actions included

3.1

A 43 point comprehensive proforma was finalised for eliciting all
necessary information with regard to the various aspects which
the Committee was required to examine.

3.2

Meeting with Ms. Anjali Bhawra lAS, the Principal Secretary
Department of Education, Special Secretary Education, DPI
(Secondary), Dr. Kamal Kumar and the Secretary Punjab
School Education Board held and action plan finalised for the
activities to be done at their level so as to assist the Committee.

4. In the third Meeting it was deliberated and decided that

i. All schools be given notices and all other stake holders also
be invited for placing their views before the Committee
ii. To this end Public notices be issued in the news papers one
each in Punjabi, Hindi and English, with wide circulation.

5. The mandate of the judgment of the Hon’ble Punjab and
Haryana High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 and other
judgments referred to therein is:

5.1

In the matter of Action Committee, Unaided Private Schools and
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others Versus Director of Education, Delhi and Others Hon’ble
Supreme Court of India (See State of W.B. v. Ashish Kumar
Roy) has held as under:

‘I, therefore, clarify the judgment that any direction
issued by the High Court, by rule-making authority or
any statutory authority must be in conformity with the
decision of this Court in T.M.A. Pai Foundation as
clarified by the decision of this Court in P. A.
Inamdar.’

5.2

In view of the above the Committee is bound to act within the
said frame work of law as for as the various claims and counter
claims are concerned. Further in the present judgment in CWP
20545 of 2009 and in the other Judgements referred to therein,
following salient features have been noted by the Committee :

5.3

Capitation fees and profiteering are forbidden. Therefore, the
fee fixation is subject to the aforesaid two restrictions.

5.4

There could not be any rigid fees structure for the self financing
institutions, each institution must have freedom to fix its own fee
structure after taking into account the need to generate funds
to run the institution and to provide facilities necessary for the
benefit of the students.
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5.5

In the process, such educational institutions were even
empowered to generate surplus, to the extent of 6 to 15%.
Surplus must be used for betterment and growth of the

educational institutes’

5.6

There is a clear embargo that these profits/surplus funds cannot
be diverted for any other use or purpose and cannot be used for
personal gain or any business or enterprise.’

5.7

‘It is also to be ensured that the fees/funds collected by the
Schools from parents/teachers are not transferred from the
School funds to the society or the trust which runs such
Schools or any other institutions.’

5.8

The surplus must be used for the betterment, growth and the
benefit/use of that educational institution.

5.9

Development Fund Account charge should not exceed 15% of
the annual tuition fees as observed by Hon’ble Supreme Court
of India in case reported as Modern School Vs. Union of
India, AIR 2004 SC 2236 and cited in Para 36 of the High
Court Judgment.’

5.10 The regulatory measures must, in general, be to ensure the
maintenance of proper academic standards, atmosphere and
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infrastructure (including qualified staff) and the prevention of
mal-administration by those in charge of management.

5.11 ‘The fixing of a rigid fee structure, dictating the formation and
composition of a government body, compulsory nomination of
teachers and staff for appointment or nominating students for
admissions would be unacceptable restrictions.’

5.12 The affiliating or recognizing authority can lay down conditions
to ensure the excellence of education, indicate the quality of the
teachers by prescribing the minimum qualifications and the
courses of study and curricula.

5.13 ‘They can, stipulate the existence of infrastructure sufficient for
its growth, as a pre-requisite.’

5.14 ‘The occupation of education is, charitable, the object of setting
up an educational institution is by definition "charitable", it is
clear that an educational institution cannot charge such a fee as
is not required for the purpose of fulfilling that object.’

5.15 ‘Each educational Institute must place before the Committee,
well in advance of the academic year, its proposed fee
structure, along with the proposed fee structure all the relevant
documents and books of accounts must also be produced
before the Committee for their scrutiny.
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5.16 The Committee shall then decide whether the fees proposed by
that institute are justified or not, and as to whether the Institutes
are indulging in profiteering or charging capitation fee or not.

5.17 The Committee will be at liberty to approve the fee structure or
to propose some other fee which can be charged by the
institute.

5.18 ‘The fee fixed by the committee shall be binding for a period of
three years, at the end of which period the institute would be at
liberty to apply for revision. Once fees are fixed by the
Committee, the institute cannot charge either directly or
indirectly any other amount over and above the amount fixed as
fees. If any other amount is charged, under any other head or
guise e.g. donations the same would amount to charging of
capitation fee.’

5.19 There may be certain Schools that are violating the norms by
not paying the salaries in accordance with the Rules and
Regulations framed by the State Government and or the
affiliating authorities.

5.20 It is also possible that certain Schools may be showing salaries
paid as per the Government norms on papers but infact paying
lesser salaries.
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5.21 There has to be some mechanism to check this malpractice in
respect of which directions have been issued by the Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court at the appropriate place.’ in
the Judgement in CWP 20545 of 2009.

5.22 ‘No doubt, there should be an attempt to prescribe the books of
NCERT wherever available. However, it is also a matter of fact
that there is no law or Regulation which mandates the Schools
to prescribe books of NCERT only to the students.’

5.23 The recommendation of private publisher is not a bar provided
the number of text books does not exceed the number of books
prescribed by the NCERT for that subject and class.’

5.24 ‘However, Hon’ble High Court has left it open to the
Government Authorities to look into this issue in greater depth
and to decide as to whether it would be necessary for the
private Schools to prescribe only NCERT/Boards books.’

5.25 Further held that it will also be examined as to whether any
Regulatory mechanism is required and whether it is feasible to
regulate the prices fixed by the private publishers in respect of
books prescribed in the Schools.’
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5.26 That the transfer of funds and the surplus lying with the institute
already are the major factors in determination of the FEE HIKE.

6. Actions by the Committee for ensuring wider participation
and assitance in the matter of various divergent view points:

6.1

The public notice had been published in Jagran, Hindustan
Times and Punjab Kesri. The Committee decided that public
notice also be issued in newspaper Ajit (Punjabi), Tribune
(English).

6.2

District Education Officers in the each District

required to

ensure the service of these notices on unaided Schools under
their jurisdiction.

6.3

The questionnaire stood published on the website of Punjab
School Education Board and the same was also reflected in the
public notices issued.

6.4

During the public hearings the representatives of the Schools,
the teachers, the parents appearing to register their grievances
against

the

Schools,

were

heard.

Different

viewpoints

expressed were taken care.

6.5

Grievances were made in regard to the sports fee being
charged per student from each and every student.
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6.6

On request made by the representatives, appearing for the
Schools a reasonable time was granted to them for filing their
responses to the questionnaire and other information they
would wish to submit.

6.7

A public-spirited person named Mr. Balwant Singh Khera
stated that Chief Khalsa Diwan had directed the Schools run by
it to charge Rs.500/- per student as Chief Khalsa development
fund.As per his estimation a sum of Rs. three crores had been
collected in this manner unauthorisedly.

6.8

It has been observed by the Committee that there are other
school like Sarav Hitkari Schools, Catholic Church Schools and
some other schools that are collecting funds from the students
for the society that runs the school. Even more than 1000/- per
student per year are collected and siphoned off.

6.9

Some of the private Unaided Schools maintained before the
Committee that they had established the School with self help
and they really may not fall within the control of any authority so
as to examine the fee structure.

6.10 Some of the Schools conceded before the Committee that it
was not feasible for them to pay the teachers as per the laid
down norms.
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6.11 At

this

stage

the

Committee

had

to

apprise'

such

representatives about the task assigned to the Committee and if
any School can justify the fee being charged which is found
commensurate with the infrastructure and the facilities provided
the committee may find that the fee hike is reasonable.

6.12 On the other hand if any School is noticed to be resorting to
profiteering or are charging capitation fee then that has to pass
as unfair and illegal.

6.13 The complaints of some of the persons that the Schools were
not issuing receipts for certain charges and payments, was
taken note of. The DPI was directed to issue direction to all
the Schools to issue receipts for all the payments made
and received by such Schools.

6.14 All the Schools and institutions appearing before the
Committee were given liberty to make written representation, if
they, so desired.

6.15 A doubt regarding the schools, who were not parties before
Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court was considered and
clarified that the Committee would go into the fee structure of all
the Schools on the basis of the information made available.

6.16 The Schools were also apprised that the Committee would not
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hesitate to check the authenticity of the information so supplied
to the Committee by some individual source in case it
entertained any doubt in this regard.

6.17 In response to certain queries, the scope of examination of fee
structure was clarified on different dates. Presence of all the
persons or representatives of the Schools who appeared was
duly marked and the submissions made before the Committee
were reflected in the minutes of meeting prepared by the
Committee on each date of hearing.

6.18 On request made by the representatives appearing for the
Schools a reasonable time was granted to them for filing
their responses to the questionnaire and other information
they would wish to submit.

6.19 The raising of fees from 600 to 3000 or more was noted within a
short span as complained by a school owner Mr. Gajjan Singh
who during same period had raised fee from 600 to 800.

6.20 The issue of excessive increase and profiteering from Transport
was raised by many a complainant.

6.21 Compelling students to purchase books from the school or
Particular shop for profiteering, was noted down. The schools
have been denying the issuance of proper list of Books to the
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students well in advance.

6.22 Excessive charges for stationery item sold by the school or
ordered t be purchased from the designated shops have been
raised and found correct.

6.23 Issues of huge profits by prescribing uniforms to be purchased
with specific codes from a particular shop only and notice of
punitive action in case of defiance have come to the notice of
the Committee .

6.24 Prescribing of multiple uniforms on different week days is also a
ploy for profit .

6.25 The security charged from the students is the students money
lying with the institute as the amount pleged but the interest on
that amount is not being refunded while refunding the security
amount.

6.26 Transfer of huge amounts running into crores from the school to
the managements, society /individual /other new schools under
the society and also resorting to fee hike for such transfers. This
phenomenon has come to the light in the schools run by big
organisations as well as the schools run by individual interests.

6.27 Such Schools are committing gross illegality and have
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transferred funds varying from 15 lakh to more than 5 Crore to
the societies running the Schools or to the individuals. This is
impermissible and ought to stop immediately. Committee is
of the view that all such amount transferred be got back
and accounted for in the School funds. Any increase in fee
in such Schools would be unjustified and would need to be
rolled back.

6.28 A few Schools have loaned huge amounts to individuals without
charging any interest. Such loans seem to have been
advanced as a means of transfer of funds to individual.
Such amounts are required to be recovered with interest

6.29 Heavy fines for late payment which cannot be justified by any
canon of justice.

6.30 Penalising and adminishing the children of the parents who
dared to raise issues before the Committee , withdrawl of
transport, refusal of admission, writing derogatory remarks on
the answer sheets , seeking to sign unlawful terms and
conditions by way of affidavits ,asking the parents to remove
their children, termiinating the services of teachers, withholding
of salaries of teachers.

6.31 Mobilising the complainant to withdraw the complaint in an
eroneous impression as if their accounts may not be looked
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into.

6.32 An example of a school came to the notice of the Committee
that a self financing school at Sangrur Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary school is showing admission on paper in 10+1 and
10+2 and charging fees, showing expenditure on salaries of
non existant teachers and the school has yet not been able to
controvert the same to the satisfaction of the Committee. In
view of the children undergoing coaching in remote place the
same may be true for some other schools too which the
regulating body that is DPI ( Schools ) is supposed to look into.

6.33 Under the name of smart classes, CAL charges , the schools
are charging huge fee without providing services and the
schools have not provided the list and contracts of the vendors
despite repeated instructions and as such the charges made
seem to be not to be commensurate with the services provided
and may be the payments and receipts on this account not
meeting the financial and taxation propriety. Apolicy needs to
be formulated on the issue of smart classes as the same is a
multidimensional issue.

6.34 The Committee has observed that the parents agitate during
admission session because of pressure of increased fees,
funds , uniforms, books etc. The affiliating authorities that are
supposed to oversee the terms of affiliation being adhered to
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have not placed any thing on record for the same. The DPI
Schools supposed to oversee the conditions of NOC being
implimented in letter and spirit, is showing the laxity in name of
absence of any law, though existing provisions if taken care ,
can handle the problem to a greater extent.

6.35 In some cases the accounts of the schools , the fee rates
submitted to the Committee on different occasions differ for the
same year.

6.36 Some of the schools that had not submitted the fee structure in
the questionnaire , have tailor made the same during their
appearance before the Committe in individual complaint cases.
One such school is Heritage Public School Bhawanigarh.

6.37 Some schools have not filled the relevant columns in the
questionnaire on the income from the fees on per student
/perclass basis and the total income.

6.38 Some schools have concealed information on the income from
nursery classes being run by the school.

6.39 The complainants in some cases ave assisted the Committee to
bring out the facts concerning the concerned schools on the
Government land having been given to them at nominal price
and with Government Gant, others on nominal lease and still
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others making exorbitant charges on stationery while still others
on the issue of charges for smmart classes without providing
facility or compelling the students to get admission in their
school without declaring the next year fees well in advance.

6.40 The parents /complainants at some places have tried to
overreach their right and enterinto the domain of the school
administration and their Rights as a self financing Institute
where the Committee has declined to accept such unjustified
demands.

6.41 Some persons appeared and made some individual
grievances before the Committee. They were apprised that
the scope of the committee was to examine the fee
structure and not to go into the other individual complaints
which the parents or students have made against the
Schools.

6.42 Some schools are getting a declaration /affidavit for not
objecting to the fee structure. The affidavit is such as violates
even the fundamental rights of a citizen. The schools run by
Catholic Church have printed the same on the prospectus and
have claimed before the Committee that after such signing of
the declaration/affidavit the complainants lose the right to file
complaints before the Committee.
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6.43 Still some schools felt that they may not reply to the Committee
despite umpteen number of notices and opportunities provided
and as such kept their fee structure concealed from the
Committee. However the Committee is bound to draw a
conclusion/inference that such schools are indulging in fee hike
which they are unable to justify and do not bother about the rule
of law.

7. DIFFICULTIES/HURDLES

IN

THE

WORKING

OF

THE

COMMITTEE

7.1

No information virtually was available with the DPI (SE) / the
Board either about the infrastructure, fee structure and financial
statements to be submitted before the Committee.

7.2

This misleading stand taken by the State/ Board added an
additional burden on the Committee and it took a lot time and
efforts to get this information from the various Schools of the
Punjab.

7.3

Had the information been available with the Board, the task of
the committee would have been easy. Committee accordingly
had to get this information and response to the questionnaire
from the Schools which majority of the School were reluctant to
file.
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7.4

The Board had to be literally ordered to warn the schools for
taking action against such schools.

7.5

The Committee was further surprised to find that even the forms
which were filled by the Schools seeking affiliation with the
Board were not available.

7.6

Misconception amongst the schools that they are not subject to
any regulate, on mostly because of inaction on the part of
Government Authorities/DPI( SE) to ensure the compliance of
terms set out in the no objection certificate.

7.7

Some of the schools are functioning since long but without any
affiliation or records in the office of DPI. Hence, they are
charging fees and funds illegally which the DPI is supposed to
check.

7.8

The

DPI

/Affiliating

boards

have

not

placed

anydocuments/evidence on record which may show that these
authorities are ensuring that the schools should stick to the
terms and conditions of affiliation/ No objection granted.

7.9

Some of the schools are functioning as law unto themselves
and thus create unrest

7.10 Some of the parents try to hold obscene demonstrations infront
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of the schools which cross all limits of decency.

7.11 Some of the parents / complainants try to barge into the
autonomy of the self financing institutes and the same cannot
be permitted.

7.12 The authorities have not found time for ensuring the
transparency and accountability in the functioning of the schools
in the matter of fee increase, funds, issuance of proper receipts,
maintenance of proper accounts and giving freedom to
purchase the precribed books and uniform etc from the open
market.

8. The task of the Committee has been facilitated in as much as
Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court has also touched these
issues by and large in the judgment :
8.1

Fees Charged

8.2

Annual Charges

8.3

Admission /up-gradation charges

8.4

Building Funds

8.5

Charges on account of Smart Classes.

8.6

Computer fees

8.7

Transport Charges

8.8

Electricity /Generator Charges
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8.9

Medical Charges

8.10 Charges for Sports
8.11 Occasional Charges for Miscellaneous services
8.12 Sale of Books and issues connected there to
8.13 Sale of Uniforms and issues connected there to
8.14 Sale of Stationery items and issues connected there to
8.15 Mode of receipt of fees , interval and fines
8.16 The quality of Teachers
8.17 The quality of syllabi
8.18 The quality of discipline or the declarations from students
/Parents in name of discipline
8.19 Fines
8.20 Transfer of Finances
8.21 Charges on account of the Societies running the Schools.

9. The Overall Issues Well Settled In Law

The overall issues are well settled in law and the same are a part of the
terms and conditions of permission by the Government and most of them
also are a part of the undertaking given in the prescribed application form
for affiliation. But the same are not being implemented by the regulatory
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bodies the affiliating authorities and the authorities of the Government.
Some of them are as under:
9.1

It is well settled that all the self financing private educational
institutions have a right to fix their fee.

9.2

They have a right to generate surplus for future to the extent of
6 to 15%. The surplus cannot be made to pile up by making a
surplus of 6-15% each year separately. The law laid down by
Hon’ble Supreme Court of India is that the schools can have 615% surplus.

9.3

They have a right to deploy manpower and discipline them.

9.4

The Schools have a right to prescribe books but the same
have to be in consonance with the terms and conditions for the
academic standards laid down by the affiliating bodies.

9.5

The issue of the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory
Education, Act 2009, ( RTE Act) the freeships and the denial of
admission, the salary of teachers and their service matters
including termination etc is not within the

Puview of the

Committee.
9.6

However the exagetrated salary shown in records to justify Fee
Hike, as compared to the amount actually paid, the disciplinary
action started due to filing of the Complaint with the Fee
Committee , removal of the wards of the complainants or denial
of admission in next year are the issues concerning the Task of
the Committee for examination of Fee Hike. The freeships
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granted by the schools under

RTE Act ae taken into

consideration while examining the Fee hike.
9.7

The fee fixed has to be commensurate with the facilities
provided and is subject to scrutiny by the regulatory bodies and
the schools cannot resort to any mid-year increase in fees and
funds.

9.8

The institutions cannot indulge in profiteering/ capitation fee.
The fee structure has to be made public well in advance of the
start of academic session.

9.9

The surplus generated has to be used for the concerned School
and the same cannot be transferred to the society, trust,
individual or any other institution.

9.10 The institution has to supply a valid receipt for the amounts
received giving detailed heads. No amount whatsoever can be
collected without a proper receipt as per standard procedures of
accounting.
9.11 The charges made for specific services as are non academic
cannot be made source of profit and have to remain no profit
no loss basis , eg Smart classes , transport, electricity, medical,
recreation, examination, canteen facilities, picnics, magazine
etc. the details of income and expenditure has to be made
public on these charges .
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9.12 The Schools cannot compel the students to purchase books,
stationery , uniforms etc. from a particular shop or from the
School premises.
9.13 The Schools are duty bound to make public the list of books
along with their authors and publishers for each class well in
advance.
9.14 The Schools cannot prescribe a particular type of stationery
bearing the insignia and the name of the School etc on the
stationery.

The students have to be left free to purchase

stationery from any shop they like.
9.15 Schools cannot compel the students to purchase uniform from a
particular shop or from the School.
9.16 The Schools cannot ask for the admission fee each year from
the already admitted students under admission/up-gradation or
any other name.
9.17 Schools can charge only one month fee in advance. If the fee
is charged quarterly or semester wise then the normal date for
deposit has to be kept at the mid of the term.
9.18 The fine should not exceed Rs. 1/- a day or at the Bank interest
rate for fixed deposit and maximum fine of a month should be
limited to Rs. 20 or the amount of Bank interest whichever is
more.
9.19 The caution money has to be kept as fixed deposit and needs to
be refunded along with interest.
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9.20 The Building funds need to be accounted for properly. The
buildings constructed out of such funds should be declared
public property because same has been the outcome of Fee
Hike .
9.21 The Fee Hike cannot be more than 10% per annum to be
increased after three years only ( 30% ) after three years. The
same also can only be resorted to, if the surplus generated has
not been transferred and the expenditure cannot be met with
the existing fee structure and the surplus.
9.22 The names qualifications and the salary of the teachers is to be
placed in Public Domain.
9.23 To keep the continuity of the studies of the students the
management have to exercise their right to award punishment
to the staff for indiscipline by adopting prescribed process of law
as laid down by Hon’ble Supreme Court.
9.24 The schools have to maintain separate balance sheets distinct
from the society /trust/group of institutions.The accounts of each
school are mandated to be kept as separate and distinct even if
a chain of schools is being run under the same trust/society.
9.25 The schools cannot be sold out. The schools that have been
allotted land / have

been given land at concessional rates,

should not be allowed to violate law on fees and some
percentage of freeships should be granted to the poor brilliant
students.
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10.

Observations regarding the following items have been

incorporated as per the deliberations and decisions of the
Committee:
i.

It has been observed by the Hon’ble High Court in CWP 20545
of 2009 (supra) that the petition against Green Grove Public
School Khanna was a proxy litigation by

a book seller.

Similar case has come to the notice of the Committee where a
fake complaint against two schools of Sangrur on identical
typed matter was received. The Schools submitted that the
complaint has been filed by a bookseller who wants to
pressurise them. The complaint did not turn up at all leading
to the dismissal of the complaints due to non prosecution.

ii.

Some parents have been filing complaints related to the issues that
are not within the purview of the Committee.

iii.

Certain complainants tried to sit on the management of the schools
by seeking to interfere in the day today functioning of the institute.

iv.

Certain complainants wanted the schools to hand them over the
balance sheets of accounts for a decade.

v.

One of the complainants from Hoshiarpur wanted volumes of
information which was nothing but interference in the
functioning of the school self financing school.

vi.

In another matter the parents started obscene demonstations by
laying their chest bare, infront of the school.
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vii.

One of the complainants failed to place any material on record but
still wanted that the accounts of the school should be ordered to
be reaudited at the expenses of the school.

viii. Many of the Right to Information Activists had not read the scope
of the Committee and had not read even the operative para of the
Judgment of the High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra) and as
such raised irrelevant quaries.
ix.

One of such activists even wanted the samples of bitumen used for
carpeting the roads to be provided to him as per his appeal filed
before the Learned State Information Commission.

x.

In still another matter the complainants made averments without
any material evidence and failed to submit the affidavit regarding
the assertions made by them.

xi.

The schools still are reluctant to submit the documents to the
Committee, and some of them have even submitted two different
sets of Balance sheets of accounts. The same makes it palpably
clear that the documents are doctored by a few of them.

xii.

In another matter the school has transferred around six crore
amount and submitted that all their documents of accounts got
destroyed in a car accident.

xiii.

Schools were functioning without any affiliationfor years togather
and were misleading and deceiving the parents about their status.
Some schools are running without any affiliation/ NOC , Jasper
School Rajpura Little Flower Kinder Gardan, Sukhewal Zira
(Ferozepur), and there are a large number like that. Some schools
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are run as additional branch of the main schools in another village
or town.
xiv. Kinder garten section is treated as separate and the accounts ,
income is kept away from the sight of the regulatory authorities.
xv.

Schools feel that they are not obliged to follow any rules and
regulations if they do not need affiliation because of the fact
the school being below middle standard.

xvi. A unique matter of Deshmesh Secondary School , Valtoha ,
Taran Taran came to light that the school was compelling the
examinees to pay Rs. 1000.00 each in order to be permitted to
enter the examination centre set up by the Punjab School
Education Board. The complaint made to the Punjab School
Education Board did not matter and no action was taken by
the Board.
xvii. The ward of the complainant Mr. Dilbag Singh had been punished
by reduction in marks of internal assessment. The facts could have
been verified by the board but the complainant told that nothing
was done, he had approached the Committee that such illegal
charges are also income of school and need to be curbed.
xviii. The schools were motivating the complainants to withdraw the
complaints. In case of refusal harrassed their wards. Schools have
been refusing admissions to children of parents who filed
complaints. The Schools were resorting to punitive actions against
the teachers and the employees who dared to expose their
illegalities.
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xix. A school did not stop from the wrong statements despite having
been imposed a penality by Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court in the matter of records.
xx.

Charging computer fees / smart class fees without providing
service. Are not ready to issue receipt for the payments made
despite directions to this effect by the Committee.The authorities
some how have not been able to ensure the implementation of the
directions issued by the Committee regarding issuance of receipts
and displaying the list of books well in time. Guru Nanak
International School Ludhiana flately refused to divulge the list of
books. The Committee had to decide to direct the authorities of
the CBSE to initiate the process of disaffiliation as the school
failed to supply the list of books.

xxi. Results were not declared in time so that students may not change
the school.
xxii. The terms and conditions of affiliation set up by the affiliation
authorities have not been implemented at the ground level.
xxiii. The impact of the Order of Hon’ble High Court is, that the
school managements that were not ready to listen to the
agitating parents started sitting on negotiation table after the
parents filed complaints before the Committee.
xxiv. Making double charges for same head under different names, is a
serious issue. The same was also agitated by the petitioners
before Their Lordships in the High Court wherein the matter of
charges on account of building fund and that of the dilapidation
fund both, was made an issue. The complainants have raised
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similar issues of double charges

before the Committee

also.

Some schools are charging fees under two separate heads,
computer fee and also smart classes fee, but are not ready to
divulge the actual expenditure which the Committee adjudges to
be illegal. Some schools are charging annual computer fee along
with monthly computer fee from each student. Some of the schools
are charging monthly transport fee and also under separate head
charge annual transport fee,
xxv. The

schools are reluctant to imlement the decisions of the

Committee and some of the parents had to approach the Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court.
xxvi. Schools are transferring Crores of rupees from the school to the
society.
xxvii. Are resorting to punitive actions against students who do no
purchase books and stationery /uniforms from designated shops.
A school in Amritsar even issued a written warning to the parents
and the students. Huge charges dispropotionate to the costs in
name of syllabus, diary, and magazine.One school has been
found to be charging Rs. 20 for 8 page syllabus folder. Making
huge profits on computer funds, medical funds transport funds and
other funds.
xxviii.

Some schools are running two schools but mixing up

accounts of the two. Some schools are issuing receipts in different
names and without any details of the heads of charges.
xxix.

In case of Senior Modern School Patiala, Government land
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measuring

25 canal 2 marla adjoining Gurudwara Dukh

Nivaran has been given to the school just Rs. 90,000 but out
of the same Rs. 60,000 was Government grant, the school
denied a public notice of the sale of the same, around 50 crore
rupees. In another caseof school in Ludhiana, land measuring
300,38 Sq. M. has been given by PUDA /GLADA on lease at
nominal rent of Rs. 10 per Sq. M to the school
xxx.

Some schools run as a chain by some big organisations, or
even the small individual ones running two or three schools
failed to submit school wise statement of accounts.

xxxi.

Some schools have resorted to Fee Hike as high as by 40-80%
during the two years period of 2011-12 and 2012-13 despite
the fact that the Hon’ble High Court had issued a stay order on
FEE HIKE during 2011-12 without seeking approval from the
affiliating Board. CBSE had issued instructions in compliance
of the same.

xxxii.

Some Schools are seeking affidavits from the students /parents
to declare that the fee structure is genuine and they shall not
object to the Fee hike.

xxxiii.

The Divisional Authorities to be constituted under the newly
framed Act ‘The Punjab Regulation of Fee of Unaided
Educational Institutions Bill 2016 (Punjab Act No. 47 of 2016)’
are to take action in the matter of Fee Hike

xxxiv.

It is worth mentioned the complainant has brought to our notice
that Justice Anil Dev Singh committee constituted for Delhi
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school has also observe that the fee hiked beyond 10%
unjustified.
xxxv.

The state of Punjab has yet not constituted the Regulatory
Authority to be established under section 3 of The Punjab
Regulation of Fee of Unaided Educational Institutions Bill 2016
(Punjab Act No. 47 of 2016).

xxxvi.

The Committee has accomplished its task and has submitted
the interim reports in 12 volumes running into 378 pages and
has stopped working now onwards.

11.

Directions regarding the following items have been
incorporated as per the deliberations and decisions of the
Committee:

11.1 To restore the amount of funds back that have been transferred
out of the school accounts,
11.2 The refund of the charges for which the service proposed to be
provided , were not provided due to any reason whatsoever,
11.3 Fee hike has been held unwarranted if the same is done without
sufficient

documents showing the requirement of additional

funds for the institute as per the papers submitted. In case of
such a requirement too, the quantum of fee increase cannot be
resorted to for full recovery in one year alone. Refund has been
ordered.
11.4 Fee hike having been held as ‘not required’ in the cases where
sufficient surplus was available with the school /had been
transferred from the school in question. Refund ordered.
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11.5 Fee hike being held un-genuine where in the fee increase has
been more than 10% in any year without any revision of pays
and without any other documentary evidence for the justification
of the same. Refund ordered.
11.6 More than 6-15% surplus generated has been held illegal and
has been held to be amounting to profiteering. Refund ordered.
11.7 Where Profits have been made by way of sale of books
/uniforms, the same have been held unjustified. An element of
compulsion is noted in the form of having refused to give the list
of books with names of authors and Publishers well in advance
or asking for the particular type of stationery to be used. Refund
ordered.
11.8 If teachers are paid lesser amount than that shown in the
accounts, the fike hike held unjustified. Refund ordered.
11.9 If the payments made by the school to the vendor for smart
classes are not duly presented with the valid proof as required
under law of the land. Refund ordered.
11.10 If profits are made from transport and

from the services

provided by the school that are other than actual teaching and
learning activity, the same are held unjustified and refund
ordered.
11.11 If fees are charged for running a class where students are
shown as admitted but remain absent. The same is unlawful
and cannot be unjustified.
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11.12 The undertakings /affidavits from the parents regarding the
genuinity of the fee structure,under duress are held to be illegal.
Shri Ram Ashram Public School Amritsar, schools run by
Catholic Christians are doing so. unlawful activity ordered to be
stopped forthwith.
11.13 Details of each item of charge are to be depicted rather than
some consolidated amount under any head like annual charges.
11.14 The list of books along with the names of writers and publishers
is a must to be displayed well in advance and provided to each
student already on the rolls of the school.
11.15 Admission charges in the name of upgradation charges being
made from the students who stood already admitted are held
invalid Refund ordered.
11.16 The harasment to the students, parents and teachers who
dared to appear before the Committee held to be an activity
amounting to interference in the working of the Committee and
held impermissible.
11.17 The refusal to implement Court orders without having got any
stay against the same has been held an unlawful action.
11.18 Consolidated balance sheet for the trust or a group of schools
run by same society /trust held unacceptable.
11.19 The schools that fail to file the balance sheets and accounts of
each individual school held to be having nothing to support the
rise in fee structure whatsoever.
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11.20 Charging of computer fee as well as fee for smart classes
without any accountablity of expenditure made for the same is
unacceptable. Contract with vendor need to be made public.
11.21 The exhorbitant charges, like Rs. 22 for 8 ordinary page
syllabus by St. Mary’s Convet School, Faridkot, held unjustified.
11.22 In case of Guru Nanak International Public School, Model
Town, Ludhiana, the Committee had to decide to direct the
authorities of the CBSE to initiate the process of disaffiliation as
the school failed to supply the list of books and appear before
the Committee.
11.23 Patel Public School, Rajpura District Patiala, refused to supply
the information on class wise number of students , fee structure
and the faculty to the parents. As such indulged in unfair activity
and made the transparency a casualty. Department of
Education

and affiliating bodies directed to initiate action ,

because the figures demanded were withheld to hamper the
task of the Committee for examination of Fee Hike
11.24 Assumption Convent School, Sitto Road, Abohar (Fazilka),
resorted to fee hike as high as by 43% during 2012-13 and
during the previous year too the fee increase was 55%
11.25 H.V.M. Convent Senior Secondary School, Karamsar Colony,
Ludhiana, Fee hike is more than 60% during 2012-13
11.26 The schools that are functioning without any affiliation are held
to be illegally functioning and DPI ( SE) is directed to
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inivestigate the matter for intiation of appropriate action. In this
vol. we find Jasper Public School ICL Road near Court complex
Rajpura
11.27 The Schools that claim the affiliation with any of the Boards but
without the actual affiliation are held to be deceiving the parents
and district authorities are directed to identify such schools and
initiate appropriate proceedings as per law.
11.28 The school is issuing receipts without serial numbers , in name
of two different schools namely Little Flower Convent School,
ZIRA and St. Joseph Kinder Garten, Zira., Sh. Atam Valabh
Jain Vidya Mandir Zira, affiliated to CBSE and Sh. Atam Valabh
Jain Vidyapeeth, Zira affiliated to PSEB in same complex also
create confusion . There need to be display of the distinction
between the two.
11.29 There should be complete separation of the schols if they are
distinct entities and accounts should be maintained separately.
Even the schools that un for the classes upto which affiliation is
not required should seek separate NOC and file their
statements before the Government.
11.30 The schools that have been given Government land , grant in
aid for land or lease at nominal rent should not be allowed to
run the same as purely private personal ventures. Government
can make provisions for freeships to the poor brilliant children in
such schools.
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11.31 Little Flower Kinder Gardan, Sukhewal Zira (Ferozepur), have
not been able to show any documents of affiliation,
11.32 Green Land Sr. Sec. Public School, Aman Nagar, GT Road ,
Jalandhar Byepass , District Ludhiana., Green Land Convent
School, Sector 32, Chandigarh Road Ludhiana , Green Land
Convent School, New Subhash Nagar Ludhiana, Green Land
Convent School, Phase –II , Dugri Road Ludhiana, have not
filed the data with the Committee on the individual schools as
per proforma.
11.33 Associated schools are not under any regulation, like D.S.T.L.D.
School

Barnala,

same

should

be

regulated

by

some

mechanism.
11.34 Charging of any fee /funds in name of trust or society or any
other body as compulsory fee /funds is illegal and the same
cannot be permitted.
11.35 The Fee hike of 2011-12 could not be resorted to without the
permission of the CBSE .
11.36 The fee hike for 2012-13 and 2013-14 if any by the schools that
have not submitted the accounts and other information , as per
the earlier decision and in the same manner have been held
unjustified and refund is ordered.

The copies of the fee structure, the details of staff and salaries etc
and the Balance sheets of accounts submitted by individual Schools
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stand appended to the concerned interim report , 12 volumes of
which running into more than 5,000 pages stand submitted to the
Hon’ble High Court.

Dated 27.04 2017
[Ajay Sharma]
Member

[Dr. Pyara Lal Garg]
Member

[Justice Amar Dutt (Retd.)]
Chairman
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REPORT, BY THE COMMITTEE CONSTITUTED BY THE HIGH COURT
TO EXAMINE REASONABLNESS OF THE FEE HIKE IN THE UNAIDED
AFFILIATED SCHOOLS IN THE STATE OF PUNJAB

In CWP No.20545 of 2009 Anti-Corruption and Crime Investigation Cell
versus

State of Punjab and others the petitioner had alleged that the

private unaided schools in the State of Punjab are whimsically enhancing
the fees exorbitantly year after year and thus are fleecing the children and
their parents, while the Government

Authorities including the State of

Punjab, Department of Education, as well all Directorate of Education and
Central Board of Secondary Education, have not come forward to check
the same and thereby they have failed to perform their legal and
constitutional obligations.

2. Before a Division Bench of the Hon’ble High Court for the States of
Punjab and Haryana consisting of Hon’ble Mr. Justice A. K. Sikri, Chief
Justice and Hon’ble Mr. Justice Rakesh Kumar Jain, Judge, the petitioners
had further listed out that the Government has the policy of allotting land to
the schools at concessional rates so that the object enshrined under Article
41 of the Constitution of India, is fulfilled and the education is not turned
into a business but preserved as an occupation. The schools of Ludhiana in
particular and the private recognized schools throughout the State of
Punjab in general, are involved in serious irregularities. Some of the issues
agitated therein are as follows:

(i) Charging admission fees from the students every year at the
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time of admission to higher class even though the student is of the
same very school;

(ii) Charging various funds twice over, i.e., building fund and
dilapidated funds are collected even though the building is already
complete whereas only fund for maintenance could at best be
charged;

(iii) Advance fees is charged invariably for three months whereas fees
should be collected every month;

(iv) Either the schools are having their own shops or tie-ups with
shops for sale of school books, stationery, school bags and uniforms.
The parents are coerced to purchase these items from these shops
whereby the schools are earning huge profits either by direct sale or
by getting commission.

2.1 In Their Judgment dated 09.04.2013 in CWP No.20545 of 2009 (supra)
and other connected writ petition nos. 5587 of 2010 and 3834 of 2010
Their Lordships made following observations and issued directions to the
States of Punjab, Haryana and the Union Territory of Chandigarh as under:

“Needless to mention that it is the duty of the official
respondents to ensure that increase in the fees
undertaken by a particular school is justified and
necessitated by other circumstances like increase in
expenditure or because of developmental activities
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needed and does not result into profiteering. It is also
to be ensured that the funds are not diverted
elsewhere. However, there is no mechanism for
checking the same. In a situation like this, we are of
the opinion that the States of Punjab and Haryana as
well as Union Territory, Chandigarh should also
provide

for

some

permanent

Regulatory

Bodies/mechanism which would go into this aspect
on regular basis. We accordingly give directions to
the States of Punjab, Haryana as well as Union
Territory, Chandigarh to examine the feasibility of
establishing such a mechanism and take decision
thereupon within a period of six months from today.”

2.2 Their Lordships in the Hon’ble High Court constituted three separate
Committees to go into the reasonableness and justification of the Fee Hike
if any for the Session 2012-13 and 2013-14, in all Private Unaided
Recognized Schools in the States of Punjab, Haryana and U.T.
Chandigarh.

2.3 In accordance with the above Judgment in CWP 20545 of 2009
( supra), the petitioners had approached the Fee Committee alleging that
the Private Schools in the State of Punjab are still fleecing the students
while the authorities of the Department of Education, that are supposed
and authorised to regulate them and check such illegal actions of theirs,
are sleeping over the matter and are not doing their duty and that the
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private educational institutions were taking the parents for granted by
enhancing the fees exorbitantly at their own will year after year and the
same has not been checked either by the Punjab Government or by the
Central Board of Secondary Education and alleged that these authorities
failed to perform their legal and constitutional obligations. The same stand
produced in the above said Judgment of the Hon’ble High Court in CWP
20545 of 2009 (supra) as under :

‘In this writ petition, the petitioner has alleged that the
private educational institutions within Ludhiana and
entire State of Punjab are taking the parents to
ransom by whimsically enhancing the School fees on
the one hand and the Respondents which include the
State of Punjab, Department of Education as well all
Directorate of Education and Central Board of
Secondary Education have not come forward to
check the same and thereby they have failed to
perform their legal and constitutional obligations. The
petitioner states that Article 41 of the Constitution
lays down that the State shall make effective
provision for securing right to education.’

2.4 The reasons that weighed with the Hon’ble High Court to constitute
these Committees was, that the mechanism which was in existence was
hardly doing any scrutiny of the replies and the records which were
statutorily filed with the official Respondents by the Schools. The Court in
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its order noticed that these records and the replies filed by the Schools
were simply dumped with the Board or in the offices of the Regulatory
Authorities and these were kept lying in their archives. The relevant part is
reproduced here as follows for ready reference:
‘No doubt, in the instant cases before us, as per the
replies filed by the official Respondents themselves,
most of the Schools are fulfilling the requirements of
submitting the Annual Reports etc. At the same time,
it is also a matter of record that there is hardly any
examination of these records which are simply
dumped by the Schools with the Boards/Regulatory
Authorities and keep lying there in their archives.’

2.5 The Court took notice of the need and the duty of the official
Respondents who were to ensure that increase in the fee undertaken by a
School was justified and necessitated by other circumstances like increase
in expenditure or because of developmental activities needed. Official
respondents were also required to see that this exercise did not result in
profiteering. The Court further viewed that the official respondents were
required to ensure that the funds are not diverted elsewhere. The relevant
extract on the factors that are to be taken into account for
determination of the fee structure are as under :
“(a) The infrastructure and facilities available;
(b) Investment made, salaries paid to teachers and staff;
(c ) Future plans for expansion and/or betterment of
institution subject to two restrictions, viz., non-profiteering
and non-charging of capitation fees.”
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2.6 Further Hon’ble High Court has held that the increase in fees on above
parameters should be undertaken only when necessitated by the
circumstances like increase in expenditure or for developmental activities
needed and should not result in to profiteering. The extract is reproduced
here as under for ready reference:

“Needless to mention that it is the duty of the official
Respondents to ensure that increase in the fees
undertaken by a particular School is justified and
necessitated by other circumstances like increase in
expenditure or because of developmental activities
needed and does not result into profiteering. It is also
to be ensured that the funds are not diverted
elsewhere.”
2.7 Hon’ble High Court while citing the law laid down by Hon’ble Supreme
Court of India, has further observed and held that

i. The self financing Schools have a right to fix their own fee structure
ii. But at the same time there has to be a mechanism to ensure that the
Schools

under

consideration

do

not

indulge

in

profiteering

/commercialization of education and
iii. The fees/funds collected by the Schools from parents/teachers are
not transferred from the School funds to the society or the trust which
runs such Schools or any other institutions.
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The above said observations are reproduced here as under:

“At the same time, the Supreme Court has also laid
down categorical principles that the Schools cannot
indulge in profiteering and they cannot charge
capitation fee higher, therefore, the fees fixation is
subject to the aforesaid two restrictions. It is also to
be ensured that the fees/funds collected by the
Schools from parents/teachers are not transferred
from the School funds to the society or the trust
which runs such Schools or any other institutions.”

2.8 Hon’ble High Court has categorically laid down that while the schools
are given freedom to fix their own fee structure, at the same time these
schools cannot be allowed to indulge in profiteering /commercialisation of
education. It has also to be ensured that they do not divert funds through
unauthorized channels. Accordingly the Hon’ble High Court has held that
there is a need for some mechanism to be put in place that may ensure
that the schools while enjoying their autonomy, do not misuse the same for
converting the education into commerce by various violations enlisted. The
relevant part of the observation is reproduced here as under for ready
reference:

“The moot question is while giving freedom to the
Schools to fix their own fees structure, how to ensure
that these Schools are not indulging in profiteering/
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commercialization of education and are also not
diverting funds through unauthorized channels. In
Delhi Abibhavak Mahasangh Vs. Union of India and
Ors., AIR 1999 Delhi 124., Delhi High Court in Writ
Petition (C) No.2723/1997,

expressed the view that

there was a need for establishing a permanent
Regulatory Body/mechanism, the rationale whereof is
given in paras No. 72 and 81, already extracted
above.”

2.9 Hon’ble High Court observed that there was no mechanism for
checking

the

indulgence

of

the

self

financing

Schools

in

profiteering/commercialization, and divertion of the funds generated by the
schools, elsewhere. The same is reproduced as under :

“Needless to mention that it is the duty of the official
Respondents to ensure that increase in the fees
undertaken by a particular School is justified and
necessitated by other circumstances like increase in
expenditure or because of developmental activities
needed and does not result into profiteering. It is also
to be ensured that the funds are not diverted
elsewhere.”

2.10 In view of the above situation Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court
was pleased to issue directions to the States of Punjab, Haryana as well as
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U.T.

Chandigarh,

to

provide

for

some

permanent

regular

bodies/mechanism which would go into these aspects on regular basis.
Necessary directions in this regard were issued to the States of Punjab,
Haryana and U.T. Chandigarh to examine the feasibility of establishing
such a mechanism and take a decision thereupon within a period of six
months from the date of the order. The extract depicting the contents of the
said orders to the States, for establishment of the mechanism envisaged, is
reproduced here asunder for ready reference:

“However, there is no mechanism for checking the
same. In a situation like this, we are of the opinion
that the States of Punjab and Haryana as well as
Union Territory, Chandigarh should also provide for
some

permanent

Regulatory

Bodies/mechanism

which would go into this aspect on regular basis. We
accordingly give directions to the States of Punjab,
Haryana as well as Union Territory, Chandigarh to
examine the feasibility of establishing such a
mechanism and take decision thereupon within a
period of six months from today.”

2.11 Till Such a mechanism is put in place, the Court issued directions for
setting up of three committees with the task to go into the accounts of the
Self Financing Schools and to find out reasonableness of increase in fee by
these Schools and to examine as to whether the Fee Hike by the Schools
is /was required or not . The part of the direction as an extract is
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reproduced here as under for ready reference:

“Till that is done and in order to sort out the issue as
to whether the hike in fees by the Schools is proper
or not, we would like to follow the same path as done
by the High Court of Delhi, namely, setting up a
Committee with the task to go into the accounts of
the Schools and find out the reasonableness of
increase in fees by the Schools. Accordingly, we
appoint three committees, one each for the State of
Punjab, State of Haryana and Union Territory,
Chandigarh,”

2.12 The Chairpersons of all these three committees were named in the
order and Chairperson was to nominate one Chartered Accountant who
was to be one of the Members of the Committee. One member was to be
from the field of Education preferably a retired teacher of the eminence to
be nominated by the Director of Public Instructions (Schools). Justice Ranjit
Singh, Judge (Retired) of the Punjab & Haryana High Court, Chandigarh
was named to Head the Committee for the State of Punjab. He nominated
Shri Ajay Sharma, Chartered Accountant and approached the DPI
(Schools), Punjab for detailing a suitable person who is educationist. In
response to the same, DPI (Schools), Punjab forwarded three names of the
educationists to the Chairman of the Committee for him to select one of
these persons as Member. Keeping in view the bio-data, Shri Pyara Lal
Garg, Retired Professor of Surgery, former Director Adult Literacy, Punjab
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a former Consultant National Literacy Mission Authority Government of
India, who had also been a Member of the various Committees connected
with Education, was nominated as educationist member of the committee.

2.13 The parameters for accomplishment of the task assigned to the
Committee, the limits within which the Committee was to act and exercise
its authority, were laid down in the judgment. The kind of assistance that
was to be provided to this Committee by Government authorities including
the Director Public Instructions, Punjab School Education Board, other
affiliating bodies also stood laid down therein as follows:

“Since the Schools are submitting the accounts with
the Boards, these accounts and records can be given
by the Boards to the Committees. In addition all the
Schools shall also render full cooperation to the
Committee(s) by submitting the Account and other
necessary

information

demanded

by

the

Committee(s). The scope of the work undertaken by
the Committee(s) shall be restricted to the academic
year 2012-13. Likewise, for the academic year 201314, though the Schools shall have the right to fix their
fees structure, they will have to justify the same by
producing

necessary

Committee(s). The

material

before

the

Committee(s) shall be entitled to

specifically look into the aspects as to how much
fees increase was required by each individual School
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on the examination of records and accounts etc. of
these Schools and taking into consideration the
funds available etc. at the disposal of the Schools.
While doing this exercise, it shall keep in mind the
principles laid down by the Supreme Court in Modern
School case (supra) as well as Action Committee
Unaided Pvt. Schools case (supra) and other decision
noted by us in this judgment. Needless to mention in
case it is found that the fees hiked by the Schools
was more than warranted, the direction can be given
to those Schools to refund the same to the students.”

2.14 It is in this background that the Committee started functioning. 1st
meeting of the Committee was scheduled on May 25, 2013 at the
residence of the Chairman. The Committee, after due deliberation, decided
to request the DPI (Schools), Punjab to furnish list of Unaided Recognized
Schools of Punjab preferably by 02.06.2013, the date fixed for the next
meeting. The Committee also decided to issue notice to all the parties in
the Writ Petition in which the order constituting the Committees was
passed. In addition, Members Shri Pyara Lal Garg and Shri Ajay Sharma
were requested to consider and prepare the list of information which would
be needed from Unaided Recognized Schools to check the reasonableness
of the fee hike and other requirements as directed in the order passed by
the High Court. Thereafter Punjab Government provided an office at the
premises of the Punjab School Education Board for holding the meetings of
the Committee. As such it was decided that next meeting shall be held at
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the office of the Committee. Notice was accordingly issued to the parties in
the three writ petitions which were decided by the High Court, to appear
before the Committee on 02.06.2013.

3. In the meantime the judgment of the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 and the ones referred to therein were studied.
The relevant Extracts are reproduced here as under:

3.1 In CWP 20545 of 2009 ( supra) Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court has observed that the self financing Private Schools have a freedom
to determine their own fee structure but they are not entitled to enter into
profiteering/ charging capitation fee. The fee determination is subject to
these two restrictions as under:

“No doubt, the issue was answered having regard to
the provisions of Section 17(3) of Delhi School
Education Act, 1973. There is a similar provision in
Haryana School Education Act, 1995 and there is no
similar law in Union Territory, Chandigarh or State of
Punjab. At the same time, the Court took into
consideration the general principles laid down in
earlier decisions of this Court while answering this
question. Referring to the judgments of TMA Pai
Foundation

(supra)

and

Islamic

Academy

of

Education (supra), it was held in no uncertain terms
that the fees to be charged by unaided educational
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institutions

cannot

be

regulated

except

that

capitation fees and profiteering were forbidden. There
could not be any rigid fees structure and each
institution must have freedom to fix its own fees
structure, after taking into account the need to
generate funds to run the institution and to provide
facilities necessary for the benefit of the students. In
the process, such educational institutions were even
empowered to generate surplus funds, which must be
used for betterment and growth of the educational
institutes”

3.2 The principle cited above has also been followed in case of Delhi
Abhivavak Mahasangh (supra) as under :

“At the same time, the Supreme Court has also laid
down categorical principles that the Schools cannot
indulge in profiteering and they cannot charge
capitation fee higher, therefore, the fees fixation is
subject to the aforesaid two restrictions.”

3.3 As for as the utilisation of the surplus generated is concerned it has
been held that the finances collected from fees and funds and the surplus
thus generated, cannot be transferred to the society/ trust running the
School or to any other institution/person as follows :
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“In the process, such educational institutions were
even empowered to generate surplus funds, which
must be used for betterment and growth of the
educational institutes with clear embargo that these
profits/surplus funds cannot be diverted for any other
use or purpose and cannot be used for personal gain
or any business or enterprise.”

“It is also to be ensured that the fees/funds collected
by the Schools from parents/teachers are not
transferred from the School funds to the society or
the trust which runs such Schools or any other
institutions.”

3.4 Hon’ble High Court has however cited the judgment of the Hon’ble
Supreme Court of India in case reported as Modern School Vs. Union of
India, AIR 2004 SC 2236 in Para 36 of the High Court Judgment , the self
financing educational Institutions have been held to be entitled for the
setting up of the development fund. The same is reproduced as under :

“ 36 On the third issue formulated by the Court and
noted above, the majority opinion was that the
management of the schools was entitled to create
Development Fund Account. For creating such a
Fund, it could collect development fees as well.
Concomitantly, the Court addressed the question as
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to whether directions given by the Government that
development fund fees should not exceed 10–15% of
the total annual tuition fees, was appropriate and
valid which was to be charged to supplement the
resources for purchase, upgradation and replacement
of furniture, fixtures and equipments. The Court was
of the opinion that this direction was given with the
purpose of introducing a proper accounting practice
to be followed by non-business organizations/not-forprofit organizations which was a correct practice
being introduced. The Court also held that taking into
account the cost of inflation between 15-12-1999 and
31-12-2003 that the ceiling charge of development
fees not exceeding 15% of the total annual tuition
fees was appropriate.”

3.5 Right to establish and administer the private educational institutions,
and the right of the State to regulate them, has been discussed in detail in
T.M.A. Pai Vs. State of Karnataka, AIR 2003 SC 353.

The largest

Bench of 11 Hon’ble Judges of the Hon’ble Supreme Court has laid
down the law in this matter. Hon’ble Supreme Court has held that the self
financing institutions have a right to administer them at their own but at the
same time the State is empowered to regulate these institutions in order to
prevent mal-administration. The state has also the right to prescribe norms
for maintenance of requisite academic standards and proficiencies. The law
laid down therein is as under:
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“The right to establish an educational institution can
be regulated; but such regulatory measures must, in
general, be to ensure the maintenance of proper
academic standards, atmosphere and infrastructure
(including qualified staff) and the prevention of maladministration by those in charge of management.
The fixing of a rigid fee structure, dictating the
formation and composition of a government body,
compulsory nomination of teachers and staff for
appointment or nominating students for admissions
would be unacceptable restrictions.”

3.6 The powers of the affiliating authorities for laying down the conditions
and standards and enforce the same, so as to achieve academic
excellence, has been established by Hon’ble Supreme Court in TMA Pai
(supra) , as under :

“There can be no doubt that in seeking affiliation or
recognition, the Board or the university or the
affiliating or recognizing authority can lay down
conditions consistent with the requirement to ensure
the excellence of education. It can, for instance,
indicate the quality of the teachers by prescribing the
minimum qualifications that they must possess, and
the courses of study and curricula. It can, for the
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same reasons, also stipulate the existence of
infrastructure sufficient for its growth, as a prerequisite.”

3.7 Hon’ble Supreme Court in TMA Pai, has held that the self financing
educational institutions that are not getting any grant / aid from the
Government, though are not a business, yet they enjoy the independence
in the matter of management of the institutes for admission of the students,
recruitment of employees and determination of the fee structure as follows :

“While an educational institution is not a business, in
order to examine the degree of independence that
can be given to a recognized educational institution,
like any private entity that does not seek aid or
assistance from the Government, and that exists by
virtue of the funds generated by it, including its loans
or borrowings, it is important to note that the
essential ingredients of the management of the
private institution include the recruiting students and
staff, and the quantum of fee that is to be charged.”

3.8 On the issue of the fee structure, Hon’ble Supreme Court has held in
TMA Pai (supra) that the determination of the fee to be charged is to be
left to the self financing private educational institution. The relevant extract
is reproduced here as under :
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“An educational institution is established for the
purpose of imparting education of the type made
available by the institution. Different courses of study
are usually taught by teachers who have to be
recruited

as

per

qualifications

that

may

be

prescribed. It is no secret that better working
conditions will attract better teachers. More amenities
will ensure that better students seek admission to
that institution. One cannot lose sight of the fact that
providing good amenities to the students in the form
of

competent

teaching

faculty

and

other

infrastructure costs money. It has, therefore, to be left
to the institution, if it chooses not to seek any aid
from the government, to determine the scale of fee
that it can charge from the students.”

3.9 Education has been held to be a charitable occupation and it cannot be
run for profits. However at the same time, Hon’ble Supreme Court has held
that some surplus may be generated by the institute. The relevant extract is
reproduced here as under:

“We, however, wish to emphasize one point, and that
is that inasmuch as the occupation of education is, in
a sense, regarded as charitable, the government can
provide regulations that will ensure excellence in
education, while forbidding the charging of capitation
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fee and profiteering by the institution. Since the
object of setting up an educational institution is by
definition "charitable", it is clear that an educational
institution cannot charge such a fee as is not
required for the purpose of fulfilling that object.”

3.10 The principle that education is basically a charitable occupation, is
also followed in Islamic Academy of Education v. State of Karnataka
reported in AIR 2003 SC 3724, wherein Hon’ble Supreme Court has held
that education is, accepted as a useful activity and it does not cease to be
a service to the society. It cannot be equated to a trade or a business.
Further held that education is National wealth, essential for the Nation's
progress and prosperity. On the issue of fee structure Their Lordships in
the Hon’ble Supreme Court have held that there cannot be any rigid fee
structure and the institutions have a right to fix their own fee in accordance
with the facilities provided. Further held that the surplus generated cannot
be used for any purpose other than that for the advancement of the
concerned institution alone. The surplus cannot be diverted to the trust or
the society or other institution or any individual. The same is reproduced
here as under:

“There can be no fixing of a rigid fee structure by the
government. Each institute must have the freedom to
fix its own fee structure taking into consideration the
need to generate funds to run the institution and to
provide facilities necessary for the benefit of the
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students. They must also be able to generate surplus
which must be used for the betterment and growth of
that educational institution.”

3.11 In para 56 of the TMA Pai Judgment (supra) Hon’ble Supreme Court
has categorically laid down that the decision on the fees to be charged
must necessarily be left to the private educational institutions that do not
seek and which are not dependent upon any funds from the Government.
Each institute will be entitled to have its own fee structure. The fee
structure for each institute must be fixed keeping in mind:

i.

The infrastructure and the facilities available,

ii.

Investments made, the salaries paid to teachers and staff
and

iii.

Future plans for expansion and/or betterment of the
institution,

subject

to

two

restrictions

,

viz.,

non

profiteering and non –charging of capitation fees.

3.12 Of course there can be no profiteering and capitation fees cannot be
charged. It thus needs to be emphasized that as per the majority judgment
imparting of education is essentially charitable in nature. Thus the
surplus/profit that can be generated must be only for the benefit/use
of that educational institution. Profits/surplus cannot be diverted for
any other use or purpose and cannot be used for personal gain or for
any other business or enterprise.’
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3.13 For ensuring that the fees prescribed by the self financing institutions
are in consonance with the facilities provided and in order to curb the
menace of capitation fee and the commercialization of education, Hon’ble
Apex Court in Islamic Academy (supra) has made it patently clear and
have laid down that the concerned institution has to justify the fee structure
before the Committee appointed and justify the same with documents and
accounts. The Committee is at liberty to accept the same or make
modifications. The same is reproduced here as under :
“Each educational Institute must place before this
Committee, well in advance of the academic year, its
proposed fee structure. Along with the proposed fee
structure all relevant documents and books of
accounts

must

also

be

produced

before

the

committee for their scrutiny. The Committee shall
then decide whether the fees proposed by that
institute are justified and are not profiteering or
charging capitation fee. The Committee will be at
liberty to approve the fee structure or to propose
some other fee which can be charged by the
institute”

3.14 In Islamic Academy (supra) the Hon’ble Apex Court had constituted
the Committees to look into the fees of professional institutes and held
that fee fixed once cannot be enhanced for three years. The same is
as under:
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“213The fee fixed by the committee shall be binding
for a period of three years, at the end of which period
the institute would be at liberty to apply for revision.
Once fees are fixed by the Committee, the institute
cannot charge either directly or indirectly any other
amount over and above the amount fixed as fees. If
any other amount is charged, under any other head or
guise e.g. donations the same would amount to
charging of capitation fee.”

3.15 Hon’ble Supreme Court in Islamic Academy (supra) directed the
Governments/appropriate authorities to consider framing appropriate
regulations, if not already, framed, so that if it is found that an institution is
charging capitation fees or indulging in profiteering, then that institution can
be appropriately penalized and may also face the prospect of losing its
recognition/affiliation.

3.16 Regarding the teachers, the salaries paid to them and the tactics of
booking more expenditure on salary than that incurred actually, Their
Lordships in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra) have observed as under:

“In so far as the payment of salaries to the teachers
and other staff is concerned, it appears that most of
the institutions are paying salaries in accordance
with the Rules and Guidelines framed by the State
Government and in certain cases they are even
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paying higher salaries than the salaries paid by the
Government Schools to their teachers. However,
there may be certain Schools who are violating these
norms by not paying the salaries in accordance with
the Rules and Regulations framed by the State
Government. It is also possible that certain Schools
may be showing salaries paid as per the Government
norms on papers but infact paying lesser salaries.
There has to be some mechanism to check this
malpractice in respect of which directions are issued
at the appropriate place.”

3.17 Which books are to be prescribed, has been an issue of agitation by
the parents who have been contending on their part that the private schools
are in collusion with the private publishers and the book sellers. They
change the books every year and thus charge huge commissions. The
demand has been made that they should prescribe the NCERT published
books only.

Hon’ble High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra) has

observed that the efforts should be made so that the books published by
NCERT are prescribed and used. However the reply by the Central Board
of Secondary Education in response to an application under Right to
Information Act depicts that the recommendation of Books published by
private publishers is not a bar. However the School has to prescribe same
number of books as published by NCERT , for the concerned subject for a
class. The same is as under :
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“No doubt, there should be an attempt to prescribe
the books of NCERT wherever available. However, it
is also a matter of fact that there is no law or
Regulation which mandates the Schools to prescribe
books of NCERT only to the students. It is stated by
various Schools that the books are chosen keeping in
view the intellectual competitive world as also the
intellectual autonomy of the teachers to teach the
students and any restriction in that regard would only
hamper the horizons of the students to attain
knowledge.”

Further held that:
“As per the information supplied by the Central Board
of School Education (CBSE) to this School under the
Right to Information Act, the recommendation of
private publisher is not a bar provided the number of
text books does not exceed the number of books
prescribed by the NCERT for that subject and class.
The School maintained that their syllabi is strictly in
accordance with the NCERT guidelines and norms
and number of text books does not exceed those
prescribed by the NCERT. Thus, in absence of any
statutory regime putting any obligation on these
private Schools to have only the NCERT books, it is
difficult to give any specific direction in this behalf.”
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3.18 Hon’ble High Court has left it to the government authorities to conduct
an in depth study on this issue and has directed the authorities that the
state may also look into the feasibility of fixation of price of the books of
private publishers. The same is reproduced as under :

“However, we leave it open to the government
authorities to look into this issue in greater depth and
to decide as to whether it would be necessary for the
private Schools to prescribe only NCERT/Boards
books. It will also be examined as to whether any
Regulatory mechanism is required and whether it is
feasible to regulate the prices fixed by the private
publishers in respect of books prescribed in the
Schools.”

3.19 There are claims and counter claims on the basis of citations made by
the parties before the Committee. The Committee found the guidance from
the principle laid down by Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in the case of
Action Committee Unaided Pvt. Schools and Others Vs. Director
Education and Others 2009 (11) SCALE 7, wherein Hon’ble Supreme
Court has made it patently clear and has held that the law laid down by
Their Lordships in 11 Judges Constitutional Bench in T.M.A. Pai Vs. State
of Karnataka, as clarified in P. A. Inamdar holds the ground as per
provision of Article 141 of the Constitution of India, and any law made by
the statutory bodies / authorities , has to be in confirmation with the same.
The relevant para is reproduced as under for immediate reference:
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“It also goes without saying that the judicial
discipline mandates the Bench comprising of two or
three judges to follow the Constitution Bench
decisions having regard to Article 141 of the
Constitution of India ( See State of W.B. v. Ashish
Kumar Roy ) I, therefore, clarify the judgment that
any direction issued by the High Court, by rulemaking authority or any statutory authority must be
in conformity with the decision of this Court in T.M.A.
Pai Foundation as clarified by the decision of this
Court in P. A. Inamdar .”

3.20 As such the Committee is bound to act within the said frame
work of law as for as various claims and counter claims are
concerned by taking support of various Judgments of the Hon’ble
High Court and that of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India .

4. The Committee had started functioning on the above premise and also
decided to seek participation of various stake holders to be equipped better
in making its opinion on the issues involved. On 02.06.2013 Ms. Anjali
Bhawra lAS, the Principal Secretary Department of Education Government
of Punjab, Special Secretary Education, Director Public Instructions (
Secondary) Dr. Kamal Kumar and the Secretary Punjab School Education
Board, came present in the meeting. A list of all the unaided affiliated
Schools in the State of Punjab was placed before the Committee. The
Committee requested the Principal Secretary Education, DPI (Secondary)
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to furnish details of all unaided Schools affiliated with the Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE) and the Council of Indian Certificate of
School Education (ICSE). The Secretary Punjab School Education Board
(PSEB) was requested to provide all the information available with them
with regard to infrastructure, the fee structure and about the other
components in these Schools. Sh. Pyara Lal Garg, Member of the
Committee had devoted some real efforts and had prepared and placed a
questionnaire before the Committee which was considered and deliberated
upon. The aim of this questionnaire was to elicit all necessary information
on various aspects which the Committee was directed / required to
examine. The Committee decided to add a few more questions to make it
more comprehensive.

4.1 The next meeting of the Committee was held on 22.06.2013. All those
came present were marked in the minutes of meeting prepared on the date.
The complaints and the requests were taken on record. The copy of the
questionnaire containing 43 questions was handed over to all present. The
parties who appeared before the Committee were clearly told and apprised
that they would be at liberty to furnish any additional information relevant to
the issue. A fresh notice was issued to the parties who remained
unrepresented on the said date.

4.2 The Committee also decided to issue notices to all the Unaided Private
Schools in the State as per the list provided by the authorities. In order to
avoid rush, different Districts were given different dates with some gaps.
Some difficulties being faced by the Committee were also discussed. Some
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representatives appearing on behalf of the students made a request to the
Committee to issue a public notice for anyoneand everyone to appear and
provide assistance to the Committee. This request was accepted and the
Committee decided to issue public notices for hearing. The Committee
accordingly issue directions to issue such public notice in one newspaper
each of English, Hindi and Punjabi.

4.3 28.07.2013

on this day the representatives of 97 Unaided self

finanacing Schools affiliated with Punjab School Education Board, 13
affiliated with the CBSE and 11 affiliated with the ICSE came present in
response to the notice. The Committee was informed that all Unaided
Schools in the District Amritsar were served with notice. The responses to
the questionnaire were taken on record. On this day it was also noticed that
Unaided Schools in different Districts of Punjab were not issued notices as
per the directions of the Committee. The Committee accordingly decided to
issue another public notice to remaining Unaided Schools of the remaining
Districts of the State as per the schedule given. This was in addition to
sending an individual notice to those Schools concerned under intimation to
District Education Officer of the District concerned.

4.4 Accordingly Unaided Schools in the Districts Bathinda, Barnala, SAS
Nagar and Ferozepur were required to appear on 01.08.2013, Schools of
District Fazilka Faridkot, Fatehgarh Sahib, Gurdaspur on 02.08.2013.
Similarly, on 07.08.2013 an opportunity was given to Schools of Districts of
Hoshiarpur, Jalandhar and Kapurthala, 15.08.2013 for Districts of Ludhiana
and Moga and 22.08.2013 for Districts Mukatsar Sahib, Mansa, Patiala and
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Pathankot. Districts Rup Nagar, Sangrur, SBS Nagar and Tarn Taran and
the Schools of other States were required to appear on 23.08.2013.

4.5 The Committee noticed that the public notice had been issued and
published in Jagran, Hindustan Times and Punjab Kesri. On that date the
Committee also decided to issue a public notice in newspaper Ajit
(Punjabi), The Tribune (English) and Punjab Kesri (Hindi). District
Education Officers in the each district were required to ensure that these
notices were served on unaided Schools under their jurisdiction. The
Committee also decided to put the questionnaire on the website of Punjab
School Education Board and this aspect was again ordered to be reflected
in the public notices which were being issued. The DPI Schools was
required to supply the copies of the information submitted by the Schools
with the Board or with the DPI, as was directed by the Committee in its
earlier order.

4.6 The Committee would wish to notice here that the stand taken by the
Respondents-State and the Board before the Hon'ble High Court in the Writ
Petitions leading to constitution of the Committees was, that most of the
Schools were full-filling the requirement of submitting their annual reports.
Therefore, the direction by the Committee to furnish this information which
ought to have been available with the Board, was issued.

4.7 However to its surprise, the Committee found that no information
virtually was available with the Board either in regard to the infrastructure,
fee structure and financial statements which was to be submitted before the
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Committee. This misleading stand taken by the State/ Board added an
additional burden on the Committee and it took a lot time and efforts to get
this information from the various Schools of the Punjab. Had these
information been available with the Board, the task of the Committee would
have been easy. The Committee was further surprised to find that even the
forms filled by the Schools for seeking affiliation were not available with the
Board.

4.8 Some individuals came forward before the Committee and raised their
grievances and complained against Schools like International Public
School, Kurali, National Public School, Kurali, Akal Academy, Fatehgarh
Chhanna, Akal Academy Bilga. The Committee decided to hand over the
copies of such complaints to these Schools when they were slated to
appear before the Committee.

4.9 The complaints of some of the persons that the Schools were not
issuing receipts for certain charges and payments, was taken note of. The
DPI was directed to issue direction to all the Schools to issue receipts
for all the payments made and received by such Schools. The
representatives of the Schools who had appeared before the Committee
were afforded an opportunity of hearing which was held publically in an
auditorium.

The

representatives

of

the

Schools

and

the

individuals/complainants were heard in the presence of the public and
everyone was given chance to make his submission freely without any
constraint.
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4.10 The meetings of the Committee were held on 01.08.2013, 02.08.2013,
07.08.2013, 16.08.2013, 22.08.2013 and 23.08.2013. On all these dates
the representatives of the Schools from different districts, as already noted,
were given a public hearing. Whatever was stated by the representatives of
the Schools or the teachers or parents or the public appearing before the
Committee to register their grievances were heard. Different viewpoints
were expressed. Some stated that the fee of the Schools affiliated with the
Punjab School Education Board was reasonable. Others joined issue in this
respect with those who propagated above line of submissions.

4.11 Grievances so made in regard to the sports fee being charged per
student from each and every student in a School were termed as
unreasonable and a burden on the parents. On request made by the
representatives appearing for the Schools a reasonable time was
granted to them for filing their responses to the questionnaire and
other information they would wish to submit.

4.12 One of the important aspects which 'was brought to the notice of the
Committee on 01.08.2013 was that Chief Khalsa Diwan had directed the
Schools run by it to charge enhanced fee of Rs.500/- per student as Chief
Khalsa development fund. A public spirited person named Mr. Balwant
Singh Khera stated before the Committee this was unauthorized and
unreasonable. As per his estimation a sum of Rs. three crores had been
collected annually in this manner by charging Rs.500/- per student.
During the hearing, the Committee had to confront various viewpoints.
i.

Like

some

of
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the

private

Unaided

Schools

maintained

before

the

Committee

that

they

had

established the School with self help and they really may
not fall within the control of any authority so as to examine
the fee structure.
ii.

Some

of

the

Schools

conceded

before

the

Committee that it was not feasible for them to pay the
teachers as per the laid down norms.
iii.

A doubt which was otherwise arising in this case

was as to whether the Committee had scope to go into
the fee structure of those Schools as were not parties to
the writ petitions ?
iv.

Certain queries were also on the scope of

examination of fee structure.

4.13 At this stage the Committee had to apprise' such representatives that
the task assigned to the Committee was to consider and examine the fee
structure on the basis of the Directions of Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana
High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 ( supra) as per the law laid down by
Hon'ble Supreme Court in TMA PAI Case ( supra) and if any School can
justify the fee being charged which is found commensurate with the
infrastructure fee hike and the facilities provided the Committee may
find that the Fee Hike is reasonable.
On the other hand if it is noticed that the Schools are resorting to
profiteering or are charging capitation fee then that has to pass as
unfair and illegal as per the law laid down by Hon'ble Supreme Court.
4.14 All the Schools and institutions appearing before the Committee were
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given liberty to make written representation if they so desired.
It was clarified and told to all present that the Committee would go into the
fee structure of all the Schools on the basis of information provided by such
Schools to Education Board or which is now provided to the Committee in
response to the questionnaire. The Schools were also apprised that the
Committee would not hesitate to check the authenticity of the
information so supplied to the Committee by some individual source
in case it entertained any doubt in this regard. Queries on the scope of
examination of fee structure were clarified on different dates. Presence of
all the persons or representatives of the Schools who appeared was duly
marked and the submissions made before the Committee were reflected in
the minutes of meeting prepared by the Committee on each date of
hearing.

4.15 Here the Committee would wish to highlight an example of
unreasonable fee which incidentally came out on account of conflicting
interest projected by two Schools at Ludhiana. Mr. Gajan Singh Thind the
Managing Trustee of MGM Public School while appearing before the
Committee stated that initially the School was charging Rs.600/- per month
per student which had been raised to Rs.800/- per student per month. He
claimed that the campus of the School was unique and School was working
on no profit basis. He also stated that the teachers were well paid and the
salaries were deposited in their bank accounts.

4.16 In this regard he gave an example of another School named SPM
School and DAV School which were initially charging the same fee as was
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being charged by his School but now had enhanced it to Rs.3300/- or
Rs.3000/- per student per month. Later on representative of SPM School
appeared before the Committee and made an attempt to justify their fee on
the

ground

that

School

was

having

comparatively

much

better

infrastructure. The representative of MGM Public School even required the
Committee to pay a visit to the School and see for itself that the
infrastructure in his School is not less than any other School. All such
issues were taken note of and obviously to be dealt with while examining
the fee structure of these Schools.

4.17 Certain other incidental issues arose before the Committee as was
pointed out by the persons appearing in the public hearing. The grievance
was made that
i. some Schools had introduced three uniforms which each
student was required to maintain.
ii. It was also pointed out that the said uniforms were sold at
exorbitant rates through a particular shop;
iii. some of the children were forced to pay for day boarding even if
they were not interested in having such facilities.
iv. Students were being made to pay for computer classes.
v. They were forced to buy books from a particular shop.
vi. One of the grievances made in this regard was the money
being charged for transport.
4.18 In fact one of the representatives of the Schools appearing before the
Committee was forthright in conceding that the transport was the only profit
venture and source of income to the School. Such like issues surfaced
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during the public hearing in the meetings of the Committee.
Some persons appeared and made some individual grievances before
the Committee. They were apprised that the scope of the committee
was to examine the fee structure and not to go into the other
individual complaints which the parents or students have made
against the Schools. However some of thm made that the activites
and directions of the schools on following issues also have an effect
on the Fee Structure Hike
i.

charges for purchase of track suits,

ii. imposing of heavy fines,
iii. starting smart classes
iv. charging monthly sports fee from each student compulsorily
v. charging generator funds,
vi. building funds and
vii. annual admission fee.
viii.

running two schools in one complex with common
grounds and boundry wall.

ix. Having multiple accounts for deposiit of fees in the bank
x. repeated sundary collections without any receipt and
accountablity to the students.
xi. Getting a declaration /affidavit for not objecting to the Fee
structure Hike. The affidavit is such as violates even the
fundamental rights of a citizen. The schools run by Catholic
Church have printed the same on the prospectus and have
claimed before the Committee that after such signing of the
declaration/affidavit the complainants lose their right to file
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complaints before the Committee on Fee Hike .

4.19

All such issues were duly reflected in the minutes of meeting

prepared by the Committee. 20.09.2013, 11.10.2013 were fixed for public
hearing giving notice to all in general to appear before the Committee,
in case they could not avail the earlier opportunity afforded to them
while hearing the Schools district wise. In response number of persons
and the representatives of the Schools appeared on 20.09.2013.

4.20 A detailed representation was received against Akal Academy Bhai
Dass, Mansa pointing out that institution was established by individuals’
contributions of Rs.1,50,000/-. Free labour was contributed by the people of
the area. It was pointed out that earlier even a small or a poor farmer could
afford the fee of his child in the School but now even well to do farmer may
not be able to pay the fee. It was pointed out that the people of the area
had resorted to Dharna when representative of the School met them with
the promise to help but did nothing.

4.21 Since this Akal Academy was running Schools at different places,
similar kind of complaints were made against all the Schools like Akal
Academy, Bilga where the fee hike was 27 to 30% transport charges were
enhanced by 38%. This was the situation even when 17 acres of land was
donated by the villagers. It was pointed out that the School was actually
running only in 3-4 acres of land and remaining 13/14 acres land was
utilized for farming by the School. Similar complaint was also received
regarding Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna.
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4.22 Public hearing was also given on 11.10.2013, when complaint against
Akal Academy was again reiterated. Some complaint was also made in
regard to the manner of teaching. Representative from Akal Academy,
Bilga and Moga appeared to rebut the submissions. A representative of
Harkishan Senior Secondary School, Hoshiarpur appeared and disputed
allegation that sum of Rs.500 was charged as Chief Khalsa Development
fund but conceded that Rs.300/- per student is being charged under this
head. The Committee noticed that the person could not justify the same
under any law or other authority.

4.23 Counsel appeared on behalf of Modern School, Patiala and filed a
reply. The allegation against the School was that the management thereof
had diverted some funds to their private accounts. In response to the query
by the Committee, the Ld.counsel conceded that the funds stated to have
been diverted in the complaint indeed were so diverted but still made an
attempt to justify this to be legal. The Committee, however, did not find any
justification in diversion of such funds and this is one of the aspects which
the Court had required the Committee to examine.

4.24 In its meeting held by the Committee on 17.10.2013, it was pointed
out before the Committee that a large number of Schools were dropped
out but their names are still standing in the list of Schools affiliated with the
Board. The Committee then demanded the list of such Schools and issued
direction for preparing the same. The office of the Committee was also
directed to prepare a list of Schools district wise depicting the complaints
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and responses there to. Performa was prepared School wise and district
wise in regard to the financial statement submitted by them.

4.25 In its meeting held on 24.10.2013 the Committee decided to afford
one more opportunity to the Schools which had not filed their replies.
Another public notice was issued to only such Schools which had not
filed the requisite information. On 31.10.2013 the Committee decided to
summon the Secretary of the Board to reconcile and supply information in
respect of all the Schools affiliated with the Board. The Secretary
accordingly appeared and prayed for 15 days time to provide complete
information. The committee, however, continued to examine the available
records.

4.26 On 7.11.2013 the Committee noticed that the available information in
respect of the Schools that had filed their responses revealed that
i. A number of Schools had transferred money to' the trust which
were running Schools or in other organization or some
individual.
ii. Prima facie the Committee found it to be illegal.
iii. The Committee also viewed that this would indicate that the
profit was being made by the Schools and was thus being
transferred to the society.

4.27 The Committee accordingly decided to see if any such direction would
have to be issued for return of such amount to the School funds. It was also
noticed that funds like building fund, sports fund etc. were being increased
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every year and said funds collected from the students were being
transferred to the society. Some Schools were noticed to have shown
expenses by withdrawing from the capital which in view of the Committee
was not permissible. This gave an indication that the Schools were being
run for business purposes. Having noticed all these defects the committee
decided that it would examine the financial statement of accounts of each
School as per the following parameters:
i. Transfer of fund to society or other organization
ii. Collection of funds in name of the society and other such
funds for transfer of the same to the society;
iii. Expenses being withdrawn from the capital;
iv. Collecting fund as generator or electricity charges;
v. Sale of books/profit,
vi. Transport/profit.
4.28 The available records in respect of these Schools were thus examined
as per these above noted parameters. The task of examining the accounts
continued on the next meeting on 15.11.2013. On this date the Committee
noticed that it was seriously handicapped as majority of the Schools had
not responded to the questionnaire and information supposed to be
available with the School Education Board was not forthcoming. The
Committee then decided to summon the Secretary of Affiliation wing to
ascertain the correct position in this regard. At that time it was noticed that
information in respect of majority of the Schools was not available. A list of
those Schools which had filed information for three financial years and
those for two financial years or one financial year was prepared. Even the
list of those Schools which have not filed financial statements was also
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prepared. The Performa submitted by these Schools at the time of seeking
affiliation had not been made available and accordingly the Board was
directed to expedite the same. Noticing the norms for affiliation as laid
down by the Board to be somewhat impracticable, the Committee decided
to pay a visit to some Schools at Mohali and Kharar to ascertain the
position on ground.

4.29 In the next date of meeting i.e. 22.11.2013 the Committee really found
itself handicapped to proceed in the absence of responses to
questionnaire. All the Schools mandatorily were required to respond to the
questionnaire framed by the Committee but majority of these had failed to
file responses. Directions were accordingly issued to the Board to obtain
responses to the questionnaire from all the Schools who had not filed the
same earlier. A list of such Schools was sent to the Board for their
information.

4.30 The concern of the Committee was shared with the Secretary of the
Punjab School Education Board, when he appeared before the Committee
on 05.12.2013. The Committee noticed that the Secretary was not fully in
picture of the requirements projected. Some of the information shared by
the Secretary was found to be inaccurate. The Secretary was then apprised
of the requirement that the Board was to obtain to the questionnaire. He
was asked to approach the Schools to provide this information within 10
days. The Secretary was told that the Schools should be apprised that they
may face dis-affiliation in case they failed to supply the requisite
information. He was also apprised that the audited financial statements of
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the Schools which according to stand of the Government was available,
were in fact not found in the record. On this day the Committee also
decided to examine the fee structure on the following aspects:
i.

Whether the fee is commensurate with the infrastructure
facilities in the School;

ii. Whether the increase of fee is justified or not;
iii. Whether there is no profiteering in any of the heads or all of the
heads under which fee is charged.

4.31 The Committee then examined the available record of various Schools
on 03.12.2013, and then on 19.12.2013. The observations of the committee
were recorded in the minutes of meeting. Some of the Schools were found
charging building fund, generator fund, electricity fund and transport
charges but some of the irregularities pointed out were as under:
i. were not showing such funds in the total amount of receipts shown by
the Schools.
ii. such funds as being collected were more than the expenditure under
the respective heads.
iii. the profits made out of the sale of the books, the uniforms and
transport were not being depicted by some of the Schools.
The Committee was of the view that such funds as collected should
form part of the overall receipts and are treated to be part of fee.

4.32 Some Schools were noticed to have collected donations which were
nothing but capitation fee.
The Committee also decided to examine the record to see if overall
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surplus had increased whereas the fee had also been increased in the
said financial year. The Committee was of the view that in such cases
the fee being charged may need correction.

4.33 Another mode of profit was that Surplus funds were being transferred
to the society even after showing increase in the payment of salaries.
Wherein the whole exercise was done by

increasing the fee. The

Committee was of the view that such Schools ought to have utilized
amount out of surplus instead of increasing the fee even if increase in
the salary was to be given.

4.34 Some Schools had shown loans having been advanced to the
members or the society and they were standing as such for years without
fetching any interest. The Committee is of the view that this was
nothing but indicative of transfer of profits/surplus in an unauthorized
manner. Accordingly, the Committee decided to examine total amount
received, total expenditure, increase in fee, increase in fine and transfer of
any amount to individual or any other society as an unauthorized one.

4.35 On 23.12.2013 Board was asked to remove the discrepancy in the list
of number of Schools affiliated with the Board. On 31.12.2013 it revealed
that earlier in the list supplied, there were 3145 Schools affiliated with the
Board but as per the latest information only 2325 Schools remained
affiliated with the Board. Out of these 1121 Schools had filed responses to
the questionnaire and balance sheets of 1204 Schools were yet to be filed.
The Committee decided to ask the Secretary to expedite the collection of
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the responses from these Schools. The office of the Committee was also
asked to examine if the Schools which had responded to the questionnaire
have submitted their financial statements as well or not. The DPI Schools
and the CBSE, ICSE were also directed to send their details of the Schools
affiliated

with

the

respective

boards.

On

this

day

some

complaint/representation against one School was received and the same
sent for comments to the said School.

4.36 The examination of the statements of accounts continued on
11.01.2014. In fact the Committee would like to put on record the efforts put
in by Members Shri Pyara Lal Garg and Shri Ajay Sharma in spending their
time and efforts in examining the information throughout irrespective of the
date of meeting was fixed or not. They continued to work on their own on
almost every day. It is only because of their efforts that information in
respect of such large number of Schools could be co-related and examined
to come to some conclusion in regard to the reasonableness of the fee
structure. With their laborious efforts they continued to examine the
responses to the questionnaire in the light of financial statements submitted
by the Schools and have been able to check the discrepancies which would
be found reflected in the interim report submitted by this Committee.

4.37In this manner, the Committee could persuade and coax the Board to
act and obtain the requisite information, the initial lethargy as was noticed
was converted into action. The frequent requests to summon the Secretary
and other employees ultimately yielded result and thus the Board and the
Committee succeeded in obtaining the requisite information from most of
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the Schools or say 80% of the Schools that stood affiliated with the Board
as per current list. Similarly the Committee continued with the task on
16.01.2014, 23.01.2014 and compiled the data and took note of the
progress. Thereafter on 30.01.2014 on which dates the Chairman decided
to leave the charge himself in view of the fact that he had been selected for
appointment as Chairperson of Debt Recovery Appellate Tribunal, the
Committee then decided to make a reference to Hon'ble High Court for
making alternative arrangement for the appointment of other Chairman in
view of the development as noticed above. In the mean time the two
members may carry on the proceedings so as to maintain progress towards
the completion of the task assigned to the Committee and examine the
record of various Schools and note the observations to be later annexed
with the final report.

4.38The Hon'ble Court was so correct in observing that if any information
on accounts or other matters was being supplied to the authorities then it
was simply put in archives. I think no such information could be dug out
from the archives even. What to talk of any information, even the
performa submitted by the Schools to seek affiliation were not
available with the Board. It appears that there is no control being
exercised over such Schools and the interest of the public at large is
being compromised.

4.39 One of School visited by the committee was running 10 classes with
six teachers. There was no Science or Maths or other qualified teacher
employed in the School. School was having 100 students on the role and
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still it was submitted that they can manage the teaching with six teachers. It
appeared to the committee that the person managing the School got 4
kanal plot allotted in Mohali and is conveniently using it as residence. If the
Board had been vigilant such things could not have happened. There is a
need to have mechanism in the Board to monitor the Schools even after
granting affiliation. Board needs some push to act and to perform its
function and duties. Committee has thus felt that there is a strong need
of mechanism to check these Schools in terms of law as has been
held by the court and this mechanism should work independently on
regular basis.
4.40 The Committee had examined the record and information in respect of
192 Schools situated in District Bathinda, Barnala and Amritsar . The
Committee minutely examined the statements of accounts of various
Schools and has noticed that most of the Schools which are examined
have shown income over the expenditure. Schools have charged money
broadly from heads like
i. furniture funds,
ii. Building funds,
iii. General funds,
iv. Student welfare ,
v. electricity fund,
vi. water sewerage fund ,
vii. computer fund , Generator fund,
viii.

transport fund ,

ix. profit on sale of uniforms , books etc and commission there on .
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4.41Having earned income the same Schools have still increased the fee
excessively. Such increase in the fee would be totally unjustified. In fact
the committee prepared a proforma in case of each of all the 192 Schools
whose records had been examined, giving details of the profits made under
different heads and so all the increase in fee. Proforma containing details of
these Schools stood examined and the Committee had recorded its
observations which were tabulated and annexed with the first Interim report
( Vol. I) as Annexure A.

4.42 The Committee had also prepared a separate list of those Schools
where some irregularities and the activities as are not permissible under
law, like increase in the fee where already there was a surplus with the
School, the same are not utilized but fee is increased. Committee is of the
view that such Schools ought to have used the surplus instead of
increasing the fee, which is also noticed to be a yearly exercise. As
per law such increase should not be permitted every year and
generally be allowed once in three years.

4.43 Some Schools are committing gross illegality and have transferred
funds varying from 15 lakh to more than 5 Crore to the societies running
the Schools or to the individuals. This is impermissible and ought to
stop immediately. Committee is of the view that all such amount
transferred be got back and accounted for in the School funds. Any
increase in fee in such Schools would be unjustified and would need
to be rolled back. The Schools which have transferred the money to the
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society be directed to get the money back as any such transfer is
impermissible as per law.
4.44 The profits earned by the Schools from sale of books, sale of uniform,
from transport charges, welfare funds, Electricity fund water and sewerage
charges, General fund, computer fund, furniture fund and building fund etc
are all means adopted to earn profits. Any profit earned under such heads
should be transferred back to the School funds and accounted for. Any
increase in fee in such Schools is unjustified and ought to be rolled back
and refunded to the students concerned.
4.45 Committee has noticed that some Schools are running in
proprietorship and are noticed to have withdrawn huge amounts from the
capital which is illegal and nothing but a method to divert funds for own
uses and is illegal. Same amounts are required to be paid back to the
School accounts. A few Schools have loaned huge amounts to individuals
without charging any interest. Such loans seem to have been advanced
as a means of transfer of funds to individual. Such amounts are
required to be recovered with interest.

4.46 Committee has noticed that some Schools have received donations.
There were no means with the committee to ascertain if this is a method to
charge capitation fee or not. This fact may be further got examined by
directing the board to hold enquiry in this regards.

4.47 In few cases, money was collected in the name of the society as
separate charge not connected with the fee. Huge amount was collected in
this manner and as an example , it is noticed in the earlier part of the report
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that Chief Khalsa Dewan had collected about three crore in this manner.
Any such amount collected in this manner has to be recovered and
returned to the students. The committee had compiled a list of all such
Schools, where above noted violations had been found and same was
annexed with the interim report. Each violation noticed in the list is noted in
detail in the relevant column where the statement of account of the School
is recorded.

4.48 The Committee reviewed the data collection process on 18-2-2014,212-2014, 25-2-2014 and 28-2-2014. On 18-2-2014 it was revealed that the
information of another 199 schools had been received making it to 2038 out
of 3158 schools of PSEB. The list of CBSE affiliated schools supplied by
DPI (S) stood revised from 702 to 753 while that of ICSE schools stood
reduced to 106 from131. On other dates the lists again stood revised. And
on 28-2-2014 proformas of 110 new schools were received and the list of
the schools affiliated with the Punjab School Education Board again stood
revised to 3243.

4.49 A new issue cropped up that there are some schools that got affiliation
after 31-03-2012. The committee decided that those schools shall also be
dealt with for the fees of 2012-13 in as much as the said school did exist
before 31.03.2012 and did teaching during the session 2012-13 and also
charged the fees. Tabulation, compilation and analysis of the school wise
data continued.
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4.50 On 18-3-2014, 21-3-2014, 25-3-2014 and 27-3-2014 the efforts for
collection of information and the review of the progress thus made was
continued to be assessed. It was noted that DPI (S) had not been able to
send data of 254 schools that made more than 30% of the schools affiliated
to CBSE and ICSE. The figures of 10 districts for the PSEB affiliated
schools depicted that 341 such schools had been placed in the list which
were not the self financing recognised schools. Data of 2128 schools had
been received. A list of 1062 schools was drawn out and sent to Secretary
PSEB as had not sent the 43 point proforma. The issue of employees for
the office of the Committee was taken up with the Board. By this time data
of 107more had been tabulated, compiled and analysed by the Committee
members and that of 105 more schools was in progress.

5. The Committee in its meetings during the month of April 2014 with the
new Chairman Justice Amar Dutt (Retd.) in position reviewed the issuance
of Public Notices and noted that the exercise had already been carried out
for participation by various stake holders including the students , parents ,
NGOs, schools, teachers and the managements . The same had been
issued as under:
Date of Public Notice New Papers in which Published
03-07-2013

Punjabi Jagran, HT , Punjab Kesri

27-07-2013

Punjabi Jagran, HT , Punjab Kesri

03-08-2013

Punjabi Jagran, HT , Punjab Kesri, Ajit

15-08-2013

Ajit, HT , Punjab Kesri

04-09-2013

Ajit, HT , Punjab Kesri

05-10-2013

Ajit, HT , Punjab Kesri
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07-11-2013

Ajit, HT , Punjab Kesri

It was discussed that Public hearings had been held on 22-06-2013, 28-072013, 01-08-2013, 02-08-2013, 16-08-2013, 22-08-2013, 23-08-2013. The
Committee decided to take further steps to get the information required so
as to remove impediments in the functioning of the Committee. Demiofficial letters were issued to the DPI (S ) and the Secretary PSEB, along
with the lists of schools that were still faltering on supply of information.
Further some of the parents brought to the notice of the Committee that the
schools were charging money without issuing the receipt for the same. The
Committee decided to direct the DPI (S) to ensure that all payments
received by the schools from the parents/students should be received
against a proper detailed receipt. The Committee also decided that as
sample exercise the triplicate copies of the file of each school be made,
one for each member for examination of the records. The Union of Self
Financing Schools desired to meet the Committee for which the office had
been ordered to ask them to send a formal request so that suitable time is
granted.

5.1 It came to the notice of the Committee the District Education Officers in
the state of Punjab did not go through the Judgment of the Hon’ble High
Court delivered in CWP 20545 of 2009 ( supra) as revealed from the
demand of a copy of the same by the DEO (S) Ludhiana. The Committee
decided that the copy of the Judgment be published on the web page of
PSEB. From other similar quarries it was revealed that the Department
had scant knowledge of the scope and functioning of the Committee.
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5.2 A new Phenomenon of the sale of schools after opening two schools in
same name came to the notice of the Committee in District MANSA. The
Committee reviewed the school wise compilation tables prepared by the
Members of the Committee and after revisiting all the Judgments, the
Committee decided to continue its working within the same parameters as
stood already worked out. Further decided that modifications /additions
/alteration as and when if required shall be made. The parameters laid
down as under :

i. The Fee structure/ Fee Hike should be commensurate with the
facilities provided.
ii. All payments received from the students or their parents should be
received against a proper receipt.
iii. The profits /commissions, made out on account of sale of books ,
uniforms and other articles is not permissible.
iv. The fee invariably as a general principle is not to be increased before
a term of three years in general.
v. Profits from Electricity, Generators and transport are not permissible.
vi. Fee increased should not be more than 15 % invariably for the
aforesaid interval.
vii. Surplus cannot be beyond 6-15% .
viii.

For unforeseen expenditure the surplus is to be used before

resorting to fee increase.
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ix. The surplus is not to be transferred to any individual, society, trust or
other institution.
5.3 Above parameters are based on the law laid down by Hon’ble Apex
Court, in the matter of the fee of the self financing institutions in Islamic
Academy ( supra) . Their Lordships in the Hon’ble Supreme Court in
Para 213 in Islamic Academy ( supra) have held as under :
“ It thus needs to be emphasized that as per the majority judgment
imparting of education is essentially charitable in nature. Thus the
surplus/profit that can be generated must be only for the benefit/use
of that educational institution. Profits/surplus cannot be diverted for
any other use or purpose and cannot be used for personal gain or for
any other business or enterprise.”
“……………………………………………Along with the proposed fee
structure all relevant documents and books of accounts must also be
produced before the committee for their scrutiny.”
“……………………………………………The fee fixed by the Committee
shall be binding for a period of three years, at the end of which period
the institute would be at liberty to apply for revision. Once fees are
fixed by the Committee, the institute cannot charge either directly or
indirectly any other amount over and above the amount fixed as fees.
If any other amount is charged, under any other head or guise e.g.
donations the same would amount to charging of capitation fee.”

In the above Judgment,

Islamic Academy ( supra) in para 135

Hon’ble Justice S.B. Sinha in the Hon’ble Apex Court has held that
surplus can be 6 to 15% as under :
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“While this Court has not laid down any fixed guidelines as regard fee
Structure , in my opinion, reasonable surplus should ordinarily vary
from 6% to 15%,.....”

The mandate of the Committee in the Judgment of the Hon’ble High Court
in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra) was revisited and the same is as under:

“…… increase in the fees undertaken by a particular school is
justified and necessitated by other circumstances like increase in
expenditure or because of developmental activities needed and does
not result into profiteering. It is also to be ensured that the funds are
not diverted elsewhere.
Likewise, for the academic year 2013-14, though the schools shall
have the right to fix their fees structure, they will have to justify the
same by producing necessary material before the Committee(s). The
Committee(s) shall be entitled to specifically look into the aspects as
to how much fees increase was required by each individual school on
the examination of records and accounts etc. of these schools and
taking into consideration the funds available etc. at the disposal of
the schools.”

5.4 Law laid down in TMA Pai (supra) and in Islamic Academy ( Supra)
was travelled again and the conclusions noted down as under:
In TMA Pai (supra) in para 54 it has been held that the right to establish an
educational institution can be regulated; but such regulatory measures
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must, in general, be to ensure the maintenance of proper academic
standards,

academic atmosphere and requisite infrastructure (including

qualified staff) and for the prevention of mal-administration by those incharge of management.
In TMA Pai (supra) Para 56 ……The decision on the fee to be charged
must necessarily be left to the private educational institution that does not
seek or is not dependent upon any funds from the government
In Para 57 of the TMA PAI Judgment ( supra) Hon’ble Supreme has held
that the task of imparting education is charitable. Their Lordships have
observed as under :

“We, however, wish to emphasize one point, and that
is that inasmuch as the occupation of education is, in
a sense, regarded as charitable, the government can
provide regulations that will ensure excellence in
education, while forbidding the charging of capitation
fee and profiteering by the institution. Since the
object of setting up an educational institution is by
definition "charitable", it is clear that an educational
institution cannot charge such a fee as is not
required for the purpose of fulfilling that object.”

“…………..In the establishment of an educational
institution, the object should not be to make a profit,
inasmuch as education is essentially charitable in
nature. There can, however, be a reasonable revenue
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surplus, which may be generated by the educational
institution

for

the

purpose

of

development

of

education and expansion of the institution”

5.5 PARA 213 of Islamic Academy (supra) gives autonomy to the
institutions for

fixing

fees and also the directions there on for the

regulation of the same as under :
“There can be no fixing of a rigid fee structure by the
government. Each institute must have the freedom to
fix its own fee structure taking into consideration the
need to generate funds to run the institution and to
provide facilities necessary for the benefit of the
students. They must also be able to generate surplus
which must be used for the betterment and growth of
that educational institution.”

“Each educational Institute must place before this
Committee, well in advance of the academic year, its
proposed fee structure. Along with the proposed fee
structure all relevant documents and books of
accounts

must

also

be

produced

before

the

committee for their scrutiny. The Committee shall
then decide whether the fees proposed by that
institute are justified and are not profiteering or
charging capitation fee. The Committee will be at
liberty to approve the fee structure or to propose
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some other fee which can be charged by the institute.
The fee fixed by the committee shall be binding for a
period of three years, at the end of which period the
institute would be at liberty to apply for revision.”
“Once fees are fixed by the Committee, the institute
cannot charge either directly or indirectly any other
amount over and above the amount fixed as fees. If
any other amount is charged, under any other head or
guise e.g. donations the same would amount to
charging

of

capitation

fee.

The

Governments/

appropriate authorities should consider framing
appropriate regulations, if not already, framed, where
under if it is found that an institution is charging
capitation fees or profiteering that institution can be
appropriately penalised and also face the prospect of
losing its recognition/affiliation.”

5.6 In the Month of May 2014 the Committee continued with the Meetings
and continued the hearings on public complaints and at the same time the
task of tabulation, compilation and analysis of the school wise data was
continued. 15 Parents of Ludhiana district displayed their complaint against
the schools by a video CD,

the Committee examined in detail the

representations and the annexure appended to the complaint sent by the
parents’ Association, and noted down that the parents had made out the
following points :
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i.

Annual/readmission charges are

taken year to

year under

different names/heads
ii.

Monthly fees and funds are increased exorbitantly without taking
the parents into confidence though the same is mandatory under
the regulations of the Central Board of Secondary Education for
affiliation.

iii.

Children are compelled to purchase books , stationery and
uniforms from the school or from a designated particular shop.

iv.

Huge sums are charged on account of Magazine funds.

v.

Day Boarding fees are charged forcibly from ecah student.

vi.

Smart class fees are very high and a source of huge profit and
iother irregularities .

vii.

School diary charges are disproportionate to the actual cost and
thus are a source of huge profit.

viii.

Syllabus Charges are disproportionate to the actual cost and thus
are a source of huge profit.

ix.

Prayer Book Charges are disproportionate to the actual cost and
thus are a source of huge profit.

x.

Half yearly examination charges are disproportionate to the actual
cost and the same is nothing but profiteering.

xi.

The schools do not notify the fees and charges well in advance
and tell the same after the admission session is over. Thus they
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compel the students to remain tied up with the school at exorbitant
Fee Hikes.
xii. The schools increase the fees at a time when the parents are not
left with any choice even to say no
xiii.

That the detailed head for the charges in the receipts are
denied and the instructions and directions are blatantly violated.

xiv.

Some schools are charging the funds under two different names
to show less income even though such names do not exist as
establishment.

xv. The set of books provided at Rs. 3800 by one school , however
the same set is provided at Rs. 700 by another school. This is
nothing but fllecing by coercin.
The Committee informed the parents that the issues have been noted but
the Committee shall take a view after listening to the Schools. The
Committee noted that Sacred Heart School Ludhiana was not coming with
the concrete answer to the issues raised in the complaint against it. They
had to be directed to file the specific reply. The Committee was successful
in the tabulation, compilation and analysis of the school wise data of
around four hundred schools and finalise the action on the basis of the
above cited principles.

5.7 During the month of June 2014, the Committee continued to make
efforts for collection of information from the schools through the authorities
concerned. The public hearings and the task of the tabulation and
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compilation and analysis of the data of individual schools was also a
regular feature. It has come to the notice of the Committee that Sacred
Heart School Ludhiana, has committed the following irregularities:
i. The School filed the statement of accounts of 2012-13 for the Society
running the school as a whole and the Ld. Counsel could not satisfy us as
to why was there a change and digression during 2012-13 from the earlier
practice of 2010-11 and 2011-12 in the maintenance of accounts.
ii. The School has admitted that the fee was decided in December of the
previous year but the hefty increase was announced in May and June, after
the start of the session and the Committee held it to be a mal practice.
iii. The School had made a surplus of 30 to 40 % in the previous two
years and as such there was no justification in the increase of fee
during 2013-14 at all. School had made a profit as under during 2010-11
and 2011-12
Year

Surplus Generated

2010-11 Rs. 1, 89, 06, 783/2011-12 Rs. 2, 40, 17, 191/-

iv. The school had enhanced the fees to the extent of 40% in the
previous three years which is not permitted when sufficient
surplus was available.
v. The school also transferred Rs 72 lakh to the Society
The school agreed to reduce the fee increase by 30 % and the parents
struck a compromise. The Committee under these circumstances had no
option but to dismis the complaint as withdrawn. However while doing so
the Committee made it clear to all concerned that in compliance of the
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orders of Hon’ble High Court, the examination of the Fee Structure Hike of
the school shall still be carried out by the Committee.

5.8 The Committee noted that 43 point proforma had been received in case
of 2540 schools while financial statements were supplied by around 2150
schools only. The Board has been hampering the working of the office of
the Committee by frequent transfers of the employees for which the
authorities stood informed that changes if any be not done without the
consent of the Committee. The committee issued directions to 440 schools
for supply of the requisite information including 58 schools each in Amritsar
and Patiala and 45 schools in Gurdaspur.

5.9 In the month of July 2014 the Committee decided to take up the
pending complaints with the Committee and also continue with the hearings
already going on. The work of the tabulation, compilation and analysis of
the data was also continued by the Committee Members in between. On
detailed review of the status of collection of the basic information from the
schools, it was revealed that out of the list of 3364 schools provided by the
PSEB till the month of June, 384 schools were found to be such as had
been deleted because of various reasons including disaffiliation. The
Committee decided that for collection of the information from the middle
schools , DPI (S) be requested to provide the same. Similarly out of 780
schools affiliated to CBSE , 636 had sent the 43 point proforma though
incomplete in certain cases, in as much as the financial statement for the
Financial Year 2012-13 had been submitted by 428 schools only. While
the status of ICSE affiliated schools was that 43 point proforma submitted
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by 90 schools out of 131 but the Financial statement for 2012-13 was
supplied by 37 of them only. The Committee noted that there is a big gap in
the number of affiliated schools published on the web site of the PSEB and
the one supplied to the Committee. The decided to seek the clarification
from the Secretary PSEB. 694 schools that stand affiliated to PSEB, do not
figure in the list published on its web page. The information has been
received by the committee only from 3305 schools out of around 4300
schools in the lists supplied by various authoritis. As such non supply of
information hampered the working of the Committee. The Committee also
directed the manager of Shiv Jyoti Public School Jalandhar to file financial
statements for the three financial years of 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13.
The Committee continued with the task of analysis of the data of individual
schools.
5.10 August 2014, the task of the hearings, review of data collection from
various schools action taken by the authorities of the Government and the
DPI(S)/Secretary PSEB was carried out. The Committee Members carried
out the task of tabulation, compilation and analysis of data and targeted to
do the same for around 400 schools within about 6 weeks time. The
complaints against following schools were heard:
i. Shiv Jyoti Public School Jalandhar,
ii. Y. S. Schools Handiyaya –Barnala
iii. Dashmesh Public School Faridkot
iv. Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary School , Pandori Khazoor,
Hoshiarpur
v. Akal Academy , Bilga –Jalandhar,
vi. Max Arthur Macauliffe Public School Samral-Ludhiana
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vii. St. Francis School Bhamian Kalan Ludhiana
viii.

Mount Carmel School, Kakkon- Hoshiarpur

ix. Malwa Public School Ghagga-Patiala
x. Greenland Public School Ludhiana
xi. Akal Academy , Fatehgarh Chhanna Patiala
xii. Modern Senior Secondary School Patiala
5.11 Some of the complainants submitted before the Committee that there
are schools that are functioning illegally, they are admitting students by
misinforming the public and are making false and wrong claims but the
authorities of Government are not initiating action against them . It was
found that St. Francis School Bhamian Kalan, Ludhiana, was functioning
since 2004 but had sought affiliation only in the recent past. The
Complainants out of frustration started approaching each and every Forum
available to them and some of them have even approached the Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court.

5.12 In September 2014 the Committee took up the hearning on complaints
and also continued with the tabulation , compilation and analysis o school
wise data on Fee Hike and completed the exercise for around Four
hundred schools, the data of which had been made available to it. The
complaint against Dashmesh Public Schools Faridkot was dismissed as the
complainant had no issue regarding the fee structure Hike. The issue of
formulation of criteria of admissions on merit, was well within the rights of
the management and admittedly the admissions were being done on merit
alone. The issue however did not fall in the purview of the Committee. The
complaint against Budha Dal Public School Samana also stood dismissed
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as the complainant did not want to pursue the same. However in both the
cases it was made clear that fee structure Hike shall be examined by the
Committee despite dismissal of the specific complaints.
5.13 Committee could not hold its meetings and could not do the work of
analysis for six weeks due to the absence of one of its Members on
account of an accidental injury and resumed the same on 25.11.2014.
During November December 2014, the complaints were taken up. In case
of a complaint against Bal Bharti School, Ludhian by the parents’
Association, it was revealed that the school did not have the affiliation for
years to gather

and the school had also failed to send the 43 point

proforma prescribed by the Committee. Since the name of the school did
not figure in the list of the self financing schools affiliated with the CBSE ,
provided by the DPI (Schools) Punjab, the office was directed to confirm
from the DPI (Schools) as to whether the school in question is actually
affiliated or not and put in the report as soon as it is received. The office
had also been directed to update the data regarding the schools affiliated
to various Boards i.e. PSEB, CBSE and ICSE and send a copy of the
same to each Member of the Fee Committee.
5.14 The updated data of the schools affiliated to the Punjab School
Education Board (PSEB) (Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)
and Indian Certificate of Secondary Education (ICSE) was reviewed. The
District wise examination of the data revealed that the number of schools as
per lists provided by the Punjab School Education Board and the DPI
(Schools) is as under:
Affiliating Board

No. of self financing schools affiliated

PSEB

3371

64

CBSE

850

ICSE

116

GRAND TOTAL

4336

i.

Further scrutiny of these lists have revealed that some of the
schools have either ceased to exist or have changed their affiliation
from one board to another and that another set of the schools, are
either Government schools or Government aided schools. The
same do not fall in the purview of the Committee. On the basis of
current data, the provisional number of schools that fall within the
terms of reference of this Committee is as under:

Affiliating Board

No. of self financing schools affiliated

PSEB

2938

CBSE

773

ICSE

111

GRAND TOTAL

3822

ii.

In view of the previous experience it shall not be a matter of
surprise if the said data stands altered once again. On further
analysis it has been observed that large No. of the proformas, that
had been designed by the Committee to be filled and submitted by
the schools,

have

been received after due compliance. The

analysis depicted the figures as under:
Affiliating Board Level of school

Total

Received Pending

PSEB

High/SSS

2478

2342

136

PSEB Middle

Middle Schools

460

348

112

CBSE

High/SSS

773

677

96

ICSE

High/SSS

111

93

18

3822

3460

362

GRAND TOTAL
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iii.

From the above figures it is clear that the response in the case of
PSEB in collection of

the proformas and the information from

High/SS Schools is very good and has touched 94.5% while that of
middle schools is lowest and is only around 76%. The probable
reason for the same is that under Right of the Children to Free and
Compulsory Education Act, 2009,

the examination up to 8th

Standard has been abolished and as such PSEB has no control
over the middle schools. The office was directed to send the list of
such schools

o the DPI (Schools) with the request to issue

necessary directions to the DEOs to collect the data and forward
the same to the Committee as the functioning of the Committee is
being hampered by non supply of requisite information by the said
school. With regard to the CBSE and ICSE affiliated Schools
requisite data has been collected from 87.5% and 83.5%
respectively.

The office was directed to prepare the lists of the

schools who have not forwarded the data and send the same to
the DPI (S) for ensuring the collection and forwarding of the
requisite data to the Committee, from the defaulters.
iv.

Further analysis of the tables indicates that some of the schools
which have sent 43 point proforma have not provided their annual
audited statements and the balance sheets for the year 2010-2011,
2011-2012 and 2012-2013.

The number of the schools falling

under various categories that had sent their 43 proforma but had
not sent all three statements of accounts is as under:
Affiliating Board Level of school

Proforma 2010-11
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2011-12

2012 -13

received
PSEB

High/SSS

2342

2023

2016

1994

PSEB Middle

Middle Schools

348

325

329

302

CBSE

High/SSS

677

606

621

557

ICSE

High/SSS

93

80

78

67

3460

3034

3044

2920

GRAND TOTAL

v.

After discussion it emerged that there may be even certain schools
which have sent balance sheets but have not sent the 43 point
proforma.

The office was directed to prepare the school-wise

updated data so as to enlist the schools that have not sent their
audited statements and initiate further action for the procurement of
the same from various sources. The office was also directed to
contact the schools through PSEB and the DPI (S) for collection of
data. The said authorities be apprised that in case of failure of the
schools to promptly respond to supply the information required for
complying with the orders of the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court, may leave no option with the Committee but to move the
Hon’ble High Court for initiating such proceedings against the
defaulters as their Lordships may deem fit.
vi.

It was decided that the case of the data compiled, tabulated
and analysed for individual schools on various parameters as
directed by the Hon’ble High Court Judgment shall be taken
up for further review after receipt of the above information.
The tabulation and analysis of the school wise data by the
members at their end continued as per previous practice.
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vii.

Further it was also reviewed as to which are the Schools that have
sent the 43 point proforma, the accounts statements in the form of
either balance sheets, income & expenditure records, or profit loss
statements for three consecutive years i.e. 2010-2011, 2011-12
and 2012-13. It was further decided that the audited statements of
accounts and balance sheets of all Schools should be obtained by
the office as per decision taken by the Committee.

viii.

The School-wise data of district Amritsar, for the Schools affiliated
with Punjab School Education Board, Central Board of Secondary
Education and ICSE was taken up for review. Discrepancies were
found and the office was directed to check the records and pin
point the cause of the discrepancy. In Amritsar out ofthe High
/Senior Secondary Schools affiliated with PSEB from the district,
184 have sent the 43 point proforma while audited statements and
balance sheets for the year 2010-11,2011-12 and 2012-13 the
concerned three years, have been received from 165, 168 and 161
schools. The Committee also directed the office to issue letter to
each school where above discrepancies have been pointed out
directing them to get the same removed forthwith.

5.15 The complaints against the following Schools were taken up.
i. Sahibzada Ajit Singh Academy, Ropar
ii. Modern Senior Secondary School Patiala.
iii. Y. S. Schools, Barnala/Handiaya, District Barnala
iv. Bal Bharti school, Ludhiana
v. International Public School, Paprali Road, Kurali (SAS nagar)
vi. Malwa Public Senior Secondary School, Ghagga.
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vii. Prem Sabha School, Sangrur
viii.

Akal Academy, Bilga

ix. Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna
x. Mount Carmel School, Kakkon
xi. Max Arthur Macauliffe Public School, Chandigarh Road,Samrala
xii. Rayat International School, SBS Nagar.
xiii.

Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana.

5.16 Sahibzada Ajit Singh Academy, Ropar : It was revealed by Mr.
Sudeep Vij that the School has been giving different information to the
Central Board of Secondary Education on one hand and an entirely different
one to the Committee on the other.
i.

It was further submitted that the School was charging admission
fee every year from all students, whereas other schools are not
charging such fee.

ii.

He also submitted that his wards have been turned out of the
School because of the fact that a complaint has been filed by
him and other guardians before the Fee Committee.

iii.

The parents also asserted that they have challenged the high
handedness of the school in a Writ Petition before the Hon’ble
High Court for the States of Punjab and Haryana

iv.

The Committee in order to proceed further directed as under :
Mr. Vij to file an affidavit incorporating the above assertions
and also place on record a copy of the Writ Petition to enable
the Committee to examine whether the issues raised therein are
the same as the ones which are being brought up before the
Committee. The Principal of the school asserted that the
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complainant is harassing the school, denied all these allegations
and submitted that the school is charging reasonable fees, The
respondents were also directed to file an affidavit incorporating
the stand that the management wants to take before us.
v.

The office report however shows that the School has yet
not submitted the mandatory 43 proforma prescribed by the
Committee, audited accounts /financial statements and classwise fee structure as required by the Fee Committee as earlier
directed.

vi.

Regrets were expressed on behalf of the school for the lapse
and stated that the needful shall be done without delay. The
Committee decided that the case be listed for hearing after the
decision of the Writ Petition filed by the petitioner.

5.16.1 Modern Senior Secondary School Patiala : Ld. Counsel Ms.
Bhavna Joshi, appearing on behalf of the respondents submitted that the
Committee had no jurisdiction to get into the matter of scales of teachers
and also that the complaint was based on an enquiry by former
Commissioner who himself was facing charges. It was submitted that the
School is property of the trust and the trustees are free to use the profits
gained by the trust. Written reply by the School management was taken on
record.

i.

During the course of arguments it was pointed out that Rs. 90
lacs had been transferred by the School management to one
Mr. Ravi Singh and 3.63 Crore to the trust and a trustee. The
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counsel was not able to explain the circumstances in which
the above amounts had been transferred and the authority
under which the transfer could have been made.

ii.

The complainant teachers alleged that due to the complaint of
transfer of crores of rupees from the school illegally, leading not
only to fee hike but the complainants are being denied salary as a
punishment, to which Mrs.Bhawna Joshi, ld. Counsel appearing on
behalf of the respondent

school undertakes on behalf of the

Principal of the School that the school management will pay the
arrears of salary by Monday the 22nd of December 2014 positively.

5.16.2 Y. S. Schools, Barnala/Handiaya,

District Barnala

The

concerned society is running the schools and increasing number of
institutions that are being managed by it. It was observed that huge amount
of the surplus from the School had been transferred to other institutions. Sh.
Balbir Kumar Sharma appearing on behalf of the School was ordered to
place on record documents on the basis of which such transfers can be
made. Though the complaint had been dismissed for non prosecution as
complainant failed to turn up despite registered notices having been sent
thrice yet the fee structure of the schools in question has to be examined in
compliance of the orders of Hon’ble High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009
(supra)

5.16.3 International Public School, Paprali Road, Kurali (SAS Nagar),
the complainants submitted that the school was not involving the parents
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while fixing the fee. However, on behalf of the respondents it was submitted
that in the meetings convened for the purpose after associating the parents,
the school had come to a mutually agreeable solution. In view of the above
stand the parties were directed to draw up the terms and conditions which
had so been agreed between the parties and submit a copy of the same
duly signed by all concerned before the Committee. The school had not
complied with the directions issued by the Committee regarding submission
of class-wise fee as per 43 point proforma. Mr. Parminder Sharma, had to
be directed to do the needful. However it was made clear that despite this
the fee of the school shall be examined by the Committee in compliance of
the orders of the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court in CWP 20545
OF 2009 (supra). The Committee continued with the compilation and
analysis of school wise data of the schools as had supplied the same. The
progress reviewed.

5.16.4 Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana : The complainant did
not come present however Mr. Baldev Singh who came present on behalf of
the school produced a declaration on behalf complainant stating that he was
no more interested to peruse the complaint. In order to discourage frivolous
complaints notice issued to the complainant to be present in person to
explain as to why proceedings be not initiated against him for setting into
motion unnecessary proceedings. However it was made clear that despite
this the fee of the school shall be examined by the Committee in compliance
of the orders of the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court in CWP
20545 OF 2009 (supra)
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5.16.5 Genius International Public School, Solkhian : The complainant
did not come present however he had sent a request that he be given some
other date. This request was opposed by the Counsel appearing on behalf
of the School who submitted that the complainant was exploiting them by
misusing the process of law. It was submitted that the respondents had
been appearing on every date fixed in the case. The ld. Counsel was asked
to assist the Committee on the matter and the issues involved. He was also
requested to assist the Committee to dispose off the case as per the
directions of the Hon’ble High Court in Civil Writ Petition 20545 of 2009
(supra). While doing so the ld. Counsel should also study as to what orders
can be passed by the Committee in case it comes to the conclusion that the
complainant is guilty of initiating the present proceedings only with a view to
harass the management. Copy of the order was served on the complainant
to enable him to justify his absence if possible. On the next date a detailed
request filed on behalf of the school regarding the complaint, the same
taken on record. Complaint dismissed in default for non prosecution.
However it was made clear that despite this the fee of the school shall be
examined by the Committee in compliance of the orders of the Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court in CWP 20545 OF 2009 (supra)

5.16.6 Malwa Public Senior Secondary School, Ghagga : Sh. Ranjit
Singh appearing on behalf of the respondent school sought an adjournment
in order to enable him to file a composite reply to the allegations made by
Jagmail Singh, complainant against the functioning of the school. In this
complaint the complainant submitted that the issues in his complaint are
regarding refusal to admit students of weaker sections to the extent of 25%
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under Right to Education Act and further that the School is charging heavy
fees but is not imparting education commensurate with the fees charged.
There are certain fees like
i. sports fee,
ii. computer fee being charged from all classes whereas the facilities are
not provided.
iii. The School is unable to teach and as a result the outcome is so poor
that even middle class students are unable to perform to the level of
3rd standard.
iv. The School is indulging only in profit when there is no interest or
intention of quality education.
v. They are spoiling careers of children.

5.16.7 The Committee made it clear that the issue of admission under ‘The
Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009,’ did not
fall within the purview of the Committee .Further it was revealed that as per
the provision to Section 8 a of the Act ibid it is provided as under :

‘Provided that where a child is admitted by his or her
parents or guardian, as the case may be, in a school
other than a school established owned , controlled or
substantially financed by the funds provided directly
or indirectly by the appropriate Government or a local
authority, such child or his parents or guardian, as the
case may be , shall not be entitled to make a claim for
reimbursement

of
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the

expenditure

incurred

on

elementary education of the child in such other
school’.
It was made clear that the provision of law is, that the parents who send
their wards to the private schools at their own despite the availability of the
Government/Aided Schools in the prescribed distance of 1 KM for primary
and 3 KM for middle, then the Government is not supposed to compensate
for their education in private schools as per provisions of the Right to
Education Act . However once the parents are ready to pay fees of such
private schools , the school in that case cannot refuse to admit 25% children
of the deprived sections.

5.16.8 In the matter of Akal Academy at Bilga and Fatehgarh Chhanna it
has been revealed by the parties that they had held discussions with each
other during the pendency of the complaint before the Fee Committee but
could not reach any conclusion. It has been observed that the school has
not placed on record their Audited Statements for the last three years.
However on behalf of the respondents it was assured the requisite
documents shall be placed on record as directed by the Committee.

5.16.9 Max Arthur Macauliffe Public School, Chandigarh Road,
Samrala, The complainant teacher alleged that she had been removed from
service because of her complaint in which she had shown the inflated
expenditure on salaries by the school as depicted in the balance sheets.
The respondent school could not rebut the same.
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5.16.10 Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School Sangrur: Mr. Sham Lal
Singla, Mr. Ranjit Singh, Mr. Parhlad Singh came present on behalf of the
complainant and Mr. Mohinder Singh, Advocate and Ms. Shanti Hans came
present on behalf of the respondent school. Mr. Singla has filed a complaint
only against the 10+1 & 10+2 part of the Prem Sabha Senior Secondary
School, Sangrur which according to him is a self financing school.
i. The said school has been turned into a business by the Trust that was
running the aided school.
ii. There has been illegal transfer of funds from the school to the Trust
and to the Model School.
iii. The complainant submitted that there are three separate schools
being run in one building at Sangrur i.e:
a.

Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School

b.

Prem Sabha Shishu Niketan High School

c.

Prem Sabha National High School

5.16.11 The first School i.e. Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School used to
be an aided School being run by the Society. Now in the same premises the
society has also opened two more schools i.e. Prem Sabha Shishu Niketan
School & Prem Sabha National High School which are private funded
Schools. The Schools at Serial No (ii) & (iii) therefore also fall within the
purview of the Fee Committee. Following facts were further revealed :

i. Ms. Shanti Hans in-chgarge of the School admitted that she was not
aware of the complete facts.
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ii. From a perusal of the documents it is apparent that the inter-se
transactions are being carried out between the Schools.
iii. that the three Schools are maintaining a common balance sheet which
covers both the aided as well as the unaided Schools.
Mr. Mohinder Singh, ld. Advocate on behalf of the School submitted that the
school had not got the copy of the complaint along with the letter of
intimation. On his insistence time and again the office of the Committee
presented the postal receipt of the registered parcel sent to the school
weighing 875 grams and the same contained the letter of intimation too.
The parcel stood delivered. The Counsel had been directed to cross check
and file an affidavit on his averments of the school having not got any parcel
except the letter of intimation.

5.16.12 Mount Carmel School, Kakon. Mr. Sanjeev Thukral, Mr. Sarabjit
Singh Thind, Mr. Ranjit Singh Rana, Mr. Kapil Dev, Mr. Sanjeev Bhardwaj
on behalf of the complainants and Fr. Thomas, Fr. Varghese,Fr. Augustine,
Fr. George, Mr. Romy Chako, Advocate, Mr. K. K. George, CA came
present
on behalf of the respondents. After listening to the parties it was made clear
that the order of the Committee is crystal clear and the parties should
implement the same as no interference is called for at this stage. It was
further held that the complainant can always visit the school to inspect the
record and apply for the copies of the documents which they need as these
are in the public domain and are germane to the dispute which is being
raised by the parents. On behalf of the school, the ld. Counsel appearing for
them assured that the copies of such documents sought for would be made
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available to the applicant. It was brought to our notice that the school has
not till date supplied copies of class wise fee structure for the years 201011, 11-12 and 2012-13.

The Counsel for the School assured that the

needful would be done within a week. On the next date it was observed that
the complainants had not been provided a copy of the documents. On
behalf of the school it was submitted that it had supplied the set of
documents in the office of the Committee and the parents should have
collected the same from the office of the Committee. The office has been
directed to supply the required papers to the complainant.

5.16.13 Rayat International School, SBS Nagar. Mr. R. Buvana and Ms.
K.L.Manjula came present on behalf of the school. The office informed that
the information sought for in the 43 point proforma which the school is
required to submit to the office of Fee Committee has not been made
available. Ms. Manjula appearing on behalf of the school has been directed
to make the same available to the Fee Committee without further delay.

5.16.14

Bal Bharti School, Ludhiana. Mr. Inderpal Singh, Mr. Dinesh

Jain, Mr. Manjit Singh on behalf of the complainants and Mr. S. S. Misra on
behalf the respondent school came present. On behalf of the parents Sh.
Jain placed before the Committee that the School is not abiding by rules
and regulations and has been deceiving the parents. The School remained
unaffiliated for long and has been affiliated to CBSE just two years earlier.
The School is in a denial mode to act as per law of the land and insisted that
the school fees for 2012-2013 were under challenge before the Committee
but without filing any documents before the Committee, the school has been
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continuously increasing fees to a huge extent annually for 2013-2014 and
now has further increased for 2014-2015 too.

i.

On the issue of affiliation the office has been directed to write to the
DPI (S) so as to direct the School to file the requisite documents.
On the next date Ms. Ritu Jain, Mr. Dinesh Jain, Mr. Manjit Singh
Mrs. Harpreet Kaur, Mr. Inderpal Singh , Mr. Harsh Inder Singh
came present on behalf of the complainants while on behalf of
respondent school Sh. Rajesh Kumar, Ld. Counsel came present
and submitted that the papers on behalf of the school as required
by the Committee have been submitted and the school is affiliated
with the Central Board of Secondary Education (hereinafter
referred to as CBSE) only in 2013 and consequently they have
submitted statement of Accounts for the year 2013-2014 only , that
there are two units of the school, one with classes from 1st to 5th
which has been functioning since 2008, the second school is
working as Unit No. 2 from the year 2013 only.

ii. However on behalf of the parents it was asserted that the school is
running for almost more than five years and their wards have been
studying in the school since its inception and they have just now
come to know that in fact the school was actually not affiliated
though the school authorities have always held out to the parents
that the school was affiliated with the CBSE. They also submitted
that the school has therefore been misleading the parents and are
now harassing them by not appearing before the Committee on one
pretext or the another.
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5.16.15 Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana. Mr. Ashok Kumar,
Manager of the School could not explain the transfer of Rs. 5,77,89,881/from the School to the Society during the financial year 2012-2013. He was
directed to explain the circumstances in which the transfer was made and
as to how was the same justified by law. On the next date the office has put
an e mail intimating that the parties are negotiating a compromise. Since
record indicate that the school had been called upon to explain the
circumstances in which some funds have been transferred from school head
to another this cannot be done until the a satisfactory explanation is
provided.

5.17 On 29.12.2014. Ms. Malini Sharma, OSD (Scholarship) and another
official from the office of DPI (S) concerned with the disbursement of
Scholarship to the students of weaker sections at High (Senior Secondary)
class as per Policy of the Government of India, appeared before the
Committee. They submitted that the amount of Scholarship is to be fixed on
the basis of Fee fixed by the Committee. The mandate of the Committee
was discussed with them and the procedure adopted by the Committee in
examining the fee structure of each School in reference to the facilities
provided by them and as such there cannot be any common fee structure
for the institutions in the State or in any of the Districts. However during
discussions it was a point of focus that under Right to Education Act 2009,
fee of only those weaker section students is to be reimbursed who are
compelled to join a private school because of non availability of a
Government school within the prescribed limits of one KM and 3 KM. In the
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act it is further provided that those parents who send their wards to a private
school at their own will, they shall bear the expenditure themselves. Under
the act it is further provided that the fee reimbursed shall be limited to the
school fee but the same shall not be more than per child expenditure
incurred by the Government. However under rules it needs to be calculated
in ratio of the salaries of the teachers in private school in comparison to
Government salaries. The Committee Members continued with the analysis
of the school wise data after tabulation and compilation in between the
meetings too. The Committee continued discussing the same.

6.

In January 2015 , The Committee continued its work of hearing the

complaints, making efforts in collection of the information from the remaining
schools and also kept on tabulating and analysing the school wise data. The
Committee Members carrying out the task of taking care of the tabulation
compilation and analysis of the data of each individual school did the job for
about three hundred schools more by mid January 2015.

6.1 National Public Senior School, Kurali On behalf of the complainant
Mr. Rajesh Rathore, Mr. Parag, Mr. Suresh Kumar and on behalf of the
respondent school Mrs. Devendera Mahal came present. The Committee
noted

a misplaced notion of

the school that

the school being a self

financing institute and is not availing any grant whatsoever from the
Government, as such is not bound by any law and is having rights to act of
its own. It was also averred that the school is not liable to answer any
queries or submit any clarifications. Then the Principal submitted that she
had not read the judgment of Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court and
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she was ready with the details but her Counsel stopped her from supplying
the same.On behalf of the parents it was submitted that
i. the school is not ready to talk to the parents and
ii. rather after filing the complaint before the Committee the school
refused to provide Bus service to their wards though they are ready to
pay the transport charges subject to final decision by the Committee.
iii. On behalf of the School, the Principal submitted that earlier it was
refused by the parents to give transport charges. However, she will
look in to the issue afresh without any bias.

6.2 International School Kurali

Mr. Kuldeep Singh came present on

behalf of the complainants and Mr. Parminder Sharma and Mr. R. K.
Sharma came present on behalf of the school. The complainant moved an
application requesting that a compromise has been reached between the
parties. Hence the complaint may be filed. They are directed to place on
record the terms of the compromise which must be taken in to consideration
by us at the time of the final disposal of the case. It was made clear that
despite this compromise the fee of the school shall be examined by the
Committee in compliance of the orders of the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana
High Court in CWP 20545 OF 2009 (supra)

6.3 Rayat Bahra School, Kurali. Mr. R. Buvana, Mr. K. L. Manuja, Mr.
Parmil Sharma came present on behalf of the school and it was asserted
that the complainant is harassing them. It was further asserted that Mr. Vij,
the complainant has nothing to do with the School and therefore the
compliant should be dismissed as he has been absenting himself. The
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Committee decided that the Committee is obliged to examine the records of
School in relation to the issues which have been raised in the complaint
because the same pertain to the fee and facilities. The office is directed to
place all the records that have been received from the school so as to
enable us to independently examine the same and if necessary call upon
the School to explain the discrepancies which come to our knowledge.

6.4

In January and February 2015 Complaints against the following

Schools had been fixed and were taken up.
i. Malwa Public Senior Secondary School, Ghagga, District. Patiala.
ii. National Public School, Kurali.
iii. Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana.
iv. Mount Carmel School, Kakkon.
v. Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana
vi. M A M Samrala
vii. Akal Academy, Bilga and Fatehgarh Chhanna.
viii.

Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala.

ix. Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur
x. National Public Senior Secondary School, Kurali
xi. Sri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary School, Pandori.
6.5 However along with the public hearings on these complaints the
task of the data analysis for the determination of the reasonableness
of the fee of each school was also continued by the members and
more than 200 more schools stood covered by the exercise.
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6.6 Minutes of the meeting held on 20.01.2015 on behalf the Malwa Public
Senior Secondary School, Ghagga, District. Patiala, Mr. Ranjeet Singh
submitted that the school is charging the most reasonable fee in the area
and will still make efforts to settle the issues raised by the complainant
mutually. On the next date No one puts in appearance on behalf of the
complainant.

On 4-2-2015 on behalf of the School a letter had been

submitted wherein the complainant had requested to withdraw the
complaint. The same was ordered to be taken on record and a copy to be
sent to the complainant informing him that in view of the said request the
complaint is dismissed as withdrawn. However in compliance of the orders
of Hon’ble High Court in CWP 20545 OF 2009 (supra) , the Committee
shall examine the fee structure of the said school.
6.6.1 On behalf the National Public School, Kurali Mr. Sudershan Moudgil,
Advocate

and on

behalf of the complainants Mr. Rajesh Rathore Mr.

Suresh Kumar Mr. Prag Singh came present. Mr. Moudgil sought
adjournment in order to enable him to file reply to the complaint.
6.6.2

Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana also sought time for filing the

reply to the question as to how the surplus ofRs. 5,77,89,881/- was
transferred out of the school. The Committee Members continued with the
analysis of school wise data. On 13-02-2015 and 24-02-2015 the
Committee observed that the school had sought adjournment again and
again and as such the school was avoiding to reply.

6.7In the meeting held on 21.01.2015 on behalf of the Mount Carmel
School, Kakkon, Fr. Thomas, Fr. Varghese came present , however the
complainant was unable to be present on account of illness. On next date of
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hearing on 04-02-2014 the parties expressed their desire to mutually settle
the issue. Both the parties desired to discuss the matter amongst
themselves. However after almost more than one and a half hour they were
unable to reach any understanding. The complainants submitted copy of
their arguments in part, a copy of which had been provided to the School.
The School had been asked to explain the transfer of Rs. 3.73 Crore of the
School. The complainants submitted that the School is charging Rs. 250/per student for library whereas the School has not spent a penny on library
during 2012-2013. As such out of 2700 Students 1250 are paying library
fee which they said that it has been introduced only for last three years and
said that only 550-600 are charged. However when the parents rebutted
the assertion so made , the School came with a figure of Rs. 950-1000 and
ultimately the school could not deny the figure of 1250 students paying the
library fee. It was submitted that the School had charged more than Rs. 9
lakh on account of library but had spent only 31000/- during the past three
years. It was submitted on behalf of the School that they have to collect
funds for purchase of books which are purchased as and when required but
the representative was unable to explain as to why such a huge gap
between the charges collected and the expenditure incurred during a long
period of over three years. The complainants further submitted that the
School is depicting an exaggerated expenditure on maintenance of the
furniture. The statements placed by the complainants showed that the book
value of the furniture was 11.96 lakh while 6.95 lakh has been shown to be
the expenditure on its maintenance. The complainants asserted that the
School is making false claims before the Committee under various heads of
income and expenditure , only to justify the hugeFeeand Funds/ Fee Hike .
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However, on behalf of the School it was submitted that the fees are lesser
as compared to other schools.
6.7.1 On behalf of Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana, Mr. Sudershan Gaur,
CA Mr. S. S. Misri, Mr. Santosh Rai and on behalf of the complainants Mr.
Manjit Singh, Ms. Harpreet Kaur, Mr. Dinesh Jain, Mrs. Ritu Jain, Mr.
Satnam Singh, Mr. Inderpal Singh came present. On behalf of the School
the ld. Counsel submitted that the School had made admission in 10+1 in
2012 and had got affiliation during 2013 while the school was running till
tenth already. The parents submitted that the school is making wrong
assertion, as earlier they had made a claim that the school was running
upto primary only. Moreover it was submitted by them that the school is
humiliating the students and had presented the answer sheets of the
students where it was written in bold “the fee defaulter”.

The Ld.

Counsel submitted that he will take stock of the whole situation and shall
also arrange for a meeting with the parents if the issue can be resolved with
mutual consent of both parties. Directions issued to the School to spell out
the true position about the status of the school and submit the audited
statements for 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13 to till date in case of both the
parts of the School. The school was also directed to clarify as to since when
the admissions are being made by the School to various classes. On 12-22015 it was submitted on behalf of the School and the complainant that
there was an effort to strike a meeting point but they could not. On behalf of
the complainant it was submitted that the School is supposed to use only
CBSE books while on behalf of the School it was averred that the CBSE
books are not available however it was submitted that no student shall
be compelled to purchase books from a particular shop. The School
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was directed to submit the class-wise, year-wise fee hike and audited
financial statements for three years.

6.8 On 28.01.2015, in the matter of Akal Academy, Bilga and Fatehgarh
Chhanna Mr. Nirmail Singh, Mr. Jaskaran Singh the complainants and Mr.
Amar Singh, Dr. Davinder Singh, Dr. Neelam Kaur came present on behalf
of the school. The complainants submitted that the Academy was charging
undue fees and transferring the money from one institution to another
without due authority of law whereas the land and labour had been provided
by the residents of village Bilga. The complainants asserted that some of
the schools in the area which are providing

the education of similar

standards and quality as is provided by the schools being run by the Akal
Academy,

are charging less fees.

On behalf of the Academy it was

submitted that the Academy was providing special quality education in
remote and un-served/underserved rural areas and is running the schools in
Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan. The Academy is not
making any profit. The Academic results of the institutions are better than
other School and the fees charges are comparatively low. Further submitted
that the land was not provided only by one individual but by the villagers
who had donated 7 Acre of land and only a small part of the labour involved
in the construction work had to be paid for by the Academy. The Academy
also pleaded that they have a right to transfer money for opening up new
schools for spreading education. On examination of the records it came to
light that the Academy had transferred an amount around Rs.4.7 crore to
the Trust and the Society in previous three years. However it was submitted
by the Academy that transfer was on account of common services provided
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by the society and the trust though they could not explain as to which
common services had been given and how had the head-wise expenditure
was apportioned. The accounts shows that in the year 2011 a sum of Rs.
73 lacs was apportioned as expenditure, while in 2012 this rose to 1.02
crore and in 2013 the same was hiked to 1.5 Crore. On 12-2-2015 the
complainants submitted that the School is charging the increased fee in
violation of the orders of the Committee and only the complainants are
being charged the old fee. On behalf of School Mr. B. S. Lamba and Mr.
Amar Singh informed that instructions had been passed on for
implementation of the directions and submitted that there shall be no breach
of the instructions.

Directions issued

to both the parties to submit the

documents on which they want to rely.

6.8.1In the matter of M A M Samrala, Ms. Renu Vij and Mr. Ankur Vij for the
complainant and Ms. Deepa Gupta and Ms. Malti Rani came present on
behalf of the school. The complainant submitted that the school is over
charging the fee by showing inflated salary. The school pays the salary by
cheque 50% is taken back in cash. The School had turned her out of the
school because she had unearthed the modus operandi by way of a
complaint before the Committee. She argued that on 02.08.2013 she
had made a complaint and on 21.08.2013 had been turned out though
she had put in unblemished service since 2007 onwards. The Principal
was unable to bring on record any document to rebut the assertions
made in the complaint. The assertion that the complainant had been
removed from the services on 21.8.2013 was admitted. The School
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representative sought time to file the salary bank statements of accounts of
all teachers before the Committee.
6.8.2 On 12-2-2015 on behalf of the School a written statement has been
filed, copy whereof has been handed over to the complainant. The stress
therein as submitted by the Principal of School is that the School was acting
as per rules and the complaint of the teachers was not within the
purview of the Committee. The representative of the School could not
reply to the real issue regarding the school having filed a wrong
statement of expenditure on the salary of the staff for justifying the
fee structure /Fee Hike. The fact that the School is actually spending
only half of the amount on salaries , out of the expenditure booked
under this head of the salaries of the Staff had come to the notice of
the Committee. The School had been asked to submit bank statements of
the staff working in the school from 2007 to 2013 in order to enable the
Committee to verify the claim and counter claims put forward before it. The
Principal submitted that she would place the views of the Committee before
the Management of the School. The respondent School directed to submit
in writing the position that they want to take about the allegations made
against them. While doing so the respondents shall also furnish the bank
statements pertaining to the disbursement of salaries to the staff so as to
enable us to enquire into the matter.

6.8.3 Ms. Bhavna Joshi, Advocate, who came present on behalf of the
Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala and Ms. Kulwinder Deep, Ms.
Pushpa Sharma came present on behalf of the complainants and averred
that had the amount of Rs.3.63 Crore not been transferred out of the school
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there would have not been any problem. Ms. Bhavna Joshi, Advocate,
sought time to explain the validity of the transfer of Rs. 3.63 Crore to the
Trust and others in last three years as per the accounts of the School. On
24-02-2015 the school did not come present.

6.8.4 In the matter of Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur, Mr.
Sham Lal Singla who came present placed on record the modified complaint
as directed by the Committee during the previous meeting which was taken
on record . Mr. Mohinder Singh, Advocate who came present on behalf of
the school was handed over a copy of the same. On 13-02-2015 the school
had to be directed to make on the spot payment of Rs. 300/- on behalf of
the School to the complainant as the cost of travel.

6.8.5 Mr. Om Singh Satiana, Mr. Lakhwinder Singh, complainants in case of
Sri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary School, Pandori submitted that the
School had not supplied the information required by them. They pointed
out that the School was making a charge of Rs.500/- per child in the
name of Chief Khalsa Dewan Fund about which there was a circular
and as such from 60000 students studying in the Schools run by Chief
Khalsa Dewan an amount of Rs. 3 Crore annually was being collected
and from Pandori School alone charge was worth Rs. 23 lakh had been
transferred. Mr. A.P.S.Sandhu, Mr. Athar Ahmed, Mr. Vidhu Singh Rana
on behalf of the School, submitted the reply to the application of the
complainants. The same is taken on record and a copy handed over to the
complainants. A copy of the previous reply submitted by the School also
handed over to the complainants on their request though the same had
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been sent to them by post. The counsel submitted that the issue of CKD
fund is not within his knowledge.

6.9 On 13-02-2015 the Committee assessed the progress of the working of
the office. It was observed that the data of the schools that has now been
received is to be tabulated as yet.. The office had been directed to tabulate
class-wise student strength of each school as given in the proforma and
also to prepare the school-wise list of teaching staff. The office has been
further directed to compile latest status of the receipt of the data of the
Schools in the master chart.

6.10 In the meeting held on 19.02.2015 Written Statement has been filed on
behalf of the Mount Carmel School, Kakkon by Fr. Varghese, a copy
whereof has been handed over to the complainants by the School to-day.
The office has prepared the tables of the school-wise data available with
them as directed by us and reported that the information qua some of the
school has yet not been received. It is directed to take up the matter with
the concerned authorities for procuring the same and arranging the material
which has not yet been compiled as per our directions forthwith. The office
has reported that school wise student vis a vis the total number of teachers
in the District of Amritsar has been prepared as required by the Committee.
It is directed to prepare the same for the other districts also.
6.10.1 The office also handed over the copies of the ASER Annual Report
(Annual Status Education Report) to each member of the Committee in
compliance of previous orders. The data of schools and that of the students
in Government and aided Schools is yet to be received.
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6.11 On 24-02-2015 on behalf of the complainants in the matter of Shri
Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary School, Pandori Khajoor submitted that
the details of total money collected by Akal Academy on account of Chief
Khalsa Dewan) CKD fund has not been revealed and that the information
provided relates only to one School although as per list attached with the
complaint , there are about 40 Schools in which about 60000 students are
enrolled and from whom Rs. 3 Crore annually is illegally collected. The
complainants submitted that any funds or fee as a policy to be accepted by
all students , can only be collected in the name of School and for the
School but not for any other organization,. On behalf of the School Ld.
Counsel, Sh. Sandhu submitted that as he represents only Shri Guru
Harkrishan Senior Secondary School, Pandori Khajoor, so he is not in a
position to supply the information about all the schools run by Chief Khalsa
Dewan in the State of Punjab as sought by the Committee . In view of the
stand taken by Mr. Sandhu, Ld. Counsel is directed to inform his client to
seek instructions from Chief Khalsa Diwan to present a detailed statement.
Mr. Sandhu submitted to convey the direction to the School. For further
proceedings adjourned to 03.03.2015. In reply to the contention by the
complainants that cheque numbers of the collections have been cited in the
complaint and in view of the fact that the school has not responded to this
assertion. It was submitted that the School management is now trying to
conceal facts. During one year it has shown a collection of Rs. Two lacs
whereas in the following year it has reduced the same figure from Rs. Two
lac to Rs. One lac. Mr. Sandhu contended that the School was charging
Rs. 100 per student and then the same was increased to Rs. 500 for
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one year only for the purpose of establishing a Model School and
school in collaboration with the State Government, to provide free
education to poor students and this amount has thereafter been
reduced to Rs. 100 per annum. However during the course of arguments,
discrepancy had been observed by the Committee, for the reply to the
same Ld. Counsel sought an adjournment to seek instructions from the
School Management as regard the discrepancy.

6.12 In March 2015

the work of the collection of information from the

schools, the tabulation, compilation and analysis of the school wise data
was continued in the month of March to by the Members. The public
hearings also continued for the schools already going on and some more
complaints were also taken up in the public hearings as under :
i. Dashmesh Secondary School, Valtoha, Tarn Taran
ii. Akal Academy Bakarwal (Moga)
iii. Akal Academy Mansa
iv. Little Flower School, Sangrur
v. Holy Heart School, Sangrur

6.13 In the meeting held on 03.03.2015. and on 09-03-2015, 10-03-2015
Replies were placed on record in case of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
Secondary School, Pandori Khazoor and in the case of M. A. M. School,
Samrala. Adjournment was sought by the parties in the matter of Green
Land Convent School, Ludhiana, Mount Carmel School, Kakon. On behalf
of the Model Senior Secondary School, Patiala, Ms. Bhavna Joshi,
Advocate, moved an application for setting aside of the ex –parte order
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while Ms. Kulwinder Deep Kaur, Ms. Pushpa Sharma, Mr. Bikram Singh, Mr.
Vishvajit Verma on behalf of the complainants submitted a set of documents
on the basis of which they wanted to argue their case. The copies filed
before the Committee , handed over to each of the parties on the spot.

6.14.In the meeting held on 11.03.2015 on behalf of the complainants in the
matter of Akal Academy Bilga and Fatehgarh Chhanna. Mr. Hardev Singh,
Mr. Sodhi Singh, Mr. Nirmal Singh, Mr. Bhupinder Singh, Mr. Sukhdeep
Singh and Mr. Harmeet Singh came present and submitted that the
Principal of the academy refuses to supply any document, implement any
decision or hold any discussion under the pretext that they have not got any
instructions from their Headquarter for doing so. The school is also directed
to file school-wise statements of Audited Accounts , for the years 20102011, 2011-12 and 2012-13. In the matter of Bal Bharti School, Ludhiana ,
the complainants Mr. Dinesh Jain and Mr. Manjeet Singh came present and
on their behalf Ld.Counsel of the complainants placed on record a copy of
the information received by them from CBSE and submitted that the CBSE
made it mandatory for the Schools affiliated to it, to prescribe NCERT Text
Books whereas on behalf of the School it was submitted that no such
mandate has been issued to the best of their knowledge. In the matter of
National Public School, Kurali the school sought adjournment due to inability
of their Counsel to be assist the Committee on the said date.

6.15 In the meeting held on 16.03.2015 and 18.03.2015. In the matter of
Prem Sabha, Senior Secondary School Sangrur, Sham Lal Singla, the
complainant submitted a written submission before the Committee and
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presented the copy of proof of having already handed over the copy of the
same to the School. The representative of School sought time to study the
same. Dashmesh Secondary School, Valtoha, Tarn Taran : Mr. Dilbagh
Singh, The complainant submitted that the School had charged Rs.
1000/- from each student illegally for entry into the School for
examination. They used to allow only those students to enter the gate
of the School whose Roll number slips issued by the Board bore the
stamp of the School too.

And the School charged Rs. 1000/- for

affixing the stamp. The complainant made out a point that due to
resistance shown by the complainant on the subject of payment of Rs.
1000/-, the illegal charges, his ward has been punished by way of
lowering his internal assessment.

On behalf of the School Mr. Baljeet

Singh submitted that he had no knowledge for the documents to be brought
and had come without any document/records, as such requested for
another date of hearing when along with the Principal of the School, he will
present the records and reply. It was also observed that the School has not
submitted the audited statements of the Accounts till date despite notices
though incomplete 43 point proforma has been sent. He submitted that the
pending documents concerning audited statements and balance sheets
shall be submitted.

6.15.1 Akal Academy Bakarwal (Moga) : Mr. Satinder Singh, the
complainant who came present asserted that the School is overcharging
fees and all the academies run by them are doing so. Mr. Amar Singh
appearing on behalf of the School made a statement that the reply has been
submitted. The complainant requested that he may be given a copy of the
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reply and other documents. The office was directed to do the needful and
supply copy of reply to the complaint. Akal Academy Mansa , No one puts in
appearance on behalf of the complainant Mr. Amar Singh appearing on
behalf of the School was directed to submit the balance sheets of the two
Schools separately as already ordered. He was also directed to ensure that
the audited statements of each school run by the concerned Society are to
be submitted separately.

6.15.2 Little Flower School, Sangrur , Fr. L. Michael Collins, Manager,
Senior Molly Cherial, Principal, Mr. Vijay Kumar Aggarwal, Mr. Binoj Autony
came present on behalf of the school, but no one appears on behalf of the
petitioner. On behalf of the School it was submitted that the complainant is
a bookseller, sending anonymous complaints.

The School denied the

allegations. Holy Heart School, Sangrur: Mr. Dinesh Singh Guleria, Mr. Sunil
Singh came present on behalf of the school, but no one appears on behalf
of the petitioner. On behalf of the School it was submitted that the
complainant is a harassing them by false complaints. He is a book seller
and wants to pressurize the School.

6.15.3 The Committee observed that both the complaints were
identical in typing and content and appeared to be almost the copies
of each other. The complainant had not come present in both cases
despite notice having been served. Finding substance in the
averments

made

by

the

respondent

schools

the

Committee

pronounced, “The complaint is dismissed for non prosecution.”
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However it is made clear that the fee structure of the schools shall be
examined irrespective of the above order.

6.16 In the meeting held on 19.03.2015 in the matter of Mount Carmel
School, Kakkon. Mr. Sanjeev Thukral along with 9 others came present on
behalf of the complainants. On behalf of the complainant it was submitted
that the School was to declare result on 31st March which stood
postponed to 6th, then to 16th April and is not likely to be declared. The
aim is to delay the admission of students in other Schools, and as
such the respondents want to create hurdles in the path of the
students to seek admission somewhere else which is nothing but
harassing the students and parents. Mr. Romy Chacko, Advocate
appeared on behalf of the school and denied any motive. Submitted that the
move was not for the result of the complainants alone but whole of the
result had not been declared for

the School as a whole.

The learned

Senior Counsel on behalf of the School once again decided to sit together
and resolve the matter if possible. The complainants agreed to it.

In the

matter of Bal Bharti, Ludhiana, Mr. Harish Rai Dhanda and Mr. Sudesh
Gaur came present on behalf of the school but had gone back due to some
confusion.

6.17 During the review of the collection of the information from the schools,
the office submitted that the list of students and teachers is being compiled.
11 Districts have been done. It was also informed that further efforts to
collect necessary data from other School is being made. Letters have been
sent to the Secretary, PSEB and to the DPI Schools for the same. It was
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ordered that copies of enrolment data received from DPI about Government
Schools be placed before the Committee by the next meeting.

6.18 In the meeting held on 24.03.2015, the public hearing of 6 schools was
undertaken. Replies filed handed over to other parties, others pleaded for
some more time to file reply or respond to the reply. However in the matter
of Akal Academy, Bhai Desa, Mansa once again the complainant failed to
come present despite notice having been served. As such the Committee
was left with no option but to dismiss the complaint on account of non
prosecution, with the clarification that the examination of fee structure shall
be undertaken irrespective of the dismissal of the complaint.

6.19 Meeting held on 01.04.2015 Dashmesh Secondary School Valtoha
(Tarn Taran), Bal Bharti School, Ludhiana, National Public School, Kurali,
St. Pious Convent School, Lana Pind were heard. There were complaints
that Dashmesh Secondary School Valtoha (Tarn Taran), was compelling
the students to pay Rs. 1000 for getting their roll number stamped fom the
school without which the students are not allowed entry in the school for the
examination hall. School had not filed the reply and sought adjournment. In
case of Bal Bharti School, Ludhiana Mr. Inderpal Singh, Mr. Manjit Singh
and Mr. M. S. Ghuman, Advocate appeared on behalf of the complainants,
while on behalf of the school Mr. S. S. Misra, Mr. Sudesh Gaur, Mr. Harish
Rai Dhanda, Advocate and Mr. Sachin Arora, Advocate came present.
Arguments heard in part, adjouned to 10.04.2015 for further proceedings. in
the case of National Public School, Kurali, Mr. Rajesh Singh, Mr. Suresh
Kumar and Mr. Prag Puri came present on behalf of complainants. On
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behalf of the school, Mr. Rattan Singh appeared before the Committee. The
complainants stated that the School is even now forcing them to
purchase books from a shop set up by it in the school premises and
not giving a list of books prescribed for various classes so as to
enable them to buy the same from any other shop. They are directed to
file an affidavit in support of these averments and give a copy thereof to the
School within one week. Mr. Rattan Singh representative of the School
requested for time to file reply. While in case of St. Pious Convent School,
Lana Pind the comlainant Karnail Singh did not file affidavit as directed on
10-07-2014, according to the office records the same has not been filed till
now. From this only one conclusion can be drawn which is that the
complainant is not interested in pursuing the case. We have no option but
to dismiss the same for non prosecution, needless to observe that the Fee
Hike by the school shall be examined despite this dismissal of the
complaint.

Complaint received from Bharishtachar Virodhi Front (Retd),

Machhiwara, District Ludhiana placed before the Committee. The office is
directed to send a copy of the complaint to the respondent School to appear
before the Committee on 22.04.2015 and file written reply. Similarly another
complaint dated 31.03.2015 received from DPS Ludhiana Parents
Association against DPS Ludhiana has been put in before the Committee.
The office is directed to send a copy of the complaint to the respondent
School to appear before the Committee on 22.04.2015 and file written reply.
Letter dated 21.05.2014 received from Er. Raminder Sagar an RTI activist
from Fazilka has been placed before the Committee. While going through
the same it was found that nothing is there which can be considered by the
Committee. The complainant is directed to reformulate his complaint
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regarding fee and other charges which according to him are being charged
illegally by the School from the Students. The data tabulated, compiled and
analysed by Committee members continued to be discussed as before as
per the principles laid down earlier.

6.20 On 10.04.2015 M. A. M. School, Samrala, Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary School, Sangrur and Bal Bharti School, Ludhiana were taken up.
In case of M. A. M. School, Samrala,Mr. D. S. Saroya, learned Advocate,
Ms. Deepa Gupta, Principal,Mr. Anil Verma, Trustee came present and
argued the matter on behalf of the respondent school while the complainant
Ms. Renu Vij sought time to rebut the same and the case stood adjourned.
In case of the Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur , the case
was adjouned on the joint request of the parties. In case of Bal Bharti
School, Ludhiana the arguments continued. Ms. Harpreet Kaur, Ms. Ritu
Jain, Mr. Inderpal Singh, Mr. Manjit Singh, Mr. Balwinder Singh Ghuman,
Advocate came present on behalf of the complainants while the school was
represented by Mr. Harish Rai Dhanda, Advocate,

Mr. Sachin Arora,

Advocate, Mr. S. S. Misra, Mr. Sudesh Gaur, CA. On behalf of the
complainants it was argued that the school is not divuldging the accounts as
they are making huge profits. The Complainants presented some papers in
support of their contentions , the same were taken on record. The school is
to file the reply to the same if so desired. The Committee members
discussed the tabulation compilation and analysis of the data of the schools
which was a continuous process.
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6.21 In the meeting held on 13.04.2015 the cases of Mount Carmel School,
Kakkon, National Public Senior Secondary School, Kurali, Dashmesh Senior
Secondary School, Valtoha were taken up . The Committee observed
that the children of the parents who made complaints were being
harassed , the schools tried to show exaggerated expenditure while
the parents in case of National Public Senior Secondary School, Kurali
accepted that the fee increase to the tune of upto a maximum of 10%
may be tolerable but exhorbitant rise is breaking their back. In the
matter of Mount Carmel School, Kakkon, Mr. Sarabjit Singh, Mr. Sanjeev
Thukral, Mr. Ranjit Singh Rana, Mr. Kapil Dev, came present on behalf of
the complainants while the school was represented by Fr. Thomas, Fr.
Varghese, Mr. K. K. George, the parents argued that the school was not
depicting exagerated expenditure and they showed the tables to illustrate
their view point. On going through the record it was observed that
Dashmesh Senior Secondary School, Valtoha had failed to file the reply in
the allegations made against it which are serious in nature. School was
again directed to file reply failing which a decision to accept the averments
made in the complaint and pass appropriate orders against the School was
to be taken.

6.22 Complaints regarding seven schools were taken up on 16.04.2015 and
22-04-2015, including Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur, Bal
Bharti School, Ludhiana, Sacred Heart Convent School, Kohara Road,
Machiwara filed by Bharishtachar Virodhi Front (Regd) Machiwara, D. P. S.
Ludhiana, Sri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary School, Hoshiarpur,
Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana, Modern Senior Scondary School,
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Patiala. The committee noted that in one case the main allegation was
that fake admissions are shown in 10+1 and 10+2 and fees are charged
and the school has become a money minting machine for the
management, while in another case there was allegation that after
transferring an amount of about 3.63 crore to the owner in the name of
trust, the school has been put on auction for sale, while in the third
case it wasbrought out that the school is making cal charges without
any smart classes and is not even refunding the charges made for a
service that was never provided . The school has gone to throw the
child of the complainant out of the school while school claimed that
the complainant was a one man show and was filing complaints in
name of Bharishtachar Virodhi Front (Regd), In case of DPS it was
complained that they are not ready to take parents into confidence and
school is charging exhorbitant fees and in case of another school
more than 6 crore had been transferred unauthorisedly which the
school has not been able to explain as yet. The Committee discussed
the data tabulated, compiled and analysed by the members for the
individual schools.

6.23 In the meeting held on 23-04-2015 the Committee took up the cases of
Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna, Akal Academy, Bakarwal, Akal
Academy, Bilga and National Public School, Morinda. In case of Akal
Academy the main allegation was that the schools are charging very high
fees in name of opening up a chain of schools and the academy told that
they are running schools in remote areas and are doing service to the
society for which they have to charge heavy fee from the students while the
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complainants alleged that the academy has been increasing fees only for
collection of money. The Committee did ask the rationale of raising the
fees for establishing the new schools by the academy to which it was
said that for philanthropy these students have to pay. Another issue
that came to the notice of the Committee that the Akal Academy is reluctant
to file school wise balance sheets of each school. In case of National Public
School, Kurali, the allegation was that of high increase of fees and funds to
which Ld. Counsel Mr. Sudershan Moudgil, Advocate, concluded the
arguments on behalf of the school and the complainants also Mr. Rajesh
Singh and Mr. Mukesh Kumar made out their points. The Committee
discussed the school wise data and also took stock of the data collection
from the schools that had not supplied the same as per requirement as yet.

6.24 On 27-04-2015 and 28-04-2015 the cases of various schools taken up
included Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana, M. A. M. Samrala, Sacred
Heart Machhiwara , DPS School, Ludhiana, Bal Bharti School, Ludhiana,
KPS Bal Bharti School, Jalandhar. In case of Greenland, the management
was unable to file the reply on transfer of Rs. 5,77,89,881/- while M. A. M.
Samrala, both sides concluded their arguments and it was a new
phenomenon seen that in the final stages of the case when the
complainant proved that the school was showing the exaggerated
expenditure and had terminated the services of the complainant
because she had exposed their modus oprendi without following any
proceedure for the said termination, the school came up with an
argument that the said complainant teacher who was working for last
many years had been working on the basis of fake documents which
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the complainant teacher was also unable to rebut. This brought into
focus a serious collaboration between the school and the teachers
resulting in misleading the Public and the students. Such practices
need to be curbed by the regulatory authorities, the Punjab School
Education Board in this case. In case of Sacred Heart School
Machhiwara the complainant was given time to file rejoinder to the reply by
the school. In case of KPS Bal Bharati School it was a new complaint and
notice had to be issued. However needless to say that the continous
process of data tabulation, compilation and analysis went on and the
progress discussed and decisions taken.
6.25 On 04.05.2015 and 05-05-2015 the Committee took up the complaints
against Sacred Heart Convent School, Machhiwara, Dashmesh Senior
Secondary School, Valtoha, Bal Bharati Public School, Urban Estate, Phase
III, Dugri Ludhiana, Mount Carmel School, Kakkon, SKB DAV Centenary
Public School, Malout Road, Fazilka. In case of the complaint against the
Sacred

Heart

Convent

School,

Machhiwara,

the

complainant

Mr.

Sukhwinder singh filed a rejoinder, copy whereof has been given to the
respondent School. Mr. Harish Rai Dhanda wanted time to study the same
before addressing arguments. As such the matter had to be adjourned. In
case of Dashmesh Senior Secondary School, Valtoha, non came present.
In case of Bal Bharti School Ludhiana, Mr. S. S. Mishra, Mr. Sudesh Gaur,
Mr. Harish Rai Dhanda, Advocate, Mr. Sachin Arora, came present on
behalf of the school. On behalf of the parents /complainants Mr. Dinesh
Jain, Mr. Manjit Singh, Mr. Inderpal Singh, Mr. M. S. Ghuman, Advocate.
Ld. Counsel on behalf of the complainants argued that the school was not
ready to revise the fees and was not agreeing to refund the charges even
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for the service which was not provided. Ld. Counsel on behalf of the scool
defended the position of the school saying that the vender though a good
one had not provided the services and the case is before the arbitrator and
as such the school cannot refund the money. The Committee in view of
this had asked the office to seek information from all schools about
the vendors and the amount paid to them annually so that the element
of profit in such no profit no loss basis extra services and the degree
of margin be assessed in order to take a call on the reasonableness of
charges. In the case of Mount Carmel School, Kakkon, Mr. Sanjeev
Thukral, Mr. Kapil Dev, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar, Mr. Sarabjit Singh, Mr. Ranjit
Singh Rana came present on behalf of the complainant parents while the
school was represented by Mr. Romy Chacko, Advocate, Fr. Thomas, Fr.
Varghese, Director and Fr. George, Teacher. Ld. Counsel on behalf of the
school referred to various Judgments of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of
India, and argued that the fee was less than those of the other schools. Mr.
Thukral submitted the tables of expenditure etc . A fresh complaint dated
24.04.2015 submitted by the RTI Activist had been put up before us.
Decided to send a copy of the complaint to the respondent School calling
upon it to put in appearance before the Committee on 27.5.2015 and file
their response in writing. The Committee continued the discussions on the
data tabulated, compiled and analysed by the Committee members for
individual schools as an ongoing exercise in accordance with the
parameters laid down already.

6.26 On 08.05.2015 in case of Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School,
Sangrur, Mr. Mohinder Singh, Ld. Advocate who put in appearance on
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behalf of the school, came out with a plea that he has not been able to seek
instructions from the Sh. Puran Chand Jindal, Manager on behalf the
managing Committee because of the illness of the later. Another complaint
was that of Baba Budha Dal School wherein S. Surjit Singh, along with S.
Lakhbir Singh, S. Hardeep Singh, S. Jagtar Singh, Sh. Rakesh Kumar, S.
Gurmukh Singh, S. Manjit Singh came present on behalf of the
complainants and it was observed that two three of them were
Government school teachers / Lecturers who had made the complaint
about high fees and funds , on behalf of the school Mr. Amanpreet Singh,
Advocate appeared and sought time to file the reply. The complainants were
aslo asked to file details of the fees /funds that they feel are more than
required. Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala, the complainant
teachers Mrs. Kulwinderdeep Kaur, Mrs. Pushpa Devi Sharma, Mrs. Meena
Verma, Mrs. Gian Kaur, Mr. Lakhbir Singh submitted that the surplus
drained out of the school by the trustee is pushing the school into Financial
Crisis ,

while Ms. Bhavna JoshI, Advocate, appearing on behalf of the

school contested their claim. The committee continued the discussions on
the schoolwise data so as to see whether any school was charging fees not
commensurate with the facilities or whether any school was violating norms
and parameters laid down by Hon’ble Apex Court.

6.27 On 12.05.2015 and 13-05-2015 , the complaints taken up were of
Sacred Heart Convent School, Machhiwara (Ludhiana), Bal Bharti Public
School, Dugri, Ludhiana, Akal Academy, Bilga, Akal Academy, Fatehgarh
Chhanna, Akal Academy, Bakarwal. In case of Sacred Heart Convent
School, Machhiwara (Ludhiana), the grouse of the complainant in the
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present case is that the School Authorities have charged a huge amount for
the last seventeen months on account of the smart classes without making
arrangements for the same.

It was observed that after discussions the

School had agreed to refund the amount so charged. However the refund
was made/ adjusted for the charges so received for nine months and the
dispute regarding the refund/adjustment of the charges for the remaining
period of eight months is still pending. The complainant further submitted
that the School is compelling students to purchase the books from a
particular book seller and no list of books is provided by the School to the
partents so that they may not purchase the same from the open market. It
was also complained that the School authorities have increased
miscellaneous charges which included extra charges for smart classes and
has not provided any detail of the breakup for which the increase was being
made. It was also complained that because of the dispute the wards of the
complainants were being denied admission and even the directions issued
by the DEO, Ludhiana in regard to admission of children were being
violated. On behalf of the School a chart of fees was placed on record which
contained miscellaneous charges in addition to the multiple other heads
under which fee was being charged.

The management also gave an

undertaking to place on record the details of heads and the amounts which
were being charged for each under the miscellaneous heads, in compliance
of the orders issued by the D. P. I. School, Punjab. As regards the books
an undertaking was given that from the current session onwards, the list of
books shall be provided at the end of the session and no student will be
compelled to purchase books from any particular book seller though
keeping in view the request of parents other than the complainant
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arrangements would be made for availability of books at the school
premises because the School is in remote area. The School Management
has also complained that the parent of complaining student is
adamant on disrupting the discipline of School and on that account
the ward of the complainant cannot be admitted in the third standard
though his performance is very good in the previous years.

The

School also asserted that they shall prefer to close down the School
rather than to admit the child of the complainant.

6.27.1

Admittedly the above dispute is already pending before the District

Education Authorities we are of the considered view that the resolution of
the same should be sought from the said authorities. The issue regarding
the refund of eight months charges for the smart classes and the
miscellaneous charges, Hike of Fee and Funds, shall be examined by the
Committee in due course.

In case of Bal Bharti Public School, Dugri,

Ludhiana, both the parties requested for an adjournment while in cases of
Akal Academy, Bilga, Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna, Akal Academy,
Bakarwal,

the complainants and the Management of the concerned

schools wanted time for a mutual discussion so as to explore the possiblity
of any amicable settlement. The Committee considered the same and
decided to wait for the outcome of such mutual discussion, if any. The
Committee continued with the task of tabulation , compilation, analysis and
discussions on the data of individual schools.

6.28 In the meeting held on 15.05.2015 and 18-05-2015 KPS Bal Bharti
School, Chuhar, Nakodar (Jalandhar), Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
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Secondary Public School, Village Pandori Khazoor, Greenland Convent
School, Ludhiana and Mount Carmel School, Kakkon. In the matter of KPS
Bal Bharti School, Chuhar, Nakodar (Jalandhar),an email has been received
from the petitioner according to which the complainant reiterated that he has
lodged the complaint against KPS Bal Bharti School, Chuhar, and further
said that due to his examination the next day, he is unable to appear and
appologised. Mr. Sanjay Sahi, Mr. Rajiv Sharma, Mrs. Parveen Chhabra
and Mr. Lalit Sharma came present on behalf of the school

The

representatives of the respondent School placed on record their reply dated
15.05.2015 , ordered that a copy of the reply be sent to the petitioner for
next date of hearing. In the matter of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
Secondary Public School, Village Pandori Khazoor, an application has been
filed by Mr. A. P. S. Sandhu, Ld. Counsel for the respondent School seeking
adjournment on account of his personal difficulty. It is also averred in the
application that the opposite party has been informed.

In view of the

request the case is adjourned. In the complaint against Greenland Convent
School, Ludhiana, Mr. Kamaldeep Walia and Mr. Ravinder Kumar came
present on behalf of the complainants. Mr. Varlin Garg, Advocate who put in
appearance on behalf of the school sought adjournment to file the reply.
Due to the non information by the respondent school to the complainants
the school was ordered to compensate the complainants by paying Rs.
2000.00. In the matter of Mount Carmel School, Kakkon, Mr. Sanjeev
Thukral, Mr. Sarabjit Singh, Mr. Ranjit Singh Rana, Mr. Kapil Sharma, Mr.
Sanjeev Bhardwaj, Mr. Rakesh Sharma, Mr. Gopal came present on behalf
of the complainants and Mr. Romy Chacko, Advocate, Fr. Varghese, Fr. K.
K. George, Fr. Thomas appeared on behalf of the school. Arguments heard
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in part , the school justified its fee structure but could not provide any
satisfactory reply to the transfer of the amount from the school. Further the
Committee continued with the task of the action on the datat of individual
schools.

6.29 In the meeting held on 25.05.2015 ,complaints against Baba Budha
Dal Public School, Samana, Greenland Convent School, Civil City,
Chander Nagar, Ludhiana and KPS Bal Bharti School, Jalandhar were
taken up as fixed already. Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana, Mr.
Maninder Singh, Mr. Hardip Singh, Mr. Lakhbir Singh, Mr. Gurmukh Singh
came present on behalf of the complainants and on behalf of the school Mr.
Amanpreet Singh, Advocate, Mr. Sukhdev Singh, Mr. Ravinder Singh, Mr.
Baldev Singh put in appearance. Reply on behalf of the respondent School
placed on record, a copy whereof has been handed over to the
complainants. The applicants will place on record affidavit in support of the
averments made in the complaint by the next date of hearing. On the joint
request of the parties the case is adjourned. Greenland Convent School,
Civil City, Chander Nagar, Ludhiana,

Mr Kamal Nandwani, Mr. Sumit

Walia, Mr. Deepak Jain, Mr. Jatinder Dutt, Mr. Sanjay Jain came present
on behalf of the complainants and the school was represented by Mr.
Rajesh Rudra, Mr. Ashok Kumar and Mr. Varlin Garg, Advocate Sh. Rajesh
Rudra, Director of the respondent School has filed a reply wherein the
circumstances in which an amount of Rs. 5,77,89,881/- has been
transferred from the Account of the School has not been touched upon.
Although the Parents Association, Ludhiana have filed an application to the
effect that they do not want to pursue the complaint against the School, we
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cannot absolve ourselves the duty cast upon us to enquire into the manner
in which the above amount of Rs. 5,77,89,881/- has been transferred from
the School account. In view of this the respondent School management is
directed to file a detailed affidavit along with such documents as it wants to
place on record to explain the circumstances in which the above transfer
has been occasioned , by the next date of hearing. In the matter of KPS
Bal Bharti School, Jalandhar Mr. Narinder Kumar complainant came
present and asserted that the contennts of the complaint were as per the
records submitted by him. It is admitted by the management that the
assertions made by the complainant are correct however submitted that
there

was

a

misunderstanding.

typographical
The

mistake

which

had

precipitated

complainant

states

that

since

the

misunderstanding has now been resolved between the parties the dispute
raised before the Committee does not require any resolution with the
intervention of the Committee. In view of the stand taken by the parties we
have no option but to dispose of the complaint in the above terms. Hoever
the Fee Hike of the school shall be examined by the Committe.The
Committee carried out the discussions on the data of the schools that stood
compiled and analysed by the Committee members.

6.30 On 03.06.2015 the matters of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary
Public School, Village Pandori Khazoor, PO Nojwan Jattan, Tehsil and
District Hoshiarpur, the Complaint by Zila Sikhia Sudhar Sangharash
Committee, Mansa., the Complaint against Jesus Sacred Heart School,
Ludhiana. It was observed that the Copies of the documents about the
receipt of Chief Khalsa Dewan (CKD) Fund having been discontinued or
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reduced were not being provided by the school and list of such funds for all
the schools run by Chief Khalsa Dewan were also being held back under
one or the other pretext which the Ld. Counsel had to assure to be supplied
soon. Six Members of Zila Sikhia Sudhar Sangharash Committee, Mansa
Mr. Vikramjit Singh and others came and have approached us to bring to
our notice the problems faced by the parents of children studying in various
Schools in Mansa District. They had to be advised to file a proper complaint
along with a supporting affidavit and other documents on which they want to
rely. Complaint against Jesus Sacred Heart School, Ludhiana In this case it
was a unique example where in the complainant Mr. Deepak Bhalla, 45-A,
Madhuban Enclave, Barewal Road, Ludhiana stated that he has got his son
Shaurya admitted in Jesus Sacred Heart School in Nursery Class and paid
Rs. 42500/-. It is further stated by him that since the parents are facing
family problem he had applied for the refund of the amount but the School
authorities have refused to give him any refund.

In view of the

circumstances brought out in the complaint we are of the considered view
that the relief sought for would not fall within the jurisdiction of our Fee
Committee as constituted by the Hon’ble High Court for the State of Punjab.
Keeping in view the importance of the issue raised by the complainant it
was held that the complainant may, if so advised approach the Consumer
Forum for redressal of his grievance. The Committee members continued
with the task of tabulation, compilation and analysis of the data of individual
schools.

6.31 On 08-06-2015, the Committee heard the complaints in the matter of
Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana and Green Land Convent School,
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Civil City, Ludhiana. During the course of hearing two issues cropped up.
One relating to the request of the parents for their being associated in the
School Management of Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana,

the

second was regarding the admission. Mr. Manjinder Singh appearing on
behalf of the parents asserted that according to the provisions of Right to
Education Act the parents are required to be associated in the affairs
relating to the Management of the School. In support of the assertion he did
not produce any documents for the production of which short adjournment
was permitted. Further Sh. Amanpreet Singh, Ld. Counsel appearing on
behalf of School has placed on record a communication from Sh. Sukhdev
Singh, the authorized signatory of the School to the effect that the wards of
Sh. Lakhbir Singh and Sh. Hardip Singh, the petitioners-complainants have
been duly admitted in the School as agreed to before us. In view of this
gesture extended by the School Management we hope that the parents will
abide by the understanding arrived at before us between the parties to
make sincere efforts to ensure that the atmosphere of the School remains
cordial. Green Land Convent School, Civil City, Ludhiana, was still unable
again to place on record such documents as it wanted to place on record to
explain the circumstances in which the transfer (of Rs. 5,77,89,881/-) had
been occasioned. Dr. Surya Parkash, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of
the School sought an adjournment, in order to enable him to finalize the
reply of the School management. The Committee members continued with
the task of the school wise data analysis.

7. On 02-07-2015 ,the cases of Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana ,
Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala
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were taken up In the matter

of Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala Ms. Kulwinder Deep Kaur,
President Modern School Welfare Association, asserted that they have not
been paid salaries for the month of May and June 2015 till date due to
which students who are paying full fees are suffering in their studies thus
lowering the quality of education imparted This fact is not disputed by Mrs.
Bhavna Joshi, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the School, who states
that she has instructions from the Management to give an undertaking that
the salary of the staff would be disbursed to them by 10th July 2015
positively. She further states that henceforth the salary of the entire staff
would be disbursed to them by 10th of every month as the management
does not want the quality of teaching to suffer on that account. The
Committee members continued with analysis of the data of individual
schools and discussing the same.

7.1

The meeting

stood scheduled for 06 - 07-2015 and 09-07-2015 ,

Meeting of 6th july was not held as one of us Dr. Pyara Lal Garg was not
available. On 09-07-2015 fresh complaints against the schools received in
the office of the Fee Committee were put in before the Committee that
included Dashmesh Convent School, Khera Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa),
D.A.V.School, Khera Khurd, Sardoolgarh (Mansa),

Akal Academy,

Kodhiwara (Mansa), Sh. Tara Chand Vidya Mandir Senior Secondary
School, Bhikhi (Mansa), S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Mansa,
Silver Vatka Public School, Samon (Mansa), Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir,
Bhikhi (Mansa), Jesus Sacred Heart School, Ludhiana. In these complaints
the allegation of high fees funds and sale of books were labeled in one or
the other way. The Committee decided to issue notice to the respondent
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Schools calling upon them to appear in person or through duly authorized
person to explain their position in relation to the assertions made in the
complaint. In the matter of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public
School, Mr. A. P. S. Sandhu, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the
respondent School states that he has a reply ready with him but certain
issues raised by the petitioner about the Chief Khalsa Dewan Fund
pertaining to 42 Schools run by the Society could not be dealt with, in the
reply for want of requisite information concerning this aspect and sought
adjournment. In the matter of SKB DAV Centenary Public School, Fazilka,
the complainant could not come present. The Committee members
continued to do tabulation, compilation analysis and discussions of the data
of individual schools.

7.2 On 10-07-2015 and 14.07.2015 the complaints in the matter of Prem
Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur , Delhi Public School, Ludhiana,
Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala, Green Land Convent School,
Civil City, Ludhiana, Bal Bharati Public School, Urban Estate, Phase III,
Dugri Ludhiana were taken up. In the matter of Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary School, Sangrur at that point of time the short point which arises
for our consideration is , as to whether the amount of Rs. 2.20 Lacs
transferred from the Senior Secondary School to some other institution
being run by the same Society is legal. The Counsel for the petitioner stated
that the two Schools are separate entities and that Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary School is not managed by a registered Society and the
management is being run by one or two persons with the sole objective of
minting money without ensuring the imparting of quality education. In the
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matter of the Delhi Public School, Ludhiana non came present for the
School. In the matter of Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala, the
counsel for the Respondent sought time for filing a detailed reply to justify
the circumstances in which an amount of Rs. 3.63 Crores has been
transferred as also produce documents in support of the fact that such a
transfer is justified. Some parents requested that they be impleaded as
party so that they could bring on record the problems being faced by them
regarding increase of fee and deteriorating quality of education. In the
matter of Green Land Convent School, Civil City, Ludhiana, Mr.Varlin Garg,
Advocate put in appearance but failed again to justify the circumstances in
which the transfer of an amount

more thanRs. 5,77,89,881/- has been

made. In the matter of Bal Bhatati Public School, Ludhiana, Mr. Manjit
Singh, Mr. Inderpal Singh Chawla along with Mr. Malwinder Singh Ghuman,
Advocate, came present while the respondent school stood represented by
Mr. S. S. Mishra, Mr. Sudesh Gaur, Mr. Harish Rai Dhanda, Advocate, Mr.
Sachin Arora. Ld. Counsel for the petitioner has placed on record a copy of
the letter addressed by the Deputy Commissioner Ludhiana addressed to
the Principal Secretary Education. Arguments heard.

Orders reserved.

Task of analysis of school wise data of individual schools to assess as to
whether the fee charged is commensurate with the facilities provided or not,
continued.

7.3 On 17-07-2015 and 20.07.2015 the matter of Mount Carmel School,
Kakkon, the complainant Mr. Sanjeev Thukral reiterated that the school is
showing inflated expenditure on various items and is making profits beyond
limits and increasing fees and funds annually. The complainant also
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presented a volume of Hon’ble Mr. Justice Anil Dev Committee report in
case of Delhi Schools. part heard and adjourned

On 20.07.2016 the

Committee did not hold its meeting as one of us i. e. Hon’ble Mr. Justice
Amar Dutt (Retd.), Chairman is not available. The cases listed could not be
taken up and stood adjourned.

7.4 On 21-07-2015 the matters of Akal Academy, Bilga, Tehsil Phillaur,
District Jalandhar, Akal Academy, Bakarwal (MOGA), Akal Academy,
Fatehgarh Chhanna (Patiala) were taken up. Mr. Amar Singh and Mr. B. S.
Lamba, Advocate, put in appearance on behalf of the Acadamy while
complainants came present in person. Arguments heard in part. On request
of the parties, adjourned for further arguments The Committee members
kept on with the tabulation, compilation, analysis and discussions of the
data of individual schools. On 24-07-2015

the matters of Shri Guru

Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School, Pandori Khazoor, Woodland
Overseas School, Hoshiarpur, D. P. S. School, Ludhiana, Sweet Blossoms
School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa), came up for hearing. In the matter
of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School, Pandori Khazoor,
Sh. Balwant Singh Khera, came present on behalf of the complainant while
Mr. A. P. S. Sandhu, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the respondent
School has placed on record the reply to the application filed by the
petitioner regarding increase of the fee by the School. A copy thereof has
been supplied to the petitioner. Sh. Balwant Singh Khera appearing for the
petitioner wants to study the same before addressing arguments. In the
matter of Woodland Overseas School, Hoshiarpur, Mr. Ajay Bhalla, along
with 25 others came present on behalf of the complainants. The respondent
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school was represented by Ms Divya Sharma, Advocate, Mr. S. R. Sharma.
Ms. Divya Sharma, Ld. Counsel puts in appearance on behalf of the
Respondent School and prayed for an adjournment to enable her to file
reply to the application filed by the petitioners. In the matter of D. P. S.
School, Ludhiana on behalf of the complainant Mr. Ankur Gupta and Mr.
Rakesh Kumar came present and requested for an adjournment in order to
enable them to inspect the file before filing reply, adjourned. In the matter of
Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa) the Complaint dated
01.06.2015 was put in before us today and the Committee decided that the
notice of the complaint be issued to the respondent School calling upon it to
appear through duly authorized person to explain their position in relation to
the assertions made in the complaint. Tabulation, compilation and analysis
of the data of individual schools and discussions thereafter by the
Committee members continued as usual.

7.5 On 28-07-2015 the matters of Shri Tara Chand Vidya Mandir Senior
Secondary School, S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Mansa,
Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi (Mansa), DAV School, Sardulgarh, Mansa,
Dashmesh Convent School, Sardulgarh and Akal Academy, Kodhiwara,
were taken up. In the matter of Shri Tara Chand Vidya Mandir Senior
Secondary School, Mr. Bhupinder Singh, Mr. Rajinder Singh, Mr. Avtar
Singh came present on behalf of the complainant.

The school was

represented by Dr. Y. P. Singh, Mr. Ritesh Singh Jaswal, Mr. Naresh
Kumar, Mr. Narinder Dev Sharma Parties wanted time to negotiate
compromise, adjourned. In the matter of S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari Vidya
Mandir, Mansa and Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi (Mansa), adjourned as
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the parties desired to negotiate settlement. In the matter of DAV School,
Sardulgarh, Mansa, non present, in the interest of justice, adjourned. In the
matter of Dashmesh Convent School, Sardulgarh, the complainant
Mr.Narinder Kumar present in person, non for the school, adjouned. In the
matter of Akal Academy, Kodhiwara No one puts in appearance on behalf of
the Petitioners.

Mr. Amar Singh puts an appearance on behalf of the

School and undertook to place on record the power of attorney, reply to the
assertions made in the complaint along with Audited Statement of Accounts
of the School for the last three years i.e. 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13.
Requested for an adjournment in order to enable him to do so. The
Committee aslo reviewed the status of data collection, tabulation,
compilation and analysis in the matter of various schools.

7.6 On 29.07.2015 the matters of Silver Vatika Public School, Samaon
(Mansa), Jesus Sacred Heart School, Hoshiarpur were taken up.

In the

matter of Silver Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa), none came present
on behalf of the complainant while on behalf of the respondent school Mr.
Amit Mehta, Advocate, Mr. Pushpinder Jindal, Ms. Ramandeep Kaur came
present. Mr. Amit Mehta, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the School
seeks time to file reply to the assertions made in the complaint and
requested for adjournment. In the matter of Jesus Sacred Heart School, Mr.
Deepak Bhalla came present on behalf of the complainants while Mr. Avtar
Singh put in appearance on behalf of the School, seeks an adjournment to
place on record the power of attorney and the reply to the assertions made
in the complaint. The Committee members continued with the task of
tabulation, compilation and analysis of the data of individual schools.
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7.7 In the meeting held on 03.08.2015 and 04.08.2015 Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary School, Sangrur, Akal Academy, Bilga, Tehsil Phillaur, District
Jalandhar, Akal Academy, Bakarwal (MOGA), Akal Academy, Fatehgarh
Chhanna (Patiala) were taken up. In the matter of Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary School, Sangrur , Sh. Sham Lal Singla, came present in person
while on behalf of the respondent school, Mr. Gurpreet Singh for Mr.
Mohinder Singh, Advocate, came present and sought adjournment which is
granted subject to payment of costs which are assessed at Rs. 240/- which
is the fare charged by ordinary buses plying between Mohali and Sangrur.
Mr. Gurpreet Singh undertakes that the directions contained in the order
dated 14.07.2015 would be strictly complied with before the adjourned date.
Furthermore we are of the opinion that the strength of students and
teachers for +1 and +2 classes for the last three years should also be made
available to the Committee by the next date of hearing. To come up for
further proceedings on 24.08.2015 Akal Academy, Bilga, Tehsil Phillaur,
District Jalandhar., Akal Academy, Bakarwal (MOGA) and Akal Academy,
Fatehgarh Chhanna (Patiala) were taken up togather on the joint request of
the parties. Mr. Nirmal Singh Johal Mr. Hardev Singh, came present on
behalf of complainants in case of Akal Academy, Bilga, Mr. Satinder Singh
came present on behalf of complainant, in case of Akal Academy, Bakarwal
(MOGA) and in the matter of Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna (Patiala)
Mr. Swarn Singh, Mr. Gurinder Singh, Mr. Sukhdev Singh came present
while on behalf of the respondent Academies , Dr. Davinder Singh, Sh.
Amar Singh, Mrs. Neelam Kaur, Bhai Jaivinder Singh and Mr. N.D.S.Mann
came present. Arguments heard in part. On joint request of the parties,
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adjourned for further arguments. The Committee carried out the exercise of
the analysis and discussion on the schoolwise data.

7.8 On 05.08.2015 and 07.08.2015 the matters of Mount Carmel School,
Kakkon, Hoshiarpur, Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana, SKB DAV
Cent. Public School, Malout Road, Fazilka, Greenland Convent School,
Ludhiana. In the matter of Mount Carmel School, Kakkon, Hoshiarpur
sought an adjournment on the ground that Advocate Mr. Romi Chacko is not
available because of some appointments in the Hon’ble Court at Delhi. In
the matter of Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana, arguments heard in
part. On joint request of the parties, adjourned for further arguments. In the
matter of SKB DAV Cent. Public School, Malout Road, Fazilka, no one
came present on behalf of the complainant. Prem Naraian came present on
behalf of the school. Ordinarily we might have dismissed the complaint but it
would be proper that the stand of the respondent School is also available on
record. Adjourned for filing of reply by the School. In the matter of
Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana, no one puts in appearance on behalf
of the respondent School. Orders reserved. Task of action on individual
school wise data analysis continued. On 10.08.2015 The matters
concerning Silver Vatika Public School, Samana, Modern Senior Secondary
School, Patiala, Springdale Public School, Sherpur road, Ludhiana were
taken up. In the matter of Silver Vatika Public School, Samana, Mr. Gurmej
Singh, Mr. Avtar Singh came present on behalf of the complainant while on
behalf of the respondent school Ms. Ramandeep Kaur, Advocate, put in
appearance. Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the respondent School has
placed on record the reply to the application filed by the petitioner. A copy
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thereof has been supplied to the petitioner. Sh. Gurmej Singh appearing for
the petitioner wants to study the same before addressing arguments.
Adjourned . In the matter of Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala Mr.
Nikhil Sharma, Advocate puts in appearance on behalf of the respondent
school seeks adjournment on account of the fact that Ms. Bhavna Joshi,
Advocate who is appearing on behalf of the respondent is unable to attend
and prays for an adjournment, adjourned. In the matter of Springdale Public
School, Sherpur road, Ludhiana,

on behalf of the

Springdale Parents

Association (Regd) , Mr. Baljit Singh, Mr. Rakesh Chanelia, Mr. Vijay
Kumar, Mr. Dinesh Kumar Agnihotri, Mr. Sandip Kumar came present while
on behalf of the respondent school , Mr. Ajit Singh came present. The
petitioners have filed an application stating that they do not want to pursue
the case and the same may be dismissed as withdrawn. In view of the
assertions made in the application the complaint is dismissed as withdrawn.
However the Committee shall perform its task of examination of the Fee
Hike and decided the issue irrespective of this withdrawal of the complaint.
Members of the Committee kept on the regularity in analysis and discussion
on the school wise data in order to accomplish the task assigned to it by the
Hon’ble High Court.

7.9 In the meeting on 19.08.2015 the Committee took up the matter of
Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana. M/s Greenland Convent School,
Ludhiana was called upon by us to explain as to how a transfer of an
amount ofRs. 5,77,89,881/- as shown in the Accounts produced before us
could be justified. On the last date of hearing i.e. on 07.08.2015 no one put
in appearance on behalf of the School and therefore we had reserved the
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order. Before the order could be pronounced an application has been filed
by Mr. Varlin Garg, ld. Counsel appearing for the respondents praying that
the order dated 07.08.2015 be recalled and his client be given an
opportunity of hearing in the matter. In the interest of justice the order dated
07.08.2015 is recalled and the case is fixed for hearing on 14.09.2015. In
the matter of Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa) Mr.
Lakhwinder Singh and Mr. Nirmaljit Singh came present on behalf of
complainants. Mr. Bhushan Kumar for respondent school. On the request of
the complainants the case is adjourned to 17.09.2015. In the matter of Akal
Academy, Kodiwala (Mansa) Petitioners Mr. Bikerjit Singh, Mr. Lakhwinder
Singh Mr. Nirmaljit Singh and Respondents Mr. Amar Singh The petitioners
have requested that they be given more time to put in their case before the
Committee. On their request the case is adjourned to 17.09.2015 Vide our
earlier order dated 09.07.2015 the cases filed by the petitioners against (i)
Dashmesh Convent School, Khera Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa) and (ii)
D.A.V.School,

Khera

Khurd,

Sardoolgarh

(Mansa)

were

fixed

for

28.08.2015. The request by the petitioners that these cases should also be
taken up on 17.09.2015, was allowed. The members of the Committee
continued with the tabulation compilation analysis and discussion of the
school wise data of individual schools.

7.10 During the meeting of the Committee held on 24.08.2015 in the matter
of Jesus Sacred Heart School on behalf of the complainants Mr. Avtar Singh
has filed an application stating that he does not want to pursue the case and
the same may be dismissed as withdrawn.

Mr. Deepak Bhalla came

present on behalf of the respondent school. In view of the assertions made
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in the application the complaint is dismissed as withdrawn. However the
Committee shall carry on the task of examination of the Fee Hike of the
school irrespective of the withdrawal of this complaint. In the matter of
Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala Petitioners Ms. Kulwinder Kaur,
Ms. Pushpa Sharma, Ms. Meena Verma, Mr. Vishvjit came present while
Ms. Bhavna Joshi, Ld. Counsel for Modern Senior Secondary School put in
appearance. Arguments heard in part. On the joint request of the parties,
adjourned to 14.09.2015 for further arguments. In the matter of Prem Sabha
Senior Secondary School, Petitioner Mr.ShamLal Singla Respondents Mr.
Mohinder Singh, Advocate Since the compliance of orders dated 14.7.2015
and 03.08.2015 could not be made by the respondent School,

Mr.

Mohinder Singh, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the School seeks
another adjournment to do the needful. In view of the position taken by
him, the same is granted subject to payment of costs assessed at Rs. 240/the fare for to and fro journey by an ordinary bus plying between Mohali and
Sangrur. To come up for further proceedings on 28.08.2015 The task of the
tabulation analysis and discussion of the school wise data of each school
was kept on by the members.

7.11 In the meeting on 28.08.2015 in the matter of Delhi Public School.
Village Jhammat, P. O. Ayali Kalan, Ludhiana an email dated 27.08.2015
has been received seeking an adjournment on the ground that their
Accounts Officer Mr. Rakesh Aggarwal who has been representing the
School has to attend a wedding ceremony of his close relative and thus will
not be able to attend the hearing today i.e. on 28.08.2015.

A similar

request has been received by the office over office phone that the
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petitioners would also not be able to attend the Court. In view of these
communications the case is adjourned to 21st September 2015 Complaint
dated 24.08.2015 received from Mr. Tarlochan Singh and others versus
Indo Swiss International Convent School, Jalandhar Road, Near Village
Allowal, Nakodar was put in before us today. After discussion decided , let
a notice of the complaint be issued to the respondent School for
21.09.2015 calling upon it to appear through duly authorized person to
explain their position in relation to the assertions made in the complaint. In
the matter of Woodland Overseas School, Hoshiarpur Petitioner, Mr. Ajay
Bhalla, Mr. Ranjit Singh, Mr. Natraj Gomra, Mr. Manu Sahni, Mr. P. L.
Daroch, Mr. Santokh Singh, Mr. Rura Mal Sharma, Mr. Rajiv Sharma
Respondents,Ms Divya Sharma, Advocate, Ms. Preeti Sharma, Advocate,
Mr. Ashutosh Bhardwaj, Advocate, Mr. S. R. Sharma, Advocate, Mr.
Balwan Singh The petitioners had moved an application for placing on
record certain documents. Copies whereof have been supplied to the
Counsel for the respondent. The respondent may file a rejoinder if any
within a week and give a copy thereof to the petitioners. To come up for
hearing on 21.09.2015. In the matter of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
Secondary Public School, Petitioners Mr. Lakhwinder Singh, Mr. Om Singh
Respondents, Mr. Ajinderpal Singh Sandhu, Advocate an application dated
28.08.2015 moved on behalf of the petitioner has been given to the
respondent School who wants time to study the same and file reply by the
next date of hearing. To come up for further proceedings on 02.09.2015 In
the matter of Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School Petitioners Mr. Ashok
Bhardwaj, Advocate put in appearance on behalf of the complainant and
on behalf of the respondents Mr. Mohinder Singh, Advocate appeared. On
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joint request of the parties the case is adjourned to 2.09.2015 . The data
analysis

for adjudging the fee structure of individual schools was

continued. On 2.09.2015 in the matter of Prem Sabha Senior Secondary
School Petitioners Mr. Ashok Bhardwaj, Advocate appeared on behalf of
the complainant while the respondents Mr. Mohinder Singh, Advocate On
the joint request of the parties the case is adjourned to 12.10.2015.In the
matter of Silver Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa), Petitioner Mr.
Gurmej Singh, Mr. Bhupinder Singh, Mr. Sukhwinder Singh, Advocate
came present. On behalf of the respondents,Mr. Amit Mehta, Advocate,
Ms. Ramandeep Kaur, Advocate, Mr. Pushpinder Jindal, Mr. Pardeep
Singh, puts in appearance on behalf of the respondents. Mr. Sukhwinder
Singh, Advocate on behalf of the complainants states that he has just been
provided the brief and prays for an adjournment in order to enable him to
study the case and address arguments.

Mr. Amit Mehta, Ld. Counsel

appearing on behalf of the School has no objection to the adjournment
being granted. Adjourned on his request to 12.10.2015 The School is
directed to place on record their Audited Statement of Accounts for the year
2013-2014 along with class-wise fee structure before the next date of
hearing. In the matter of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public
School, Mr. A. P. S. Sandhu, ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the
respondent School has filed reply to the application dated 28.08.2015
moved on behalf of the petitioners.

During the proceedings the

complainants have brought to our notice about the allegations raised in the
complaint, about the collections being made in all the 40 Schools being run
by the Chief Khalsa Diwan Society (hereinafter referred to as Society)
under the head of Chief Khalsa Diwan Fund, which is being transferred
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from the school account to the Society account. Since Mr. Sandhu states
that he is appearing only on behalf of Pandori Khazoor School, we deem it
appropriate to issue notice to all the Schools being run by the above
Society in the State of Punjab requiring them to make their stand clear on
the collection and transfer of Chief Khalsa Diwan Fund which should reach
us within one month. Furthermore since the Chief Khalsa Diwan Society
who has not been arrayed as Respondents and no notice has been served
upon it, the office is directed to serve notice for 29.09.2015 to the Chief
Khalsa Diwan Society also .through Sh. Ajinderpal Singh Sandhu,
Advocate who is appearing on behalf of the Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
Secondary Public School, Village Pandori Khazoor . Ld Counsel
undertakes to serve the same on the Society at the earliest calling upon it
to appear before us through duly authorized person to explain their position
in relation to the assertions made in the complaint so as to get correct
picture about the collection of Chief Khalsa Diwan Fund and to assist us to
take a comprehensive view about the fund in question. Vide orders bearing
reference

No.

PRS/PP3/

SENIORASST.3

/2014/E-20/448

dated

31.08.2015 the Government of Punjab has declared 14th of September
2015 as Holiday on account of Parkash Utsav of Shri Guru Granth Sahib.
The following cases which have been listed for hearing on 14.09.2015 will
now be taken up on 29.09.2015. The office is directed to inform all the
parties accordingly. Since one of us i.e. Dr. Pyara Lal Garg would not be
availabe on 21.09.2015 the following cases which have been fixed for that
date will now be taken up on 14.10.2015 at 3.00 P.M. Sh. Ajay Bhalla and
others versus Woodland Overseas School, Ludhiana, Sh. Ankur Gupta and
others Versus D. P. S. School, Ludhiana, Mr. Tarlochan Singh and others
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versus Indo Swiss International School, Nakodar, The office is directed to
inform all the parties accordingly. For accomplishment of the task

of

examination of Fee Hike, assigned by Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court , the tabulation compilation analysis and discussion of the school
wise data was continued .
7.12

On 07.09.2015 It was decided that on account of Prime Minister’s

visit on the 11th of September 2015 the movement in Chandigarh and the
adjoining cities may become difficult for everyone. Keeping this in view it
has been decided that the hearing in the case titled Sanjeev Kumar Thukral
and others versus Mount Carmel School, Kakkon, Hoshiarpur be
adjourned. The office is directed to inform the parties accordingly.

On

10.09.2015 in the matter of Akal Academy, Bilga, Bakarwal, Fatehgarh
Chhanna, Petitioners Mr. Nirmail Singh Johal, Bilga, Mr. Hardev Singh,
Bilga, Mr. Satinder Singh, Bakarwal , Mr. Swarn Singh, Fatehgarh
Chhanna, Mr. Sukhdeep Singh, Fatehgarh Chhanna, Mr. Amarjit Singh,
Fatehgarh Chhanna Respondents Mr. Amar Singh. An affidavit has been
filed by Swarn Singh in support of the averments made by the applicants in
their application submitted earlier. Copy thereof has been handed over to
the respondents who seek time to file a reply. In order to enable them to
do so, adjourned to 19.10.2015. In the matter of Er. Ravinder Saggar (RTI
Activist) Regd. Office Military Station Road, Opposite Chanakya School,
Fazilka , SKB DAV Centenary Public School, Malout Road, Fazilka, non on
behalf of the petitioner. From this non appearance of the complainant for
the second time in continuity, the Committee concluded that the petitioner
is not interested in pursuing the case. In this view of the circumastances,
we have no option but to dismiss the same for non prosecution. Ordered
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accordingly. However Fee Hike of the school shall be examined by the
Committee. The ongoing exercise of data analysis by Committee Members
was carried on .

7.13

On 17.09.2015 in the matter of Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa Road,

Sardulgarh (Mansa) Mr. Lakhwinder Singh, Mr. Nirmaljit Singh came
present on behalf of complainants while the respondents represented by Mr.
Deepak Rai Jindal, Advocate, Mr. Bhushan Kumar, Mr. Som Nath. On the
joint request of the parties, in order to enable them to negotiate a
compromise, the case adjourned to 5.10.2015.

In the matter of Akal

Academy, Kodriwala (Mansa) Petitioners, Mr. Bikerjit Singh, Mr. Lakhwinder
Singh, Mr. Nirmaljit Singh came present on behalf of the complainants while
on behalf of respondents Mr. Amar Singh came present. The petitioners do
not wish to pursue the petition in the present form and pray that they may be
allowed to withdraw the same with liberty to file a fresh one on the same
cause of action. In view of the above position, the prayer is allowed. They
may if he so desires file a fresh case on the same cause of action by 5th of
October 2015. However Fee Hike of the school shall be examined by the
Committee. In the matter of Dashmesh Convent School, Sardulgarh
Petitioner Mr. Narinder Kumar, Mr. Lakhwinder Singh The petitioners do not
wish to pursue the petition in the present form and prays that they may be
allowed to withdraw the same with liberty to file a fresh one on the same
cause of action. In view of the above position, the prayer is allowed. They
may if he so desires file a fresh case on the same cause of action by 5th of
October 2015 However Fee Hike of the school shall be examined by the
Committee. In the matter of DAV School, Sardulgarh, Mansa, again no one
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appears on behalf of the petitioner. On the last date of hearing i.e. on
28.07.2015 too, the petitioner was not present. It seems that the petitioner
is no longer interested in pursuing the complaint. In view of this , we have
no option but to dismiss the same for non prosecution. However Fee Hike of
the school shall be examined by the Committee. Ordered accordingly. The
Committee Members continued with the

task of tabulation compilation

analysis of the school wise data.

7.14 On 29.09.2015, in the matter of

Baba Budha Dal Public School,

Samana Mr. Rakesh Kumar came present on behalf of the complainant
while the Respondents were represented by Mr. Amanpreet Singh,
Advocate, Mr. Ravinder Singh, Mr. Baldev Singh. Mr. Rakesh Kumar on
behalf of the petitioners has filed an application for supplying certain
information and documents seeking direction to the respondent School, a
copy thereof has been handed over to Mr. Amanpreet Singh, Advocate
appearing on behalf of the School who wants time to study the same and
file reply thereto. In order to enable him to do so the case is adjourned to
26.10.2015. The respondents are further directed to place on record the
Audited Financial Statement for the year 2013-2014 before that date. In the
matter of Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala Petitioners Ms.
Kulwinder Kaur,Ms. Pushpa Sharma, Ms. Renu Goel, Ms. Verma, Mrs.
Manpreet came present.

For the Respondents Mr. Mehta proxy counsel

on behalf of Ms. Bhavna Joshi, Ld. Counsel for Modern Senior Secondary
School prayed for an adjournment. On his request the case is adjourned to
26.10.2015. In the matter of Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana on behalf
of the

respondents Mr. Varlin Garg, Advocate, Ashok Kumar came
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present. Arguments heard in part. For further arguments to come up on
26.10.2015 In the matter of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public
School, Petitioners,None for the petitioners . Mr. A. P. S. Sandhu, Advocate
on behalf of the respondent, requested for adjournment. Adjourned to
04.11.2015. The tabulation analysis of the school wise data of individual
schools and discussion there on continued.

7.15 On 05.10.2015 in the matter of Dashmesh Convent School,
Sardulgarh, No one puts in appearance on behalf of the petitioners. Mr.
Amar Singh appearing on behalf of the respondent School, files his power of
attorney and existing fee structure which be taken on record. We feel that
to go to the root of the problem it would be proper for us to direct the
respondents to place on record the Audited Financial Statements for the
year 2013-2014. In order to enable them to do so, the case is adjourned to
19.10.2015. In the matter of Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa Road,
Sardulgarh (Mansa) on 17.09.2015 on the joint request of the parties in
order to enable them to negotiate a compromise, the case stood adjourned
to 5.10.2015. To-day no one appears on behalf of either of the parties. In
this view of the matter the only inference which can be drawn by us is that
neither the petitioner nor the respondents are interested in pursuing the
case. Consequently we have no option but to dismiss the petition for non
prosecution. Ordered accordingly. However Fee Hike of the school shall be
examined by the Committee. In the matter of Akal Academy, Kodriwala
(Mansa) To-day no one puts in appearance. It seems that the petitioner is
not interested in pursuing the matter.

Dismissed for non prosecution.

However Fee Hike of the school shall be examined by the Committee.
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The

Members of the Committee kept on tabulating

analysing and

discussing the school wise data.

7.16 On 14.10.2015 in the matter of Indo Swiss International School,
Nakodar Petitioners, Mr. Tarlochan Singh, Mr. Gursharan Singh, Mr.
Harpreet Singh, Ms. Kuljeet Kaur, Mr. Balwinder Kumar, Ms. Surjeet Kaur,
Mr. Jaspal Singh, Mr. Ram Lubhaya, Mr. Sukhdev Raj, Ms. Poona came
present while on behalf of the Respondents Mr. Vikramjit Singh, a clerk of
the respondent School came present on behalf of the School.

He has

neither placed on record duly authenticated certificate that he is
representing the school, nor the school has filed any appropriate reply to the
charges leveledagainst it by the petitioners. According to the office records
the School has not provided the Audited Financial Statements for the years
2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13 as required by the Fee Committee, from all
the Schools.

Mr. Vikramjit Singh appearing on behalf of the School is

directed to file the Audited Statements for the year 2010-11, 2011-12, 201213 and 2013-2014 along with class-wise fee structure for the last three
years before the next date of hearing. Adjourned to 6.11.2015. In the matter
of Woodland Overseas School, Hoshiarpur Petitioner, Mr. Ajay Bhalla ,

Mr.

Mani Sahni, Mr. Ranjit Singh , Mr. Raj Kumar Sawhney, Mr. Munish Kalia
Respondents, Ms. Divya Sharma, Advocate, Mr. Ashutosh Bhardwaj,
Advocate, Ms. Preeti Sharma, Advocate, Mr. S. R. Sharma, Mr. Balwan
Singh. Arguments heard in part. On the joint request of the parties for
further arguments, adjourned to 06.11.2015. In the matter of D. P. S.
School, Ludhiana No one puts in appearance on behalf of the petitioners.
An email dated 14.10.2015 has been received from Delhi Public School.
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Village Jhammat, P. O. Ayali Kalan, Ludhiana seeking an adjournment on
the ground that their Accounts Officer Mr. Rakesh Aggarwal who has been
representing the School has fallen ill and thus will not be able to attend the
Court today.

In view of this communication the case is adjourned to

06.11.2015. The task of tabulation analysis of the school wise data and the
discussion there after continued.

7.17

On 15.10.2015 in the matter of Prem Sabha Senior Secondary

School, Mr. Ashok Bhardwaj, Advocate put in appearance on behalf of the
complainant while the none came present for the respondent. Mr. Mohinder
Singh, Advocate appearing on behalf of the respondent has informed the
office over telephone that due to Punjab Bandh to-day he is unable to attend
the proceedings. Mr. Ashok Bhardwaj, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of
the petitioner has no objection to the adjournment being granted. In view of
the above, the case is adjourned to 06.11.2015. In the matter of Silver
Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa) and

Shri

Tara

Chand

Vidya

Mandir, S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Mansa , Sarvhitkari
Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi (Mansa), No one puts in appearance on behalf of any
party. It is quite possible that due to the Punjab Bandh to-day the parties
may have been held up somewhere in transit. In the interest of justice, the
cases stood adjourned to 04.11.2015. Committee Members kept on
accomplishing the task of tabulation analysis of the school wise data of
individual schools.

7.18

On 19.10.2015 in the matter of Akal Academy, Bilga, Mr. Nirmail

Singh , Mr. Hardev Singh

came present while in the matter of Akal
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Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna, Akal Academy, Bakarwal, Petitioners,
requested for adjournment as they could not come present because of law
and order situation in the state. On behalf of the Respondents, Dr. Davinder
Singh, Mr. Amar Singh came present The parties want to return to their
native place before the sunset because of the prevalent condition in the
State of Punjab. On their joint request the case is adjourned to 02.12.2015.
In

the

matter

of

Dashmesh

Convent

School,

Sardulgarh

,Respondents,Mr.BhupinderSingh, Mr. Rajesh, None for the petitioners , As
directed by us vide order dated 5.10.2015, the requisite documents have
been placed on record by the respondents. No further proceedings need to
be conducted in the matter. The issue of free structure will be dealt with
separately and respondents will be informed accordingly. The tabulation,
compilation analysis of the school wise data was continued as an ongoing
exercise.

7.19 On 23.10.2015 in the matter of Sacred Heart Convent School,
Machhiwara (Ludhiana) An application dated 09.10.2015 received from the
Principal, Sacred Heart Convent School, Machhiwara for review of order
dated 02.09.2015 has been placed before us as filed on behalf of the
respondent School. Put in the file on 18.11.2015 for consideration of the
Committee. Shri Guru Harkrishan Public School, Pandori Khazoor, Silver
Vatika Public School, Samon (Mansa), Shri Tara Chand Vidya Mandir
Senior Secondary

School, Bhikhi, S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari Vidya

Mandir, Mansa, Saravhitkari Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi The above mentioned
cases fixed for 04.11.2015 have been taken up today because one of us i.e.
Sh. Ajay Sharma would not be available on that day. In this view of the
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matter the cases which are listed for 04.11.2015 are adjourned to
18.11.2015 at 3.00 P.M.

The office is directed to inform the parties

accordingly. In the matter of Mr. Sanjeev Thukral and others

VS Mount

Carmel School, Kakkon the office has put in a communication purporting to
be a compromise that has been arrived at between the parties which has
been received by post. Since no one appears on behalf of the parties to
either support or deny the same this case is adjourned to 26.11.2015 on
which date the authorized representatives of parties be required to be
present so that appropriate orders can be passed in their presence. The
data analysis was carried on.

7.20 On 26.10.2015 in the matter of Modern Senior Secondary School,
Patiala, Ms. Bhavna Joshi, Ld. Counsel for Modern Senior Secondary
School present. An application has been received from Mrs. Kulvinder Deep
Kaur, President of Modern Senior Secondary School Employees Welfare
Association to the effect that “due to the unavoidable circumstances, we
will not be able to attend the hearing held today at your respective
office. We request your good self for the adjournment of the same”.
Ms. Bhavna Joshi, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the School has no
objection to the adjournment being granted. On the joint request of the
parties the case is adjourned to 26.11.2015 . In the matter of Baba Budha
Dal Public School, Samana , on behalf of the Respondent, Mr. A. S. Sidhu,
Advocate and Mr. Baldev Singh, are present. The office has received a
phone from the petitioners that due to some mishap it is not possible for
them to appear in the case. Vide order dated 29.09.2015 the respondents
were required to file reply to the application filed by the petitioners seeking
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certain information and documents. Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the
School seeks further time to file reply. On the joint request of the parties
case is adjourned to 26.11.2015. In the matter of The Principal/Head
Master, Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana , Mr. Varlin Garg, Ld.
Counsel appearing for the respondent School seeks some more time to
address arguments on behalf of the School.

On his request the case is

adjourned to 26.11.2015. The Members of the Committee kept on
performing the task of data tabulation analysis and discussions.

7.21 On 06.11.2015 in the matter of D. P. S. School, Ludhiana, No one puts
in appearance on behalf of the petitioners. An email dated 04.11.2015 has
been received from Delhi Public School seeking an adjournment on the
ground that their Accounts Officer Mr. Rakesh Aggarwal who has been
representing the School has proceeded on annual leave from Nov. 1, 2015
to be with his family at Jamshedpur during Diwali. It is further stated therein
that the Accounts Officer will rejoin the office on Monday, November 16,
2015. In view of this request the case is adjourned to 17.11.2015. In the
matter of Woodland Overseas School, Hoshiarpur Petitioner, Mr. Ajay
Bhalla, Advocate, Mr. Mani Sahni,

and for the Respondents, Ms Divya

Sharma, Advocate, Ms. Preeti Sharma, Advocate, Mr. Ashutosh Bhardwaj,
Advocate, Mr. Balwan Singh put in appearnace. The ld. Counsel appearing
on behalf of the respondent-school submit that they would require sometime
to negotiate a compromise. Let the negotiations be completed on or before
11th December 2015 and the results thereof be placed before us before the
next date of hearing.

On the joint request of the parties, the case is

adjourned to 11.12.2015. In the matter of Prem Sabha Senior Secondary
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School, Mr. Ashok Kumar Bhardwaj, Advocate , present for the complainant
on behalf of the Respondents, an application dated 6.11.2015 has been
placed on record by the Mr. Gurpreet Singh, Clerk of Mohinder Singh,
Advocate to the effect that the Counsel is suffering from fever and therefore
unable to attend, hence seeks an adjournment.

Mr. Ashok Kumar

Bhardwaj, Advocate appearing on behalf of the petitioner has no objection
to the adjournment being granted.

In view of the request the case is

adjourned to 17.11.2015. In the matter of Indo Swiss International School,
Nakodar Mr. Tarlochan Singh, Mr. Harpreet Singh, Mr. Jaspal Singh, Mr.
Sukhdev Raj, came present on behalf of the complainants while on behalf of
the Respondents Mr. Vikramjit Singh, clerk of the respondent School came
present and placed on record Audited Financial Statements for the years
2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13. Vide earlier orders dated 14.10.2015 the
respondents were also directed to file reply to the assertions made in the
complaint along with class-wise fee structure for the last three years before
the next date of hearing which they have failed to do so. Mr. Vikramjit Singh
was informed that if the reply along with duly authenticated power of
attorney is not received before the next date of hearing, it will be presumed
that the School has nothing to say in the matter and they will be proceeded
against ex parte and complaint will be decided on merits. In order to enable
the respondents to submit the documents and the reply, the case is
adjourned to 17.11.2015. The tabulation ,analysis of the school wise data
and discussion there on was continued by the Committee Members .

7.22 In the meeting held on 17.11.2015 the complainats in case of Prem
Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur, Indo Swiss International School,
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Nakodar, D. P. S. School, Ludhiana and Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
Secondary Public School, were taken up. In the matter of Prem Sabha
Senior Secondary School, Sangrur , No one puts in appearance on behalf of
the petitioner. An application dated 17.11.2015 has been placed on record
by the Mr. Gurpreet Singh, Clerk of Mr. Mohinder Singh, Advocate on behalf
of the respondents to the effect that the Counsel is unable to attend the
hearing to-day before this Committee as he is busy in Court Work at
Sangrur.

In view of this request the case is adjourned to 30.11.2015. In

case of Indo Swiss International School, Nakodar, Mr. Tarlochan Singh, Mr.
Harpreet Singh, Mr. Jaspal Singh, Mr. Mohinder Lal, Mr. Iqbal Singh came
present on behalf of he complainants while on behalf of the, Respondents ,
Ms. Madhvi, Vice Principal puts an appearance and has placed on record
the authority letter along with an application seeking few days to file reply to
the averments made in the complaint.

The petitioners have filed an

application for staying the collection of fee at the hiked rates by the School,
a copy whereof has been handed over to Ms. Madvhi, the Vice Principal, of
the School who wants time to study the same and file reply. In order to
enable the respondents to do so the case is adjourned to 30.11.2015.

In

case of D. P. S. School, Ludhiana Non came present for the Petitioners
while on behalf of the Respondents, Mr. Rakesh Aggarwal came present.
Even on the last dates of hearing i.e. on 14.10.2015 and 06.11.2015 no one
had put in appearance on their behalf nor any request had been received
for adjournment. However in the interest of justice the case is adjourned to
30.11.2015. The office will inform the petitioners of the date fixed and if no
one puts an appearance on that date we will have no option but to dismiss
the complaint for non prosecution. In case of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
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Secondary Public School, An application dated 17.11.2015 has been moved
by Sh. A. P. S. Sandhu, Ld. Counsel on behalf of the respondent School to
the effect that the Counsel will not be in a position to appear before the
Committee on 18.11.2015, the date fixed in the case. He further states that
he has already informed the opposite party about the same. Adjournment is
granted, as prayed for.

The office is advised to inform the parties

accordingly. The case will now be taken up for hearing on 30.11.2015. The
tabulation compilation and the analysis of the data of individual schools and
discussion there on was continued by the Committee Members .

7.23 In the meeting held on 18.11.2015 the matters related to Shri Tara
Chand Vidya Mandir Senior Secondary School , S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari
Vidya Mandir, Mansa, Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi (Mansa), Silver
Vatika Public School, Samon (Mansa), Sacred Heart Convent School,
Machhiwara, Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa)
were taken up. In the matter of Shri Tara Chand Vidya Mandir Senior
Secondary School, S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Mansa and
Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi (Mansa), No one puts in appearance on
behalf of the petitioner and on behalf of the Respondents, Mr. Hem Raj
Bhardwaj, Advocate who puts in appearance, has placed on record his
Power of Attorney on behalf of the respondent Schools. Ld. Counsel seeks
adjournment which is granted as prayed for. The cases will now be taken
up on 11.12.2015 on which date even if the petitioners are not present we
would like to have the assistance of Mr. Hem Raj Bhardwaj, Advocate for
examining the fee structure for the Fee Hike of the School. In the matter of
Silver Vatika Public School, Samon (Mansa) ,No one puts in appearance
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on behalf of the petitioner and on behalf of the Respondents, Mr.
Pushpinder Jindal, Advocate, Mr. Amit Mehta, Advocate, Ms. Ramandeep
Kaur, Advocate, Mr. Jivish Singla put in appearnace. Mr. Pushpinder Jindal
Ld. Counsel seeks time to study the case for addressing the arguments. In
order to enable him to do so the case is adjourned to 17.12.2015. In the
matter of Sacred Heart Convent School, Machhiwara , The file has been put
in to-day along with an application filed

by the Principal, Sacred Heart

Convent School, Machhiwara for review of order dated 02.09.2015. Let
notice of the same be issued for 17.12.2015.

In the matter of Sweet

Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa) an application has been
filed on behalf of the petitioner Mr. Lakhwinder Singh seeking restoration of
the case in view of the fact that due to the illness of his wife he could not
attend the hearing on 05.10.2015. Let notice of this application be given to
the respondents for 17.12.2015. The Committee members continued with
the task of the analysis of the data of individual schools.

7.24 In the meeting held on 26.11.2015 the complaints related to Green
Land Convent School, Civil City, Ludhiana, Baba Budha Dal Public School,
Samana, Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala and Mount Carmel
School, Kakkon were taken up. In the matter of Green Land Convent
School, Civil City, Ludhiana on behalf of the Respondents Dr. Surya
Parkash, Advocate, Mr. Varlin Garg, Advocate along with Mr. Anil Khanna,
Mr. Ashok Kumar put in appearance. Arguments heard in part. On the
request of the Ld. Counsel the case adjourned to 21.12.2015. In the matter
of Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana, on behalf of the Petitioners, Mr.
Manjinder Singh, Mr. Hardip Singh, Mr. Lakhbir Singh, Mr. Gurmukh Singh
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came present and on behalf of the Respondents, Mr. Amanpreet Singh,
Advocate along with Mr. Baldev Singh puts in appearance. Documents and
information as required by the petitioners placed on record by the
Respondents, a copy whereof has been handed over to the petitioners. The
petitioners want time to study the same before addressing the arguments.
On the request of the parties adjourned to 21.12.2015. Modern Senior
Secondary School, Patiala, the Petitioners, Mrs. Kulwinderdeep Kaur and
Mrs. Pushpa Sharma came present

and

on behalf of the respondent

school Ms. Bhavna Joshi, Advocate puts in appearance along with Mr. Raj
Kumar Aggarwal, Charted Accountant. Arguments heard in part. For further
proceedings, on the request of the parties the case is adjourned to
21.12.2015. In the matter of Mount Carmel School, Kakkon , Mr. Sanjeev
Thukral, Mr. Sarabjit Singh, Mr. Rakesh Kumar, Mr. Suresh Bansal, Mr.
Raghubir Saini came present and on behalf of the school Mr. Romy Chak,
Advocate, along with Mr. V.K. Sharma, Fr. Varghese, Director, Fr. Mathew,
Fr. Thomas put in appearance. The management of Mount Carmel School,
Kakkon has placed on record copy of the settlement dated 26.08.2015
which has been signed by Fr. Mathew Kaippayil, Fr. Varghese and Fr.
Thomas on behalf of the management and Mr. Sanjeev Thukral, President,
Mr. Rakesh Sharma, Vice President, Mr. Sarabjeet Thind, Joint Secretary,
Mr. Suresh Bansal, Advisor and Mr. Raghubir Saini, S on behalf of the
MCS Parents Association (Regd.) The same has been taken on record.
Since there is no mention of the cost of the litigation we presume that the
parties have to bear their own expenses.

In view of the above, the

complaint is disposed of as having been compromised. School wise data
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tabulation, compilation, analysis and discussion of the data of individual
schools continued by the Committee Members .

7.25 In the meeting held on 02.12.2015 the complaints related to Akal
Academy, Bilga, Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna and that of Akal
Academy, Bakarwal taken up. In the matter of Akal Academy, Bilga, Mr.
Hardev Singh, Bilga, Mr. Nirmal Singh, Bilga came present, on behalf of the
complainants, in the matter of Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna Mr.
Swaran Singh, Mr. Sukhdev Singh, Mr. Harmeet Singh came present on
behalf of the complainants and in case of Akal Academy, Bakarwal, Mr.
Satinder Singh, the complainant came present in person. Dr. Davinder
Singh and Mr. Amar Singh, came present on behalf of the school. Parties to
exchange copies of the written arguments they want to file before the
Committee, before placing the same on our record. The respondents are
further directed to file Audited Statement of Accounts of each of the schools
run by them for the year 2013-2014 for the perusal of the Committee.To
come up for final arguments on 06.01.2016. Tabulation analysis and
discussion on the data of individual schools carried on by the Committee
Members as ongoing exercise. .

7.26 On 17.12.2015 , the complaints regarding Sacred

Heart Convent

School, Machhiwara, Silver Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa),
Woodland Overseas School, Hoshiarpur, Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa
Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa) and Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary
Public School, were taken up. In the matter of Sacred
School, Machhiwara, None for the petitioners. Mr.
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Heart Convent

Varinder

Singh

(PTTeacher) who came present on behalf of the School seeks an
adjournment in view of the fact that their Counsel is unable to attend the
Court today. On his request the case is adjourned to 11.02.2016. In the
matter of Silver Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa), None for the
petitioners. Mrs. Ramandeep Kaur, Ld. Counsel puts in appearance on
behalf of the School and places on record certain documents as required by
the Committee. Further undertakes to place on record the Audited Financial
Statement for the year 2013-2014 by the next date of hearing. In order to
enable her to do so, on her request, the case is adjourned to 11.02.2016. In
the matter of Woodland Overseas School, Hoshiarpur, Mr. Ajay Bhalla, Mr.
Gulshan Rai Passi, Mr. Rohit Sharma, Mr. Aman Saini came present on
behalf of the complainants and Ms Divya Sharma, Advocate , Mr. S. R.
Sharma, Mr. Balwan Singh, on behalf of the respondents. Mr. Ajay Bhalla
on behalf of the petitioners and Sh. S. R. Sharma, Principal on behalf of
Woodland Overseas School has placed on record copy of the compromise
and the parties before us accepted the same in view of which the present
complaint may be disposed off as withdrawn”. However made clear that fee
structure shall be examined by the Committee on the

basis of rcords

irrespective of the said compromise. In the matter of Sweet Blossoms
School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa), an application dated 16.12.2015
has been filed by the Principal of the School, that due to sudden death of
mother of Chairman he can’t come present and requested for another date.
Adjourned to 06.01.2016. In the matter of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior
Secondary Public School, an application dated 14.12.2015 has been filed by
Principal, requesting that the Counsel representing the School is on a
vacation till 2nd of January 2016 as Courts are closed till 2nd of January” and
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sought adjournment. Adjourned to

11.02.2016.

Committee Members

continued with the task of compilation and the analysis of the data of
individual schools and discussion there on.

7.27

In the meeting held on 21.12.2015., the complaints against Baba

Budha Dal Public School, Samana, Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana
and Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala were taken up. In the matter
of Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana, Mr. Rakesh Kumar came
present on behalf of the complainants and on behalf Respondent: Sh. A. P.
S. Sidhu, Advocate along with Sh. Baldev Singh appeared . Arguments
heard in part. On the joint request of the parties the case is adjourned to
26.02.2016 for further arguments. In the matter of Greenland Convent
School, Ludhiana, Mr. Varlin Garg,

Advocate, who puts in apparance on

behalf of the school, seeks an adjournment on account of the fact that Dr.
Surya Parkash, Advocate who is appearing on behalf of the respondent
School is unable to attend due to his personal difficulty. Adjourned to
26.02.2015. In the matter of Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala, Ms
Kulwinderdeep Kaur,, Ms. Pushpa Sharma, Ms. Meena Verma, Mr.
Vishwajit came present while on behalf of the respondents Ms. Bhavna
Joshi, Advocate appeared. During arguments, It has been brought to our
notice by Ms. Kulwinderdeep Kaur that the order dated 14.07.2015 passed
by us have not been complied with by the respondent School and they have
not filed any reply to justify the circumstances in which an amount of Rs.
3.63 Crore has been transferred. Ms. Bhavna Joshi undertakes to file a
reply before the next date of hearing. She has also been directed to place
on record the Financial Audited Statement for the year 2013-2014 and bye-
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laws of the School. The petitioners have also stated that they have been
approached by the Management of the respondent school verbally for
negotiation but no written communication to this effect has been made by
them.

Adjourned to 26.02.2016 by which date the parties would place

before us in writing the exact nature of the developments which have taken
place between them. The tabulation, compilation, analysis and discussions
on the data of individual schools continued by the Committee Members .

7.28

In the meeting held on 28.12.2015 the matters of Prem Sabha

Senior Secondary School, D. P. S. School, Ludhiana and Indo Swiss
International School, Nakodar, came up as already fixed. In the matter of
Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School , Mr. Sham Lal Singla, Mr. Ashok
Kumar Bhardwaj, Advocate put in appearance on behalf of the complainant
while on behalf of the respondents Mr. Gurpreet Singh came present and
seeks adjournment on account of the fact that their Counsel Sh. Mohinder
Singh is unable to attend the hearing to-day as he is out of station. He
prays for an adjournment.

He further undertakes that the directions

contained in the earlier order of this Committee for supply of certain
information and documents would be strictly complied on or before the
adjourned date.

Adjourned to 11.01.2016 subject to payment of cost

assessed at Rs. 500/-. In the matter of D. P. S. School, Ludhiana, Mr.
Vikram Vyas, Mr. Kamal Singhania came present on behalf of the
complainants and on behalf of the respondent school , Mr. Rakesh Kumar
Aggarwal came present The petitioners had filed an application seeking
directions to the respondent School for supply of certain information and
documents. A copy of the application has been handed over to Mr. Rakesh
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Kumar Aggarwal appearing on behalf of the School who wants time to study
the same and file a reply there to. In order to enable him to do so the case
is adjourned to 11.02.2016. In the matter of Indo Swiss International School,
Nakodar, Mr. Tarlochan Singh, Mr. Harpreet Singh, Mr. Jaspal Singh came
present on behalf of the complainants while on behalf of the school Ms.
Madhvi, Vice Principal came present. On the joint request of the parties, the
case is adjourned to 06.01.2016. The tabulation , analysis and discussions
on the data of individual schools continued by the Committee Members as
an ongoing exercise .

7.29

In the meeting on 06.01.2016 the complaints regarding Akal

Academy, Bilga , Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna, Akal Academy,
Bakarwal and Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa)
came up for hearing. In the matter of Akal Academy, Bilga, Mr. Hardev
Singh, Bilga, Mr. Nirmal Singh, Bilga came present, on behalf of the
complainants, in the matter of Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna Mr.
Swaran Singh, Mr. Sukhdev Singh, Mr. Harmeet Singh came present on
behalf of the complainants and in case of Akal Academy, Bakarwal, Mr.
Satinder Singh, the complainant came present in person. On behalf of the
respondents Mr.Amar Singh came present , who seeks adjournment on
account of the fact that the Advocate who is appearing on their behalf is not
well and therefore is unable to attend the hearing to-day. In view of the
request the case is adjourned to 17.02.2016 on payment of costs assessed
to Rs. 600/- . each for the Akal Academy, Bilga and for Akal Academy,
Fatehgarh Chhanna, while the cost is assessed at Rs. 400 for the Akal
Academy, Bakarwal. The respondents were on the last date of hearing
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directed to file Audited Statement of Accounts for each of the schools run by
them for the year 2013-2014 for the perusal of the Committee. This has not
been done so far. The respondent seeks more time to do the needful and
undertakes to do so by the next date of hearing. In the matter of Sweet
Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa), Mr. Mandeep Singh,
Advocate put in appearance on behalf of the complainants while on behalf
of the school Mr. Bhushan Kumar came present. Ld. Counsel on behalf of
the respondents seeks time to study the case for addressing arguments.
Adjourned to 17.02.2016 .Fresh complaints received from the petitioners put
up before us today included Sh. Davinder Singh son of Sh. Jaswinder Singh
resident of village Hari, Tehsil Kotkapura, District Faridkot against Sh.
Narinder Singh Bansal, Chairman and Smt. Sunita Mehta, Principal, Sada
Ram Bansal Memorial Senior Secondary School, Sh. Anil Kumar son of
Surinder Kumar resident of Old Jail Road, Jain Street, Faridkot against
Baba Farid Public School, Faridkot. On going through the complaints it is
evident that the issues sought to be raised in them do not fall within the
purview of the Fee Committee as they do not pertain to the adequacy or
otherwise of the fee structure of the concerned Schools. In this view of the
matter we are of the considered opinion that there is nothing in the
complaints which falls within the jurisdiction of our Committee.
complaints be filed as not maintainable. The

The

analysis of the data of

individual schools and discussion there on was continued by the Committee
Members .

8. In the meeting held on 11.01.2016 the matter of Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary School, Sangrur, Shri Tara Chand Vidya Mandir Senior
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Secondary Schools, S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Mansa,
Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi (Mansa) taken up. In the matter of Prem
Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur, Mr. Sham Lal Singla came
present and on behalf of the respondent school Mr. Gurpreet Singh came
present who has filed an application along with the certificate under the
Registration of Societies Act, to the effect that Prem Sabha High School
has been registered under the Societies Registration Act XXI of 1868. He
further requests for more time to file other documents required by the Fee
Committee. Adjournment granted subject to payment of Rs. 1100/- as cost.
To come up for hearing on 24.02.2016. In the matters of Shri Tara Chand
Vidya Mandir Senior Secondary Schools,

S. Chetan Singh Sarvhitkari

Vidya Mandir, Mansa, Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Bhikhi (Mansa) , non came
present for the complainants for the second time without any information
from them either. From this only one conclusion can be drawn that the
petitioner is not interested in pursuing the case. In this view of the matter
we have no option but to dismiss the same for non prosecution. Ordered
accordingly. However, Mr. Hem Raj Bhardwaj, Ld. Counsel appearing on
behalf of the Schools will assist the Fee Committee for examining the fee
structure of the Schools. To come up on 24.02.2016 . Tabulation, analysis
and discussion of the data of individual schools continued by the Committee
Members .

8.1 In the meeting held on 03.02.2016., the complaints against Dashmesh
Senior Secondary School, Valtoha, Akal Academy Bhai Desha, Mansa and
Sada Ram Bansal Memorial Senior, Secondary School, Kotkapura came
up. In the matter of Dashmesh Senior Secondary School, Valtoha the
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Committee noted that the above mentioned complaint has already been
dismissed. However, the office is directed to obtain necessary information
and documents from the School as already required by the Fee Committee
vide order dated 13.04.2015 and put up

after receiving the same. The

matter of Manjit Singh Versus Akal Academy Bhai Desha, Mansa has
already been dismissed. However, the office is directed to obtain necessary
information and documents from the School as already required by the Fee
Committee vide order dated 16.03.2015 and put up after receiving the
same. In the matter of Davinder Singh Versus Sada Ram Bansal Memorial
Senior, Secondary School, Kotkapura the mail sent to the petitioner has
been received back with the remarks of the postal department that “the
addressee could not be traced at the given address and is sent back” The
office is directed to get in touch with the petitioner on the telephone number
mentioned in the complaint and after obtaining the response put up the case
on the next date of hearing. The matters of Indo Swiss International School,
Nakodar, Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna, Akal Academy, Bilga, Akal
Academy, Bakerwal, Sweet Blossoms Sardulgarh fixed for 17.02.2016 have
been taken up to-day because one of us i. e. Dr. Pyara Lal Garg would not
be available on that day. In this view of the matter the cases which are
listed for 17th of February 2016 are adjourned to 19.02.2016. Office is
directed to inform the parties accordingly. On 19.02.2016 the matter of Indo
Swiss International School, Nakodar came up for hearing. Mr. Tarlochan
Singh, Mr. Harpreet Singh, Mr. Jaspal Singh came present on behalf of
the complainants and on behalf of the school, Ms. Madhvi, Vice Principal
along with Mr. Vikramjit Singh came present. Arguments heard in part. On
the joint request of the parties, the case is adjourned to 22.04.2016 for
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further arguments. The tabulation analysis of the school wise data of
individual schools and discussion there on was continued by the Committee
Members .

8.2 In the meeting held on 24.02.2016 the complaints regarding Baba
Farid Public School, Faridkot., Sada Ram Bansal Memorial Senior
Secondary School and Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School , Sangrur
were taken up. In the matter of Baba Farid Public School, Faridkot. Mr. Anil
Kumar

came present on behalf of the complainants and on behalf of

the respondent school Mr. Pawan Rajvanshi came present who has filed the
reply on behalf of the respondents, the same is taken on record and a copy
whereof has been handed over to the petitioner who seeks time to study the
same and file the rejoinder, if any. In order to enable the petitioner to do so,
the case is adjourned to 22.04.2016. In the matter of Sada Ram Bansal
Memorial Senior Secondary School No one puts in appearance on behalf of
the School. An application dated 24.02.2016 received from the petitioner
Davinder Singh has been placed on the file seeking adjournment on the
ground that the son of the petitioner is ill. The same is granted , to come up
on 22.04.2016 Parties to be informed accordingly. In the matter of Prem
Sabha Senior Secondary School , Sangrur an application dated 24.02.2016
has been received from the petitioner seeking an adjournment on the
ground that he is unwell. The same is granted to come up on 22.04.2016.
Parties to be informed accordingly. The Committee members continue with
the task of tabulation, compilation and analysis of the school wise data of
individual schools.
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8.3 In the meeting held on 26.02.2016 the complaints against Greenland
Convent School, Ludhiana,

Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala,

Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana were taken up. In the matter of
Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana, Dr. Surya Parkash, Advocate, Mr.
Varlin Garg, Advocate and Mr. Ashok Kumar put in appearance on behalf
of the respondent school, arguments heard in part. For further arguments
on the request of the party adjourned to 21.03.2016. In the matter of Modern
Senior Secondary School, Patiala

Ms. Meena Verma, Ms. Harpreet Kaur,

Ms. Ira Gill, Ms. Arushi Bhandari, Mr. Pushpa Sharma, Ms. Gurmeet Kaur,
Ms. Sunita Arora, Ms. Mohinder Kaur

came present on behalf of the

Complainants and on behalf of the respondent school Ms. Bhavna Joshi,
Advocate put in appearance. Arguments heard in part. On the request of
the respondents

adjourned to 1.04.2016 for further arguments. In the

matter of Baba Budha Dal Public School, Samana Manjinder Singh, Mr.
Rakesh Kumar Goyal, Mr. Major Singh came present on behalf of the
Complainants. Mr. Baldev Singh came present on behalf of the School with
a representation from the Principal of the School to the effect that their
Counsel is busy in some urgent family matter and is unable to attend the
proceedings in the above mentioned matter.

The petitioners have no

objection to the adjournment being granted. In view of the above, the case
is adjourned to 21.03.2016. The tabulation and the analysis of the school
wise data and discussion there on was continued by the Committee
Members .

8.4 In the meeting held on 09.03.2016 complaints pertaining to Sacred
Heart Convent School, Machhiwara, Budha Dal Public School, Patiala,
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Silver Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa),

DPS Public School,

Ludhiana. Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School, Pandori
Khajoor were taken up. In the matter of Sacred Heart Convent School,
Machhiwara Mr. Sukhwinder Singh came present on behalf of the petitioner.
Mr. Harish Rai Dhanda, Advocate and Mr. Sachin Arora, Advocate put in
appearance on behalf of the school. Mr. Sukhwinder Singh appearing on
behalf of the petitioners seeks time to file a reply to the Application for
Review of Orders dated 02.09.2015 filed by the Respondent School. To
enable him to do so the case is adjourned to 28.03.2016 with a direction to
the petitioner to supply copy of its reply to the respondent School a week
before the next date of hearing. Mr. Gurmeet Singh, Mr. Kaka Singh, Mr.
Gurpreet Singh, Mr. J. S. Sodhi, Mr. Harjeet Singh on behalf of Parents
Association Budha Dal Public School, Patiala appeared

before the

Committee today. They had filed complaint dated 9.3.2016 against Budha
Dal Public School, The Lower Mall, Patiala alleging therein that the School
is Hiking the Fee exorbitantly and is also not implementing the interim order
dated 15.05.2015

passed by the Hon’ble High Court for the States of

Punjab and Haryana in CWP No. 7851/2015 apart from various other
allegations as contained in the complaint. Notice issued to the respondent
School for 28th of March 2016 calling upon them to appear in person or
through duly authorized person to explain their position in relation to the
assertions made in the complaint. In the meantime the respondent School is
directed to provide class wise List of Books with the name of the Publishers
prescribed for the next session to the Parents as well as display the same at
some prominent place in the School so that the Children/Parents are free to
purchase the same from anywhere they like. The needful should be done
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immediately on receipt of this notice. In the matter of Silver Vatika Public
School, Samaon (Mansa) non on behalf of the petitioner . Mr. Amit Mehta,
Advocate put in appearance on behalf of the school. Mr. Amit Mehta, Ld.
Counsel appearing on behalf of the respondent undertakes to supply fee
structure of the School for the years 2011-2012 and 2012-2013. To enable
him to do so, the case is adjourned to 25.04.2016. In the matter of DPS
Public School, Ludhiana Mr. Vikram Vyas came present on behalf of the
complainants. Non on behalf of the school. An email dated 09.03.2016 has
been received from Delhi Public School. Village Jhammat, P. O. Ayali
Kalan, Ludhiana seeking an adjournment on the ground that Mr. Rakesh
Aggarwal who has been representing the School has met with an accident
and thus will not be able to attend the hearing today.

In view of this

communication the case is adjourned to 28.03.2016. In the matter of Shri
Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School, Mr. Lakhwinder Singh
came present on behalf of the complainants and on behalf of the school,
Mr. A. P. S. Sandhu, Advocate puts in appearance. Arguments heard in
part. The respondents are directed to place on record School-wise, yearwise details of the funds collected by each of the Schools for the previous 4
years, under the head of Chief Khalsa Dewan Fund , also explain as to
whether or not any portion of the said fund has been transferred to the Chief
Khalsa Dewan Society itself , to come up on 25.04.2016 for further
proceedings. The task of tabulation and analysis of the school wise data of
individual schools was continued by the Committee Members .

8.5 In the meeting held on 16.03.2016 complaints taken up pertained to
Akal Academy, Bilga , Akal Academy, Bakerwal.,Akal Academy, Fatehgarh
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Chhanna , Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa), Our
Lady of Fatima Parent’s Association (Regd) from Patiala, St. Peters Parents
Association (Regd.) from Patiala, Mr. Damandeep Singh,versus DPS ,
Ludhiana, Heritage Public School, Rampura, District Sangrur, St. Mary’s
Convent School, Faridkot , St. Joseph School, Ghall kalan, District Moga,
complaints

by

email

from

punjabkabhavishya@gmail.com,

madhu.suri@hotmail.com In the matter of Akal Academy, Bilga, Mr. Swaran
Singh, Mr. Gurinder Singh came present on behalf of the complainants. In
the matter of Akal Academy, Bakerwal, Mr. Satinder Singh came present on
behalf of the complainants. In the matter of Akal Academy, Fatehgarh
Chhanna Mr. Swarn Singh came present on behalf of the complainants. On
behalf of the school. Dr. Davinder Singh, Advocate Mr. N.D.S.Man along
with Mr. Amar Singh puts in appearance. Dr. Davinder Singh and Mr.
N.D.S.Mann, Ld Counsel appearing on behalf of the respondents seek an
adjournment in view of the fact that one of their Directors who has to assist
the Counsel for addressing arguments on behalf of the School, is unable to
attend the hearing to-day due to illness. The petitioners have no objection to
the adjournment being granted. In view of the above, the case is adjourned
to 25.04.2016. Sweet Blossoms School, Sirsa Road, Sardulgarh (Mansa)
None for the petitioner Mr. Bhushan Kumar, who came present on behalf of
the respondent school has placed on record copy of the Consumer
Complaint filed by the petitioners.

For further proceedings the case is

adjourned to 27.04.2016. Mr. Pardeep Singla, Mr. Jatin Miglani, Mr. Vikas
Garg, Mr. Manav Malhotra from Our Lady of Fatima Parent’s Association
(Regd.) from Patiala appeared before the Committee

and submitted

complaint dated 16.03.2016 against Fee Hike by Our Lady of Fatima
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School, Ajit Nagar, Patiala. Notice to the respondents for 27th of April calling
upon them to appear through duly authorized person to explain their
position in relation to the assertions made in the complaint. Mr. Anil Garg,
Mr. Mahesh Garg, Mr. Ashok Sharma, Mr. Vikas Garg from St. Peters
Parents Association (Regd.) from Patiala appeared before the Committee
to-day and submitted complaint dated 08.03.2016 against Fee Hike by St.
Peter”s Academy, Ajit Nagar, Patiala. Notice to the respondents for 27th of
April 2016 calling upon them to appear through duly authorized person to
explain their position in relation to the assertions made in the complaint. An
email dated 10.03.2016 received from Mr. Damandeep Singh, has been put
up by the office before us today. The petitioner has a grouse against
Delhi Public School, Ludhiana against the refusal to admit one of his
wards. Since this matter does not fall within the purview of the Fee
Committee, the complaint be dismissed and the petitioner be informed
accordingly. A complaint filed by Shri Harbans Singh, Karamjit Singh and
Ranjit Singh against Heritage Public School, Rampura road , Bhawanigarh,
District Sangrur, received in the office on 15.3.2016 has been put up before
us to-day. Notice to the respondents for 27th of April 2016 calling upon them
to appear through duly authorized person to explain their position in relation
to the assertions made in the complaint. A complaint filed by Shri Pawan
Kumar Sharma, President, School Students Parents Association, Punjab,
Faridkot, against St. Mary’s Convent School, Faridkot received in the office
on 10.3.2016 has been put up before us to-day. Notice to the respondents
for 27th of April 2016 calling upon them to appear through duly authorized
person to explain their position in relation to the assertions made in the
complaint.

A communication dated 08.01.2016 forwarded by Diocesan
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Board of Education, Jalandhar, received in the office of Fee Committee on
11.03.2016 has been put up before us to-day. The same however does not
either specify the name of the institution or pin point the grouse which they
want us to look into. The office is directed to inform the petitioners to send
the details of the same so as to enable us to send notice to the respondent
School to appear and explain their response to the allegations contained
therein. A copy of email dated 11.3.2016 sent by the Parents of Students
studying in St. Joseph School, Ghall kalan, District Moga, to the Deputy
Chief Minister, Punjab, has been put up before us by the office to-day.
Since it has been addressed to the Dy. Chief Minister, Punjab, no action is
called for by us at this stage. An email dated 11.03.2016 received by the
office from punjabkabhavishya@gmail.com has been put up before
us.

Since the complainant does not specify the exact nature of

grouse, no action is called for at this stage.

File. An email dated

10.03.2016 received by the office from madhu.suri@hotmail.com Since
the complainant does not specify the exact nature of grouse, no action
is called for at this stage. File. The task of tabulation compilation and
analysis of the school wise data of individual schools and discussion there
on was continued by the Committee Members as on going process.

8.6 In the meeting held on 21.03.2016 complaints taken up pertained to
Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana, Budha Dal Public School, Samana
and

Amrit Model Senior Secondary School, Abohar.

In the matter of

Greenland Convent School, Ludhiana. Mr. Ashok Kumar came present on
behalf of the School and has filed an affidavit of Sh. Anil Khanna, Charted
Accountant expressing his inability to appear before the Committee to-day
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and seeking an adjournment.

In view of this the case is adjourned to

02.05.2016. In the matter of Budha Dal Public School, Samana, None on
behalf of the petitioners. Mr. A. S. Sidhu, Advocate along with Mr. Baldev
Singh put in appearance for the respondent school. Mr. Amrit Preet Singh
Sidhu, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the School has filed reply with
regard to transfer of money from the account of Budha Dal Public School
Samana to the account of Budha Dal Public School, Patiala. For further
proceedings, on his request, the case is adjourned to 02.05.2016. A
complaint filed by Shri Jasbir Singh s/o Bhagwan Singh, Sunder Nagri, Gali
No. 13, House No. 700, Abohar against Amrit Model Senior Secondary
School, Abohar,

has been put up before us to-day. Notice to the

respondents for 2nd of May 2016 calling upon them to appear through duly
authorized person to explain their position in relation to the assertions made
in the complaint. The Committee members continued with the task of
tabulation and compilation of the school wise data of individual schools and
discussion there on.

8.7 In the meeting held on 23.03.2016 in the matter of Sh. Gurmeet Singh
and others Versus Budha Dal Public School, Patiala, the Principal / Vice
Principal of the school had been summoned in order to explain as to how
come that the school has not provided the list of the books despite the fact
that only a couple of weeks have been left for the start of the new session.
Ms. Harbinder Jang, Vice Principal, Mr. A. P. S. Sidhu, Advocate, along with
Mr. Baldev Singh put in appearance . Arguments heard in part , to come up
on 28.03.2016 the date already fixed for further proceedings. School wise
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information on collection of data, the progress in the matter , the tabulation ,
compilation and analysis of the school wise data discussed and decided.

8.8 In the meeting held on 28.03.2016 complaints against Budha Dal Public
School, Patiala, Sacred Heart Convent School, Machhiwara, DPS Public
School, Ludhiana. were taken up. In case of Budha Dal Public School,
Patiala Mr. Gurmeet Singh Mr. Gurpreet Singh Mr. J. S. Sodhi came present
on behalf of complainants. Ms. S. K. S. Bedi, Advocate put in appearance
for the respondent school. Mr. S. K. S. Bedi, Ld. Counsel appearing on
behalf of Budha Dal Public School, Patiala, has moved an application dated
28.03.2016 stating therein that the matter in dispute is pending before the
Hon’ble High Court in Civil Writ Petition No. 7851/2015 titled “Parents
Association, Budha Dal Public School, Patiala Vs

State of Punjab and

others”, the same is fixed for 25.04.2016. A copy of the application has
been handed over to the petitioners for filing a reply, if any. It would be but
appropriate that the proceedings before us remains stayed till the
matter is disposed off by the Hon’ble High Court.

Adjourned to

06.05.2016 on which date, the parties will inform us the status in the above
Writ Petition. In the matter of Sacred Heart Convent School, Machhiwara
Mr. Sukhwinder Singh, President, Mr. Prem Chand, Cashier came present .
Mr. Harish Rai Dhanda, Advocate put in appearance for the school. Copy of
the reply filed on behalf of Petitioners has been given to Mr. Harish Rai
Dhanda, Ld. Counsel appearing on behalf of the School wants time to study
the same and if necessary file a rejoinder by the adjourned date. He will
hand over an advance copy of the same to the Petitioners. To come up for
further proceedings on 02.05.2016. DPS Public School, Ludhiana. Mr.
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Vikram Vyas, Mr. Kamal Singhania came present on behalf of the
complainanats . An application has been received to-day from the Principal
of the respondent School to the effect that “Mr. Rakesh Aggarwal, our
Accounts Officer, who has been representing us before your Honourable
self, met with a minor accident a few days ago, while on the way to Mohali.
He is still recovering from his injuries and will not be able to attend the
proceedings to-day. In view of this unforeseen mishap, we request you to
postpone today’s hearing to another date” On earlier three occasions also
i.e. on 9.3.2016, 24.07.2015 and 10.07.2015 the School has sought
adjournment on similar grounds, which according to the petitioners is an
attempt to delay the proceedings. In view of the fact that they are repeating
this excuse, we have no option but to infer that they are deliberately trying to
harass the petitioners and push them into a situation where they give up
their case. Adjourned to 06.05.2016, subject to payment of cost of Rs.
2000/- to be paid by the School to the Petitioners. The individual school
wise data tabulation , compilation analysis and discussion there on was
continued by the Committee Members .

8.9 In the meeting held on 22.04.2016, the matters of Baba Farid Public
School, Faridkot., Sada Ram Bansal Memorial Senior Secondary School,
Indo Swiss International School, Nakodar, Prem Sabha Senior Secondary
School, Jasper Public School, ICL Road, Near Court Complex, Rajpura, Bal
Bharti Public School, Ludhiana, Parents Welfare Association, 1st Floor,
Mahajan Market, Karmon deodhi, Amritsar, Holy Angels Public School,
Village Dhamoli, Tehsil Rajpura, District Patiala, Mukat Public School,
Neelpur (Rajpura), District Patiala, Patel Public School, Rajpura District
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Patiala, Scholars Public School, Rajpura District Patiala were taken up.
Baba Farid Public School, Faridkot. Mr. Anil Kumar came present on behalf
of the complainant. Mr. Pawan Rajvanshi came present for the school. The
petitioner asserts that the respondent School has made irresponsible and
wrong statement about his mental condition. While doing so he has drawn
our attention to para 4 of the reply dated 23.2.2016 which has been duly
signed by the Principal of the School. In view of this we deem it appropriate
that the Principal should bring on record any medical evidence as he may
be having in their possession to prove this assertion or take appropriate
steps to withdraw the assertions so irresponsibly made by him in the
pleadings. The reply filed by the petitioner in response to the above has
been placed on record and copy thereof given to Mr. Pawan Rajvanshi. To
enable the Respondent School to file its response to the above observation,
the case is adjourned to 11.5.2016. By the said date the School will also
place on record Class-wise fee structure for the years 2011-2012, 20122013 and 2013-2014. In the matter of Sada Ram Bansal Memorial Senior
Secondary School. Mr. Prince Sharma

came present on behalf of the

school . None on behalf of the petitioner. In the interest of justice, the case
is adjourned to 11.05.2016. The office is directed to send fresh notices to
both the parties for the date fixed. In the matter of Indo Swiss International
School, Nakodar Mr. Tarlochan Singh,Mr. Harpreet Singh, Mr. Jaspal Singh
came present on behalf of the complainants. None on behalf of the
Respondent School.The representatives appearing on behalf of the
petitioners state that though they have no objection to the adjournment
being granted, but the same should be granted subject to payment of cost
which is assessed to Rs. 2000/-.

The case is adjourned to 11.05.2016. In
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the matter of Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School Sangrur Mr. Sham Lal
Singla the complainant came present in person . None for the school. An
email dated 22.04.2016 has been received from Mr. Mohinder Singh, Ld.
Counsel on behalf of the Respondent to the effect that: “Sir, myself Adv.
Mohinder Singh from Sangrur, Counsel for Prem Sabha Senior Secondary
School, Sangrur seeking adjournment in the case title as Sham Lal Versus
Prem Sabha Senior Sec School which is pending for 22.4.2016, Sir, I have
to go to Salasar Balaji tomorrow so kindly adjourn the above said case
accordingly. Thanks” In view of the circumstances indicated hereinbefore,
the case is adjourned to 11.05.2016 being last opportunity subject to
payment of cost of Rs. 500/-. A complaint dated 20.4.2016 filed by Shri
Rajinder Singh son of S. Dharampal Singh and another, resident of Village
Rangian, PO Ugani, Tehsil Rajpura, District Patiala against Jasper Public
School, ICL Road, Near Court Complex, Rajpura has been put up before us
to-day. Notice to the Respondents for 4th May 2016 calling upon them to
appear through duly authorized person to explain their position in relation to
the assertions made in the complaint. Mr. Inderpal Singh Chawla and Mr.
Manjeet Singh on behalf of Parents - Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana
appeared in person to-day and handed over representation asserting that
the order dated 29.02.2016 passed by the Fee Committee in the case titled
Parents – Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana Versus Principal, Bal Bharti
Public School, Ludhiana, is not being implemented by the School despite
various requests.

They want that the order of the Fee Committee be

forwarded to the Deputy Commissioner, Ludhiana, for getting the same
implemented. In view of this, the office is directed to forward a copy of the
said order dated 29.02.2016 to the Deputy Commissioner, Ludhiana for
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getting the order implemented by the School authorities and such action as
he may deem necessary in the facts and circumstances of the case to get
the same implemented. The copy of letter to be endorsed to the Parents Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana for information and record. A complaint
dated 21.04.2016 received by the office from Amritsar Parents Welfare
Association, 1st Floor, Mahajan Market, Karmon deodhi, Amritsar
against School Management of Private Un-aided Schools of Amritsar
for showing contempt to the directions of the Hon’ble Punjab &
Haryana High Court, delivered in CWP No. 20545 of 2009, has been
put up before us to-day.

On going through the same it is apparent

that the complainant wants us to exercise a jurisdiction which vests
only in the Hon’ble High Court. Such a petition is not maintainable
before us and the same has to be disposed of as not maintainable.
The office is directed to inform the petitioners accordingly. However, if
the petitioners have any grouse against any particular School regarding the
fee etc, they may, if so advised, file a complaint supported by an affidavit
and other documents on which they want to rely. A complaint dated
20.4.2016 filed by Shri Gurpreet Singh son of Sh. Vivek Singh, resident of
Village Dhamoli, Tehsil Rajpura, District Patiala against Holy Angels Public
School, Village Dhamoli, Tehsil Rajpura, District Patiala has been put up
before us to-day.Notice to the Respondents for 4th May 2016 calling upon
them to appear through duly authorized person to explain their position in
relation to the assertions made in the complaint. A complaint dated
20.4.2016 filed by Shri Gurpreet Singh son of Sh. Vivek Singh, resident of
Village Dhamoli, Tehsil Rajpura, District Patiala against Mukat Public
School, Neelpur (Rajpura), District Patiala, has been put up before us to-
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day. Notice to the Respondents for 4th May 2016 calling upon them to
appear through duly authorized person to explain their position in relation to
the assertions made in the complaint. A complaint dated 20.4.2016 filed by
Shri Sukhdev Singh son of Sh. Gurbax Singh, Village Ghaggar Sarai
(Patiala) against Patel Public School, Rajpura District Patiala has been put
up before us to-day. Notice to the Respondents for 4th May 2016 calling
upon them to appear through duly authorized person to explain their
position in relation to the assertions made in the complaint. A complaint
dated 22.4.2016 filed by Shri Jasbir Singh son of Sh. Banta Singh, VPO
Kotla, Tehsil Rajpura, District Patiala against Scholars Public School,
Rajpura District Patiala has been put up before us to-day. Notice to the
Respondents for 4th May 2016 calling upon them to appear through duly
authorized person to explain their position in relation to the assertions made
in the complaint. The tabulation compilation and analysis of the school wise
data and discussion there on was continued by the Committee Members as
an ongoing exercise.

8.10 In the meeting held on 25.04.2016, the matters pertaining to Akal
Academy, Bakerwal,

Akal Academy, Bilga, Akal Academy, Fatehgarh

Chhanna, Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School, Pandori
Khazoor,Silver Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa) were taken up. In the
matter of Akal Academy, Bakerwal.

Mr. Satinder Singh came present

on behalf of the complainant. Mr. Amar Singh present for the school. Mr.
Amar Singh appearing on behalf of the Respondent has tendered an
amount of Rs. 400/- on account of the costs which are payable for the
previous adjournment. These are accepted by the petitioner. Mr. Amar
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Singh further seeks adjournment on account of the fact that the Advocate
who is appearing on their behalf is busy and therefore is unable to attend
the hearing fixed for to-day. The representative appearing on behalf of the
petitioner states that though he has no objection to the adjournment being
granted, but the same should be granted subject to payment of cost. In
view of the above request the case is adjourned to 18.05.2016 on payment
of cost which are assessed to Rs. 1000/- . In the matter of Akal Academy,
Bilga, Mr. Nirmail Singh Johal, Mr. Hardev Singh came present on behalf of
the complainants Mr. Amar Singh came present on behalf of the academy.
Mr. Amar Singh appearing on behalf of the Respondent has tendered an
amount of Rs. 600/- on account of the costs which are payable for the
previous adjournment. These are accepted by the petitioners. Mr. Amar
Singh further seeks adjournment on account of the fact that the Advocate
who is appearing on their behalf is busy and therefore is unable to attend
the hearing fixed for to-day. The representatives appearing on behalf of the
petitioners state that though they have no objection to the adjournment
being granted, but the same should be granted subject to payment of cost.
In view of the above request the case is adjourned to 18.05.2016 on
payment of costs which are assessed to Rs. 2000/- .Akal Academy,
Fatehgarh Chhanna Mr. Swaran Singh, Mr. Gurinder Singh, Mr. Sukhdev
Singh came present on behalf of the complainants . Mr. Amar Singh present
for the academy Mr. Amar Singh appearing on behalf of the Respondent
has tendered an amount of Rs. 600/- on account of the costs which are
payable for the previous adjournment.
petitioners.

These are accepted by the

Mr. Amar Singh further seeks adjournment on account of the

fact that the Advocate who is appearing on their behalf is busy and therefore
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is unable to attend the hearing fixed for to-day.

The representatives

appearing on behalf of the petitioners state that though they have no
objection to the adjournment being granted, but the same should be granted
subject to payment of cost.

In view of the above request the case is

adjourned to 18.05.2016 on payment of cost which are assessed to Rs.
2000/-. In the matter of Shri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public
School Pandori Khajoor Mr. Om Singh Satiana came present on behalf of
the complainant. An email dated 22.04.2016 has been received from
Principal, Sri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School seeking an
adjournment on the ground that due to sudden mishap in the family of their
Counsel Sh. Ajinder Pal Singh Sandhu, he is unable to attend the hearing.
In view of the circumstances indicated hereinbefore, the case is adjourned
to 25.05.2016. Parties be informed accordingly. In the matter of Silver
Vatika Public School, Samaon (Mansa) None for the complainant.
Ms.Ramandeep Kaur Advocate appeared for the school. Ms. Ramandeep
Kaur, Ld. Counsel has placed on record Class-wise Free Structure for the
years 2011-12, 2012-2013 and 2013-2014.

For further proceedings the

case is adjourned to 18.05.2016. For accomplishment of the task assigned
by the Hon’ble High Court to the Committee, the members kept on
tabulating, compiling, analysing and discussing the school wise data as per
proformas provided by various schools.

8.11 In the meeting held on 04.05.2016. the complaint regarding Holy
Angels Public School, Village Dhamoli, Tehsil Rajpura was taken up , the
petitioner submitted that he wants to amend the petition and would be able
to do so within a week.

The paryer was allowed. A complaint dated
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25.4.2016 filed by Shri Vipan Kumar son of Sh. Gian Chand Goel Reporter
Fastway TV Channel, New Market, Jaitu (Faridkot) against Saraswati Senior
Secondary School, Jaitu, District Faridkot

another one dated 28.4.2016

filed by Shri Gian Parkash son of Sh. Ram Parkash, National Anti
Corruption Council, Block 29, T5-22759, St. No. 3, Laxmi Nagar, 33 Fatta
Road, Gyaspura, Ludhiana, against Sri Guru Nanak International School,
Street No.7, Shaheed Ajit Singh Colony, Gyaspura Road, Ludhiana , has
been put up before us, notice issued to the Respondent Schools. In the
matter of Mukat Public School, Neelpur (Rajpura), District Patiala reply
submitted by the respondent School, copy handed over to the petitioners.
Directed the School to place on record their Balance Sheets of audited
accounts for the years 2012-2013 and 2013-2014. In case of Patel Public
School, Rajpura District Patiala, reply has been filed, handed over to the
petitioners. The office has reported that 43 Point Questionnaire Proforma
prepared by the Fee Committee has not been duly submitted by the School.
Directed that the same should be duly filed with the office on before
30.06.2016. Mr. Anil Vashisht, Accounts Officer appearing on behalf of the
School admits that the School is charging up-gradation fee from the
students who have been up graded to 11th Standard, the same is not
legally permissible. Scholars Public School, Rajpura the complaint is
dismissed as withdrawn. Regarding Jasper Public School, ICL Road,
Near Court Complex, Rajpura on enquiry from the Office of the
Director Public Instructions (Schools) , Punjab it has come to the
notice of the Fee Committee that the School has yet not got any
affiliation from any Board, though the Government of Punjab has
issued no objection certificate in the name of concerned School in the
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year 2014. In view of the fact that no one has put in appearance on
behalf of the School we deem it to be a fit case in which this fact
should be brought to the notice of the Director Public Instructions,
Punjab who will take appropriate action in the matter to ensure that all
formalities required for running a School are duly complied with by the
respondent School. The Committee Members kept on tabulating,
compiling, analysing and discussing the school wise data as per data
provided in the proformas and as avilable from other sources for various
schools.

8.12 In the meeting held on 11.05.2016 , complaints filed by the parents
against D.A.V. Centenary Public School, Nabha, Dayanand Public School,
Pandusar Nabha, District Patiala, Indo British School, Nabha, District
Patiala, Mr. Dharambir Singh Mahiya and One Hundred Sixty two other
parents of the Students of St. Francis Convent School, Jandiala Guru,
District Amritsar against St. Francis Convent School, Jandiala Guru, District
Amritsar, on various issues of Fee Hike , were delibrated upon by the
Committee and decision to issue notice in all these cases was taken.
In the meeting held on 23.05.2016 the complaints; dated 26.04.2016, by
Mr. Parbodh Chander Bali, President –Amritsar Civil Society, 121-A,
Krishna Square-II, Batala Road, Amritsar against the Management of Shri
Ram Ashram Public School, Majitha Road, Amritsar, Complaint dated
12.05.2016, by Mr. Paramjit Bharti President of St. Joseph’s Parents
Association, Panesar Computers Near Passi News Agency, Old Tehsil
Road, Phillur (Jalandhar), against the Management of St. Joseph’s Convent
School, Phillur (Jalandhar) , complaint dated 18.05.2016, by Mr. Gurmeet
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Singh and all Parents Oakridge International School, Near Thunderzone,
S.A.S Nagar against the Management of Oakridge Internaitonal School,
VPO- Swara, Near Landran (Sirhind Fatehgarh Road), S.A.S Nagar on
various grounds. Notice issued to the respondents to explain their position
in relation to the assertions made in the complaints. The Committee
Members continued with the task of tabulating, compiling, analysing and
discussing the school wise data for various schools.

8.13 In the meeting held on 02.06.2016, the complaints taken up were; Mr.
Baljit Singh, Secretary, Springdale Parents Association, House No. 324
Kailash Nagar, Gali No. 3, Near Cancer Hospital, Ludhiana, who has filed
an affidavit dated 20.05.2016 against Spring Dale Senior Secondary Public
School, Spring Dale , Sherpur road, Ludhiana challenging inter alia the
increase in Development/ Annual Charges, Monthly Fee, Separate fee for
Smart Class, Transportation charges and various other charges by the
School for no valid reason, Mr. Amrik Singh son of Sh. Kaur Singh, H. No.
481, Gali No. 8, krishanpura Basti, Sangrur, Tehsil and District Sangrur has
filed an application duly supported by an affidavit asserting that his son
Jashanveer Singh who was studying in first Class and has now been
admitted in second Class in Sarv Hitkari Vidya Mandir, Sadhu Ashram,
Sangrur. He has further submitted that the said School has illegally charged
Admission Fee on this account from him. Mr. Anil Kumar s/o Sh. Dharmpal,
House no. 189/20, Mohalla Mata Rani, Khanna-141401, District Ludhiana
has filed the present application dated 26.05.2016 against the management
of Pt. Ramesh Chander Vasisht Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Khanna on
various grounds. Mr. Kulwant Singh c/o Dhaliwal AC , Barnala-148101 has
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filed an affidavit dated 25.05.2016 alleging that his daughter Sagunpreet
Kaur who has been studying in D.L.T.S.D School, Barnala since class one
and now seeking admission in 6th class has been forced to deposit illegally a
sum Rs. 1750/- as admission charges for continuing her studies in the class.
Notice issued to the respondents calling upon them to appear through duly
authorized person and explain their position in relation to the assertions
made in the complaints. The Committee Members continued with the task of
tabulating, compiling, analysing and discussing the school wise data for
various schools.

9.

Proceedings of the meeting dated 01-08-2016 cases of complaints

that came up for hearing included Amrit Model Senior Secondary School,
Abohar (Fazilka) Budha Dal Public School, Samana (Patiala), Holy Angel
Public School, Rajpura (Patiala) , Mukat Public School, Neelpur (Rajpura)
Patiala, Sri Guru Nanak International School, Gyaspura Road, Ludhiana. In
case of Amrit Model Senior Secondary School, Abohar (Fazilka) , the
complainant Mr. Jasbir singh came present and asserted that the school
was making huge profits by way of heavy fees and funds. The school
denied the charges in its written reply but without any supporting documents
The school supplied the balance sheets for 2011-12 and 2013-14 The huge
transfer of money in name of perpetual advance shows that the school is
making didpropotionate profits. The School has collected around 54 lakh as
fees from students and has spent on salaries around 25 lakh and as such
whole issue needs to be examined in detail to reach a conclusion on the
allegations leveled in the complaint and the assetions made by the school.
The school directed to file fresh details of fees and funds per students for
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the last three years. Budha dal Public School Samana, prayed for granting
them time for filing the reply to the rejoinder filed by the complainants on
fees funds and the resources raised by the school leading to huge profits .
Holy Angels Public School Rajpura, the school has filed the detailed fee
structure and funds over last three years and has asserted that the school
has stopped the transport facility and the parents have themselves made
their own arrangements. On behalf of the parents it was prayed that the said
arrangement is cheaper and other schools should also follow the same. The
cartel of transport owners should not be allowed to fleece the parents. The
committee feels that such arrangement is not legal. In case of Mukat Public
School Neelpur Rajpura the complainants asserted about the exorbitant
Hike in fees and funds , raised issue of transport which according to the
complainants is not as per the instructions of transport department. They
further asserted that the details about the

annual charges , the smart

classes, the expenditure , the vender for smart classes and the terms of
contract are not being given by the school. The reply does not contain
response to the specific issue of the details not being given for annual
Charges, the violation of the transport department instructions and the smart
classes. School submitted that it needs money for expansion. Sri Guru
Nanak International School Gyaspura Road , Ludhiana: The complainant
reiterated the issues raised in the complaint about the fees and funds ,
admission fee and annual charges, violation of directions of Central Board
of Secondary Education, New delhi on the books of

NCERT and the

number of books should not be more than that published by National
Council of Education Research and Training (NCERT) for each subject.
The Committee noted that the affiliation status of the schools was in doubt ,
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Office directed to check up the same . Fresh complaints placed before the
Committee by the Office were, Parents Association Tarntaran, Teh. Patti,
District Tarntaran, Parents Association (Regd.) BCM Senior

Secondary

School, Basant City, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana, Mr. Varinder Singh s/o Sh.
Gurcharan Singh, Village- Chand Bhan District Faridkot, Mr. Satpal Singh
s/o Sh. Ranjit Singh, Village- Mallonke, Teh. Zira, District Ferozepur, Mr.
Tara Chand s/o Sh. Yadav Rai and Mr. Rohtash Kumar s/o Sh. Ganga
Ram r/o Rama, Teh. Talwandi Sabho, District Bathinda,

Parents

Association (Regd.) BCM Senior Secondary School, Sector-32, Ludhiana,
Mr. Sanjeev Kumar Camboz, Mandi Kilian Vali, Teh. Malout, District Sri
Muktsar Sahib, All Parents and Parents Association Sacred Heart School,
Sahnewal (Ludhiana), Mr. Lovejeet Singh s/o Sh. Balwinder Singh and Mr.
Jagsir Singh s/o Sh. Baljeet Singh r/o Bhucho Khurd, District Bathinda, Mr.
P.D. Bansal President Lok Sewa Club, Shop No. 57, Sant Market, G.T.
Road, Khanna (Ludhiana), Mr. Jagtar Singh s/o Sh. Kulwant Singh, Village
Hulka, P.O.-Banur (S.A.S Nagar), Mr. Jagtar Singh s/o Sh. Harbans Singh,
V.P.O.-Thuha, Teh. Rajpura (Patiala), Mr. Sanjeev Kumar Bansal S/o Sh.
Darshan Kumar Bansal R/o Y.S. School wali gali, Street No.2, Barnala, Mr.
Avtar Singh S/o Sh. Mewa Singh R/o Vill- Thuha, Teh. Rajpura (Patiala), Mr.
Inder Raj Bishnoi S/o Sh. Brij Lal R/o Vill- Sardarpura, Teh. Abohar, District
Fazilka. The Committee shall look into fee structure hike only of 2012-13
and 2013-14. The Committee delibrated upon and decided that the notice
be drafted to be issued to the respondent schools. The Committee
continued with the task of tabulating, compiling, analysing and discussing
the school wise data for various schools.
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9.1

On 03.08.2016 cases that came up for hearing included Sacred

Heart School Dosanj Road, Moga, Little Flower Convent School ZIRA, St.
Joseph Kinder Garten Zira, Sh. Atam Valabh Jain Vidya Mandir Zira. In
case of

Sacred Heart School Dosanj Road ,

Moga, the complainant

reiterated the allegations leveledin the complaint and reaaserted that the
school was charging Rs. 7000/- as annual charges without any details , Rs.
200/- PM as smart classes charges with out any details of the facilities
provided and that the school has refused to stick to the commitment made.
The parties reqested to sort out the matter at their own level and reached a
compromise. Consequently the complaint is dropped , though the same
shall have no impact on the examination of fee hike of the school. The
school is to explain the transfer of funds. In the matter of Little Flower
Convent School ZIRA, St. Joseph Kinder Garten Zira, On behalf of the
complainants it has been re-asserted that the school is charging readmission fees year after year, books and other items are sold by the
school at higher rates than that of in the market. The school is issuing
receipts in name of two different schools namely Little Flower Convent
School ZIRA and St. Joseph Kinder Garten Zira. Further alleged that the
receipts are without any number and that the same creates doubts that they
are indulging in illegal and unlawful activities. The school is compelling them
to purchase books etc. from the school at higher costs. The school has not
filed the reply and has also not come present. The office is confirming as to
whether the school is functioning lawfully or not. Notice issued in name of
both the schools. In the matter of Sh. Atam Valabh Jain Vidya Mandir Zira,
the complainants reiterated that the school management is managing two
schools in same premises one affiliated to CBSE and other to PSEB . The
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schools also have similar names, Sh. Atam Valabh Jain Vidya Mandir Zira,
affiliated to CBSE and Sh. Atam Valabh Jain Vidyapeeth , Zira affiliated to
PSEB , alleged that the school is charging the admission fee unlawfully .
The school is yet to file reply. Decided to issue notices in name of both the
schools. Directed the office to collect the information from DPI (S) and the
PSEB about the status of the said schools. The Notice received in CWP
9542 of 2016 , parents association Bal Bharti School ,Ludhiana Versus
State of Punjab and others , was discussed and in view of the status of the
Committee and a reasoned order having been already passed by the
Committee and a copy of the said order having been sent to the Deputy
Commissioner , there is nothing for the Committee to say. Let the State
reply. In case of RTI application and notice by the State Information
Commission, the status of the issues involved conveyed to the State
Information Commission. As per provisions of the RTI Act Under Section
8(h) of the Right to Information Act, information cannot be provided as the
task of the Committee on examination of Fee Hike is still going on. The
Committee has been set up by an order dated 9.4.2013 of the Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court in Civil Writ Petition No. 20545 of 2009.
The scope, terms of reference and the fees to the members have been spelt
out in the order itself, copy of the judgment stands published on the website
of Punjab School Education Board as per the orders of the Fee Committee.
The same is also available at the official website of the Hon’ble Punjab and
Haryana High Court. The Committee Members continued with the task of
tabulating, compiling, analysing and discussing the school wise data for
various schools.
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9.2

On 10.08.2016 review of the ongoing work was carried out . Volume

V and VI of the report was ready as per earlier discussions and finalisation
of salient features. The office had prepared 3 sets of each volume of the
report and the same was signed and stamped and the officials had been
detailed for depositing the same in the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court. Further it was observed that as per the earlier decision by the
Committee, the process of hearing of complaints against individual schools
was started. In general the complaints are submitted by individuals, parents
, Parents’ Associations, teachers and the public against various schools.
Out of such complaints some have been decided /dismissed due to various
reasons and in others hearings were going on wherein it was noted that the
complaints against Akal Acadamy, Chief Khalsa Dewan , Prem sabha
Senior Secondary School Sangrur, Bal Bharti School Ludhiana and Modern
School Patiala, Greenland Convent School, Civil city , Ludhiana, were
getting prolonged especially due to the school not filing requisite documents
in the later three cases while in the former two the organisations are running
chain of schools and the statement of individual schools were not coming
forward in case of Akal Academy, while in case of the schools run by Chief
Khalsa Dewan the main contention of the complainants was regarding
illegality of charging of the Chief Khalsa Dewan Fund and the transfer of the
same to the Chief Khalsa Dewan, which was alleged to be to the tune of Rs.
3 crore annually. A bunch of new complaints have been received following
the agitations by the parents against Fee Hike at the start of the session.
Such complaints are discussed by the Committee and notices are issued to
the parties and the same have been fixed for hearing. The assessment of
the progress in the collection of data from individual schools was also made.
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It has been observed that the school wise data has been received from
majority of the schools but now the progress is tardy in case of the left over
ones. Repeated requests have been made to the authorities of PSEB and
DPI so that the Committee may accomplish its task in compliance of the
orders of Hon’ble High Court. Till date school wise data from the schools
has been received as under
Affiliating Board

No. of Schools

Data Received from

PSEB

3372

2716

CBSE

853

712

ICSE

116

99

Total

4341

3527

It has been observed that as per earlier decision, the Committee has
analysed the data of those schools also where financial statements of at
least two years were available and wherein the Committee could form its
opinion on the basis of such data . As such the same have been included in
the interim reports too. The Committee further decided that the schools
wherein the Punjab School Education Board or the DPI (S) has been unable
to collect and submit the data some dead line shall be fixed and after
that the schools that still have failed to supply the data despite the
reminders to such individual schools, the Committee shall have no
option but to conclude that the said schools have nothing to say and if
they have increased any fee during 2012-13 and 2013-14 in violation of
the orders of Hon’able Punjab and Haryana High Court , the same shall
have to be held illegal and uncalled for and the order for refund shall
have to be issued. There after too the subsequent increase having
perpetual effect till 2016-17 shall automatically be refunded.
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The

Authorities have not made payment of the honorarium of the Committee
Members, Despite their undertaking in the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana
High Court for the meetings held after the 92nd meeting, as a first step the
office superintendent has been directed to contact the authorities
concerned.

9.3 In the meeting held on 11.08.2016 the complaints that were taken up
included , D.A.V. Centenary Public school , Nabha (Patiala)

Dayanand

Public school, Nabha (Patiala ) The Indo British school , Nabha (Patiala)
Oak Ridge International School, VPO- Swara (Mohali) St. Francis Convent
School, Jandiala Guru (Amritsar) Shri Ram Ashram Public School, Amritsar
St. Joseph ‘s Convent School, Phillaur (Jalandhar). In the matter of D.A.V.
Centenary Public school, Nabha (Patiala ), Dayanand Public school , Nabha
(Patiala ), each submitted the reply. Indo British school, Nabha (Patiala ),
Oak Ridge International School, directed to file detailed itemwise reply by
1.09.2016 , and a copy of the same to be supplied to the Complainants by
15.09.2016. Oak Ridge International school has been directed to supply the
details in the 43 point proforma prescribed by the Committee and also to
submit the audited statements of Accounts for three years. In the matter of
Saint Francis Convent School, Jandiala Guru (Amritsar)

Ld. Counsel

sought adjournment to file detailed reply. In the matter of Shri Ram Ashram
Public School Amritsar , the complainants submitted that the school was
charging exhorbitant fees and increasing the fees annually only to make
profits . The school induldges in profiteering and does not discuss the issue
of fees with the parents.

Even a copy of a form for undertaking was
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presented by the parents where in the school authorities desired the
following undertaking from the Parents :
“I understand and have gone through the Fee
Structure and feel that it is very moderate and
acceptable to me and that nothing is concealed
therein.”
School sought an opportunity to file the detailed reply . In the matter of Saint
Joseph ‘s Convent School Phillaur,

the complainants asserted that the

school was induldging in profit and was affecting huge increase in fees
along with other mal-practices, placed on record a copy of the order of the
Civil Judge ( Junior Division) Phillaur dated 17-05-2016 wherein the Ld.
Court has ordered as under:
‘But at the same time, it is also well settled that pious
task of providing education is not to be turn into
business and commercialization of education needs
immediate check, since education institutions are
supposed to run on no profit no loss basis. As such a
prima facie case is attracted in favour of plaintiff at
this stage and so is the case of element of
sufferance from irrepairable loss as well as balance
of inconvenience. Hence defendants are restrained
from charging any exhorbitant fee /charges except
the fee/charges so approved by ICSE i.e.the body
with which defendant school is affiliated as well as
any other statutory provision and to charge so as
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already prevalent criteria for the year 2015-2016 till
further orders.’
However it was alleged that the school was not complying with the said
orders. On behalf of the school Ld. Counsel requested for some more time
to file reply and assured that above cited order of the Ld. Court shall be
implemented. The Committee Members continued with the task of
tabulating, compiling, analysing and discussing the school wise data for
various schools.

9.4 In the meeting held on 17.08.2016 complaints that came up included
Springdale Senior Secondary Public School, Sherpur road

(Ludhiana),

D.L.T.S.D School, Barnala, Sadhu Ashram Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir,
Sangrur, Pt. Ramesh Chander Vashisht Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Khanna,
(Ludhiana), Lala Sarkaru Mal Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Khanna (Ludhiana),
Sweet Blossom School, Mansa,

Our Lady of Fatima Convent School,

Patiala, St. Peter’s Academy, Patiala, St. Mary’s Convet School, Faridkot,
Heritage Public School, Bhawanigarh (Sangrur). In the matter of Springdale
Senior Secondary Public School, Sherpur road (Ludhiana) the complainants
assreted that the school has increased the fees exhorbitantly and makes
others charges dispropotionate to the service provided. School sought time
to file reply. D.L.T.S.D School, Barnala is an associated school. Office
to enquire into the facts about affiliation.

Sadhu Ashram Sarvhitkari

Vidya Mandir, Sangrur directed to file the reply and a copy to be supplied to
the complainants. Pt. Ramesh Chander Vashisht Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir,
Khanna (Ludhiana), School directed to file the reply and submit the balance
sheets for the period as required. Lala Sarkaru Mal Sarvhitkari Vidya
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Mandir, Khanna (Ludhiana), Our Lady of Fatima Convent School, Patiala,
each directed to file reply. Sweet Blossom School, Mansa filed the reply.
Complaint dismissed due to non prosecution. The fee structure of the
respondent school shall be examined by the committee in compliance of the
Orders of Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court irrespective of this
petition having been dismissed. St. Peter’s Academy, Patiala, the
complainants Mr. Karamveer Singh, Mr. Anit Garg, Mr. Shivender Aggarwal,
came present and they requested that the school is knowingly tiring them
out and is not coming present and the case should be decided. Adjouned to
15.09.2016 for arguments.

St. Mary’s Convet School, Faridkot, the

complainants submitted that the school is increasing the fees without taking
the parents into confidence, fee increase is vey high, school is induldging
in other mal parctices as are not allowed for a charitable cause like
education. The school has demanded Rs. 390 from each parent for LKG
students. (Diary Rs. 50, Syllabus Rs. 30, English work book Rs. 85, Drawing
Book Rs. 110, Punjabi work book Rs. 80, Maths Activity Work Book Rs. 30).
School directed to file reply. Heritage Public School, Bhawanigarh
(Sangrur), the school raised objections to the maintainablity of the
complaint. The complainants rebutted the averments and submitted that the
issue in the complaint is of charging higher fees and also showing
exaggerated expenditure on the salaries is very much in the purview of the
Committee. The Committee continued with the task of tabulating, compiling,
analysing and discussing the school wise data for various schools available
with it.
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9.5 In the meeting held on 23.08.2016 the complaints that came up included
Shri

Guru Harkrishan Senior

Secondary School, Pandori

Khajoor

(Hoshiarpur), Budha Dal Public School, Lower Mall, Patiala, Guru Nanak
Public School, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana,

Modern Senior Secondary

School, Patiala, Delhi Public School Ludhiana. In the matter of Shri Guru
Harkrishan Senior Secondary School, Pandori Khajoor (Hoshiarpur), the
complainants requested for a final decision. Final arguments to be heard on
14th October, parties may file written arguments /documents if so desired
before the date of hearing. In the matter of Budha Dal Public School, Lower
Mall, Patiala, the complainants contested the claim of the respondent school
that it is being run on no profit no loss basis. They said that school was
resorting to 30-40% increase in fees only to transfer the finances illegally.
The complainants filed rejoinder. The complainants in the rejoinder are
claiming that the subject Matter of CWP 7851 OF 2015 and that of 2381 of
2016 is not the part of the present complaint by the complainants. The
complainants have been directed to place on record the documents to
substantiate their claim. The school is directed to file the reply to the specific
allegations with the supporting documents and also to file audited balance
sheet of the Financial Year 2013-14 Guru Nanak Public School, Sarabha
Nagar, Ludhiana, The school is said to be one, but working in two separate
complexes. The school has not filed its audited statements rather the
finacial statement of the society has been filed. Directed to file the financial
staement of the school. The complainants contested that it was one school.
rather they said that the two separate schools with separate accounts are
being run. In the matter of Modern Senior Secondary School, Patiala,
Learned Adv. filed applications for separating the two complaints, one by
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the teachers and another by Mr. Pyare Mohan. Ld. counsel also pleaded for
dismissal of the complaint for non prosecution while the same was declined
in as much as the complainants had been coming present regularly and
have completed their arguments but the school is not completing the same.
Adjourned for final arguments.

In the matter of Delhi Public School

Ludhiana , The complainants raised the issue of repeated absence of the
school on one or the other excuse, that the school wants to tire them out
while it has increased the fees beyond permissible limits and has
transferred huge amounts unauthrisedly. The Committee took note of the
repeated absence on various opportunities provided to the respondent
school and decided to proceed ex-parte. To come up for arguments on
14.10.2016. The Committee continued with the task of tabulating, compiling,
analysing and discussing the school wise data of various schools as
decided already.
9.6 In the meeting held on 29.08.2016 following complaints were taken up;
Indo Swiss International Convent School, Vill- Alowal, Nakodar (Jalandhar),
Prem Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur, Baba Farid Public School,
Harindra Nagar, Faridkot, Sada Ram Bansal Memorial Senior Secondary
School, Jaito Road, Kotakpura (Faridkot),

Guru Nanak Public School,

Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana Green Grove Public School, Mohanpur , Khanna
(Ludhiana). In the matter of Indo Swiss International Convent School, VillAlowal, Nakodar (Jalandhar) the complainants produced receipt showing
an amount of Rs. 5000/- on account of re-admission and submitted that the
same are

illegal.

Admittedly the re-admission fee charged from the

students who are still on the rolls and have been promoted to next class, is
illegal and on behalf of the school there was no explaination as to under
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which provision of law, the re-admission fee has been charged. Partial reply
by the school is taken on record. Directed to file the audited statements
of accounts and the balance sheets of the school for the years 201011.2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14. Balance sheets of society are not
acceptable. In case of failure to submit the same the Committee shall
take the appropriate decision treating it as denial. In the matter of Prem
Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur , the complainant raised the issue
of dummy admissions and the dummy faculty and transfer of huge amounts
of funds to the society . School is using delaying tactics and is absenting
time and again. To be decided Ex-parte. To come up for arguments on
06.09.2016. In the matter of Baba Farid Public School, Harindra Nagar,
Faridkot, class wise fee and balance sheets filed , same taken on
record , Observed that the school has made a profit of 43% and has
also transferred Rs. 5.72 crore to the society, which the school is
directed to show as to under which provision of law such practices are
being resorted to. In the matter of Sada Ram Bansal Memorial Senior
Secondary School, Jaito Road, Kotakpura (Faridkot), the complainant
reiterated the charges of very high fees and funds, in order to substantiate
his point of view the complainant placed on record some of the receipts
issued by the school , ex-parte. To come up for argumens on 17.10.2016.
In the matter of Guru Nanak Public School, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana,
Notice to the respondents. Green Grove Public School, Mohanpur , Khanna
(Ludhiana), new complaint received by the office has been put up before
us.

Delibrated notice to the parties for 21.09.2016. The Committee

continued with the task of tabulating, compiling, analysing discussing and
deciding the school wise data of the individual schools.
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9.7 In the meeting held on 31.08.2016 Interim reports volume VII & VIII were
ordered to be submitted to The Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court and
the office was directed to prepare copies for each of the members of the
Committee. Till date report of 2589 schools has been finalised and
prepared in Eight Volumes. An application submitted by Mr. Rajinder
Goyal under Right to Information Act has been placed before the
Committee. The office has been advised to send reply on the lines already
finalised in view of the ongoing work of the Committee. In the matter of Guru
Nanak Public School, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana, on behalf of the parents it
was pleaded that the school has 4800 students and is charging the
Computer fee of Rs. 1000/- each and thus collecting Rs. 48 Lakh annually.
In addition the school is charging Rs. 200/-P.M. for smart classes where as
in accordance with the ongoing rates in the market quotations the cost is
only one fourth. Ld. Counsel for school argued that the fees are according to
the charges made by the vendor. However there was no rebuttal to the
averments that the school had only 175 computors and the charges for the
same can only be made as per actual expendititure, maintenance and
salaries of the computer faculty etc. and not beyond that. The parents also
made out that school is charging admission fee on promotion to new class
each year. The fact is depicted in the information submitted by the school
too. The Committee Members continued with the task of tabulating,
compiling, analysing and discussing the school wise data for various
schools.
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9.8 In the meeting held on 06.09.2016 , the complaints taken up included
Akal Academy, Bilga, Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna, Akal Academy,
Bakarwal, Silver Vatika Public School Samaon (Mansa), Prem Sabha
Senior Secondary School Sangrur. In the matter of Akal Academy, Bilga,
Akal Academy, Fatehgarh Chhanna

and Akal Academy, Bakarwal, Ld.

Counsel on behalf of the school submitted the copy of the written
submissions which has been taken on record and a copy there of has been
handed over to the complainants. It has been argued that the Fee
Committee can decide the issues of fees for the academic years 2012-13
and that of 2013-14 only. Further that as per the Judgment in CWP 20545
/2009 Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court has held that development
funds can be charged annually. The respondents are running a chain of
schools and 129 schools are being run in various states out of which 90 are
in Punjab. Action Committee Judgment SLR 2009 Vol. 7 (4) permits the
transfer of funds from one school to other in such situations. However on
the issue of extra facilities being provided by the school, it was agreed that
the same have to be on no profit and no loss basis and the students cannot
be compelled to pay for each special facility provided. Dr. Davinder Singh
argued that the complainants are instigating the others not to pay fees
which makes it difficult to run the academies.The complainants argued that
the annual charges are nothing but Development Funds. The Committee
observed that in compliance of the earlier general order of the Committee,
the schools are duty bound to provide the head wise detail of the annual
charges made from the students. Silver Vatika Public School Samaon
(Mansa),

complaint dismissed due to non prosecution. The

documents as ordered by the Committee, have been submitted The
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dismissal of complaint would have no bearing on the independent act
of examining the fee structure of the school in compliance of the
directions of the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court. Prem Sabha
SeniorSecondary School Sangrur, the complainant placed on record the
written submissions. Ld. Counsel for the respondents prayed for withdrawal
of the ex-parte orders. The Committee Members kept on carrying out the
task of tabulating, compiling, analysing and discussing and deciding the
school wise data of various schools.

9.9 In the meeting held on 09.09.2016 Following complaints had been taken
up: Saraswati Senior Secondary School, Jaitu (Faridkot) Patel Public
School, Rajpura (Patiala) Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana, Sacred Heart
Convent School, Macchiwara (Ludhiana) Green Land Convent School,
Ludhiana. A notice by Springdale Senior Secondary School Sherpur Road
Ludhiana stated
“you are aware that ours is an unaided school
affiliated to CBSE. There is no grant from the
Government to the school. We totally depend upon
the fees and funds collected from the students. You
have not paid the development charges yet.
Development charges were to be paid in April 2016.
So

you

must

pay the

same

as

September

examination 2016 has started. If you fail to deposit
these charges, the school shall act accordingly and
you will be responsible for the consequences.”
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9.10 Notice to the school had to be issued when it was observed that the
management is increasing the fee on an average to the extent of 24%
annually which is prima facie not permissible. In the matter of Saraswati
Senior Secondary School, Jaitu (Faridkot) the complainant produced a
receipt issued by the school for Rs. 220/- that did not bear the name of the
school, purpose of the charges made , the name of the person who signed
the same. In the matter of Patel Public School, Rajpura (Patiala), the
school has not provided the heads under which the annual charges are
made and the directions of the Committee are being violated by the school.
In the case of Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana, the complainants placed
on record the copy of the CWP No. 9542 of 2016 filed by the complainants
in the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court and the same is fixed for
19th

of September. In view of the facts explained , adjourned to 21st

October 2016 on joint request of the parties. In the matter of Green Land
Convent School, Ludhiana , Mr. Ashok Kumar came present on behalf of
the school and placed on record the bank statement . The same taken on
record and requested for an adjournment as their Counsel could not put in
appearance.

9.11 In the meeting held on 15.09.2016, following complaints had been
taken up: Our Lady of Fatima Convent School, Patiala St. Peter Academy
Ajit Nagar, Patiala, Shree Attam Vallabh Jain Vidya Mandir, Zira (Firozepur),
Little Flower Kinder Garten, Sukhewal, Zira (Firozepur), Sacred Heart
School, Dosanjh Road, Moga, Nankana Sahib Public School, Ludhiana,
Spring Dale Senior Secondary Public School, Sherpur road, Ludhiana. In
the matter of Our Lady of Fatima Convent School Patiala, the complainants
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submitted that the school has refused to receive their letter directly and
even through post and the same was returned as ‘refused’ by the postal
authorities. Further the school has increased fees and funds exorbitantly
and is making profit, raising fees and funds for earning huge profits and is
siphoning off the money so earned rather than using the same for the
school. It was submitted that the increase in annual charges was 160% in
2012-13 as compaired to 2011-12 and the increase in fees was 20% during
the same period despite the fact that the school had transferred Rs. 3.6
crore to the Society running the School. On behalf of the school it has been
stated that the information demanded by the parents shall be provided
within 10 days and letters from the parents shall not be refused. In the
matter of St. Peter’s Academy,

Ajit Nagar Patiala , the

complainants

reiterated that the fees , funds , computer fees are increased at very high
rates to make profits which are prohibited by law. It was observed that the
school has increased annual charges by 83% in one year of 2012-13 as
compared to 2011-12, computer fee by 50% and has earned profit of
19% during the same period. Transferred Rs. 95

lakh out of the

school. The hike is so high that Rs 3000 in 2011-12 stood hiked to Rs.
20,000 in 2012-2013. In the case of Shree Atam Valabh Jain Vidya Mandir
Zira, Ld. Counsel for the school prayed for adjournment in order to enable
him to file the detailed reply. In the matter of Little Flower Kinder Garten
Sukhewal, Zira, Mr. Sunil Kumar, the complaint submitted that the school
is refusing to participate despite the notice having been served to them.
Exparte-proceedings. To come up for arguments on 7th November 2016. In
the matter of Sacred Heart School Dosanjh Road, Moga, observed that
the school has increased the fees by 23% in 2012-13 and earned a
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profit of 48%, transferred an amount of Rs. 5.31 crore out of the
school. The school seeks time to file the detailed reply. In the matter of
Nankana Sahib Public School Ludhiana, adjourned on request. In the
matter of Spring Dale Public School, Ludhiana, Ld. Counsel for the
school submitted that the complainants have been creating law order
problems in the running of the school. They started demonstrating
bare chest before the school and used unparliamentary language. An
injunction order of the local court restraining the complainants from
entering the school and from holding demonstrations within 500
meters of the school limits, was also submitted. Ld. Counsel admitted
that despite all this, the language used in the notice issued by the
school is not appropriate and cannot be justified in any manner and
expressed regrets for the same and assured at the same time to be
careful in future and not to coerce the parents.
continued with the task of

Committee

Members

tabulating, compiling, analysing, discussing,

deciding the school wise data of individual schools.
9.12 In the meeting held on 19.09.2016, complaints taken up included :
Sacred Heart Convent School, Marhi Gor Singh Bhikhi Wind (Tarn taran),
BCM Senior Secondary School, Basant City Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana,
Mata Bainti Devi Convent School, VPO. Aklia Kalan (Bathinda), Doon Valley
Combrige School, Zira (Ferozepur), RMM. D.A.V.Senior Secondary School,
Rama Mandi (Bathinda), BCM Senior Secondary School, Sector 32,
Chandigarh Road, Ludhiana; Guru Nanak Public School , Sarabha Nagar
Ludhiana. In the matter of Sacred Heart Convent School, Marhi Gor Singh
Bhikhi Wind (Tarn taran) the complainant reiterated the charges of heavy
fees and funds and huge profits. It was alleged that multiple schools are
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being run by the same concern at same place and no accounts are
maintained. On scrutinisation of the records it has been observed that the
school has not filed the documents at all as required by the Committee. The
school does not figure in the list of the CBSE affiliated schools supplied by
the DPI. Office is directed to collect the exact information and in case it is
not affiliated then to seek information as to how is this school working for so
many years. Ld. Counsel on behalf of the school requested for adjournment
in order to enable him to ensure the filing of the documents required by the
Committee and the documents related to affiliation and the Ld. Counsel
undertook to file the details of the annual charges. In the matter of BCM
Senior Secondary School Basant City, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana, the
complainants reiterated the charges of high fees and funds, non issuance
of detailed receipt on account of annual charges and the profits earned by
the school illegally raising the fees. It has been observed that the school is
issuing the consolidated receipt of annual charges without incorporating the
details of various heads and the profit made is around 18% during 2012-13.
Reply filed on behalf of the school is taken on record. In the matter of Mata
Bainti Devi Convent school, VPO Aklia Kalan (Bathinda), None for the
school. No reply, despite notice. One more opportunity provided to the
school if it has anything to say. In the matter of Doon Valley Cambridge
School Zira, none present. The case of RMM DAV Senior Secondary
School Rama Mandi, to come up for arguments. In the matter of BCM
Senior Secondary School, Sector 32, Chandigarh Road, Ludhiana; the
complainants reiterated the charges of high fees and funds by way of which
huge profits are earned by the school illegally raising the fees and the
school is transferring crores of rupees from the school. It has been observed
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that the school is issuing the consolidated receipt of annual charges without
incorporating the details of various heads and the profit made is around
29% during 2012-13. School has transferred an amount of Rs. 5.6 crore
during 2012-13. The school has been directed to explain the issues raised
herein above and the assertions made by the complainants. In the matter of
Guru Nanak Public School, Sarabha Nagar Ludhiana, the complainant
made assertions of unlimited profits leading to heavy burden on the parents
of the students studying in the respondent school. The Committee Members
continued to do the

tabulation, compilation, analysis and discussions on

the school wise data for various schools.

9.13 In the meeting held on 21.09.2016, complaints taken up included : Kids
Kingdom Singhewala (Mukatsar), Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School,
Sahnewal (Ludhiana), St.Kabir Convent Senior Secondary School, Bhucho
Khurd (Bathinda),

Sacred Heart Senior SecondarySchool, New Narotan

Nagar, Khanna (Ludhiana), AC.Global School, Banur (SAS. Nagar), Holy
Mary’s School, Banur (SAS. Nagar) Radha Vatika Senior Secondary
School, Amloh Road, Khanna (Ludhiana), Greengrove Public School,
Mohanpur (khanna) Ludhiana. In the matter of Kids Kingdom Singhewala
(Mukatsar), observed that the school has not filed the 43 point proforma and
their statements of accounts and balance sheets for 2010-11 onwards as
already demanded by the Committee. Ms. Suneet Gupta, on behalf of the
school assured to do the needful within a period of three weeks. In the
matter of Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School, Sahnewal,(Ludhiana), the
complainant reiterated the charges of high fees and funds , observed that
the school increased the fee by 33% in the year 2012-13 as compared to
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the previous year and made profit of 34% in the year 2012-13 . Rs. 15 lakh
have been transferred out of the school. In the matter of St.Kabir Convent
Senior Secondary School, Bhucho Khurd (Bathinda), reply taken on record.
The school increased fees by 17% during 2012-13 and made a profit of 18%
which the school is to explain. In the matter of Sacred Heart Senior
Secondary

School,New

Narotan

Nagar,

Khanna

(Ludhiana),

the

complainant reiterated the charges of hike in fees and funds for making
huge profit inorder to convert the school into a commercial venture.
Observed that the school has increased fee by 32% during 2012-13 and
made a profit of 34% during the same period. Let the school explain the
same as to under which law they are authorised for such increase and such
profit. In the case of AC.Global School, Banur, (SAS. Nagar), no reply has
been filed , directed to file reply by 21.10 2016. In the matter of Holy Mary’s
School, Banur ,(SAS. Nagar), the complainants reiterated the issues of
exorbitant increase in fees and funds and making huge profits. The school
directed to file detailed reply by 21.10.2016 regarding assertions made by
the complainants and also to explain the profit of 53% made during the year
2012-13 . Further directed to file class wise fee structure for 2010-11 and
2011-12. In the matter of Radha Vatika Senior Secondary School, Amloh
Road, Khanna (Ludhiana), the school directed to file reply with in three
weeks. In the matter of Green grove Public School, Mohanpur (khanna)
Ludhiana, Ld. Counsel for the complainants made assertions that the school
is increasing fees to a very high extent and is thus converting the education
into commerce. The fees are increased with motive of higher and higher
profits. It has been observed that the school has increased fees by 34%
during 2012-13 and has earned a profit of 38% during the same period. The
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school has also transferred Rs. 3.1 crore from the school during the same
period. Directed to file detailed reply to the assertions made and also to
show as to under which law of the land the school is indulging in such
a hike in fees to make 38% profit over a year and transfer of Rs. 3.1
crore from the school. The Committee Members continued with the task
of tabulating, compiling, analysing and discussing the school wise data for
various schools.

9.14 In the meeting held on 23.09.2016, following complaints had been
taken up: Y.S. School, Barnala & Handaya, Scholar Public School, Rajpura
(Patiala), Assumption Convent School, Sitto Road, Abohar (Fazilaka),
Genius International School Abohar (Fazilaka). In the matter of Y.S. School,
Barnala & Handaya None present on behalf of the complainants and
respondent School.The School is Affiliated to CBSE and complaints had
been received against the school earlier too but it appears that the
complianant had been won over by the respondents. Notice to the parties.
In the matter of Scholar Public School, Rajpura (Patiala), the complainants
reiterated their charges made against the school and submitted that the
school was indulging in huge increase of fees and funds and other services
were being charged at exhorbitant rates. The school submitted the reply.
Adjourned on request. In the matter of Assumption Convent School, Sitto
Road, Abohar (Fazilaka), the complainant made assertions that the school
was indulging in commercial activity by sale of books at huge profits and
also making excessive increases in fees and funds only to make money. Ld.
Counsel seeks time to file reply. Adjourned on request. In the matter of
Genius International School Abohar (Fazilaka), the complainant has
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asserted that the school is resorting to re-admission fee and other excessive
charges as fees /funds. Reply by the school received by post in the office. It
has been observed that the school has submitted the audited statement of
accounts for two years only. The Income Expenditure/ Audited statement of
accounts and balance sheet for 2011-12 is pending as yet. The school
authorities are directed to file the statement of Accounts for the FY 2011-12
The Committee Members

kept on tabulating, compiling, analysing and

discussing the school wise data of individual schools.

9.15 In the meeting held on 7.11.2017 the complaints that came up included
Doon Valley Cambridge School, Zira (Ferozepur), Little Flower Kinder
Gardan, Sukhewal Zira (Ferozepur), Nankana Sahib Public School,
Ludhiana, and S.D. Public School, Bhogla Road, Rajpura (Patiala). In the
matter of Doon Valley Cambridge School,Zira, the complainant withdrew the
complaint.The school to submit the balance sheets and statements of
accounts for the years 2010-11 till 2013-14 by 30.11.2016. In the matter of
Little Flower Kinder Gardan, Sukhewal 43 point proforma, statements of
accounts and balance sheets for the years 2010-11 to 2013-14 have not
been submitted. Respondents directed to file the same. In the matter of
Nankana Sahib Public School, Ludhiana the School failed to file reply and
the statements of accounts and balance sheets for the years 2010-11 to
2013-14. Respondents directed to file the same. In the matter of S.D. Public
School, Rajpura, alleged to fleece the students and parents by exorbitant
fee hike for indulging in profiteering. Reply submitted, copy handed over to
the complaint. Records show increase of fees by 23% and profit of 43%
during 2012-13, the school sought adjournment to explain the same. The
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data tabulated and compiled analysed by Committee mebers continued to
be discussed as before as per the principles laid down earlier.

9.16 In the meeting of 09.11.2017 the complaints that came up included
Shree Attam Vallabh Jain Vidya Mandir, Zira (Ferozepur), Baba Farid
Public School, Harindra Nagar, Faridkot , Sada Ram Bansal Memorial
Senior Secondary School,Jaito Road, Kotakpura (Faridkot) , Sacred Heart
School, Dosanjh Road, Moga , Indo Swiss International Convent School,
Vill: Allowal Nakodar (Jalandhar), St. Peter’s Academy Ajit Nagar, Patiala,
Our Lady of Fatima Convent School, Patiala. In the matter of Shree Attam
Vallabh Jain Vidya Mandir, Zira, Ld. Counsel for the school, sought time to
file detailed reply and details of annual charges. In the matter of Baba Farid
Public School, Harindra Nagar, Faridkot, parties wanted to discuss the
matter for mutual settlement. In the matter of Sada Ram Bansal Memorial
Senior Secondary School,Jaito Road, Kotakpura, respondents are to
submit the balance sheet and audited accounts for the FY 2013-14 and the
reply to the transfer of Rs. 84 lakh during 2010-11 to 2012-13 from the
school and the reply to th 35% fee hike during 2012-13. In the matter of
Sacred Heart School, Dosanjh Road, Moga and Indo Swiss International
Convent School, Vill: Allowal, none present, adjourned. In the matter of St.
Peter Academy Ajit Nagar, Patiala, application for seeking some
documents from the school, posted for consideration. In the matter of Our
Lady of Fatima Convent School, Patiala, respondents sought adjournment.
Complainants permitted to inspect the file.Members continued with the task
of the tabulation, analysis and discussion on the schoolwise data.
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9.17 On 11.11.2016 the complaints taken up included Sacred Heart
Convent School, Marhi Gor Singh Bhikhi Wind (Tarn taran), Mata Bainti
Devi Convent School, VPO.Aklia Kalan (Bathinda), RMM. DAV.Senior
Secondary School, Rama Mandi (Bathinda), BCM Senior Secondary
School, Basant City Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana, BCM Senior Secondary
School, Sector 32, Chandigarh Road, Ludhiana and Guru Nanak Public
School, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana. In the matter of Sacred Heart Convent
School, Marhi Gor Singh, Bhikhi Wind, Mata Bainti Devi Convent School,
VPO Aklia Kalan and RMM DAV Senior Secondary School, Rama Mandi,
allegations are of indulgence in profiteering by high hike in fees and funds.
Respondents did not come present, adjourned. In the matter of BCM Senior
Secondary School, Basant City Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana and BCM Senior
Secondary School, Sector 32, Chandigarh Road, Ludhiana, replies taken
on record, copies handed over to the complainants. In the matter of Guru
Nanak Public School, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana, the respondents have not
filed the balance sheets and audited statements of accounts of the school
for the financial years 2010-11, 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14.

Ld.

Counsel for the school undertook to file the same by 30.11.2016. The
school failed to file the details of amount for each item under annual
charges. The data tabulated and compiled analysed by Committee mebers
continued to be discussed as before as per the principles laid down earlier.

9.18 On 15.11.2016 the complaints that had been taken up included Saint
Kabir Convent Senior Secondary School, Bhucho Khurad (Bathinda),
Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School, New Narotam Nagar, Khanna
(Ludhiana), Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School, Sahnewal (Ludhiana),
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Radha vatka Senior Secondary School, Amloh Road Khanna (Ludhiana),
Sacred Heart School, Dosanjh Road, Moga, Akal Academy Bilga
(Jalandhar), Akal Academy Bakarwal (Moga) and Akal Academy Fatehgarh
Chhanna (Patiala). In the matter of Saint Kabir Convent Senior Secondary
School, Bhucho Khurad, respondents undertook to file the balance sheets of
audited accounts for the school, for 2010-11 to 2013-14, by 5.12.2016. In
the matter of Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School, New Narotam Nagar
Khanna, complainant to file a detailed rejoinder. In the matter of Sacred
Heart Senior Secondary School, Sahnewal, the complainant did not come
present, respondents sought adjournment. In the matter of Radha vatka
Senior Secondary School, Amloh Road, Khanna, respondents submitted
that the complainant is absent for the 2nd time without any information and is
harassing them. Ex parte. In the matter of Akal Academy Bilga, Akal
Academy Bakarwal and Akal Academy Fatehgarh Chhanna, written
arguments submitted by the respondents, taken on record, copies handed
over to the complainants. Other parties to file the written arguments if so
desired by 05.12.2016. The task of School wise data tabulation, compilation
, analysis and discussion continued.

9.19 In the meeting held on 18.11.2016 the complaints taken up included
Assumption Convent School, Sitto Road, Abohar (Fazilka), YS.School,
Barnala, YS. School, Handaya, Guru Nanak International Public School,
Model Town, Gujjar Khan Complex, Ludhiana, H.V.M. Convent Senior
Secondary School, Karamsar Colony, Ludhiana, Scholar Public School,
Rajpura, (Patiala) and Heritage Public Senior Secondary School, VillLehlan, Rajpura (Patiala). In the matter of Assumption Convent School,
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Abohar, none present, adjourned. In the matter of YS.School, Barnala and
YS.School, Handaya, Ld. Counsels for the parties prayed for adjournment to
enable them to examine the case. In the matter of Guru Nanak International
Public School, Model Town, Gujjar Khan Complex, Ludhiana, the
Complainants submitted that the school is indulging in profiteering and
increasing fees exorbitantly, compelling the students to dposit Rs.130 each
for celebration of religious function without giving any account. Observed
that respondents hiked fee by 19% and made 20% profit during the year
2012-13. The school may explain the same if so desired. In the matter of
H.V.M. Convent Senior Secondary School, Karamsar Colony, Ludhiana, the
respondents are directed to file detailed reply with an advance copy to the
other party. In the matter of Scholar Public School, Rajpura, reply filed by
the school, the complainants agitsted on the issue of the exorbitant hike in
fees and funds. In the matter of Heritage Public Senior Secondary School,
Vill-Lehlan, respondents to file detailed reply by 30.11.2016 with advance
copy to the complainants.The Committee kept on carrying out the task of
analysis and decision making on school wise data.

9.20 In the meeting held on 21.11.2016,

the complaints that had been

taken up included Genius International School, Abohar (Fazilka), Saraswati
Senior Secondary school, Jaito, Faridkot, Greenland Convent School,
Ludhiana, Sacred Heart Convent School,Machhiwara (Ludhiana), Bal Bharti
Public School,Ludhiana, Patel

Public School, Rajpura (Patiala). In the

matter of Genius International School, Abohar none present , adjourned. In
the matter of Saraswati Senior Secondary school, Jaito, reply by the
respondents taken on record. Office stood directed to send a copy of the
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same to the complainant. As per the balance sheet for 2010-11, 2011-12
and 2012-13, the respondent school has transferred an amount of Rs. 20.66
lakh. Respondents to file detailed reply along with supporting documents
and respond to the observations if so desired. In the matter of Greenland
Convent School, Ludhiana, none present, adjourned. In the matter of
Sacred

Heart

Convent

School,

Machhiwara,

respondents

sought

adjournment. In the matter of Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana,
respondents submitted that Hon’ble Punjab and Hrayana High Court has
ordered the review petition to be decided by 27.12.2016. The School failed
to place the certified copy of the Judgment. The Complainant submitted that
Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court has pronounced Their Order in
favour of the petitioners/complainants where in it has been further directed
that even if the review petition is not decided by the said date, the State of
Punjab shall ensure the implimentation of the original order of the Fee
Committee. Parties directed to place on record a copy of the Judgment. In
the matter of Patel Public School, Rajpura, parties may file further
documents if they so desire. Committee caried out the process of tabulation,
analysis and discussion /decision making on the individual school wise data
available to it.

9.21 On 25.11.2016 the complaints taken up included St. Mary Convent
School, Faridkot, Sadhu Ashram Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir School, Sangrur,
Heritage Public School, Rampua Road, Bhawanigarh (Sangrur), Spring
Dale Senior Secondary Public School, Sherpur road, Ludhiana, Pt. Ramesh
Chander Vasisht Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Khanna (Ludhiana), Lala
Sarkaru Mal Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir, Khanna (Ludhiana). In the matter of
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St. Mary Convent School, Faridkot, reply by the respondents received, copy
handed over to the complainants.The complainants submitted that the
school is harassing them and have plainly refused to associate the parents
in the matter of fee increase. There are claims and counter claims in the
submissions regarding the locus standi of the complainants and the Parent
Teachers Association constituted by the School, to be taken up during
arguments. In the matter of Sadhu Ashram Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir ,
Sangrur, the complainants reiterated the allegations regarding high hike in
fee and other charges, the school seeks time to file the detailed reply along
with documents. In the matter of Heritage Public School, Rampura Road,
Bhawanigarh, Ld. Counsel for the school has submitted the affidavits of the
working employees and teaching staff that they have no complaint against
the school. The complainants strongly rebutted the claim and submitted that
the payments made and the amount being received on record are different
and the same shall be produced at appropriate time. The complainants
submitted that the school is misleading the Committee by showing inflated
expenses on salaries and thus justifies the hiked fees being charged.
Anyone who objects to the modus oprendi, is shunted out. The
complainants asserted that they are only bringing to the light, the huge
profiteering by the school by resorting to unlawful practices, so that the
scandal is exposed. They submitted that even if some compromise is
reached they shall be compelled to connive with the school management to
indulge in the similar unlawful activity which they do not want to be a party
to. In the matter of Spring Dale Senior Secondary Public School, Sherpur
road, Ludhiana, the Committee observed that the school has failed to file
the audited statements of accounts for
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2010-11 and 2011-12 and also

failed to file the 43 point proforma and the details of the annual charges. On
behalf of the school Ld. Counsel seeks time for filing the documents. The
complainants seek time to inspect the case file and take copies of the
documents. In the matter of Lala Sarkaru Mal Sarvhitkari Vidya Mandir,
Khanna, reply by the respondents taken on record, a copy handed over to
the complainants who seek time to respond to the reply. Data of individual
schools tabulated , analysed , discussed and decisions taken.

9.22 On 28.11.2016, the complaints that had been taken up included; St
Francis Convent School, Jandiala Guru (Amritsar), Shri Ram Ashram Public
School, Majitha Road, Amritsar , Sacred Heart School,Dosanjh Road,
Moga, St. Joseph’s Convent School, Phillaur (Jalandhar), Indo Swiss
International Convent School, Vill: Allowal, Nakodar (Jalandhar), D.A.V.
Centenary Public School, Nabha (Patiala), Oakridge International School,
V.P.O. Swara (S.A.S Nagar). In the matter of St Francis Convent School,
Jandiala Guru, reply submitted by the Ld. counsel for the school taken on
record, a copy of which already stands sent to the complainants. Observed
that the school transferred Rs. 2.24 crore to education extension service,
the purpose of the said transfer has not been depicted. In the matter of Shri
Ram Ashram Public School, Majitha Road, Amritsar, reply submitted by the
Ld. Counsel for the school taken on record, a copy of which already stands
sent to the complainants. In the matter of Sacred Heart School, Dosanjh
Road, Moga none presnt, adjourned. In the matter of St. Joseph’s Convent
School, Phillaur, reply on behalf of the school taken on record. In the matter
of Indo Swiss International Convent School, Vill: Allowal, reply on behalf of
the respondent school taken on record. Office directed to send the copy of
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the reply to the complainants. In the matter of D.A.V. Centenary Public
School, Nabha, reply is on record, complainants already got the copy. In the
matter of Oakridge International School, V.P.O. Swara Ld. Counsel for the
complainants sought some documents by inspection of the case file. Reply
submitted by respondents taken on record. Parties directed to hand over the
copy of the documents concerning the complaint to each other that they
submit to the Committee. The records show that the school was being run
illegally run by some other party before 2012. The School authorities
decided not to supply the fee structure of the school running earlier during
2010-11 and 2011-12 despite assurance. School wise data tabulated and
analysed, decisions taking process continued.

9.23 In the meeting held on 02.12.2016, the complaints that had been taken
up included Amrit Model Senior Secondary School,Abohar (Fazilka), Prem
Sabha Senior Secondary School, Sangrur , Sri Guru Nanak International
School,Gyaspura Road, Ludhiana, Budha Dal Public School, Samana
(Patiala), Holy Angels School, Rajpura (Patiala), Mukat

Public School,

Neelpur Rajpura (Patiala). In the matter of Amrit Model Senior Secondary
School, Abohar, the complainants filed replication to the reply by the
respondents. Ld. Counsel for the respondents seeks adjournment. The
complainant submitted that the respondents claim scholarship on behalf of
minorities but do not disburse the same. The school is directed to place on
record the details of various scholarships received from the Government
and disbursed to the students. In the matter of Prem Sabha Senior
Secondary School, Sangrur, reply by the respondents placed on record, a
copy of which already stands sent to the complainant. The complainant
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placed on record a copy of the Judgment of Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana
High Court, where in a fine has been imposed on the school regarding the
records. The school has not been able to place on record the copy of the
accounts clarifying the issue of return of the loan amount. In the matter of
Sri Guru Nanak International School, Gyaspura Road, Ludhiana Ld. counsel
for the school submitted preliminary reply, however seeks adjournment for
submitting the detailed reply to the issues involved. In the matter of Budha
Dal Public School, Samana, Ld. Counsel for the school, seeks adjournment
as the accounts expert for the school could not come present. In the matter
of Holy Angels School, Rajpura, the respondents admiited 23% hike in fee
and a profit of 37% during 2012-13. The respondents tried to justify that they
spent an amount of Rs. 3.87 crore on capital expenditure during the three
years. In the matter of Mukat Public School, Neelpur, Rajpura, the school
prayed for an adjournment. The Committee continued with the task of data
compilation , tabulation and analysis and decision making.

9.24 On 05.12.2016 complaints taken up, included Mata Bainti Devi
Convent School, VPO. Aklia Kalan (Bathinda), RMM. D.A.V.Senior
Secondary School, Rama Mandi (Bathinda), BCM Senior Secondary
School, Sector 32 Chandigarh Road, Ludhiana, BCM Senior Secondary
School, Basant City Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana, Dayanand Public School,
Nabha (Patiala), Indo British School, Nabha (Patiala). In the matter of Mata
Bainti Devi Convent School, VPO Aklia Kalan modified complaint, taken on
record, a copy handed over to the respondents who seek time for filing the
reply to the complaint and headwise details of annual charges. In the matter
of RMM DAV Senior Secondary School, Rama Mandi, reply by the
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respondents taken on record, office is directed to send a copy of the same
to the complainant. The school has yet not filed the Balance sheet for the
Financial Year 2013-14, affected 40% hike in fee and made a profit of 20%
during 2012-13. In the matter of BCM Senior Secondary School, Sector 32,
Chandigarh Road, Ludhiana and BCM Senior Secondary School, Basant
City, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana, replication submitted by the complainants
taken on record, a copy handed over to the respondents. The complainants
submitted that the school is resorting to profiteering by huge increase in
fees and funds. Rs. 6600 are being sought to be deposited on account of
the annual charges but no details of the itemwise charges and expenditure,
are provided. The school has not filed the Balance sheet of accounts for
2013-14. Directed to file item wise details of annual charges, total annual
receipts and expenditure against each head mentioned therein and also the
copy of the contract with the vendor for smart /computer classes. In the
matter of Dayanand Public School, Nabha, the school assured to supply the
information except the balance sheets from 2014-15 onwards and any
receipts etc of the expenditure made. The detailed reply regarding funds
being collected by the school in name of society as alleged by the
complainants shall be filed by the school and a copy there of shall be given
to the complainants. In the matter of The Indo British School, Nabha Ld.
counsel for the respondents seeks adjournment. Data analysis of individual
schools for examination in fee hike and decision making was carried on.

9.25 On 07.12.2016 the complaints taken up included, Assumption Convent
School, Sitto Road, Abohar (Fazilka), Y.S. School, Barnala,Y.S. School,
Handaya (Barnala), H.V.M. Convent Senior Secondary School, Karamsar
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Colony, Near Subash Nagar, Ludhiana, Guru Nanak International Public
School, Model Town, Gujjar Khan Complex, Ludhiana, Scholars Public
School, Rajpura (Paitala), Heritage Public Senior Secondary School, VillLehlan, Teh. Rajpura (Patiala). In the matter of Assumption Convent School,
Sitto Road, Abohar Ld. Counsel for the respondent school filed the reply.
43% Fee hike during 2012-13 and 55% hike during the previous year.
Audited accounts and Balance sheet for 2013-14 not filed. Respondents to
reply to the observations if they so desire and directed to submit audited
accounts by 30.12.2016. In the matter of Y.S. School, Barnala and Y.S.
School, Handaya, Ld. Counsel for the respondent schools seeks
adjournment for filing the reply. In the matter of H.V.M. Convent Senior
Secondary School, Karamsar Colony, Ludhiana, the respondents assured to
submit details of charges under various heads, and the details of receipts
and expenditure under each head of annual charges. Respondents failed to
file audited accounts, balance sheet for 2013-14, Fee hike is more than
60% during 2012-13. In the matter of Guru Nanak International Public
School, Model Town, Ludhiana fee hike is 19% and profit is 20% during
2012-13. In the matter of Scholars Public School, Rajpura, replication by the
complainants taken on record, a copy there of handed over to the
respondents. The school has filed the balance sheets of the Society.
Directed to submit balance sheets of the school 2010 onwards and also
provide the itemwise detail of the annual charges, the collection and the
expenditure there on. In the matter of Heritage Public Senior Secondary
School, Vill- Lehlan, Teh. Rajpura, Ld. Counsel for the respondents seeks
an adjournment for filing the reply. Hike in fee of all classes is more than
40% during 2012-13. Further the school has failed to file the audited
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accounts, balance sheet for 2013-14. Ld. Counsel on behalf of the school
submitted that the same shall be submitted by 30.12.2016. Task of data
analysis and decision making continued in the matter of examination of Fee
Hike of individual schools.

9.26 On 13.12.2016, the complaints that had been taken up included Little
Flower Kinder Garden School Sukhewal, Zira (Ferozepur), Doon Valley
Cambridge School, Zira, Sacred Heart Convent School Thakkarpua, Taran
Taran, Sacred Heart Convent School Marhi Gor Singh, Bhikhiwind, Taran
Taran, Sri Guru Nanak International Public School, Model Town, Ludhiana,
Nankana Sahib Public School Ludhiana, Guru Nanak Public School,
Sarabha Nagar Ludhiana, S.D.Public School Bhoglan Road Rajpura Town
(Patiala). In the matter of Little Flower Kinder Garden School Sukhewal, ,
the complainant submitted that the school is running as a branch of
some school of Muktsar, The school authorities have failed to appear
and even failed to file any documents. In compliance of the directions
office has placed a report received from the DPI, depicting that the
said school is not an affiliated one. As such it is obvious that the
school

is

functioning

illegally

and

unauthorisedly,

complaint

dismissed . DPI Schools is directed to initiate appropriate proceedings
against the illegal functioning of the school and thus deceiving the
public fleecing the parents. In the matter of Doon Valley Cambridge
School, Zira, none present, the complaint stands dismissed as withdrawn.
However it shall have no impact on the task of the examination of fee
structure/ hike of the school by the Committee and the same shall continue
as before. Directed to file the details of annual charges, collection there of
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and the expenditure on the same by 30th of December 2016. In the matter of
Sacred Heart Convent School Thakkarpura, none present. No reply by the
school. Directed to file the same by 31.12.2016 and a copy there of to be
sent to the complainant by the School. In the matter of Sacred Heart
Convent School, Marhi Gor Singh, Bhikhiwind, none present, reply has been
received. Office is directed to send a copy of the reply to the complainant. In
the matter of Sri Guru Nanak International Public School, Model Town,
Ludhiana,

the complainants have submitted that in name of various

charges huge profits are being made as per the chart prepared by the
complainants, based on the information from the school. The complainants
also submitted that their children are still being admonished despite the
assurence by the ld. Counsel on behalf of the school. 19% fee hike and 20
% profit in 2012-13. Reply on behalf of respondents taken on record. Ld
counsel undertakes that no child shall be admonished for the pending dues
if any. In the matter of Nankana Sahib Public School, Ludhiana, the
complainant submitted that the school is charging Rs. 500 from each
student forecibly for the trust, they have appended the copy of the
receipt. The reply has yet not been filed by the school. The audited
statements of accounts and the balance sheets have yet not been filed.
Directed to submit balance sheets of the individual schools which the Ld.
Counsel undertakes to file by the next date of hearing. In the matter of
Guru Nanak Public School Sarabha Nagar Ludhiana, the complainants
submitted that the school has huge discrepancies in the maintenance funds,
medical funds, magazine funds and so on. Maintenance expenditure was
shown as Rs. 57.75 lakh but now it is nil, Medical 13.86 but receipt shown is
quite less, and school magazine fund also shows discrepancy of Lakhs of
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rupees, the same put a question mark on the records of the school. Ld.
Counsel on behalf of the school submitted that the balance of accounts has
been split up notionally for the said school from consolidated accounts of
three schools. Fee Hike is by 34% and profit is 22% during 2012-13 . During
2013-14 fee increase is 20% and profit is 16%. In the matter of S.D. Public
School, Bhoglan Road, Rajpura, the complainants submitted chart to show
that the school is making huge profits. Information has not been supplied by
the school. It has been undertaken that the information on the issues as
directed by the Committee shall be provided within a week. BCM Senior
Secondary

School,

Basant

City

Pakhowal

Road,

Ludhiana,

the

complainants have submitted that despite the assurence given by the Ld.
Counsel on behalf of the school , their wards are being admonished and are
being threatened that they shall not be allowed to take the test from 15th of
December, because of pending charges. The school authrities are directed
to maintain status co till the next date of hearing as assured by them
already. Further directed not to admonish the children on this count any
more. The parents are free even to approach the Commission for protection
of child rights for the torture if they feel so strong. Tabulation, analysis and
decision making , on the school wise data for determination of Fee Hike
continued.

9.27 On 14.12.2016 the complaints taken up included Kids Kingdom
Singhewala (Mukatsar), St. Mary Convent School, Faridkot, Green grove
Public School, Mohanpur (khanna) Ludhiana, Holy Mary’s School, Banur
(SAS. Nagar), AC Global School, Banur (SAS. Nagar). In the matter of Kids
Kingdom Singhewala, the complainants submitted that the school
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authorities are fleecing their wards by indulging into profiteering in various
ways. Fee hike is by 28% during 2012-13. The school is charging an amout
of Rs. 18015 without any details. Directed to file details of the charges made
under various heads from each student and the total receipts for each item.
In the matter of St. Mary Convent School, Faridkot, the complainants
submitted the written brief of arguments, the same taken on record and
concluded the submissions. Ld. Counsel for the respondents seeks time to
respond to the written arguments. 19% Fee hike and 31% profit during
2012-13. Rs.20 Lakh stands transferred from the school during the period of
2010-11 to 2013-14.

In the matter of Green grove Public School,

Mohanpur, none came present for the complainants. In order to give
another opportunity stands adjourned. In the matter of Holy Mary’s School,
Banur, Ld. Counsel for the school seeks time to file the detailed reply. In
the matter of AC.Global School, Banur, the complainants have submitted
that in name of various charges huge profits are being made by the school
authorities and they are compelling their wards to deposit the increased
fees. The records submitted by the respondent school depict that during
2012-13 fee hike is 69%. In the matter of BCM Senior Secondary School,
Sector 32 , Chandigarh Road , Ludhiana, the complainants submitted that
as per mutual agreement between the parties some amount of annual
charges had been kept pending because the complaint regarding fee
structure was under adjudication before this Committee. This fact stood
admited by the respondents during the previous hearing. However at this
juncture there is no fresh cause of action for the school to admonish the
children. The school authrities are directed to explain their position by the
next date of hearing. Directed not to admonish the children on this count
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any more. The parents are free even to approach the Commission for
protection of child rights for the torture to the children if they feel so strong.
The Committee kept on tabulating , analysing and deciding the data of
individual schools.

9.28 In the meeting held on 21.12.2016, complaints taken up included St.
Kabir Convent Senior Secondary School, Bhucho Khurd (Bathinda), Sacred
Heart Convent School, Majara Road, Sahnewal (Ludhiana), Sacred Heart
Convent Senior Secondary School, New Narotam Nagar, Rattan Heri Road,
Khanna (Ludhiana), Radha Vatika Senior Secondary School, Amloh Road,
Khanna (Ludhiana). In the matter of St. Kabir Convent Senior Secondary
School, Bhucho Khurd none present, to supply the balance sheets and
audited accounts of the school instead of the society for 2010-11 to 201314 on or before 27.01.2017. In the matter of Sacred Heart Convent School,
Majara Road, Sahnewal , reply on behalf of the school filed copy suplied to
the complainants. The school has increased fees by 34% and also made
profit of 34% during 2012-13 and Rs. 15 lakh stands transferred out of the
school. The respondents are provided an opprtunity to explain their position
in the matter of observations made if they so desire. In the matter of Sacred
Heart Convent Senior Secondary School, New Narotam Nagar, Rattan Heri
Road, Khanna, the school has failed to file the reply, seeks another
opportunity to do so. In the matter of Radha Vatika Senior Secondary
School, Amloh Road, Khanna, the respondent school submitted the affidavit
/applications that the complainants do not want to persue the complaint. The
complainant submitted that the complaint may be dismissed as withdrawn.
The school has earned a profit of 31% during 2012-13 and has transferred
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an amount of Rs. 24.66 lakh out of the school during the same period. The
school has yet not filed the audited statement of accounts and balance
sheets for 2013-14. Complaint is dismissed as withdrawn, however the
school is directed to sublmit the audited accounts within a week. School
wise data tabulated, analysed and decisions were taken.

9.29 In the meeting held on 23.12.2016 the complaints that had been taken
up included Shree Atam Vallabh Jain Vidya Mandir, Zira (Ferozepur), Sada
Ram Bansal Memorial Senior Secondary School, Jaito Road, Kotakpura
(Faridkot), Baba Farid Public School, New Harindra Nagar,Faridkot, Sri
Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School, Pandori Khajoor,
(Hoshiarpur), Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana, St.Peter Academy Ajit
Nagar, Patiala, Our Lady of Fatima Convent School, Patiala. In the matter of
Shree Atam Vallabh Jain Vidya Mandir, Zira, none present on behalf of the
complainants, adjourned to 30.01.2017. In the matter of Sada Ram Bansal
Memorial Senior Secondary School, Jaito Road, Kotakpura, none present,
adjourned. In the matter of Baba Farid Public School, New Harindra Nagar,
Faridkot, the respondents have realised that they have leveled a baseless
allegation against the mental state of the complainant, which they are
unable to substantiate. The parties want to mutually discuss the matter for
resolution. In the matter of Sri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public
School, Pandori Khajoor, the complainants submitted that the respondents
are not giving the complete information on the matter of income and
expenditure for Chief Khalsa Dewan Fund, received by the schools to the
tune of Rs. 3 crore annually and are trying to delay the matter, adjourned for
arguments. In the matter of Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana, Ld.
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Counsel for the school submitted that the Committee is to see only the
hike in fee, not the original fee structure, has to confine itself to 201213 and 2013-14 only. Ld counsel submitted a written brief, and pleaded for
the stay of the earlier order. The Committee is of the considered opinion that
any interim stay at this stage, in view of the following order of the Hon’ble
High Court, shall amount to contempt.
‘In such circumstances, this Court is of the opinion that
the Fee Committee should take a decision on the review
application at the earliest so that the petitioner should not
suffer in spite of the fact that an order has already been
passed in their favour. Accordingly, the Fee Committee
would ensure that a decision on the review application by
31.12.2016 is taken. Itis further made clear that this Court
is not opining on the maintainability of the review
application and it would be open to the Committee to
decide if such a review would be maintainable.

Accordingly, the present writ petition is disposed of with
the aforesaid observations. However, if no decision is
taken by the stipulated date, the State would take
appropriate steps to implement the decision dated
11.2.2016 (Emphasis added) (Annexure P/1) thereafter.’

9.29.1

In view of the above order adjourned for 27 .12. 2016. In the

matter of St. Peter Academy Ajit Nagar, Patiala, the complainants are
allowed to inspect the file and take the copies there of. The said school and
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Our Lady of Fatima Convent School, Patiala, is directed to publish the list of
books prescribed, along with the names of authors and the Publishers, one
month before the start of the session and hand over a copy of the same to
each student, the school shall not prescribe any shop for the purchase of
the books etc. The circumastances show that the schools are indulging in
coercin of the parents for sale of books. Parents Association Police DAV
Public School, Civil lines, Ludhiana , appeared before the Committee and
submitted that they need to file complaint against the excessive charges by
Police DAV Public School, Civil lines, Ludhiana, a joint venture school, but
run by the private concern in toto. Office is directed to receive the complaint
and place the same before the Committee during next meeting. Springdale
Parents Association, Sherpur road , appeared before the Committee and
complained that the school is admonishing and discriminating their wards.
Advised to plead on the date of hearing already fixed in the matter. The
data tabulated and compiled analysed by Committee members continued to
be discussed as before as per the principles laid down earlier.

9.29.2 It has come to the notice of the Committee that certain school
especially those affiliated to CBSE are not taking the matter seriously
and try to come with lame excuses in the matter of complaints and
also resort to delaying tactics most probably because of the fact that
the DPI ( Schools) has never asserted the authority of the state and
verified as to whether the terms and conditions of NOC granted by the
state are adhered to or not.
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9.29.3 It has been observed by the Committee that during admission
session the parents agitate and file complaints alledging that the
schools make unlawful charges on account of admissions, compel
them to purchase books, stationery and uniforms from specified
shops who sell the articles at he price higher than that in the market,
the schools do not give list of the prescribed books , do not give
details of huge charges made under the head annual charges,
increase the fees each year and even mid session , who so ever tries
to object he is punished with refusal of admission to his wards and
even criminial cases are registered against them , the services of
teachers are terminated , schools are run without affiliation and even
without NOC for years togather and parents are kept in dark, CBSE
rules are flouted , School managements do not listen to their
complaints and make huge profits and transfer crores of rupees out
of the school and at places schools are used for all types of
commercial activities. The managements make seperate charges for
each service without providing the service and also make profits in
such services.

9.29.4 The schools feel that they are free to raise fees , they are free to
collect higher fees for opening up new schools , parents have nothing
to decide about the fees.

9.29.5 However of late the schools have realised that they have to appear
before the Committee and clarify the issue , it is observed that the schools
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try to revise their audit statements and tailor made them to appear as if no
profit is earned.

9.29.6 The whole issue the Committee feels is due to the inaction by
the affiliating bodies like PSEB , CBSE and ICSE, and the Government
authorities in Education department , the DPI Schools who are
supposed to ensure that the illegal schools without permission do
not operate , the children are not treated as boded persons, the
institutions are run and managed in a transparent and accountable
manner. What ever powers these authorities have under the rules and
terms and conditions of NOC issued to the schools and also under
the terms and conditions of affiliation, are not adhered to and the
same are many a time violated.

9.29.7 It has been observed that these authorities try to take refuge
under the gab of there being no regulatory law for regulation of fee
Hike etc , but the Committee after studying the documents placed
before it by the complainants, the School authorities and the
Affiliating bodies/ Government authorities, is of the considered view
that there is sufficient material and power with in the parameters of
the official documents in addition to the law laid down by Hon’ble
Supreme Court of India and Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court.
Observed that the same are not being used and the rule of law is a
csuality.
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9.29.8 Majority of the school managements,

the Committee feels,

shall abide by the law if the same is implemented strictly
transparently and fairly and the rest can be dealt with in accordance
with enforcement parameters of the said lawful activities under the
terms and conditions of NOC and affiliation. However it appears as if
there is lack of will required for the same at various levels.

10. Tabulation, compilation and analysis of Data of individual schools
continued and the task for all the 4,236 schools has been completed
discussed and decided.

The 12th Interim report stands submitted on

20.04.2017.
With this the rask of examination of the FEE HIKE for the year 2012-13 and
2013-14 has ben accomplished. The hearings in the complaint cases also
stand completed and all the orders ready for pronouncement. The
Judgments pronounced on 27.04.2017

11. Taking note of the various news items that the Schools are
increasing fees and funds without taking parents into confidence and
also are increasing the same after the closure of admissions in other
Schools, Committee took a serious note of the incidences and directed the
DPI ( SE) and the PSEB Authorities to further direct the Schools in turn as
under:

‘That the fees once fixed by the Schools shall remain
effective for three years and shall also not be
increased without any cogent reason and the reasons
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will have to be justified before the regulating
authorities that are DPI ( SE) and the PSEB’.

12. The available data of all Schools stood analysed. The efforts of
continuation of Compilation Tabulation and analysis of Data in between the
meetings were decided to be continued as the same could not be
accomplished without such an extra effort by the Members of the
Committee.

13. As per the directions in the judgment in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra)
and the other judgments referred to therein, the Committee has taken
guidance from the same to outline the parameters for its working and for
taking decisions thereafter.

14. The Committee has also considered various issues that have a
significant impact on the determination of Fee Structure Hike. The same
are enlisted as under :
i. quality education,
ii. the syllabi,
iii. the pedagogy and
iv. the factors involved in imparting quality teaching including the
qualifications and remunerations of the teaching personnel and
others so as to reach a conclusion as to whether the Fee
Structure Hike of each School is commensurate with the
facilities provided or not. As to whether the Hike in fees funds
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etc. charged by the School are justified in accordance with the
education imparted and facilities provided or not.

15.

The Committee has taken into consideration various issues like

the earnings by the schools from various services for which charges
are taken by the schools, the surplus generated and the funds
transferred for its scrutiny and conclusions on the Fee Hike in 201213 and 2013-14, for accomplishment of the task assigned by Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court . The Committee has listed out some
of the major factors that have a direct and indirect bearing on the
imparting of the education commensurate with the Hiked Fees and
other charges levied upon the students /parents.

16.

Many of the issues that affect the Fee Hike, have cropped up during

the hearings granted to the parents and the schools. The task of the
Committee however has been facilitated because Hon’ble Punjab and
Haryana High Court has also touched these issues by and large in the
judgment delivered in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra) :
i.

Fees Charged

ii.

Annual Charges

iii.

Admission /up-gradation charges

iv.

Building Funds

v.

Charges for Smart Classes.

vi.

Computer fees

vii.

Transport Charges

viii.

Electricity /Generator Charges
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ix.

Medical Charges

x.

Charges for Sports

xi.

Occasional Charges for Miscellaneous services

xii.

Sale of Books and issues connected there to

xiii.

Sale of Uniforms and issues connected there to

xiv.

Sale of Stationery items and issues connected there to

xv.

Mode of receipt of fees , interval and fines

xvi.

The quality of Teachers

xvii. The quality of syllabi
xviii. The quality of discipline or the declarations from students/
Parents in name of discipline

17.

xix.

Fines

xx.

Transfer of Finances

xxi.

Charges for the Societies/Trusts running the schools.

The overall issues are well settled in law and the same are a part of

the terms and conditions of permission granted by the Government or are a
part of the undertaking given by the schools in the prescribed application
form submitted for affiliation. However the same are not being implemented
by the regulatory bodies the affiliating authorities and the authorities of the
Government. The main issues are as under:
i. It is well settled that all the self financing private educational
institutions have a right to fix their own fee.
ii. They have a right to generate surplus for future to the extent
of 6 to 15%.
iii. They have a right to deploy manpower and discipline them.
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iv. The schools have a right to prescribe books subject to the
terms and conditions laid down by the affiliating bodies as for
as the academic standards are concerned.
v. They have a right to administer the institution.
18. However , on the other hand , for the determination of the Fee and
funds structure Hike being commensurate with the facilities provided
it is also well settled that :
i. The fee fixed has to be commensurate with the facilities
provided and is subject to scrutiny by the regulatory bodies.
ii. There cannot be any mid-year increase.
iii. The institutions cannot indulge in profiteering/ capitation fee.
iv. The surplus generated has to be used for the concerned School
and the same cannot be transferred to the Society, trust,
individual or any other institution.
v. The fee structure has to be made public well in advance of the
start of academic session and Fee cannot be and should not be
increased for sole purpose of generating surplus
vi. The institution has to supply a valid receipt for the amounts
received giving detailed heads. No amount whatsoever can be
collected without a proper receipt as per standard procedures
of accounting.
vii. The charges made for specific services as are non academic
cannot be made source of profit and have to remain in the
zone of “no profit no loss basis” , eg Smart classes , transport,
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electricity, medical, recreation, examination, functions, canteen
facilities, picnics, magazine

etc. the details of income and

expenditure has to be made public on these charges.
viii.

The Schools cannot compel the students to purchase

books from a particular shop or from the School premises.
ix. The Schools are duty bound to make public the list of books
along with their authors and publishers for each class well in
advance.
x. The Schools cannot prescribe a particular type of stationery
bearing the insignia and the name of the School etc on the
stationery and the students should be free to purchase
stationery from any shop.
xi. Schools cannot compel the students to purchase uniform from
a particular shop or from the School.
xii. The Schools cannot charge the admission fee each year from
the already admitted students under admission/up-gradation/
re-admission fee or any other name.
xiii.

Schools can charge in advance monthly fee only. If the

fee is charged quarterly or semester wise then the normal date
for deposit has to be kept at the mid of the term .
xiv.

The fine cannot exceed the Bank interest on fixed rate of

interest and has to be within reasonable limits.
xv.The caution money has to be kept as fixed deposit and needs
to be refunded along with interest.
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xvi.

The Building funds need to be accounted for properly.

xvii.

The fee increase normally is limited to10% but the

Committee in its report has taken rate of dearness allowance
per annum as the indicator subject to the condition employees
are also granted the rise in pay as per DA. The fees can only
be increased if finances required for the running/development
of the school are not available.
xviii.

The names qualifications and the salary of the teachers is

to be placed in Public Domain so that one can judge as to
whether the quality provided is commensurate with the Fee
Structure Hike or not.
xix.

To keep the continuity of the studies of the students, the

management have to exercise their right to award punishment
to the staff for indiscipline by adopting prescribed process of
law as laid down by Hon’ble Supreme Court of India .
19.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE

The Committee is also alive to the aims of education as enunciated by the
UNESCO Commission on education. The same have been enunciated that
the aim of education is not only to make the student apt in 3 R’s but is also
to shape a personality capable of critical thinking and raising relevant
questions so that the child of today develops into the responsible human
being /citizen of tomorrow who knows how to listen, how to express , how
to analyze , how to question , how to understand , how to be and how to
lead. UNESCO‘s Commission on education has enunciated that education
trains the student to be, to work and to work with others and cooperate. All
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these are the components of quality that form a major factor in
determination of Fee Structure Hike. Accordingly the Committee
observes as under:i.

Teachers:

As teachers’ qualification and skills are a major

component of

education so the same from an important

component for making a judgment about the facilities provided in
the form of quality of teaching. The records with the committee for
thousands of Schools have been examined thoroughly as provided
by the Schools. It has come to the notice of the committee that
even unqualified teachers stand employed. The salary component
in some of the Schools is meagre as compared to rest of the
expenditure. There are complaints before the committee that the
salary paid in actual is less than that shown in the records even to
the extent of 50%.

One of the conditions of affiliation by

Punjab School Education Board is that the salary paid shall
not be less than the basic salary in Government Schools.
ii.

The salary structure of Government schools in the State of
Punjab is as under :

Category
teacher

JBT/ETT

of Pay in Pay GP

Pay in Pay GP

Band

Band

01-01-2006

01-10-2011

5910-

3000 11470 10300-

202000
CV/PHY IN

Total

10300-

Total

4200 16290

34800
3200 13500 10300-

34800

34800
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4400 17420

CHT/Master

10300-

3600 14430 10300-

34800
BPEO,Lect,

10300-

Vocational

34800

Head Master HS

10300-

34800
4200 16290 10300-

5000 18450

34800
4400 17420 10300-

34800

iii.

4600 18030

5400 20300

34800

As such the starting basic pay for the primary teacher in
Government system in Punjab is Rs. 16290 with a total of monthly
Starting

salary

above

Rs.37000

including

DA

and

allowances.The starting basic pay for the classical vernacular/
physical education teachers in Government system in Punjab is
Rs. 17420

with a total of monthly Starting salary above

Rs.40,000 including DA and allowances. The starting basic pay for
the Master cadre teacher in Government system in Punjab is Rs.
18030 with a total of Starting salary above Rs.42,000 per
month, including DA and allowances. The starting basic pay for
the School lecturer in Government schools in Punjab is Rs. 18450
with a total of Starting salary above Rs.43,000 including DA and
allowances.
iv.

However majority of the Schools are not paying the salaries in
accordance with the stipulation made by the board. The reports
submitted by majority of Schools show that salary varies between
Rs. 4000 and Rs.12000 baring only a few. Infact as per the terms
of affiliation the minimum starting salary should be between
Rs.16290 and 20300.The Committee has held that:-
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a. The affiliating boards need to work out some mechanism to check
that only qualified teachers are employed as is mandatory as per
the Right to Education Act and
b. Also that an arrangement is made to place the qualifications of
the teachers in Public domain.
c. Some norms for the remunerations of the teachers and other
personnel working in privately self funded Schools need to be laid
down and implemented to justify the Fee structure Hike.
v.

In this matter it had been brought to the notice of the Committee
that a petition filed by the association of the private schools
affiliated with Punjab School Education Board (PSEB) , has been
dismissed by the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana high court. Hon’ble
High Court has clarified that teachers in these schools are
entitled to at least the minimum basic pay at a par with
teachers in government schools. The judgment pronounced
by the division bench comprising Hon’ble Chief Justice
Sanjay Kishan Kaul and Hon’ble Justice Mr. Augustine
George Masih while deciding a bunch of petitions has come
as a relief for teachers of around 2900 PSEB-affiliated schools
who were being paid the salaries as per the whims and
fancies of the respective private schools.

vi.

As per the PSEB directions based on the scales recomemnded by
6th Pay Commission, the managements of private schools
affiliated to PSEB will have to pay minimum basic pay of Rs 8,910
to JBT teachers per month, Rs 13,900 to master cadre teachers,
Rs 14,500 to lecturers, Rs 14,700 to headmasters and Rs 22,200
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to principals, by way of cheque only. Though it was informed that
even some of the PSEB affiliated school in the state were paying
meagre amount.
vii.

It is worth mentioned the complainant has brought to our notice
that Justice Anil Dev Singh committee constituted for Delhi school
has also observe that the fee hiked beyond 10% unjustified.

20.

Needless to say that the same principle of transparency is to be

applicable to Government and Government aided Schools. There are
complaints with the Committee that some of the Schools show exaggerated
number of teachers, absentee teachers , and the teachers actually working
are not shown. The issue of showing the inflated salary is more common.
The regulating authorities of the education department have not tried to
ensure the same. Even there are unqualified teachers despite the
mandatory provisions of the Right to Education Act that stands
implemented in the State of Punjab. In one of the Schools visited by the
committee in Mohali in a high School there was no Science and Maths
teacher and arts teacher was teaching these subjects and the School head
felt that there is no need of the Science/Maths teacher.
21.

As such the Committee directs the regulating authorities of the

Government to ensure that the details of teachers with their names,
qualifications and salaries should be placed in Public Domain
because the qualification of the teachers is a major component in
order to consider the validity of the Fee Hike being charged.

22. Books:

The syllabi are prescribed by the National Council for

Education, Research and Training and the State Council for Education,
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Research and Training. As such they are the experts for designing the
books and this task needs to be left to them only. However the boards
have prescribed syllabi and have laid down that the self financing Schools
are not mandatorily required to follow the NCERT/ State Board books.
Some of the respondents during the proceedings in the Hon’ble Punjab
and Haryana High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009(supra) have claimed as
under :
‘It is further submitted that according to the information
sought by the Respondents from the C.B.S.E. under the
Right to Information Act, 2005, the recommendation of
private publisher is not a bar, provided the number of
textbooks does not exceed the number published by
N.C.E.R.T. for that subject and class.’

i.

The Committee feels that there needs to be some uniformity in the
matter of books for which it leaves the matter to the domain of the
experts of NCERT and that of the SCERT. The Schools have
pleaded before the Committee that the students / parents are
never compelled to purchase books from School premises or from
particular shop. The Committee got complaints that the Schools
are not divulging the list of books and are selling the same or
ordering the same to be purchased from a particular shop. The
Committee found some substance in it. Due to the same the
Committee had to issue directions to the Director Public
Instructions (Secondary) and the Authorities of the Punjab School
Education board that the list of the books for each class along with
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the name of the authors and the publishers be placed in Public
Domain and hand over to the students well in time so that the
students are free to purchase the books from the shop they feel
like.

ii.

The Committee is of the considered view that the Schools
cannot fleece the students to the least by compelling them to
purchase books from the School premises or from particular
shop.

iii.

On the issue of books the pleadings before the Hon’ble Punjab
and Haryana High Court in Civil Writ Petition No. 20545 of 2009
(supra) are that the Board is only an Examining Body and/or
Affiliating Body. As such on the subject of books in view of above
pleadings and observations, the Committee is of the view that

iv.

in line with the Central Board of Secondary Education that
does not indulge in the exercise of preparing and publishing
the books, the same principle and practice needs to be
followed by the State Board. The job of preparation of books
need to be left to the SCERT. The alleged practice can be
checked if teaching and evaluation is only from the
prescribed books while students may be allowed to take other
books as per their own volition and as such the students and
the parents shall be protected from the exceesive costs of
books resulting in heavy profits for the self financing school
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and the said profits admittedly are not reflected in the
determination of Fee Structure Revision and HIKE by these
institutions.

23.

Exercise/Practical/ Project Copy Books: No School is allowed to

fleece the students by compelling them to purchase the Exercise/Practical/
Project Copy Books with printed insignia and the name of the Schools
specially tailor made for them. This practice has been increasing and
becoming strong resulting in additional financial liablities on the
parents created by the schools for their profits who admittedly are not
discounted while resorting to Fee Hikes. However the insignia and the
name of the School may be printed on the separate cover to be placed on
the copy by the student.

24.

For the determination of reasonableness of the Hike in Fees and

Funds, the Principles as laid down in the Judgment in CWP 20545 of
2009(supra) and other judgments have been followed by the Committee.
However on the basis of scrutiny of documents of various self financing
Schools, secrutiny of the complaints received, heard

and taking into

consideration the pleadings before the Committee, some more parameters
that have impact on the quality of education resultantly an impact on the
Fee Hike have been adopted. The extract of various Judgments are as
under:

i. Since the Schools are submitting the accounts with the Boards, these
accounts and records can be given by the Boards to the Committees.
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In addition all the Schools shall ensure that the increase in the fees
undertaken by a particular School is justified and necessitated by
other circumstances like increase in expenditure or because of
developmental activities needed and does not result in profiteering.
ii. It is also to be ensured that funds are not diverted elsewhere.
iii. The states should provide permanent regulatory bodies.
iv. The Schools shall have the right to fix their fee structure , they will
have to justify the same by producing necessary material before the
Committee
v. Hon’ble Supreme Court in TMA PAI has laid down that private
institutions can generate reasonable surplus which has been defined
as 6-15%. However the same has to be used for the School itself.
vi. In Islamic Academy Hon’ble Supreme Court in para 213 has laid
down the law that the fee fixed once shall be applicable for three
years and if any further increase is desired, the same shall have to
be justified and prior permission sought from the competent authority.
vii. Annual charges have to be reasonable and should not be a source of
profit .
viii.

The Committee has directed that the admission fee cannot be

charged from the already admitted students under any name
whatsoever.
ix. The charges for specific services whether for transport, electricity or
the smart classes etc. made

separately cannot be turned into a

source of profit and have to be on actual basis and accounts need to
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be made public. The savings if any shall have to be refunded or used
for the same activity next time at the most.
x. The Building fund provided by the students and the property
raised by the surplus from fees and funds should be treated as
public property and non saleable. The School should be
permitted to recover the initial cost incurred in case of closure.
xi. Students cannot be made to pay for any organization to provide funds
for opening up of chain of Schools.
xii. It has been brought to the notice of the Committee that the schools
were charging admission fee annually but once they realised that the
same was unauthorised , they merged it with annual charges.
xiii.

The schools were not allowed to resort to any Fee hike during

2011-12 as per interim orders of the Hon’ble High Court reproduced
hereinafter in CWP 20545 of 2009.
xiv.

The Central Board of Secondary Education, Panchkula regional

office had issued the instructions and its orders vide their order No.
CBSE/pkl/Legal(1109)/2012 dated 06.07.2012 has directed as under:
“That, no fees and other charges shall be enhanced
by any CBSE Affiliated school situated within the
territorial jurisdiction of the High Court of Punjab
and Haryana at Chandigarh, without prior approval
from the Central Board of Secondary Education.
The current structure and other charges being
recovered from the students by the school should
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also be submitted to the Board ‘s Office. In no case
, the school will increase or revise, fee structure
without approval of the board.”

25. In addition to the examination of accounts, increase of fees ,
expenditure incurred on teaching learning including the salary of teachers
and other staff, the expenditure on other relevant items , surplus generated,
utilization of the surplus,

the Committee is examining the issue of

genuineness of Hike in Fees and Funds commensurate with the facilities
provided . It is also looking into the profits from books and the profits made
by increasing the number of books prescribed. Qualification of teachers
and the salaries paid to them in actual rather than only on paper where
ever applicable. Other factors involved in imparting of quality education that
are significant in Fee Hike determination , are also looked into. Needless to
say that the basis remains the law laid down by Hon’ble Supreme Court of
India as quoted and referred to in the current judgment of Hon’ble Punjab
and Haryana High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009, viz T.M.A. Pai Vs. State
of Karnataka, AIR 2003 SC 353 , Islamic Academy of Education v.
State of Karnataka reported in AIR2003SC3724 P.A. Inamdar Vs. State
of Maharashtra, AIR 2005 SC 3226. Modern School Vs. Union of India,
AIR 2004 SC 2236 and review decided in case of Action Committee,
Unaided Pvt. Schools & Ors. Vs. Director of Education, Delhi & Ors.
2009 (11) SCALE 7, Unni Krishnan, J.P. v. State of A.P. (supra), TMA
Pai Foundation v. State of Karnataka reported in (2002) 8 SCC 481,
Delhi Abibhavak Mahasangh Vs. Union of India and Ors., AIR 1999
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Delhi 124. TMA Pai, Delhi Abhiwavak mahasangh, Modern School,
Action Committee Un-aided Private Schools and others.

26.

The PSEB has also framed Regulations for affiliation of institutions

under the Punjab School Education Board Act, 1969 known as “The
Punjab School Education Board Regulations for Affiliation of
Institutions, 1988”.

In accordance with

these Regulations, the fees

charged from the students should be approved by the Board from time to
time. However, an institution providing extra facilities which augments the
cause of education may charge extra fees with the permission of Board.
The Regulations further provide that the institution must have sufficient
resources to maintain and run the institution efficiently. The entire income
from the institution shall be utilized only for the welfare of the students,
teachers and the institution. Students funds will be kept in a separate
account and utilized by the Principal for the purpose for which they are
collected. The Board can inspect the account of the institution from time to
time. It has also been provided that every institution affiliated to the Board
shall furnish such reports and information as may be required by the Board
from time to time.

27. The Division Bench also issued directions prohibiting the Schools from
enhancing fees and other charges in 2012. Precisely, the order is in the
following terms:

‘In the meanwhile, no fee and other charges shall be
enhanced by any School situated within the territorial
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jurisdiction of this Court and affiliated to the Central
Board of Secondary Education, New Delhi; the Punjab
School Education Board, SAS Nagar Mohali; and the
Indian

Council

for

Indian

School

Certificate

Education, New Delhi, without the prior approval of
the respective Boards/Council.’

28.

Insofar as State of Punjab is concerned, there is no statutory regime.

However, since all the Schools are to be affiliated to the PSEB, CBSE or
ICSE, regulations framed by these Bodies are governing the functioning of
the Schools. The Schools which do not adhere to the provisions made in
these Regulations can be dis-affiliated.

29.

Hon’ble Supreme Court also held that taking into account the cost

of inflation between 15-12-1999 and 31-12-2003 that the ceiling charge of
development fees not exceeding 15% of the total annual tuition fees was
appropriate. As per the Judgment of Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 ( supra) Para 36 of this Judgment deals with
the law laid down by Their Lordships in the Hon’ble Supreme Court on the
subject, need and extent of the Development Charges and the same is as
under:
‘On the third issue formulated by the Court and noted
above, the majority opinion was that the management of
the schools was entitled to create Development Fund
Account. For creating such a Fund, it could collect
development fees as well. Concomitantly, the Court
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addressed the question as to whether directions given by
the Government that development fund fees should not
exceed 10–15% of the total annual tuition fees, was
appropriate and valid which was to be charged to
supplement the resources for purchase, upgradation and
replacement of furniture, fixtures and equipments. The
Court was of the opinion that this direction was given with
the purpose of introducing a proper accounting practice to
be followed by non-business organizations/not-for-profit
organizations which was a correct practice being
introduced. The Court also held that taking into
account the cost of inflation between 15-12-1999 and
31-12-2003 that the ceiling charge of development
fees not exceeding 15% of the total annual tuition
fees was appropriate.’ ( Emphesis added)

30.

Hon’ble Supreme Court in Action Committee, Un-Aided Privvate

Schools & Ors. Versus Director of Education, Delhi & Ors.The same
as held in para 21 is reproduced as under :
“21. There is merit in the argument advanced on
behalf of the Action Committee /Management. The
1973 Act and the Rules framed thereunder cannot
come in the way of the management to establish
more schools. So long as there is a reasonable fee
structure in existance and so long as there is transfer
of funds from one institution to the other under the
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same management , there cannot be any objection
from the Department of Education.”
31.

Hon’ble High Court has observed that according to the information

sought by the answering Respondents from the C.B.S.E. under the Right to
Information Act, 2005, the recommendation of private publisher is not bar,
provided the number of textbooks does not exceed the number printed by
N.C.E.R.T. for that subject and class. It is also argued that the syllabus of
the answering Respondents is strictly in accordance with the N.C.E.R.T.
guidelines and norms and the number of textbooks does not exceed those
printed by the N.C.E.R.T.

“No doubt, there should be an attempt to prescribe the
books of NCERT wherever available. However, it is also a
matter of fact that there is no law or Regulation which
mandates the Schools to prescribe books of NCERT only
to the students. It is stated by various Schools that the
books are chosen keeping in view the intellectual
competitive world as also the intellectual autonomy of the
teachers to teach the students and any restriction in that
regard would only hamper the horizons of the students to
attain knowledge. This issue is mainly raised in Civil Writ
Petition No. 3834 of 2010 which pertains to Green Grove
Public School, Khanna. It is specifically pleaded by the
said School in its reply that the said petition filed as Public
Interest Litigation is totally motivated and has been filed at
the instance of certain book sellers only because this
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School did not prescribe the books of those book sellers
for the studies in the curriculum for the students. This
School appears to be correct in its submission that when
there are 13 Schools in Khanna region which prescribe
the text books other than the NCERT/Punjab School
Education Board, it is only the Green Grove Public School
which is singled out and targeted. Furthermore, the
petitioner has also filed a civil suit claiming identical
relief.”

“It was held in no uncertain terms that the fees to be
charged by unaided educational institutions cannot be
regulated except that capitation fees and profiteering
were forbidden. There could not be any rigid fees
structure and each institution must have freedom to fix its
own fees structure, after taking into account the need to
generate funds to run the institution and to provide
facilities necessary for the benefit of the students. In the
process,

such

educational

institutions

were

even

empowered to generate surplus funds, which must be
used for betterment and growth of the educational
institutes with clear embargo that these profits/surplus
funds cannot be diverted for any other use or purpose
and cannot be used for personal gain or any business or
enterprise.”
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“What follows from the above said is that freedom is to be
given to the Schools to fix their fees structure as fixation
thereof depends upon the infrastructure and facilities
available in the Schools, investments made and salaries
paid to the teachers and staff as well as the future plans
for expansion and/or betterment of institution. Obviously,
there cannot be any uniformity in all the Schools in
respect of aforesaid parameters. Various Schools in their
replies have highlighted and boosted about the high
quality of infrastructure which has been provided by them.
We have taken note of these facilities in detail as stated
by Sita Grammer School, Malerkotla. Thus, the legal
position which cannot be denied is that there cannot be
any rigid fees structure prescribed by the Government.
Each institute has to be given freedom to fix its own fees
structure taking into consideration the need to generate
funds to run the institution and to provide facilities
necessary for the benefits of the students”

“At the same time, the Supreme Court has also laid down
categorical principles that the Schools cannot indulge in
profiteering and they cannot charge capitation fee higher,
therefore, the fees fixation is subject to the aforesaid two
restrictions. It is also to be ensured that the fees/funds
collected by the Schools from parents/teachers are not
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transferred from the School funds to the society or the
trust which runs such Schools or any other institutions.”

32. Hon’ble High Court has observed that the position in this behalf is
summarized by Delhi High Court in its judgment dated 12.08.2011 in Delhi
Abhibhavak Mahasangh case (supra) in the following manner:“62. With this, we revert back to the issues On Merits:
The clear legal position which emerges from the
combined reading of the judgments of the Supreme
Court, directly on the issue of revising tuition fee by Delhi
Schools under the Delhi Education Act, and already
stated in detail above, demonstrates that the Schools
cannot indulge in commercialization of education which
would mean that the fee structure has to be kept within
bound so as to avoid profiteering. At the same time,
“reasonable surplus” is permissible as fund in the form of
such surplus may be required for development of various
activities in the Schools for the benefit of students
themselves. The guiding principle, in the process, is “to
strike a balance between autonomy of such institution and
measures to be taken in avoiding commercialization of
education”. The autonomy of the Schools can be ensured
by giving first right to such Schools to increase the fee. At
the same time, quantum of fee to be charged by unaided
Schools is subject to regulation by the DoE which power
is specifically conferred upon the DoE by virtue of Section
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17(3) of 1973 Act. This is specifically held by the
Supreme Court in Modern School (supra) and Action
Committee Unaided Private Schools and Anr. (supra).
Normally, therefore, in the first instance, it is for the
Schools to fix their fee and/or increase the same which
right is conferred upon the Schools as recognized in TMA
Pai (supra). The DoE can step in and interfere if hike in
fee by a particular School is found to be excessive and
perceived as “indulging in profiteering”. It would be a
procedure to be resorted to routinely.”

“81. The moot question is while giving freedom to the
Schools to fix their own fees structure, how to ensure that
these

Schools

are

not

indulging

in

profiteering/commercialization of education and are also
not diverting funds through unauthorized channels. In
Delhi Abhibhavak Mahasangh case (supra), Delhi High
Court expressed the view that there was a need for
establishing a permanent Regulatory Body/mechanism,
the rationale whereof is given in paras No. 72 and 81,
already extracted above.”

“No doubt, in the instant cases before us, as per the
replies filed by the official Respondents themselves, most
of the Schools are fulfilling the requirements of submitting
the Annual Reports etc. At the same time, it is also a
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matter of record that there is hardly any examination of
these records which are simply dumped by the Schools
with the Boards/Regulatory Authorities and keep lying
there in their archives. Needless to mention that it is the
duty of the official Respondents to ensure that increase in
the fees undertaken by a particular School is justified and
necessitated by other circumstances like increase in
expenditure or because of developmental activities
needed and does not result into profiteering. It is also to
be ensured that the funds are not diverted elsewhere.
However, there is no mechanism for checking the same.
In a situation like this, we are of the opinion that the
States of Punjab and Haryana as well as Union Territory,
Chandigarh should also provide for some permanent
Regulatory Bodies/mechanism which would go into this
aspect on regular basis. We accordingly give directions to
the States of Punjab, Haryana as well as Union Territory,
Chandigarh to examine the feasibility of establishing such
a mechanism and take decision thereupon within a period
of six months from today. Till that is done and in order to
sort out the issue as to whether the hike in fees by the
Schools is proper or not, we would like to follow the same
path as done by the High Court of Delhi, namely, setting
up a Committee with the task to go into the accounts of
the Schools and find out the reasonableness of increase
in fees by the Schools. Accordingly, we appoint three
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committees, one each for the State of Punjab, State of
Haryana and Union Territory, Chandigarh.”

33. This Committee for the State of Punjab has based its observations on
the law laid down in the Judgment of the Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court in Anti Corruption case CWP 20545 of 2009 ( supra) and has also
taken into account the pleadings before the committee on behalf of the
Schools and the complainants. The Committee submitted 1st

and last

Interim Report in early 2014 has thereafter already submitted the 12th
Volume of the Interim Report on the same analogy. The 12 Volume of the
report of the Committee regarding 787 Schools the data of which has been
tabulated Compiled and analyzed on the basis of parameters already
enumerated in compliance of the Orders of Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana
High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra) have been submitted to the
Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High Court. The same contains the data
sheet of each School and the list of the Schools where in the
directions regarding the following items have been incorporated as
per the deliberations and decisions of the Committee:
i. Fee hike has been held unwarranted if the same is done without the
requirement of additional funds for the institute as per the documents
submitted by the concerned schools before the Committee in
response to 43 point proforma prescribed by the Committee and
thereafter. In case of requirement too, the quantum of fee increase
by more than 10% , that too for the additional expenditure required
when there is no surplus already lying with the school, has been held
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unwarranted.

Fee hike having been held as not required while

sufficient surplus was available /had been transferred.
ii. Refund of the Funds / Fees Hiked and charged in lieu of which the
requisite service was not provided due to any reason,
iii. To restore the amount transferred ,
iv. Where surplus generated is more than 5-15%,
v. Where Profits have been made by way of sale books /uniforms and
an element of compulsion is noted in the form of having refused to
give the list of books with names of authors and Publishers well in
advance or the particular type of stationery is being sold.
vi. Where teachers are paid lesser amount than that booked against the
salaries in the accounts of the school..
vii. Where the charges are made on prorata basis from all students even
if they are not utilising a particular facility/service.
34.

However some of the issues as under that came up during the
course of hearings stood addressed :

i.

It has been observed by the Hon’ble High Court in CWP 20545
of 2009 (supra) that the petition against Green Grove Public
School Khanna was a proxy litigation by

a book seller.

Similar case has come to the notice of the Committee where a
fake complaint against two schools of Sangrur on identical
typed matter was received. The Schools submitted that the
complaint has been filed by a bookseller who wants to
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pressurise them. The complaint did not turn up at all leading
to the dismissal of the complaints due to non prosecution.

ii.

Some parents have been filing complaints related to the issues that
are not within the purview of the Committee.

iii.

Certain complainants tried to sit on the management of the schools
by seeking to interfere in the day today functioning of the institute.

iv.

Certain complainants wanted the schools to hand them over the
balance sheets of accounts for a decade.

v.

One of the complainants from Hoshiarpur wanted volumes of
information which was nothing but interference in the
functioning of the school self financing school.

vi.

In another matter the parents started obscene demonstations by
laying their chest bare, infront of the school.

vii.

One of the complainants failed to place any material on record but
still wanted that the accounts of the school should be ordered to
be reaudited at the expenses of the school.

viii. Many of the Right to Information Activists had not read the scope
of the Committee and had not read even the operative para of the
Judgment of the High Court in CWP 20545 of 2009 (supra) and as
such raised irrelevant quaries.
ix.

One of such activists even wanted the samples of bitumen used for
carpeting the roads to be provided to him as per his appeal filed
before the Learned State Information Commission.
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x.

In still another matter the complainants made averments without
any material evidence and failed to submit the affidavit regarding
the assertions made by them.

xi.

The schools still are reluctant to submit the documents to the
Committee, and some of them have even submitted two different
sets of Balance sheets of accounts. The same makes it palpably
clear that the documents are doctored by a few of them.

xii.

In another matter the school has transferred around six crore
amount and submitted that all their documents of accounts got
destroyed in a car accident.

xiii.

Schools were functioning without any affiliationfor years togather
and were misleading and deceiving the parents about their status.
Some schools are running without any affiliation/ NOC , Jasper
School Rajpura Little Flower Kinder Gardan, Sukhewal Zira
(Ferozepur), and there are a large number like that. Some schools
are run as additional branch of the main schools in another village
or town.

xiv. Kinder garten section is treated as separate and the accounts ,
income is kept away from the sight of the regulatory authorities.
xv.

Schools feel that they are not obliged to follow any rules and
regulations if they do not need affiliation because of the fact
the school being below middle standard.

xvi. A unique matter of Deshmesh Secondary School , Valtoha ,
Taran Taran came to light that the school was compelling the
examinees to pay Rs. 1000.00 each in order to be permitted to
enter the examination centre set up by the Punjab School
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Education Board. The complaint made to the Punjab School
Education Board did not matter and no action was taken by
the Board.
xvii. The ward of the complainant Mr. Dilbag Singh had been punished
by reduction in marks of internal assessment. The facts could have
been verified by the board but the complainant told that nothing
was done, he had approached the Committee that such illegal
charges are also income of school and need to be curbed.
xviii. The schools were motivating the complainants to withdraw the
complaints. In case of refusal harrassed their wards. Schools have
been refusing admissions to children of parents who filed
complaints. The Schools were resorting to punitive actions against
the teachers and the employees who dared to expose their
illegalities.
xix. A school did not stop from the wrong statements despite having
been imposed a penality by Hon’ble Punjab and Haryana High
Court in the matter of records.
xx.

Charging computer fees / smart class fees without providing
service. Are not ready to issue receipt for the payments made
despite directions to this effect by the Committee.The authorities
some how have not been able to ensure the implementation of the
directions issued by the Committee regarding issuance of receipts
and displaying the list of books well in time. Guru Nanak
International School Ludhiana flately refused to divulge the list of
books. The Committee had to decide to direct the authorities of
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the CBSE to initiate the process of disaffiliation as the school
failed to supply the list of books.
xxi. Results were not declared in time so that students may not change
the school.
xxii. The terms and conditions of affiliation set up by the affiliation
authorities have not been implemented at the ground level.
xxiii. The impact of the Order of Hon’ble High Court is, that the
school managements that were not ready to listen to the
agitating parents started sitting on negotiation table after the
parents filed complaints before the Committee.
xxiv. Making double charges for same head under different names, is a
serious issue. The same was also agitated by the petitioners
before Their Lordships in the High Court wherein the matter of
charges on account of building fund and that of the dilapidation
fund both, was made an issue. The complainants have raised
similar issues of double charges

before the Committee

also.

Some schools are charging fees under two separate heads,
computer fee and also smart classes fee, but are not ready to
divulge the actual expenditure which the Committee adjudges to
be illegal. Some schools are charging annual computer fee along
with monthly computer fee from each student. Some of the schools
are charging monthly transport fee and also under separate head
charge annual transport fee,
xxv. The

schools are reluctant to imlement the decisions of the

Committee and some of the parents had to approach the Hon’ble
Punjab and Haryana High Court.
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xxvi. Schools are transferring Crores of rupees from the school to the
society.
xxvii. Are resorting to punitive actions against students who do no
purchase books and stationery /uniforms from designated shops.
A school in Amritsar even issued a written warning to the parents
and the students. Huge charges dispropotionate to the costs in
name of syllabus, diary, and magazine.One school has been
found to be charging Rs. 20 for 8 page syllabus folder. Making
huge profits on computer funds, medical funds transport funds and
other funds.
xxviii.

Some schools are running two schools but mixing up

accounts of the two. Some schools are issuing receipts in different
names and without any details of the heads of charges.
xxix.

In case of Senior Modern School Patiala, Government land
measuring

25 canal 2 marla adjoining Gurudwara Dukh

Nivaran has been given to the school just Rs. 90,000 but out
of the same Rs. 60,000 was Government grant, the school
denied a public notice of the sale of the same, around 50 crore
rupees. In another caseof school in Ludhiana, land measuring
300,38 Sq. M. has been given by PUDA /GLADA on lease at
nominal rent of Rs. 10 per Sq. M to the school
xxx.

Some schools run as a chain by some big organisations, or
even the small individual ones running two or three schools
failed to submit school wise statement of accounts.

xxxi.

Some schools have resorted to Fee Hike as high as by 40-80%
during the two years period of 2011-12 and 2012-13 despite
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the fact that the Hon’ble High Court had issued a stay order on
FEE HIKE during 2011-12 without seeking approval from the
affiliating Board. CBSE had issued instructions in compliance
of the same.
xxxii.

Some Schools are seeking affidavits from the students /parents
to declare that the fee structure is genuine and they shall not
object to the Fee hike.

xxxiii.

The Divisional Authorities to be constituted under the newly
framed Act ‘The Punjab Regulation of Fee of Unaided
Educational Institutions Bill 2016 (Punjab Act No. 47 of 2016)’
are to take action in the matter of Fee Hike

xxxiv.

The state of Punjab has yet not constituted the Regulatory
Authority to be established under section 3 of The Punjab
Regulation of Fee of Unaided Educational Institutions Bill 2016
(Punjab Act No. 47 of 2016).

xxxv.

The Committee has accomplished its task and has submitted
the interim reports in 12 volumes running into more than 5,000
pages and has stopped working now onwards.

35.

Directions regarding the following items have been
incorporated as per the deliberations and decisions of the
Committee:

i. To restore the amount of funds back that have been transferred
out of the school accounts,
ii. The refund of the charges for which the service proposed to be
provided , were not provided due to any reason whatsoever,
iii. Fee hike has been held unwarranted if the same is done
without

sufficient

documents showing the requirement of
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additional funds for the institute as per the papers submitted. In
case of such a requirement too, the quantum of fee increase
cannot be resorted to for full recovery in one year alone.
Refund has been ordered.
iv. Fee hike having been held as ‘not required’ in the cases where
sufficient surplus was available with the school /had been
transferred from the school in question. Refund ordered.
v. Fee hike being held un-genuine where in the fee increase has
been more than 10% in any year without any revision of pays
and without any other documentary evidence for the justification
of the same. Refund ordered.
vi. More than 6-15% surplus generated has been held illegal and
has been held to be amounting to profiteering. Refund ordered.
vii. Where Profits have been made by way of sale of books
/uniforms, the same have been held unjustified. An element of
compulsion is noted in the form of having refused to give the list
of books with names of authors and Publishers well in advance
or asking for the particular type of stationery to be used. Refund
ordered.
viii.

If teachers are paid lesser amount than that shown in the

accounts, the fike hike held unjustified. Refund ordered.
ix. If the payments made by the school to the vendor for smart
classes are not duly presented with the valid proof as required
under law of the land. Refund ordered.
x.

If profits are made from transport and

from the services

provided by the school that are other than actual teaching and
learning activity, the same are held unjustified and refund
ordered.
xi. If fees are charged for running a class where students are
shown as admitted but remain absent. The same is unlawful
and cannot be unjustified.
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xii. The undertakings /affidavits from the parents regarding the
genuinity of the fee structure,under duress are held to be illegal.
Shri Ram Ashram Public School Amritsar, schools run by
Catholic Christians are doing so. unlawful activity ordered to be
stopped forthwith.
xiii.

Details of each item of charge are to be depicted rather

than some consolidated amount under any head like annual
charges.
xiv.

The list of books along with the names of writers and

publishers is a must to be displayed well in advance and
provided to each student already on the rolls of the school.
xv.Admission charges in the name of upgradation charges being
made from the students who stood already admitted are held
invalid Refund ordered.
xvi.

The harasment to the students, parents and teachers who

dared to appear before the Committee held to be an activity
amounting to interference in the working of the Committee and
held impermissible.
xvii.

The refusal to implement Court orders without having got

any stay against the same has been held an unlawful action.
xviii.

Consolidated balance sheet for the trust or a group of

schools run by same society /trust held unacceptable.
xix.

The schools that fail to file the balance sheets and

accounts of each individual school held to be having nothing to
support the
rise in fee structure whatsoever.
xx. Charging of computer fee as well as fee for smart classes
without any accountablity of expenditure made for the same is
unacceptable. Contract with vendor need to be made public.
xxi.

The exhorbitant charges, like Rs. 22 for 8 ordinary page

syllabus by St. Mary’s Convet School, Faridkot, held unjustified.
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xxii.

In case of Guru Nanak International Public School, Model

Town, Ludhiana, the Committee had to decide to direct the
authorities of the CBSE to initiate the process of disaffiliation as
the school failed to supply the list of books and appear before
the Committee.
xxiii.

Patel Public School, Rajpura District Patiala, refused to

supply the information on class wise number of students , fee
structure and the faculty to the parents. As such indulged in
unfair activity and made the transparency a casualty.
Department of Education

and affiliating bodies directed to

initiate action , because the figures demanded were withheld to
hamper the task of the Committee for examination of Fee Hike
xxiv.

Assumption

Convent

School,

Sitto

Road,

Abohar

(Fazilka), resorted to fee hike as high as by 43% during 201213 and during the previous year too the fee increase was 55%
xxv.

H.V.M. Convent Senior Secondary School, Karamsar

Colony, Ludhiana, Fee hike is more than 60% during 2012-13
xxvi.

The schools that are functioning without any affiliation are

held to be illegally functioning and DPI ( SE) is directed to
inivestigate the matter for intiation of appropriate action. In this
vol. we find Jasper Public School ICL Road near Court complex
Rajpura
xxvii.

The Schools that claim the affiliation with any of the

Boards but without the actual affiliation are held to be deceiving
the parents and district authorities are directed to identify such
schools and initiate appropriate proceedings as per law.
xxviii.

The school is issuing receipts without serial numbers , in

name of two different schools namely Little Flower Convent
School, ZIRA and St. Joseph Kinder Garten, Zira., Sh. Atam
Valabh Jain Vidya Mandir Zira, affiliated to CBSE and Sh. Atam
Valabh Jain Vidyapeeth, Zira affiliated to PSEB in same
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complex also create confusion . There need to be display of the
distinction between the two.
xxix.

There should be complete separation of the schols if they

are distinct entities and accounts should be maintained
separately. Even the schools that un for the classes upto which
affiliation is not required should seek separate NOC and file
their statements before the Government.
xxx.

The schools that have been given Government land ,

grant in aid for land or lease at nominal rent should not be
allowed to run the same as purely private personal ventures.
Government can make provisions for freeships to the poor
brilliant children in such schools.
xxxi.

Little Flower Kinder Gardan, Sukhewal Zira (Ferozepur),

have not been able to show any documents of affiliation,
xxxii.

Green Land Sr. Sec. Public School, Aman Nagar, GT

Road , Jalandhar Byepass , District Ludhiana., Green Land
Convent School,

Sector 32, Chandigarh Road Ludhiana ,

Green Land Convent School, New Subhash Nagar Ludhiana,
Green Land Convent School, Phase –II , Dugri Road Ludhiana,
have not filed the data with the Committee on the individual
schools as per proforma.
xxxiii.

Associated schools are not under any regulation, like

D.S.T.L.D. School Barnala, same should be regulated by some
mechanism.
xxxiv.

Charging of any fee /funds in name of trust or society or

any other body as compulsory fee /funds

is illegal and the

same cannot be permitted.
xxxv.

The Fee hike of 2011-12 could not be resorted to without

the permission of the CBSE .
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36. The fee hike for 2012-13 and 2013-14 if any by the schools that
have not submitted the accounts and other information , as per the
earlier decision and in the same manner have been held unjustified
and refund is ordered.

37. The directions of the Committee have been incorporated in various
tables as under :
i. A schoolwise consolidated table of the various violations prepared
stands appended to each INTERIM REPORT.
ii. The list of schools as have increased fee more than average
increase of Dearness Allowance per annum has also been
appended and the said increase without any specific justification
has been held invalid and directed to refund.
iii. The list of those schools as have induldged in profiteering from the
services of no profit no loss like transport, elctricity, generator,
computer classes etc has also been prepared for ready refrence
and stands appended where in direction has been issued

for

refund of all such ammounts charged in excess of actual
expenditure incurred on the particular service.
iv. Some schools have transfered huge amounts of the surplus to the
individuals, the society/trust or to other institutions. The list has
been appended and the schools are directed to recover all such
amount and deposit the same back in the school account and with
such a huge surplus any increase in fee at has been held invalid.
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v. The surplus allowed cannot be more than 6 to 15% and wherever
more surplus has been generated the school stands directed to
refund the same as it being invalid charge on the students.
vi. The report data sheet of each individual school has been prepared
from the documents provided by the schools to the Committee and
the same stands appended to the report.
vii. Some of the schools have failed to submit the documents before
the

Committee

despite

repeated

notices.

Under

the

circumastances the Committee had no option but to conclude that
the concerned school has nothing to justify the Fee Hike if any
undertaken by it . Accordingly the Committee in all such cases has
held that Fee Hike during 2012-13 and 2013-14, if any

held

unjutified , refund ordered.
The Class wise fees as submitted by the schools, the Accounts and the
teachers qualification ans salary charts to the extent needed as sample of
each school are kept in the records. The same were to be photocopied
and bound in seperate annexures for refrence.
Dated 27.04.2017
[Ajay Sharma]
Member

[Dr. Pyara Lal Garg]
Member

[Justice Amar Dutt (Retd.)]
Chairman
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LIST OF SCHOOLS WHERE FEES INCREASE IS MORE THAN 15.5% AVERG. ANNUAL D.A INSTALMENT
DISTT. AMRITSAR(CBSC)

S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SPRING DALE SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, F. CHURIANROAD, AMRITSAR
2
42 SHAHEED DARSHAN SINGH PHERUMAN PUBLIC SCHOOL RAYYA.
3
45 SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, MAJHITHA ROAD, BYE PASS, ASR
4
8
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
5
10 CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
6
27 DAVINDRA INT.PUBLIC SCHOOL
7
28 BDS PUBLIC SCHOOL
8
9
AMARDEEP PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
9
10 AMBAR PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
10
61 DASMESH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
11
64 DASHMESH PUBLIC SEN SEC SCHOOL
12
74 GRACE PUBLIC SEN SEC SCHOOL
13
78 GURU HARKISH PUBLIC SCHOOL
14
95 HASHRAM SHAH PUBLIC SCHOOL
15
140 MONTESSORI KHALSA ACADEMY
16
170 ROSY MODERN HIGH SCHOOL
17
175 SDM HIGH SCHOOL
18
189 SACRED LIGHT SEN SEC SCHOOL
19
193 SAINI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
20
199 SANT SOLDIER PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
21
244 SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL
22
262 SHRI GURU HARGOBIND SAHIB PUBLIC SEN SEC SCHOOL
23
284 THE PATHSHALA PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTT. BARNALA (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
Y.S. PUBLIC SCHOOL, HANDAIYA

SCHOOL NAME
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9
17
18
9
24
37
38
39
50

BABA GANDHA SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHADAUR, SEHNA
Y.S. SCHOOL, BARNALA
SHIVALIK PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHILWAN ROAD, BARNALA
GHANDI ARYA SEN SEC SCHOOL
MATA SAHIB KAUR GIRLS SEN SEC SCHOOL
SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR
SARVHITKARI SEN SEC VIDYA MANDIR
SAHEED BABA SIDH BHOE AKAL ACADEMY
VIKRANT SEN SEC SCHOOL

DISTT. BATHINDA(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1
3
9
10
16
19
28
35
37
40
41
42
43

SCHOOL NAME

SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATHINDA
ST. JOSEPH CONVENT SR. SEC SCHOOL, CIVIL LINES, BATHINDA
R.M.M. D.A.V SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAMAN, BATHINDA
STAR PLUS CONVENT SCHOOL, BANGI ROAD RAMAN
SANAWAR AN INSTITUTE FOR CHILDERN, MALOUT ROAD, BATHINDA
SPRING DALE ENGLISH SCHOOL, SIKSHA NAGAR, KOTSAMEER
P.K.S. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, VPO BALLUANA BATHINDA
GURUKUL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BHAI ROOPA
MODERN SECULAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAMPURA VILL
THE OXFORD SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, BAJA KHANA ROAD
SUDESH VATIKA CONVENT SCHOOL,VPO BHAGI WANDER
R.B.D.A.V. SEN. SEC SCHOOL, DAYANAND NAGAR
SILVER OAKS SCHOOL,BIBIWALA ROAD,BTH

DISTT. FARIDKOT(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
JAWAHAR NAVODIYA VIDYAKIYA, KOUNI
2
14 MAJOR AJAIB SINGH CONVENT SCHOOL, JEEWANWALA
3
18 WEST POINT SCHOOL, SANDHWAN
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DISTT. FARIDKOT( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
22 DOLPHIN PB HIGH SCHOOL
2
29 GND PB SEN SEC SCHOOL
3
32 GURU TEG BAHUDAR PB HIGH SCHOOL
4
34 HANS RAJ MEM SEN SEC SCHOOL
5
39 LITTLE PERAL S PB HIGH SCHOOL
6
43 MJ AJAIB SINGH SEN SEC SCHOOL
7
44 MATA HARNAM KAUR MEM SCHOOL
8
45 NAVYUG PB SEN SEC SCHOOL
9
46 NEW ASHOKA MODEL SEN SEC SCHOOL
10
54 RISHI SEN SEC SCHOOL
11
63 SMD MEM SEN SEC SCHOOL
12
71 SGTB MISSION SEN SEC SCHOOL
13
72 SMS MEM PB SEN SEC SCHOOL
14
75 VISHAVKARMA SEN SEC SCHOOL
15
79 SUS MEM PB SEN SEC SCHOOL

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. FAZIKIKA(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
JHUMKO DEVI GIRLS SEN SEC SCHOOL, ABOHAR
2
8
SIMIGO INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, ABOHAR
3
28 I JAY PB SCHOOL, KALUWALE, JALALABAD

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. FAZIKIKA(ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, JALALABAD
2
2
ASSUMPTION CONVENT SCHOOL, ABOHAR

SCHOOL NAME
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DISTT. FAZIKIKA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
20 DIVINE LIGHT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ABOHAR (FAZILKA)
2
21 FLOWER VALLEY PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ABOHAR (FAZILKA)
3
41 HOLY CROSS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DANEWALA SATKOSI (FAZILKA)
4
98 VEENUS MIDDLE SCHOOL, ABOHAR
5
102 KAMAL MODEL MIDDLE SCHOOL, KHUI KHERA (FAZILKA)
DISTT. LUDHIANA( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
A.S MODREN SCHOOL, KHANNA
2
15 BHARTIYA VIDYA MANDIR SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SHAHEED UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LDH
3
16 C.F.C PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRS NAGAR , LDH
4
18 D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL ,SARABHA NAGAR, PAKHOWAL ROAD, LDH
5
19 D.A. V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRS NAGAR,BLOCK -C, LDH
6
20 DCM MODEL PRESIDENCY SCHOOL, PH-III, JAMALPUR, LDH
7
21 DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL , AYALI KALAN, LDH.
8
28 GURU HARGOBIND PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SIDHWAN KHURD, LDH.
9
29 GURU HARGOBIND PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SIDHWAN KHURD, LDH.
10
30 GURU NANAK INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL,1-BLOCK, BRS NGAR, LDH
11
35 HVM CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, KARAMSAR COLONY, NEW SUBASH NAGAR, LDH
12
36 JATINDER GREEN FIELD SCHOOL, GURUSAR SUDHAR, LDH
13
44 NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMRALA, LDH
14
47 NEW GMT PUBLIC SCHOOL, HABOWAL KALAN, LDH
15
48 PEACE PUBLIC SCHOOL, FZP ROAD, LDH
16
51 RYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL,URBAN ESTATE PH-2, JAMALPUR, LDH
17
53 SACRET HEART CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, KHANA,LDH
18
55 SACRET HEART CONVENT SCHOOL , SARABHA NAGAR, LDH
19
68 SPRING DALES SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, FOCAL PT. ROAD,SHERPUR ROAD, LDH
20
69 SRI GURU HARGOBIND PUBLIC SCHHOL, THAKKARWAL, LDH
21
70 ST. PAUL PUBLIC SCHOOL, GHULAL,SAMRALA, LDH
22
71 ST. THOMAS SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BROWN ROAD, LDH
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23
24
25
26

78
86
94
102

VARDHMAN INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILL-JANDIALI, LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, JAGRAON
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, SANDHU NAGAR, CIVIL CITY, LDH
ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL, BHAMIAN KALAN, P.O. MUNDIAN KALAN, LUDHIANA

DISTT. LUDHIANA( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5

2
4
5
6
7

SCHOOL NAME

SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MARIA NAGAR, OTALAN ,SAMRALA, LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, BHATTTIAN,JALANDHAR ROAD,LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, KOHARA ROAD, MACHIWARA , LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MAJARA ROAD, SAHNEWAL
SAT PAL MITTAL SCHOOL, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-II, DUGRI, LDH

DISTT. LUDHIANA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
7
ADARSH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DEHLON (LUDHIANA)
2
10 AGAPE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SHID KARNAIL SINGH NAGAR, PHASE-3, PAKHOWAL ROAD, LUDHIANA
3
14 ANAND ISHER PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, AGWAR PONA (KOTHE PONA), TEHSIL-JAGRAON (LUDHIANA)
4
39 BHAI RANDHIR SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, PAMAL (LUDHIANA)
5
48 BRAHM RISHI BAWRA SHIKSHA NIKETAN SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BEANTPURA, STREET NO. 6,CHANDIGARH.ROAD,LDH
6
62 DASMESH KHALSA GIRLS MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KAMAL PURA (LUDHIANA)
7
76 EKTA PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, GURU AMARDASS NAGAR, NEAR B.R.S NAGAR LUDHIANA
8
81 EXCELLENT PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KADIANA KALAN (LUDHIANA)
9
82 G.A.D PUBLIC SCHOOL, BACHITTAR NAGAR LUDHIANA
10
92 G.T.B. NATIONAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DAKHA (LUDHIANA)
11
105 GREEN VIEW MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, BEGOWAL
12
108 GUPTA MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, 72, CLUB ROAD, LUDHIANA
13
119 GURU HARGOBIND PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GOBINDGARH DADHAHUR (LUDHIANA)
14
122 GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, SARGODHA COLONY, PAKHOWAL ROAD LUDHIANA
15
131 GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, SIAHAR (LUDHIANA)
16
145 HIMALAYA SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, KHANNA (LUDHIANA)
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

146
170
200
202
216
229
244
248
295
304
322
336
387

HIMGIRI HIGH SCHOOL, MUNDIAN KALAN (LUDHIANA)
KHALSA PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, BURJ KACCHA, MACHIWARA (LUDHIANA)
MATA HARDAI NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MACHHIWARA (LUDHIANA)
MATA MOHANDAI OSWAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, VIJAY INDER NAGAR, DABBA ROAD LUDHIANA
NANKANA SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOT GANGU RAI (LUDHIANA)
NEW PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MULLANPUR DAKHA (LUDHIANA)
ORIENT CONVENT SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MAHARANA PARTAP NAGAR, TIBBA ROAD LUDHIANA
PERFECT PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MUNDIAN TIBBA (LUDHIANA)
SAI PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BAROTA ROAD, NEW SHIMLA PURI LUDHIANA
SANT ISHER SINGH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ISHER NAGAR, BLOCK-C, SUHA ROAD LUDHIANA
SHAHEED GARH KHALSA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SEHAURA (LUDHIANA)
SHREE HARKRISHAN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DHANDARI KALAN (LUDHIANA)
VISHWA BHARTI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DHILLON NAGAR, STREET NO-5, RERU SAHIB ROAD, LOHARA (LUDHIANA)

DISTT. MANSA (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
SILVER VATIKA PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHIKHI BARNALA ROAD, SAMAON
2
5
ST.XAVIVER HIGH SCHOOL, MANSA
3
13 MEERA PUBLIC SCHOOL,SARDULEWALA
4
15 BAL VATIKA PUBLIC SCHOOL, TIBBI HARI SINGH SARDULGARH
5
21 S.D.K.L D.A.V. CENTENTARY SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, WATER WORKS ROAD, MANSA
DISTT. MANSA (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
4
ANMOL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SARDULGARH (MANSA)
2
8
B.H.S SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BARNALA (MANSA)
3
10 BABA FARID ACADEMY PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, UBHA (MANSA)
4
38 MAI BHAGO SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (GIRLS), RALLA (MANSA)
5
37 K.S. GILL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MAKHA (MANSA)
6
42 MATA YASHODHA SARV HITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, JOGA (MANSA)
7
52 S:CHETAN SINGH SARVHITKARI SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, VIDYA MANDIR (MANSA)
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8
9
10
11
12

55
57
58
62
66

SARASWATI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL,BHIKHI
SH. TARA CHAND VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHIKHI (MANSA)
SHRI DASHMESH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NAHARA (MANSA)
SILVER VATIKA CONVENT HIGH SCHOOL, DHARAMPURA (MANSA)
COLONEL ACADEMY BIROKE KALAN

DISTT. PATHANKOT (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
10 JMK INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, PTK
2
14 MDK ARYA SR. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, PTK
3
19 SHRI. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, MISSION ROAD, PATHANKOT
4
31 ST. MARY SCHOOL, SUJANPUR
DISTT. PATHANKOT (ICSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
1

1

SCHOOL NAME

INDIAN HERITAGE SCHOOL, PTK

DISTT. SBS NAGAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
B. D. PUBLIC. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BALACHAUR (S.B.S.NAGAR)
2
6
BABA WAZIR SINGH KHALSA GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, S.B.S.NAGAR
3
9
BHAGWAN MAHAVEER PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
4
22 J. M. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAROA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
5
36 NEW ADARSH HIGH SCHOOL, SAROYA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
6
39 PANDIT REETHA RAM TAH ADARSH HIGH SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
7
40 PARKASH MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, S.B.S.NAGAR
8
54 SCHOLLAR PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, LADHANA UCHA
9
59 SIKH NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
10
61 SWAMI ROOP CHAND JAIN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
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DISTT. FEROZPUR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
R.S.D. RAJ RATAN PUBLIC SCHOOL , MAKHU GATE, FEROZEPUR
2
3
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL GURU HAR SAHAI
3
4
D.C. MODEL INTERNATIONL SCHOOL, KUCHAJEER ROAD,FZP
4
6
J.N INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, F.F ROAD, VILL- SAIDE KE MOHAN (FEROZEPUR)
5
12 J.K S. PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURU HAR SAHAI
DISTT. FEROZPUR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
DOON JUNIOR SCHOOL , BORDER ROAD, FEROZPUR
2
2
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL, PREM NAGAR, FEROZEPUR
DISTT. FEROZPUR (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
8
B.S.M.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, (FEROZEPUR)
2
22 CITY HEART SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MAMDOT (FEROZEPUR)
3
40 DEV SAMAJ A.V.GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, FEROZESHAH (FEROZEPUR)
4
47 G.N PUBLIC SCHOOL, MALLAN WALA KHAS (FEROZEPUR)
5
58 GURU ARJUN DEV A-ONE PUBLIC SCHOOL, KHUBAN
6
62 GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GURU HAR SAHAI (FEROZEPUR)
7
75 GURU TEG BAHADUR SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURU HAR SAHAI (FEROZEPUR)
8
82 INDO BRITISH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SUKHEWALA (FEROZEPUR)
9
95 MANAVTA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, FEROZEPUR CITY
10
103 NEW GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BAGHA PURANA ROAD, MUDKI (FEROZEPUR)
11
126 SAINT FARID INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, MALWAL ROAD (FEROZEPUR CITY)
12
132 SH. GURU NANAK SAHIB PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, ZIRA (FEROZEPUR)
13
148 SHRI ATAM VALLABH JAIN VIDYAPEETH, ZIRA (FEROZEPUR)
14
160 ST.MARY'S HIGH SCHOOL, MAKHU (FEROZEPUR)
15
161 SURJEET MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MALWAL (FEROZEPUR)
16
182 SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH STATE TECHINAL CAMPUS, MOGA ROAD, FEROZEPUR
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DISTT. GURDASPUR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
R.D. KHOSLA D.A.V. MODEL SR. SEC. SCHOOL,RAM TIRATH ROAD,
2
6
DOABA PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOT SANTOKH RAI
3
10 DES RAJ HERITAGE PUBLIC SCHOOL, ALIWAL ROAD, BATALA
4
20 MATA GUJRI PUBLIC SCHOOL, AMIPUR
5
29 KIDS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, DHAROCHAK
6
42 CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, VILL-SAID MUBARAK, AMRITSAR ROAD, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
DISTT. GURDASPUR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL, BATALA
2
6
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL,G.T. ROAD, SOHAL, DHARIWAL
3
7
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL, KOTLI NANGAL,GURDASPUR
4
8
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL, AWAKHA(DEENANAGAR)
5
9
H.R.A. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BYE PASS ROAD, GURDASPUR
6
15 BARING SCHOOL, JALANDHAR ROAD, BATALA
DISTT. KAPURTHALA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
DHILWAN INTERNATOINAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHILWAN, KPT
2
5
SAINT SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, NAKODAR ROAD, PHAGWARA
3
8
BAWA LALWANI PUBLIC SCHOOL, KPT
4
9
SANT SARWAN DASS MODEL SCHOOL, HADIABAD
5
12 LITTLE ANGEL CO EDUCATION SCHOOL, KPT
6
14 SWAMI SANT DASS PUBLIC SCHOOL, PHAGWARA
7
21 S.P.P.S CONVENT SCHOOL, BEGOWAL
8
22 DIPS PUBLIC SCHOOL BEGOWAL
9
23 SPRING DALE PUBLIC SCHOOL, KAPURTHLA
10
24 DIPS SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17

25
27
29
30
33
37
40

CAMMBRIZE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, PHAGWARA
OXFORD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL BEGOWAL
AKAL GLAAXY CONVENT SCHOOL, ALADAS, SULTANPUR LODHI
LORD MAHAVIR JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, PHAGWARA
DIPS SCHOOL, DHILWAN
SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, OPP. RCF, KPT
DIPS SCHOOL, MANSOWAL DOHA

DISTT. KAPURTHALA(ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
CHRIST KING CONVENT SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. KAPURTHALA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
38 GURU NANAK PREM KARAMSAR COLLEGIATE SCHOOL, NADALA (KAPURTHALA)
2
44 J.K.PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PREET NAGAR KAPURTHALA
3
62 PREMJOT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AJIT NAGAR KAPURTHALA
4
81 SANT BABA DIWAN SINGH MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, RAIPUR ARAIAN (KAPURTHALA)
5
92 SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SULTANPUR LODHI (KAPURTHALA)
DISTT. GURDASPUR ( PSEB)

S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
A.V.M. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, THATHIARI GATE, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
2
12 ANGEL'S DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, NABIPUR HARDO CHANNI ROAD, GURDASPUR
3
22 BABA DEEP SINGH MODERN SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAGATPUR (GURDASPUR)
4
26 BABA HAJARA SINGH POLYTECHNIC, NEAR AUJLA, BYPASS (GURDASPUR)
5
31 BABA NANGA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHOMA (GURDASPUR)
6
32 BABA SHRI CHAND SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (GIRLS), GAHLRI (GURDASPUR)
7
51 D.A.V. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BEHARI VIA DINA NAGAR (GURDASPUR)
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

62
69
72
88
95
97
100
112
118
131
142
162
176
183
192
194
196
198
199
220
227
233
234
241
242
264

DASHMESH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ADDA KOTLI SURAT MALHI (GURDASPUR)
DIVINE LIGHT PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KHANPUR, SHRI HARGOBINDPUR, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
DR. M.R.S. BHALLA, D.A.V. GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL, BATALA
GOLDEN SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GURDASPUR
GURU HAR KRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, NASARKE
GURU HAR RAI INTELLIGENT TREASURE SCHOOL, PANJ GRAIAN (GURDASPUR)
GURU NANAK DEV NATIONAL ACADEMY, BHANGOWANI (GURDASPUR)
GURU RAM DASS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AUJLA (GURDASPUR)
GYAN SAGAR PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALANNUR (GURDASPUR)
KHALSA MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SHIKAR (GURDASPUR)
METHODIST CO-EDU- SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
RASHTRIYA MODERN SCHOOL, JHABKARA (GURDASPUR)
SHAIBZADA AJIT SINGH ACADEMY, RUDIANA KALANAUR
SANT BABA HAJARA SINGH ACADEMI (SENIOR SECONDARY), CHORA KHURAD (GURDASPUR)
SARDAR CHARAN SINGH MEMORIAL GYAN ANJUN HIGH SCHOOL, BHAINI MIAN KHAN (GURDASPUR)
SARDAR SUKHJINDER SINGH MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL, HARDO CHHANI ROAD, HAYAT NAGAR (GURDASPUR)
SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR HIGH SCHOOL, RAILWAY ROAD, FATEHGARH CHURIAN (GURDASPUR)
SARVODYA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BAGRIAN (GURDASPUR)
SHAHEED BABA AMAR SINGH BHULLAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
SMT DHANDEVI D.A.V. PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GURDASPUR
SRI GURU NANAK DEV ACADEMY, KANDIAL, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL, KAHNUWAN (GURDASPUR)
SUKHJINDER MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BABRI (GURDASPUR)
TAGORE MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KRISHNA NAGAR GURDASPUR
TAGORE MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SEKHA (GURDASPUR)
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BATALA

DISTT. MUKTSAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
5
BHAI MASTAN SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL MUKATSAR
2
16 L.D.R CONVENT SCHOOL LAMBI DHAB
3
17 MALWA SCHOOL GIDDHERBAHA

SCHOOL NAME
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4
18 MATTHEW ALEXANDER SCHOOL, LAMBI
5
25 THE GLADIOUS SCHOOL BHOULAR
6
30 NISHAN ACADEMY ,VILLAGE AULAKH
7
31 SKG SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BURA GUJJAR ROAD, MKT
8
32 KULWANT JOSHI MEMORIAL REGIONAL CONVENT SCHOOL, RUPANA
9
33 GURU DASHMESH ACADEMY, NANAKSAR COLONY, BHAGU
10
34 J N J D.A.V SR. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, GIDDARBAHA
11
35 KALGIDHAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, PANNI WALA FATTA
12
36 PUNJAB PUBLIC SCHOOL, VPO MANDI, LAKHEWALI
DISTT. MUKTSAR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SECRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL MALOUT
2
2
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, MUKTSAR
DISTT. MUKTSAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
5
AKAL SAHAY PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, UDDEKARAN (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
2
6
AKAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MALLAN (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
3
12 BABA FARID PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHATTIANA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
4
18 BHAI MOHRI JI MEMORIAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GURUSAR (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
5
31 DIAMOND SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, ADHNIAN (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
6
40 GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KOTBHAI (MUKTSAR)
7
41 GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KILLIANWALI (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
8
50 HOLY HEART PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALALABAD ROAD SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB
9
64 NEW MALWA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MALLAN (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
10
69 PUNJAB PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, ALAMWALA
11
76 SACHKHAND PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHALAIANA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
12
78 SANATAN DHARAM SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MALOUT (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
13
81 SANT KABIR PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAHURIAN WALI (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
14
82 SANT TAHIL DASS PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, BHEETIWALA
15
83 SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BURA GUJAR ROAD SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB
16
94 VISHAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, SARAINAGA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
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17
18

95
100

Y.S.PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, THANDEWALA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
CITY HEART MONTESSORI SCHOOL GIDDARBAHA

DISTT. MOGA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
5
PUNJAB CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BAGHAPURANA
2
6
SUPREME CONVENT SCHOOL, RAMA ROAD, BILASPUR (MOGA)
3
7
ANGEL HEART CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, DHARAMKOT
4
9
SMMB MEMORIAL SCHOOLBADHNI KALAN
5
19 CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, MOGA
6
20 BLOOMING BUDS SCHOOL, TALWANDI BHANGERIAN
7
21 DR. SAIF-U-DIN KITCHLU SCHOOLMOGA
8
25 SBRS GURUKUL SCHOOL MEHNA
9
32 LAWERENCE INTERNATIONAL CONVENT SCHOOL, MADIRAN WALA ROAD,BAGHA PURANA ( MOGA)
DISTT. MOGA (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
SACRED HEART SCHOOL, MOGA
2
3
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL, GHAL KALAN

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. MOGA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
4
ANAND ISHER PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DEENA (MOGA)
2
12 BABA FARID PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, AJITWAL (MOGA)
3
27 DASMESH HIGH SCHOOL, MOGA
4
57 GURU TEG BAHADAR HIGH SCHOOL, NANAK NAGRI MOGA
5
84 RAI MODEL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHAND NAWAN (MOGA)
6
85 RAJINDERA MEMORIAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KOTKAPURA ROAD MOGA
7
89 S.D.PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ST.NO. 9, NEW TOWN MOGA
8
91 SAINT THOMAS HIGH SCHOOL, MOGA
9
96 SANT MIHAN SINGH RAJAPIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJIANA (MOGA)
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10
11
12
13
14
15

100
106
110
120
124
133

SHAHEED BABA KHUSHAL SINGH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHARIK (MOGA)
SHRI GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, LOPON (MOGA)
SHRI HEMKUNT SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, FATEHGARH PANJTOOR (MOGA)
UNIQUE SCHOOL OF SEN. SEC. STUDIES,SHEKHA ROAD, SMALSAR
GYAN JYOTI SR. SEC. SCHOOL, DARAPUR
INERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOT-ISE-KHAN , MOGA

DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
4
SAINT SOLDIER INTERNATIONAL CONVENT SCHOOL, PHASE-7
2
9
SOAMI RAM TIRATH SSS, PHASE-4, S.A.S NAGAR
3
13 INDUS PUBLIC SCHOOL, NAYAN SHER VADALA
4
14 DOON INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SEC-69, S.A.S NAGAR
5
16 THE MILLENIUM SCHOOL, SEC-67, S.AS. NAGAR
6
17 GURUKUL WORLDS SCHOOL, SEC-69
7
19 SHISHU NIKETAN PUBLIC SCHOOL,SEC-66
8
21 SHEMROCK SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SEC-69
9
23 GURU NANAK FOUNDATION PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHAPARCHIRI
10
24 MATA SAHIB KAUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, SWARA
11
25 A.P.J. PUBLIC SCHOOL, MUNDI KHARAR
12
27 SAINT EZRA INTERNTAIONAL SR. SEC. SCHOOL, KHANPUR
13
30 SAINT STEPHEN SCHOOL, TONGA
14
32 SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, DERABASSI
15
33 N.R.I. PUBLIC SCHOOL, SUNDRAN
16
34 SH.SUKHMANI ITNERNATIONAL SCHOOL, DERABASSI
17
37 A.C. GLOBAL SCHOOL, BANUR
18
39 CENTURY PUBLIC SCHOOL, NAYA GAON
19
41 ST. ATTARI SR. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, LALRU
20
44 MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, SECTOR-69, MOHALI
21
46 AKSIPS SMART SCHOOL,PH-11, MOHALI
22
49 LORD MAHAVIR JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, DERA BASSI
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DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SAINT XAVIER'S HIGH SCHOOL, SEC-71, S.A.S NAGAR
2
2
NEW ANGELS PUBLIC SCHOOL, PATIALA ROAD, ZIRAKPUR
DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
ACHARYA ATMA RAM JAIN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DERA BASSI (S.A.S NAGAR)
2
5
ATTARI PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, MAGHRA ROAD, LALRU
3
6
B.S.H. ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SOHANA (S.A.S.NAGAR)
4
16 G.P.PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL,VISHALI ENCLAVE,BALTANA
5
23 GURU AMARDAS PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL,TANGORI
6
24 GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, KURALI (S.A.S NAGAR)
7
27 GURU NANAK EDUCATIONAL SCHOOL, LANDRAN (S.A.S.NAGAR)
8
28 GURU NANAK KHALSA MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, MAJRI (S.A.S NAGAR)
9
31 GURU TEG BAHADUR MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, PHASE-1 S.A.S.NAGAR
10
50 NEW LIGHT PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, GHARUAN (S.A.S.NAGAR)
11
56 RATHI PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LALRU MANDI (S.A.S NAGAR)
12
70 SHRI GURU NANAK MODEL MIDDLE SCHOOL,JHARMARI
13
78 SWAMI SHIV SWAROOP SARVHITKARI SENIOR SECONDARY VIDYA MANDIR, KURALI (S.A.S NAGAR)
14
85 YUVRAJ PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, HANDESRA (S.A.S.NAGAR)
15
93 EKTA PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILL-SAIDPURA
DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
BABA MANJH CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, KANG MAI
2
5
BLISS PUBLIC SCHOOL, MANNA PHAGWARA ROAD
3
6
CAMBRIDGE ITNERNATIONAL SCHOOL, HAJIPUR ROAD, DASUYA
4
9
DASHMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHAKALLABAKSH, G.T. ROAD, MUKERIAN, HSP
5
11 DOABA PUBLIC SR. SEC. SCHOOL, PAROWAL, THE. GARSHANKAR
6
12 GEMS CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JALANDHAR-PHAGWARA BYEPASS, HOSHIARPUR
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13

13
18
20
31
33
34
37

GLOBAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, RANGA MUKERIAN, HSP
OXFORD WORLD SCHOOL, VILL SAHORA DADYAL
SPRINGDALSES PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILL GALRHIAN P.O. TANGRALIAN THE MUKERIAN
VICTORIA ITNERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NR. TALWANDI GRAM MUKERIAN HSP
DIPS SCHOOL, GILZIAN, MIANI, DASUYA ROAD
TAKSHILA SCHOOL, VILLAGE KHAKLI
SILVER OAK INTERNATIONAL SEN. SEC.SCHOOL, TANDA MIANI ROAD, VILL-SHAHBAZPUR

DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, MEHTIANA
2
3
MOUNT KARMAL SCHOOL, BHUNGA
3
5
THE TRINTI SCHOOL,TANDA ROAD, ASALPUR
4
6
ST. PUAL'S CONVENT SCHOOL, DASUYA
5
10 MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, GARHSHANKAR

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
ARYA GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
2
7
B.N.D.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KANDHALA JATTAN (HOSHIARPUR)
3
9
B.S. PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, GHGWAL PADALIAN
4
12 BABA MAKHAN SHAH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, TANDA RAM SAHAI (HOSHIARPUR)
5
22 D.A.V.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PATTI (HOSHIARPUR)
6
25 DASHMESH BAHADUR MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, RANYALA (HOSHIARPUR)
7
28 DAYA NAND PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, HARIANA (HOSHIARPUR)
8
29 DAYANAND ADARSH VIDYALAYA, DASUYA (HOSHIARPUR)
9
30 DAYAWANTI MEMORIAL ADARSH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, CHANAUR (HOSHIARPUR)
10
40 G.T.B. KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, DASUYA (HOSHIARPUR)
11
42 GULZAR MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BELA SARIANA (HOSHIARPUR)
12
43 GURU GOBIND SINGH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALLOWAL (HOSHIARPUR)
13
44 GURU HARGOBIND PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, USMAN SHAHEED (DASUYA) (HOSHIARPUR)
14
45 GURU NANAK DEV SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AHIYAPUR (HOSHIARPUR)
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

46
52
55
56
57
59
63
65
68
69
71
73
75
76
86
96
101
105
109
111
112
113
118
119
123
124
133
135
139
140
149
159
166
167

GURU NANAK MISSION SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JHAWAN (HOSHIARPUR)
H.D.N SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HARIANA (HOSHIARPUR)
J. C. D.A.V. COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DASUYA (HOSHIARPUR)
JAGRITI PUBLIC SCHOOL, DEPUR (HOSHIARPUR)
JATHEDAR BHAI KULDEEP SINGH CHAK MEMORIAL GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHAK ALLA BAKSH, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
K.T.C PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAHALIAN HOSHIARPUR
KHALSA CO-EDU. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BADDON (HOSHIARPUR)
KHANPUR PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KHANPUR (HOSHIARPUR)
LALA JAGAT NARAIN D.A.V.PUBLIC SCHOOL, GARHDIWALA (HOSHIARPUR)
LALA RAM CHAND MEMORIAL VIDYA MANDIR, BUDHABARH (HOSHIARPUR)
LITTLE ANGEL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DHADE KATWAL (HOSHIARPUR)
LITTLE FLOWER PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KAINTHAN (DASUYA) (HOSHIARPUR)
M.B.B.G.R.G.C.GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MANSOWAL (HOSHIARPUR)
M.B.G.MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, DANGORI (BEET) (HOSHIARPUR)
MATA SAHIB KAUR INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, TALWANDI DADDIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
P.D. BEDI SENIOR SECONDARY ARYA SCHOOL, GARHSHANKAR (HOSHIARPUR)
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, AMROH
R.D.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NADALON (HOSHIARPUR)
S. S. M. SENIOR SECONDARY MODEL SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR
S.A.V. JAIN DAY-BOARDING SCHOOL, UNA ROAD (HOSHIARPUR)
S.B.A.C. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BAJWARA (HOSHIARPUR)
S.B.B.S.KHALSA HIGH SCHOOL, BASIALA (HOSHIARPUR)
S.D.SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, TALWARA (HOSHIARPUR)
S.D.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR
S.P.N. COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RLY ROAD, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
S.R.V PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NANGAL ISHER (HOSHIARPUR)
SANT BABA MEEHAN SINGH PUBLIC.SCHOOL, RANDHAWA (HOSHIARPUR)
SANT MAJHA SINGH KARAMJOT MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, THAKRI (HOSHIARPUR)
SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, HAJIPUR (HOSHIARPUR)
SHEELA DEVI MEMORIAL MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, BINEWAL (HOSHIARPUR)
SIR MARSHAL SPORTS HIGH SCHOOL, BAINS AWAN
SWAMI PREMA NAND S.S.K. PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
VASU S.S.K PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MOHIUDEENPUR GAZI (LANDAY) (HOSHIARPUR)
VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR MODEL SCHOOL, SHIMLA PAHARI (HOSHIARPUR)
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49
50
51
52
53

169
180
186
188
203

VIVEK PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NANGAL BIHALAN (HOSHIARPUR)
MORNING GLORY PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL,BHIM NAGAR, PURHIRAN, HOSHIARPUR
SHISHU SHIKSHA MANDIR SEN.SEC.SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR
DREEM PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAMGARH SIKRI THE. MUKERIAN
SMT. P.D. ARYA MAHAN VIDYALA SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR

DISTT. TARANTARAN ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
6
DASHMESH PARIWAR INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, TARANTARAN
2
12 MATA GUJRI CONVENT SCHOOL, SARHALI, KALAN (2011-12)
3
18 MAJHA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SARHALI ROAD, TARANTARAN
4
24 SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL,CHABHAL, TARANTARAN
DISTT. TARANTARAN ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
5
B.G.S.U.S SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KHADUR SAHIB (TARN TARAN)
2
14 BABA BUDHA COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BIR SAHIB THATHA (TARN TARAN)
3
15 BABA BUDHA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BIR SAHIB THATHA (TARN TARAN)
4
19 BALJIT MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KAHALWAN (TARN TARAN)
5
31 GURU ARJAN DEV KHALSA COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHOHLA SAHIB (TARN-TARAN)
6
34 GURU NANAK PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, GOINDWAL SAHIB
7
36 I.T. SEN. SEC. MIDDLE SCHOOL, BHAGWANPURA
8
43 MAHARAJA RANJIT SINGH CONVENT SCHOOL, RAJOKE (TARN TARAN)
9
71 SAINT SOLDIER PUBLIC SCHOOL, OLD KAIRON ROAD, PATTI (TARN TARAN)
10
73 SANT BABA BASTA SINGH HIGH SCHOOL, RASULPUR (TARN TARAN)
11
81 SATLUJ PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, THAKARPURA PATTI (TARN TARAN)
12
82 SHAH HARBANS SINGH INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, RANI WALLAH (TARN TARAN)
13
88 SHAHEED UDHAM SINGH PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, BAHADUR NAGAR, PATTI
14
110 SRI GURU HARKRISHAN SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHIEF KHALSA DIWAN, PATTI (TARN TARAN)
15
114 ST. FRANCIS HIGH SCHOOL, CHABHAL (TARN TARAN)
16
115 UNITED SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KHEMKARAN (TARN TARAN)
17
128 SANT KARTAR SINGH KHALSA PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHEEMA KHURD
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DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SAFFRON CITY KOTLA, BAJWARA , CHANDIGARH ROAD, FATEHGARH SAHIB
2
11 UMA RANA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SANGHOL
3
12 ST. MARY SCHOOL, MAHADIAN
4
14 SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, KHAMANO
5
15 ST. XAVIER SCHOOL, VILL BHADDAL THUHA (AMLOH)
DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
ST. JOSEPH'S SCHOOL, KHAMANO

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
ADARSH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MANDI GOBINDGARH (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
2
3
AMLOH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, AMLOH (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
3
5
B.Z.F.S.KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SIRHIND (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
4
12 BABA KISHAN DASS PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SALANA (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
5
14 BZSFS SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, FATEHGARH SAHIB
6
18 DASHMESH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, BHAGRANA (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
7
32 GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHUNNI KALAN (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
8
53 RANA MUNSHI RAM S.V. MANDIR, SIRHIND MANDI
9
68 SHRI GURU HARGOBIND PUBLIC SCHOOL, (TEHALPURA), FGS
10
74 TRUST BABA JAWALA SINGH PUBLIC.HIGH.SCHOOL, DHATOUNDA (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
DISTT. JALANDHAR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
3
C.T. PUBLIC SR. SEC. SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
2
13 SAHIBZADA AJIT SINGH SCHOOL, SARHALI
3
17 DIPS SCHOOL, KAROL BAGH, JALANDHAR

SCHOOL NAME
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

18
24
25
26
35
36
38
39
40
42
46
47
49
53
57
65
66
70
79
83

SANSKRITI K.M.V. SCHOOL, PATHANKOT CHOWK, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, MAQSUDAN, JALANDHAR
LA BLOSSOM SCHOOL, USMANPUR
JALANDHAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, SURYA ENCLACVE, JALANDHAR
SHIV JYOTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, DEEN DAYAL UPADHAYAYA NAGAR, JAL.
SWAMI SANT DASS PUBLIC SCHOOL, J.P. NAGAR, JALANDHAR CITY
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, VPO HAZARA
GURU ANGAD DEV PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, DHILWAN ROAD, RAMA MANDI, JALANDHAR
SWAMI MOHAN DASS MODEL SCHOOL (SEN. SEC.), BABA MOHAN DASSS NAGAR, BYE PASS, JALANDHAR
BRITISH OLIVIA SCHOOL, NATIONAL AVENEU RAMA MANDI, JALANDHAR CANTT
MANAV SAHYOG SCHOOL, VILL SHAPUR, PO UDHOPUR VIA JAMSHER, JALANDHAR
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-II, JALANDHAR
INNOCENT HEARTS SCHOOL, GREEN MODEL TOWN, JALANDHAR
AIMS PUBLIC SCHOOL, MEHATPUR (2011-12)
SH. HANUMANT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURAYA
STATE PUBLIC SCHOOL, SOFI PIND, JAL CANTT. (2011-12)
SANT BABA NIDHAN SINGH JI PUBLIC SCHOOL, KARTARPUR
S T S WORLD SCHOOL, VILL-RAJGOMAL, P.O-RURKA KALAN, TEH-PHILLUR (JAL)
EKAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILL KHURAMPUR,P.O-MEHATPUR, NAKODAR
M.D. DAYANAND MODEL SCHOOL, NAKODAR

DISTT. JALANDHAR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
SAINT ANTHONY CONVENT SCHOOL, ADAMPUR
2
4
SAINT ANTHONY HIGH SCHOOL, DHEENA
3
6
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CANTT
4
7
SAINT JOSEPH BOYS SCHOOL, DEFENCE COLONY, JALANDHAR
5
9
SAINT JOSEPH CONVENT SCHOOL, G.T. ROAD, PHILLARUR
6
12 SAINT JOSEPH CONVENT SCHOOL, DEEP NAGAR, JALANDHAR
7
13 ST. FRANCIS CONVENT SCHOOL, KARTARPUR, KAHLWAN, JAL.
DISTT. JALANDHAR ( PSEB)
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S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
19 BABE KE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, WARA JODH SINGH (JALANDHAR)
2
29 DASHMESH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KANG KHURD (JALANDHAR)
3
36 DIJKOT KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ALAWALPUR (JALANDHAR)
4
40 DOABA ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NUR MAHAL (JALANDHAR)
5
41 D.C COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CITY
6
51 GURU HARKRISHAN HIGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, BABA BASTI BAWA KHEL JALANDHAR
7
53 GURU NANAK KANYA MAHA VIDAYALA, JALANDHAR CANTT
8
55 GURU NANAK KHALSA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SANG DESHIAN
9
56 GURU NANAK MISSION PUBLIC SCHOOL, DALLA BHOGPUR
10
58 GURU NANAK NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (GIRLS), NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
11
59 GURU NANAK NATIONAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
12
75 K.M.V. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, TANDA ROAD (JALANDHAR CITY)
13
81 LYALLPUR KHALSA COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
14
84 M.G.N. KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CANTT
15
115 R.B. ARYA MODEL SCHOOL, BASTI DANISH MANDA, JALANDHAR
16
116 R.K.MEMORIAL G.M.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MODEL TOWN, JALANDHAR
17
122 RAMGARHIA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SHAHKOT (JALANDHAR)
18
125 S.B.K.S.KHALSA MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LAMBRA (JALANDHAR)
19
127 S.D. MEMO. MODEL HIGH SCHOOL,BASTI PEER DAD, JALANDHAR
20
136 SADA SUKH CHOPRA S.D PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SANTOKHPURA (JALANDHAR CITY)
21
153 SEWAK PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
22
154 SHAHEED BABA MATI MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DAROLI KALAN (JALANDHAR)
23
157 SHIVALIK HILLS SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, URBAN ESTATE PHASE- I JALANDHAR
24
159 SHREE PARVATI JAIN CO.EDU.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, VIJAY NAGAR JALANDHAR CITY
25
166 ST SOLDIER INTER COLLEGE, FRIENDS COLONY (JALANDHAR)
26
167 ST. ANTHONY'S HIGH SCHOOL, DHEENA (JALANDHAR)
27
168 ST.BHRIGOO PUBLIC SCHOOL,LAMBRA
28
180 TAGORE MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
29
190 SURINDERA INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SHANKUR
30
207 EXCELSIOR CONVENT SCHOOL, GORYAYA, JAL
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DISTT. PATIALA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
5
D.A.V. CENTARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, NABHA
2
6
D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, PATRAN
3
7
D.A.V. PUBLIC SR. SEC.SCHOOL, RAJPURA
4
8
GANGA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NEAR KHANORI MANDI, PTL
5
9
AADHARSHILA THE FOUNDATION SCHOOL, RAJPURA
6
23 GURU NANAK FOUNDATION PUBLIC SCHOOL PATIALA
7
26 SRI GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL TRIPARI ROAD, PTA
8
29 NARAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL SANOUR ROAD PTA.
9
31 POLICE D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL. DADHERA,PTA
10
32 S.D.PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, RAJPURA TOWN
11
34 SCHOLAR FILDS PUBLIC SCHOOL MAJRI AKALIAN
12
39 THE PARADISE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, GHAGGA
13
40 PREMIER PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEAR TOLL BARRIER, SAMANA (2011-12)
14
42 HERITAGE PUBLIC SCHOOL,VILL- LEHLAN, P.O. MANKPUR, TEH. RAJPURA, PATIALA
15
49 THE MILLENIUM SCHOOL, PATIALA
16
50 CM PUBLIC SCHOOL, ,MAHASHAY SHANTI, RAJPURA
17
55 SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, SST NAGAR, PATIALA
18
56 D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMANA
DISTT. PATIALA (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
KAINTAL SCHOOL SEN. SANOUR ROAD, NEAR ADH WALA, PTA
2
4
THE PUNJAB PUBLIC SCHOOL NABHA
3
6
ST. MICHAEL'S CONVENT SCHOOL, YESU NAGAR, JULKAN DEVIGARH
DISTT. PATIALA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
ACHINT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJGARH, WAZIDPUR (PATIALA)
2
12 ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NABHA (PATIALA)
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

20
23
26
28
33
36
37
38
50
52
56
68
78
81
82
85
93
96
111
119
123
124
127
135
140
145
160
165
173
180
183
185
186
187

BABA FARID PUBLIC (SENIOR SECONDARY) INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, TURKHERI (PATIALA)
BAKSHI BIR SINGH HIGH SCHOOL, PATIALA
BHAI RAM KISHAN GURMAT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHAURA (PATIALA)
BHAI SAHIB BHAI DAYA SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJPURA (PATIALA)
BRITISH PUBLIC ACADEMY, MARDAHAIRI (DAKALA), CHEEKA ROAD (PATIALA)
CHIRANJEEV MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MOTI BAGH NABHA
D.A.V SEN.SEC. SCHOOL, GAUSHALA ROAD, NABHA
D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BADSHAHPUR (PATIALA)
DIVYA JYOTI PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, NABHA
EVERGREEN HIGH SCHOOL, BADSHAHPUR MANDI (PATIALA)
GIAN JYOT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KABOOLPUR (PATIALA)
GURU ARJAN DEV PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, ARNO (PATIALA)
GURU RAM DASS PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BASANTPURA (PATIALA)
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, KARHALI (PATIALA)
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MAGHAR SAHIB (PATIALA)
GYAN ANJAN PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SAMANA (PATIALA)
JATHEDAR BALOUR SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, BEHMNA, BHAWANIGARH ROAD, SAMANA (PATIALA)
JUDGE MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, VILL-BAHADURPUR, FAKIRAN URF CHANNA, DEVIGARH (PATIALA)
LUCKY MEERA PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHUNARHERI (PATIALA)
MATA GUJRI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NEW BISHAN NAGAR PATIALA
MODERN NABHA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MEHS GATE, NABHA (PATIALA)
MOTHER TERESSA PUBLIC SCHOOL, AHARU KALAN (PATIALA)
NAVNEET PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NARMANA (PATIALA)
OXFORD PUBLIC SCHOOL, NABHA
PLAY-WAYS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LAHORI GATE (PATIALA)
PUBLIC GIRLS SR. SEC. SCHOOL, KAKRALA (PATIALA)
ROYAL GAGAN PUBLIC SCHOOL TOHRA
S.B.P.D.JI.MH.KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RORGARH (PATIALA)
S.H.S.D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, KULARAN (PATIALA) (2011-12)
SAHIBZADA AJIT SINGH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, JAIKHER (PATIALA)
SAINT KABIR SCHOOL,LALOCHHI
SANT ISHER SINGH JI GURMAT ACADEMY, S.A. CHAPPAR (PATIALA)
SANT ISHER SINGH MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL,SANORE
SANT ISHER SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL,ALLOWAL
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

192
193
200
201
209
212
216
222
237

SARASWATI VIDYA KENDAR, MANDOLI (PATIALA)
SANT INDER DASS PUBLIC SCHOOL, KHERI MANIAN
SHRI DASHMESH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, JAIKHER (PATIALA)
SHRI DASHMESH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GHANAUR (PATIALA)
SPRING DALES PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DHARAMHERI (PATIALA)
SRI DASMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, 1 DHILLON MARG PATIALA
ST. PAUL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AJRAWAR (PATIALA)
TAGORE PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PATRAN (PATIALA)
NETA JI PUBLIC SCHOOL, PANJOTA (2011-12)

DISTT. SANGRUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
ALPINE PUBLIC SCHOOL,KAKRA ROAD BHAWANIGARH,SGR
2
8
CAMBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL, DHURI
3
10 DAV SEN.SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, SUNAM
4
13 GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SR. SEC SCHOOL, PHULLEWAL KHURD
5
16 HIMLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL, SANGRUR ROAD, DIRBA
6
20 M & M PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILLAGE, NAGRI
7
26 SEABA INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, LEHRAGAGA
8
30 SITA GRAMMER SCHOOL, LUDHIANA ROAD, MALERKOTLA
9
31 SOHRAB PUBLIC SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA
10
33 VASANT VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL, LADDA , DHURI
11
34 GOLDEN EARTH GLOBAL SR. SEC. SCHOOL, PATIALA ROAD KHURANA, SANGRUR
12
35 SANT ATTAR SINGH AKAL ACADEMY, BHOJO WALI, TEHSIL- DHURI (SANGRUR)
13
39 GIAN GANGA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BALRAN, SANGRUR
14
41 LA FOUNDATION SCHOOL, THALESAN (SANGRUR) (2011-12)
15
42 SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA, SANGRUR
16
44 ROSEMARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, BISHANPURA, SUNAM
17
45 NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, RAMPUR CHHANA
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DISTT. SANGRUR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
ADARSH MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, DHURI (SANGRUR)
2
10 AL-FALAH SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA (SANGRUR)
3
18 BABA GANDA SINGH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AMARGARH (SANGRUR)
4
19 BABA JORA SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURBAXPURA (SANGRUR)
5
22 BHAI GHANIYA JI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, ISHAPUR ROAD, PHARWAHI (SANGRUR)
6
30 DASMESH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KUTHALA (SANGRUR)
7
38 EXCELLENT PUNJAB PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KUMBHERWAL (SANGRUR)
8
39 FORTUNE CONVENT SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AKOI SAHIB (SANGRUR)
9
47 GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, GHARACHON (SANGRUR)
10
49 GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SHERPUR (SANGRUR)
11
54 GURU NANAK CONVENT SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BALIAL ROAD, BHAWANIGARH (SANGRUR)
12
56 GURU NANAK DEV PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DHARAMGARH ROAD, JAKHEPAL (SANGRUR)
13
59 GURU NANAK PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, BHOGIWAL
14
61 GURU NANAK SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SUNAMI GATE SANGRUR
15
62 GURU RAMDAS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AKBARPUR, P.O- NAGRA (SANGRUR)
16
63 GURU RAMDAS PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, GHARACHON
17
64 GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KANJLA (SANGRUR)
18
71 HOLY HEART PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHHAJLI (SANGRUR)
19
84 K.M.R.D. JAIN COLLEGIATE GIRLS SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA (SANGRUR)
20
87 KAPILA MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, SANDAUR (SANGRUR)
21
91 KHALSA MODEL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KAPIAL (SANGRUR)
22
96 MALWA KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DHURI (SANGRUR)
23
99 MATA GUJARI GIRLS PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HATHAN (SANGRUR)
24
101 MATA SAHIB KAUR PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AMARGARH SANGRUR
25
108 MUSLIM SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MOHALLA BHUMSI MALERKOTLA (SANGRUR)
26
116 PRASHANTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, UBBEWAL (SANGRUR)
27
121 PUBLIC. MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, DHURI (SANGRUR)
28
125 RAINBOW PUBLIC SCHOOL, HUSAINPURA (SANGRUR)
29
129 S. S. JAIN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA (SANGRUR)
30
138 S.U.S. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MEHLAN (SANGRUR)
31
139 SADHU ASHRAM SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, SANGRUR
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

143
148
152
153
154
155
157
167
168
175
181
185
222

SAINT KABIR PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, LADDA (SANGRUR)
SANT ATTAR SINGH INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHEEMA MANDI (SANGRUR)
SANT BABA SEWA DASS PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DUGGRI (SANGRUR)
SARAO PUBLIC SR. SEC. SCHOOL, MOONAK (SANGRUR) (2011-12)
SARASWATI VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SHAHPUR ROAD, CHEEMA (SANGRUR)
SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR HIGH SCHOOL, KHANOURI KALAN (SANGRUR)
SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DHURA (DHURI) (SANGRUR)
SHIVALIK PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DHURI (SANGRUR)
SHREE ATAM VALLABH JAIN SCHOOL, SUNAM (SANGRUR)
SHRI SURAJKUND SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, SUNAM KHADIAL ROAD (SANGRUR) SUNAM
THIRD CENTURY PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KULAR KHURAD (SANGRUR)
VISHAV KARMA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, DIRHBA MANDI (SANGRUR)
PARADISE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SUNAM

DISTT. AMRITSAR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6

2
9
17
18
23
46

SCHOOL NAME

KHALSA COLLEGE PUBLIC SCHOOL G.T ROAD, AMRITSAR
G.D. GOENKA, P.S.AMRITSAR
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, NAWAN PI ND, AMRITSAR
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, AJNALA
GURU NANAK DEV GLOBAL ACADEMY CHANANKE, ADDA NATH DI KHUHI, AMRITSAR
MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, MATA KAULLAN MARG, THE MALL (ASR)

DISTT. AMRITSAR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4

3
4
18
19

SCHOOL NAME

CEDAR SPRING HIGH SCHOOL RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR
MODEL STUDY HIGH SCHOOL MAJITHA ROAD, AMRITSAR
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL, KHASA, AMRITSAR
SACRED HEART SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BEAS
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DISTT. AMRITSAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
22
B.B.K.D.A.V.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, ASR
2
38 BABA KHARAK SINGH BABA DARSHAN SINGH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHATIWIND GATE, AMRITSAR
3
44 BHARAT MAA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJATAL
4
47 BIBI ISHAR KAUR GURMAT KANYA PATHSHALA HIGH SCHOOL, JAGDAMBA COLONY
5
48 BRIGHT WAY HOLY INOCENT SCHOOL, VIA. NARAINGARH, G.T. ROAD, AMRITSAR
6
66 DASMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, MEHANIAN KOHARAN (AMRITSAR)
7
72 GAGANDEEP MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, KHILCHIAN (AMRITSAR)
8
94 HAHARCHARAN SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAMDASPPY PUBLIC SCHOOL, MOONAK
9
102 JAGAT JYOTI MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, MAHAN SINGH GATE
10
164 RAJ MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AJNALA
11
169 RISELAND PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, VARPAL (AMRITSAR)
12
187 SACRED HEART SCHOOL, CHUCHAKWAL
13
232 SHREE RAM MODEL SCHOOL, GOKUL KA BAGH (AMRITSAR)
14
249 SHRI KALGIDHAR KHALSA HIGH SCHOOL, MANA WALA KALAN
15
265 SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, (CHIEF KHALSA DIWAN) RASUL PUR KALAN
16
267 SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AJNALA
DISTT. BARNALA ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
8
ST. JOSEPH CONVENT SCHOOL

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. BARNALA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
BABA ALLA SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, GROUND COLONY, GALI NO.6, BARNALA
2
19 JYOTI VIDYA MANDIR MIDDLE SCHOOL, RUREKE KALAN
3
44 SHRI DASHMESH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KATTU
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DISTT. BATHINDA ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1

2

SCHOOL NAME

R.B. D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATHINDA

DISTT. BATHINDA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2

16
25

SCHOOL NAME

BHAI JAGTA JI MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, ALIKE
D.M. PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KARARWALA

DISTT. ALL
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

32
9
89
104
12
38
176
76
29
4

SCHOOL NAME

WOODLAND OVERSEAS SCHOOL. HOSHIARPUR
AKAL ACADEMY , BHAI DES, MANSA
MAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMRALA, LUDHIANA
BAL BHARTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUDHIANA
AKAL ACADEMY FATEHGARH CHHANNA, PATIALA
AKAL ACADEMY , BAKARWAL, MOGA
ST. PIUS CONVENT SCHOOL, LAMA PIND, JALANDHAR
KPS BAL BHARTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, KURALI
DASHMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, FARIDKOT

DISTT. ALL ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2

20
5

SCHOOL NAME

TMA RAM MEMORIAL SCHOOL, BARETA
SADHU SINGH DAV RURAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, MUKUNDPUR, SBS NAGAR
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

35
1
101
22
66
30
45
1
21
31
2
9
45
1
15
38

SCHOLAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAJPURA
HOLY ANGELS SCHOOL, RAJPURA
PT. RAMESH CHAND VASHISHT SARVHITKIRI VIDYA MANDIR, KHANNA
MUKAT PB SCHOOL. RAJPURA
PATEL PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAJPURA
OUR LADY OF FATIMA CONVENT SSCHOOL, PAITALA
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SCHOOL, GILL ROAD LUDHIANA
BUDHA DAL PUBIC SR SCHOOl, SAMANA
SHRI RAM ASHRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, AMRITSAR
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, SARABHA NAGAR, LUDHIANA
BUDHA DAL PB. SCHOOL, PATIALA
BABA FARID PB. SCHOOL
NATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, MORINDA ROAD, KURALI
ST. MARY'S CONVENT SCHOOL, FARIDKOT
HERITAGE PB SCHOOL, BHAWANIGARH. SANGRUR
ST. PETER'S ACADEMY, AJIT NAGAR, PATIALA
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MARI GORH SINGH, BHIKHIIND

DISTT. LUDHIANA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

59
200
225
306
341
344
346
350
363
373
381

SCHOOL NAME

DASHMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, TAHLIANA SAHIB RAIKOT(LUDHIANA)
MATA HARDEI NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MACHHIWARA(LDH)
NEW JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, GALI NO. 3, NIRMAL NAGAR, DUGRI
SANT SHRI ASHARAMJI GURUKUL, VILL- TIBBA (LUDHIANA)
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, HALWARA (LUDHIANA)
SHRI LAL BAHADUR SHASTRI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NANAKPURI, MILLER GANJ (LUDHIANA)
SHRI OM PARKASH GUPTA S.D.P.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, QILLA MOHALLA (LUDHIANA)
SHYAM MEMORIAL PUBLIC MIDDLE , BASTI JODHEWAL, LDH
SRI. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, DORAHA (LUDHIANA)
SWAMI VIVEKANAND HIGH SCHOOL, B.R.S. NAGAR LUDHIANA
U.K.PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SHAM NAGAR, STREET NO-3 LUDHIANA
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12
13
14
15

381
387
403
54

U.K.PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SHAM NAGAR, STREET NO-3 LUDHIANA
VISHWA BHARTI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DHILLON NAGAR, STREET NO-5, RERU SAHIB ROAD, LOHARA (LUDHIANA)
NEW SWATANTAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, PREM VIHAR, TIBBA ROAD
SACRET HEART CONVENT SR. SEC. SCHOOL, G.T. ROAD, (ALIGARH), JAGRAON, LDH

DISTT. ALL ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

19
21
22
33
70
71
381
12
36
53
72
59
59

SCHOOL NAME

DASHMESH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NANGAL KALAN (MANSA)
DIVINE LIGHT PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, BUDHLADA (MANSA)
F.S.D.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAURKIAN (MANSA)
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SECONDARY SCHOOL, BUDHLADA (MANSA)
LALA BANARSI SINGH M.S.D. PUBLIC SCHOOL (BHIKHI)
SH. BALA JI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KARANDI (MANSA)
U.K.PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SHAM NAGAR, STREET NO-3 LUDHIANA
DASHMESH ACADEMY GURDWARA AKALGARH SAHIB, PATHANKOT
PATHANKOT PUBLIC SCHOOL, PATHANKOT
SHRI GURU NANAK DEV PUBLIC SCHOOL, SUNDER NAGAR
JYOTI HIGH SCHOOL, BALSUA
KTC PUBLIC SEN SEC SCHOOL, SAHALIAN HOSHIARPUR
SADA RAM BANSAL MEMORIAL SEN SEC SCHOOL
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LIST OF SCHOOLS WHERE PROFIT IS MORE THAN 15% & EXCESS DIRECTED TO REFUND
DISTT. AMRITSAR(CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
16
25
45
18
78
193
225
244
262
284
12
18
20
21
36
46

SCHOOL NAME
SPRING DALE SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, F. CHURIANROAD, AMRITSAR
SAINI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, F.G .C. ROAD, AMRITSAR
DIPS SCHOOL, BATALA JALANDHAR ROAD, MEHTA CHOWK, AMRITSAR
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, MAJHITHA ROAD, BYE PASS, ASR
ASHOK VATIKA PUBLIC SCHOOL
GURU HARKISH PUBLIC SCHOOL
SAINI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
SAHEED DARSHAN SINGH PHERUMAN PUBLIC SCHOOL
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL
SHRI GURU HARGOBIND SAHIB PUBLIC SEN SEC SCHOOL
THE PATHSHALA PUBLIC SCHOOL
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL (CHIIEF KHALSA DEEWAN)., NR. RAILWAY STATION, G.T ROAD, AMRITSAR
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, AJNALA
THE PINEWOOD INTERNATIONAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL JETHUWAL, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR
SHRI RAM ASHRAM, LUDHIANA
D.A.V INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, AMRITSAR
MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, MATA KAULLAN MARG, THE MALL (ASR)

DISTT. AMRITSAR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1

19

SCHOOL NAME
SACRED HEART SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BEAS

DISTT. AMRITSAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1

22

SCHOOL NAME
B.B.K.D.A.V.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, ASR
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2
3
4
5
6
7

51
113
160
213
228
267

D.A.V.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AMRITSAR
JYOTI MODEL MIDDLE SCHOOL, I/S KHAJANA GATE AMRITSAR
PREM ASHRAM SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BERI GATE
SANT SINGH SUKHA SINGH MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, GUNOWAL,
SHAHZADA NAND CO-EDUCATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AJNALA

DISTT. BARNALA (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
2
9
3
2
4
6
5
8
6
15

SCHOOL NAME
Y.S. PUBLIC SCHOOL, HANDAIYA
BABA GANDHA SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHADAUR, SEHNA
GURPREET HOLY HEART PUBLIC SCHOOL, MEHAL KALAN, BARNALA
SACRED HEART CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, HANDAIYA ROAD, BARNALA
ST. JOSEPH CONVENT SCHOOL
BABA GANDHA SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHANULA ROAD, BARNALA

DISTT. BATHINDA(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
3
9
16
19
42
2
27
45

SCHOOL NAME
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATHINDA
ST. JOSEPH CONVENT SR. SEC SCHOOL, CIVIL LINES, BATHINDA
R.M.M. D.A.V SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAMAN, BATHINDA
SANAWAR AN INSTITUTE FOR CHILDERN, MALOUT ROAD, BATHINDA
SPRING DALE ENGLISH SCHOOL, SIKSHA NAGAR, KOTSAMEER
R.B.D.A.V. SEN. SEC SCHOOL, DAYANAND NAGAR
R.B. D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATHINDA
LORD RAMA PUBIC SCHOOL, BATHINDA
S.S.D. KRISHNA VATIKA SR. SEC. SCHOOL, BHOKHRA
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DISTT. BATHINDA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2

21
24

SCHOOL NAME
BIMAL RAI MEMORIAL GURU NANAK MIDDLE SCHOOL
D.A.V. COLLEGIATE SENIOR SEC. SCHOOL, BATHINDA

DISTT. FARIDKOT(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
5
DAV PB SCHOOL, KOTKAPURA
2
7
C.L.CAV CENTENARY PB SCHOOL, JAITU
3
8
SHIVALIK PB SCHOOL, JAITU
4
11
DASHMESH PB SCHOOL, KOTKAPURA
5
12
DASHMESH PB SCHOOL, BARGARI
6
19
P.S.T MEM PB SCHOOL, GHUDUWALA
7
10
SACRED HAEAT CONVENT SCHOOL, FAZILIKA
8
30
LSDBRA SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, FAZILKA
DISTT. FAZILIKA(ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, JALALABAD
2
2
ASSUMPTION CONVENT SCHOOL, ABOHAR
DISTT. FAZILIKA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
20
2
21
3
41
4
98
5
102

SCHOOL NAME
DIVINE LIGHT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ABOHAR (FAZILKA)
FLOWER VALLEY PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ABOHAR (FAZILKA)
HOLY CROSS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DANEWALA SATKOSI (FAZILKA)
VEENUS MIDDLE SCHOOL, ABOHAR
KAMAL MODEL MIDDLE SCHOOL, KHUI KHERA (FAZILKA)
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DISTT. LUDHIANA( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
2
5
3
6
4
10
5
11
6
14
7
17
8
18
9
19
10
20
11
21
12
22
13
28
14
30
15
34
16
36
17
41
18
44
19
52
20
53
21
55
22
56
23
59
24
77
25
78
26
81
27
86
28
87
29
91
30
92
31
93

SCHOOL NAME
A.S MODREN SCHOOL, KHANNA
ATAM DEVKI NIKETAN, LDH
B.C.M SCHOOL, LUDHIANA
BABA ISHER SINGH (N) SENIOR SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL ,BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, BLOCK-D,LDH
BCM SEN. SEC. SCHOOL SEC.32-A,CHD,ROAD LDH
BHARTIYA VIDYA MANDIR SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, KITCHLU NAGAR, LDH
DARSHAN ACADMY , CHANDIGARH ROAD, BHAMIAN KALAN, LDH
D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL ,SARABHA NAGAR, PAKHOWAL ROAD, LDH
D.A. V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRS NAGAR,BLOCK -C, LDH
DCM MODEL PRESIDENCY SCHOOL, PH-III, JAMALPUR, LDH
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL , AYALI KALAN, LDH.
DON JBOSSCO GLOBAL SCHOOL, VILL.JHANDE, FEROZPUR ROAD, LDH
GURU HARGOBIND PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SIDHWAN KHURD, LDH.
GURU NANAK INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL,1-BLOCK, BRS NGAR, LDH
G.N. INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, MODEL TOWN, LDH
JATINDER GREEN FIELD SCHOOL, GURUSAR SUDHAR, LDH
M G M PUBLIC SCHOOL, DUGRI, LDH
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMRALA, LDH
SGN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, GIASPURA ROAD, LDH
SACRET HEART CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, KHANA,LDH
SACRET HEART CONVENT SCHOOL , SARABHA NAGAR, LDH
SACRET HEART SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BRS NAGAR, LDH
SANT ISHAR SINGH JI MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, KARAMSAR (RARA SAHIB), VILL-SIHAR, LDH
USPC JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAMALPUR, LDH
VARDHMAN INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILL-JANDIALI, LDH
GURU NANAK MODEL SEN. SEC. SCHOOL,DORAHA, LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, JAGRAON
G.H.G ACADEMY JAGRAON, KOTHE BAGGU, JAGRAON (LDH)
BCM SCHOOL, BASANT AVENUE, DUGRI ROAD (LDH)
D.A.V. CENTENARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAGRAON
TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SAHNEWAL
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DISTT. LUDHIANA( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4

2
4
5
6

SCHOOL NAME
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MARIA NAGAR, OTALAN ,SAMRALA, LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, BHATTTIAN,JALANDHAR ROAD,LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, KOHARA ROAD, MACHIWARA , LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MAJARA ROAD, SAHNEWAL

DISTT. LUDHIANA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
17
2
24
3
36
4
40
5
86
6
88
7
118
8
133
9
143
10
155
11
189
12
196
13
197
14
206
15
211
16
212
17
213
18
215
19
216
20
223
21
249
22
254

SCHOOL NAME
ANUVRAT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAGRAON (LUDHIANA)
B.C.M.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, H.M 150, JAMALPUR COLONY, FOCAL POINT LUDHIANA
BHAI DAN SINGH PUBLIC SEN SEC SCHOOL, MANUKE (LUDHIANA)
BHARAT SEWAK ADARSH VIDYALAYA, MOTI NAGAR LUDHIANA
G.H.G. KHALSA HIGH SCHOOL, NEW SHIMLA PURI LUDHIANA
G.H.G.KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MANDI BAHADURGARH (LUDHIANA)
GURU HARGOBIND MODEL SCHOOL, GURU-SAR SUDHAR
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BASSIAN (LUDHIANA)
HARSH VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL, NEW SUBHASH NAGAR LUDHIANA
JAIN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BENJAMIN ROAD NO. 03 LUDHIANA
MAI BHAGO COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAMGARH (LUDHIANA)
MASTER TARA SINGH MEMORIAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUDHIANA
MASTER TARA SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, PURANI SABJI MANDI, LUDHIANA
N.M.JAIN GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LUDHIANA
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ISRU (LUDHIANA)
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALAL MAJRA (LUDHIANA)
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAMPUR (LUDHIANA)
NANKANA SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, FATEHGARH JATTAN (LUDHIANA)
NANKANA SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOT GANGU RAI (LUDHIANA)
NEW HIGH SCHOOL, SARABHA NAGAR LUDHIANA
POLICE PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHAROWAL KALAN (LUDHIANA)
R V.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, (GALWADI) KHANNA (LUDHIANA)
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

268
276
280
284
295
307
311
322
346
353
373
384
420
346
353
419
57

RITAMBHRA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SUNDAR NAGAR LUDHIANA
S.D. MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, NEW SHAKTI NAGAR, LUDHIANA
S.D.P. COLLEGIATE GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LUDHIANA
S.N. PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, TAJPUR ROAD, INDERAPURI LUDHIANA
SAI PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BAROTA ROAD, NEW SHIMLA PURI LUDHIANA
SANT SUNDER SINGH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BOPARAI KALAN (LUDHIANA)
SARDAR ATMA SINGH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BABA MUKAND SINGH GALI NO-8/6, B.S. NAGAR, DABA ROAD (LUDHIANA)
SHAHEED GARH KHALSA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SEHAURA (LUDHIANA)
SHRI OM PARKASH GUPTA S.D.P.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, QILLA MOHALLA (LUDHIANA)
SIKH MISSIONERY PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, SALEM TABRI, LDH
SWAMI VIVEKANAND HIGH SCHOOL, B.R.S. NAGAR LUDHIANA
VEER HAQIQAT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GAUSHALA ROAD LUDHIANA
SHAIWAL HIGH SCHOOL, RISHI NAGAR, LDH
SHRI OM PARKASH GUPTA S.D.P.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, QILLA MOHALLA (LUDHIANA)
SIKH MISSIONERY PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, SALEM TABRI, LDH
M.G.C.A.S MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, KHANNA
SACRED SOUL CONVENT SCHOOL, DUGRI (LDH)

DISTT. MANSA (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
7
Sh. NARYAN SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, MANSA
2
13
MEERA PUBLIC SCHOOL,SARDULEWALA
3
21
S.D.K.L D.A.V. CENTENTARY SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, WATER WORKS ROAD, MANSA
DISTT. MANSA (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
7
2
37
3
39
4
41
5
52
6
55

SCHOOL NAME
ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL., MANSA
K.S. GILL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MAKHA (MANSA)
MAI NIKKO DEVI MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MANSA
MANU VATIKA DAY BOARDING SENIOR SECONDARY PUNJABI MEDIUMSCHOOL, VILL- BUDHLADA (MANSA)
S:CHETAN SINGH SARVHITKARI SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, VIDYA MANDIR (MANSA)
SARASWATI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL,BHIKHI
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7
8
9

57
58
65

SH. TARA CHAND VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHIKHI (MANSA)
SHRI DASHMESH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NAHARA (MANSA)
SHRI GURU NANAK PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL,NANGAL KALAN

DISTT. PATHANKOT (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
10
2
19
3
23
4
31

SCHOOL NAME
JMK INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, PTK
SHRI. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, MISSION ROAD, PATHANKOT
THE SENIOR SCHOLARS SCHOOL, RAJINDER NAGAR, PTK
ST. MARY SCHOOL, SUJANPUR

DISTT. PATHANKOT (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
2
2
3
14
4
18
5
52
6
57
7
66

SCHOOL NAME
ADARSH MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, NAROT MEHRA (PATHANKOT)
ADARSH MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, TARAGARH (BEGOWAL) (PATHANKOT)
DAYA NAND VEDIC HIGH SCHOOL, SARNA (PATHANKOT)
HAPPY HIGH SCHOOL, RAM LILA GROUND PATHANKOT
SHANTI NIKETAN HIGH SCHOOL, BUDDANAGAR, MALAKPUR (PATHANKOT)
SPRING DALE HIGH SCHOOL, SUJJANPUR (PATHANKOT)
VILLAGE HEART HIGH SCHOOL, PANJUPUR (PATHANKOT)

DISTT. SBS NAGAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
6
2
27
3
28
4
35
5
39
6
59

SCHOOL NAME
BABA WAZIR SINGH KHALSA GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, S.B.S.NAGAR
M.L.B.G. COLGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, TAPPRIAN KHURD (S.B.S.NAGAR)
M.L.B.G PUBLIC SCHOOL, TAPPRIAN KHURD
NAVJYOT PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, BALACHAUR (S.B.S.NAGAR)
PANDIT REETHA RAM TAH ADARSH HIGH SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
SIKH NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
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DISTT. FEROZPUR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
R.S.D. RAJ RATAN PUBLIC SCHOOL , MAKHU GATE, FEROZEPUR
2
3
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL GURU HAR SAHAI
3
4
D.C. MODEL INTERNATIONL SCHOOL, KUCHAJEER ROAD,FZP
4
7
MATA SAHIB KAUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURU HAR SAHAI
5
8
D.C. MODEL SEN. SEC. SCHOOL FEROZEPUR CANTT.
6
11
H.M. D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL ,FEROZEPUR CITY
DISTT. FEROZPUR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
DOON JUNIOR SCHOOL , BORDER ROAD, FEROZPUR
DISTT. FEROZPUR (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
6
2
22
3
31
4
38
5
58
6
75
7
82
8
103
9
111
10
126
11
132
12
140
13
160

SCHOOL NAME
B.M. JAIN SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, FEROZEPUR CANTT
CITY HEART SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MAMDOT (FEROZEPUR)
D.P.D MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PALLA MEGHA (FEROZEPUR)
DAYANAND MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, FEROZEPUR CANTT
GURU ARJUN DEV A-ONE PUBLIC SCHOOL, KHUBAN
GURU TEG BAHADUR SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURU HAR SAHAI (FEROZEPUR)
INDO BRITISH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SUKHEWALA (FEROZEPUR)
NEW GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BAGHA PURANA ROAD, MUDKI (FEROZEPUR)
R S D COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, FEROZEPUR CITY
SAINT FARID INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, MALWAL ROAD (FEROZEPUR CITY)
SH. GURU NANAK SAHIB PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, ZIRA (FEROZEPUR)
SHAHEED GANJ COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, MUDKI ROAD (FEROZEPUR)
ST.MARY'S HIGH SCHOOL, MAKHU (FEROZEPUR)
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DISTT. GURDASPUR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
2
20
3
35
4
37
5
39

SCHOOL NAME
DR. DAULAT RAM BHALLA D.A.V. CENTARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATALA
MATA GUJRI PUBLIC SCHOOL, AMIPUR
MILLENIUM PUBLIC SCHOOL, NUSHERA MAGHA SINGH
GOBIND PUBLIC SCHOOL, DINANAGAR
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATHWALA ROAD,GURDASPUR

DISTT. GURDASPUR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
6
3
7
4
8

SCHOOL NAME
ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL, BATALA
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL,G.T. ROAD, SOHAL, DHARIWAL
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL, KOTLI NANGAL,GURDASPUR
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL, AWAKHA(DEENANAGAR)

DISTT. KAPURTHALA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
DHILWAN INTERNATOINAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHILWAN, KPT
2
5
SAINT SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, NAKODAR ROAD, PHAGWARA
3
8
BAWA LALWANI PUBLIC SCHOOL, KPT
4
12
LITTLE ANGEL CO EDUCATION SCHOOL, KPT
5
14
SWAMI SANT DASS PUBLIC SCHOOL, PHAGWARA
6
18
GURU NANAK PREM KARAMSAR PUBLIC SCHOOL NADALA
7
19
KAMLA NEHRU PUBLIC SCHOOL, PHAGWARA
8
21
S.P.P.S CONVENT SCHOOL, BEGOWAL
9
22
DIPS PUBLIC SCHOOL BEGOWAL
10
24
DIPS SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA
11
29
AKAL GLAAXY CONVENT SCHOOL, ALADAS, SULTANPUR LODHI
12
30
LORD MAHAVIR JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, PHAGWARA
13
33
DIPS SCHOOL, DHILWAN
14
37
SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, OPP. RCF, KPT
15
40
DIPS SCHOOL, MANSOWAL DOHA
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DISTT. KAPURTHALA(ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
CHRIST KING CONVENT SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA
2
3
CHRIST JYOTI CONVENT SCHOOL, SULTANPUR LODHI

DISTT. KAPURTHALA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
8
ARYA MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY .SCHOOL, PHAGWARA (KAPURTHALA)
2
16
DASHMESH ACADEMY, VILLAGE-ALADAD CHACK, SULTANPUR LODHI (KAPURTHALA)
3
19
DEHRADOON INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHABIANA (KAPURTHALA)
4
25
G.B JUNIIOR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DHILWAN
5
26
G.B. PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHILWAN (KAPURTHALA)
6
27
G.B. PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NADALI ROAD, NEAR BEGOWAL (KAPURTHALA)
7
36
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SUKHCHAINANA SAHIB PHAGWARA (KAPURTHALA)
8
38
GURU NANAK PREM KARAMSAR COLLEGIATE SCHOOL, NADALA (KAPURTHALA)
9
57
MURALA SENIOR SECONDARY INSTITUTE COLLEGE CAMPUS, BEGOWAL (KAPURTHALA)
10
62
PREMJOT PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, AJIT NAGAR KAPURTHALA
11
79
SAINT SOLDIER COLLEGIATE SCHOOL(CO-EDU), HADIABAD,PHAGWARA (KAPURTHALA)
12
83
SANT HIRA DASS PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALA SANGHIAN (KAPURTHALA)
13
84
SANT MAJHA SINGH KARAMJOT MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MAKSUDPUR (KAPURTHALA)
14
89
SHRI MAHAVIR JAIN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, PHAGWARA (KAPURTHALA)
15
92
SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SULTANPUR LODHI (KAPURTHALA)
16
102 BHAI GHANIYA VIDYA MANDIR,KPT
DISTT. GURDASPUR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
32
2
35
3
44
4
55
5
72

SCHOOL NAME
BABA SHRI CHAND SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (GIRLS), GAHLRI (GURDASPUR)
BAL NIKETAN HIGH SCHOOL, DHARIWAL (GURDASPUR)
BHAI GURDAS MIDDLE SCHOOL, GAADRIAN (GURDASPUR)
D.S.INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, KALICHPUR (GURDASPUR)
DR. M.R.S. BHALLA, D.A.V. GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL, BATALA
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

79
95
131
142
143
162
169
175
176
183
197
199
207
230
234
239
241
264
78
137
235

G.S BAJWA MEMORIAL MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, QADIAN (GURDASPUR)
GURU HAR KRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, NASARKE
KHALSA MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SHIKAR (GURDASPUR)
METHODIST CO-EDU- SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
MILENIUM PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, UDIPUR (AWANKHA) GURDASPUR
RASHTRIYA MODERN SCHOOL, JHABKARA (GURDASPUR)
S.G.G.S.KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHAGOWAL (GURDASPUR)
S.Z.S.F.S. KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHARIWAL (GURDASPUR)
SHAIBZADA AJIT SINGH ACADEMY, RUDIANA KALANAUR
SANT BABA HAJARA SINGH ACADEMI (SENIOR SECONDARY), CHORA KHURAD (GURDASPUR)
SARVJYOTI MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, NEEVAN DHAKALA BEHRAMPUR (GURDASPUR)
SHAHEED BABA AMAR SINGH BHULLAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN MODERN SCHOOL, WADALA GRANTHIAN (GURDASPUR)
SRI GURU RAM DAS PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MARI TANDA (GURDASPUR)
SUKHJINDER MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BABRI (GURDASPUR)
SWAMI VIVEKANAND HIGH SCHOOL, DEENA NAGAR (GURDASPUR)
TAGORE MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KRISHNA NAGAR GURDASPUR
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BATALA
F C VERMA ADARSH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHANDARI GATE, BATALA (GURDASPUR)
MATA GUJRI MODEL SCHOOL, AMMIPUR
SUMITRA DEVI ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DINA NAGAR (GURDASPUR)

DISTT. MUKTSAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
4
2
7
3
15
4
20
5
31
6
34
7
36
8
37

SCHOOL NAME
A.P.S. PUBLIC SCHOOL LUBANIAN WALI
D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOLL MUKTSAR
IMPERIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL SANGUDHAUN
SECRED HEART PUBLIC SCHOOL JANDOKE
SKG SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BURA GUJJAR ROAD, MKT
J N J D.A.V SR. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, GIDDARBAHA
PUNJAB PUBLIC SCHOOL, VPO MANDI, LAKHEWALI
D.V.M. PUBLIC SCHOOL, UDE KARAN, (MKT)
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DISTT. MUKTSAR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SECRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL MALOUT
DISTT. MUKTSAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
5
2
7
3
30
4
31
5
41
6
42
7
60
8
69
9
77
10
82
11
94
12
95
13
100

SCHOOL NAME
AKAL SAHAY PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, UDDEKARAN (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
ST. ALPHONSA HIGH SCHOOL, SIKHWALA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
DESH BHAGAT RAI SINGH PUBIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KAUNI (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
DIAMOND SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, ADHNIAN (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KILLIANWALI (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB
MATA MISRI DEVI D A V COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GIDDARBAHA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
PUNJAB PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, ALAMWALA
SADA RAM BANSAL MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SARAINAGA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
SANT TAHIL DASS PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, BHEETIWALA
VISHAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, SARAINAGA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
Y.S.PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, THANDEWALA (SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB)
CITY HEART MONTESSORI SCHOOL GIDDARBAHA

DISTT. MOGA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
2
4
3
9
4
15
5
32

SCHOOL NAME
DN.MODEL SR.SEC.SCHOOL ,MOGA
NATIONAL CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, MOGA
SMMB MEMORIAL SCHOOLBADHNI KALAN
GEETA BHAWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, MOGA
LAWERENCE INTERNATIONAL CONVENT SCHOOL, MADIRAN WALA ROAD,BAGHA PURANA ( MOGA)

DISTT. MOGA (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SACRED HEART SCHOOL, MOGA
2
3
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL, GHAL KALAN
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DISTT. MOGA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
ADARSH MODEL MIDDLE SCHOOL,MOGA
2
4
ANAND ISHER PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DEENA (MOGA)
3
7
ARYA MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, MOGA
4
16
BABA JASWANT SINGH PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAUNTA (MOGA)
5
23
D.M.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MOGA
6
32
DEV SAMAJ PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MOGA
7
34
DR.HEADGEWAR SHAHEED OM PARKASH SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL,MOGA
8
36
G.G.S.KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHALOOR (MOGA)
9
53
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BILASPUR (MOGA)
10
66
JAIN HIGH SCHOOL, BAGHA PURANA (MOGA)
11
71
LAJINDRA MEMO.PUBLIC SCHOOL,DHARAMKOT
12
86
S.B.B.S. MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SUKHANAND (MOGA)
13
89
S.D.PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ST.NO. 9, NEW TOWN MOGA
14
92
SANT BABA BHAG SINGH MEMORIAL GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SUKHANAND (MOGA)
15
96
SANT MIHAN SINGH RAJAPIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJIANA (MOGA)
16
100 SHAHEED BABA KHUSHAL SINGH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHARIK (MOGA)
17
121 VEER SINGH MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NATHUWALA GARBI (MOGA)
18
124 GYAN JYOTI SR. SEC. SCHOOL, DARAPUR
19
127 GIANI GURBACHAN SINGH KHALSA SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BHALOOR
20
130 SANT BABA BHAG SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SUKHANANAD
21
133 INERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOT-ISE-KHAN , MOGA
22
65
JAGAT SEWAK KHALSA .SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, AMARGARH PARAO MEHNA (MOGA)
DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
2
8
3
11
4
14
5
21
6
30

SCHOOL NAME
GYAN JYOTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, PHASE-2, S.A.S NAGAR
LAWRENCE PUBLIC SSS SEC-51, S.A.S NAGAR
MANAV MANGAL SMART SCHOOL, PHASE-10, S.A.S NAGAR
DOON INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SEC-69, S.A.S NAGAR
SHEMROCK SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SEC-69
SAINT STEPHEN SCHOOL, TONGA
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7
8
9
10

32
35
47
49

SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, DERABASSI
SAINT SOLDIER PARADISE PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHAKOLI
GURU GOBIND SINGH VIDYA MANDIR SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, RATWARA SAHIB
LORD MAHAVIR JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, DERA BASSI

DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
6
2
19
3
52
4
63
5
65
6
68

SCHOOL NAME
B.S.H. ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SOHANA (S.A.S.NAGAR)
GENIUS PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SECTOR-69, MOHALI S.A.S.NAGAR
PARAGON SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SECTOR-69 S.A.S.NAGAR
SANT WARIAM SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RATWARA SAHIB (S.A.S NAGAR)
SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH KHALSA ADARSH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PADIALA (S.A.S.NAGAR)
SHASTRI MODEL SCHOOL, PHASE-1 S.A.S.NAGAR

DISTT. ROOPNAGAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
18
SAINT SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, NAYA NANGAL (ROPAR)
DISTT. ROOPNAGAR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, DHAHE, P.O.-JINDWARI
DISTT. ROOPNAGAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
28
2
29
3
52
4
54
5
59
6
63
7
66

SCHOOL NAME
KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ROOPNAGAR
M.B.S.B.N.B. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, TIBBA NANGAL (ROOP NAGAR)
SHREE SIDH BABA BALAK NATH HIGH SCHOOL, NANGAL TOWNSHIP (ROOP NAGAR)
SHRI GURU RAM RAI PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, BEHRAMPUR BET
SWAMI SHIVANANDA SARVHITKARI SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MORINDA (ROOP NAGAR)
KHALSA GIRLS SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, MORINDA
ARYA GIRLS SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, MORINDA
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DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
6
2
13
3
23
4
24
5
25
6
26
7
27
8
28
9
33
10
35
11
42

SCHOOL NAME
CAMBRIDGE ITNERNATIONAL SCHOOL, HAJIPUR ROAD, DASUYA
GLOBAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, RANGA MUKERIAN, HSP
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, DASUYA ROAD, GARDHIWALA
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, BASSI ROAD, CHABBEWAL
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, GARHSHANKAR
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURU NANAK NAGAR, NR. NEW GRAIN MARKET, TANDA
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, UNA ROAD, HSP
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, LANGERI ROAD, MAHILPUR,
DIPS SCHOOL, GILZIAN, MIANI, DASUYA ROAD
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, NR. SADHU ASHARAM, UNA ROAD, HOSHIARPUR
DIPS SCHOOL, DARAPUR BYE PASS, TANDA, HOSHIARPUR

DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
5
THE TRINTI SCHOOL,TANDA ROAD, ASALPUR
2
6
ST. PUAL'S CONVENT SCHOOL, DASUYA
DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
8
2
12
3
18
4
22
5
28
6
29
7
40
8
46
9
54
10
55

SCHOOL NAME
B.R.MODERN MIDDLE SCHOOL, BAJRAWAR (HOSHIARPUR)
BABA MAKHAN SHAH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, TANDA RAM SAHAI (HOSHIARPUR)
D.A.V COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR
D.A.V.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PATTI (HOSHIARPUR)
DAYA NAND PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, HARIANA (HOSHIARPUR)
DAYANAND ADARSH VIDYALAYA, DASUYA (HOSHIARPUR)
G.T.B. KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, DASUYA (HOSHIARPUR)
GURU NANAK MISSION SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JHAWAN (HOSHIARPUR)
INDRA PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, TANDA URMAR
J. C. D.A.V. COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DASUYA (HOSHIARPUR)
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

57
63
67
68
73
75
101
105
111
116
118
119
123
131
135
144
149
151
159
164
181
183
188

JATHEDAR BHAI KULDEEP SINGH CHAK MEMORIAL GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHAK ALLA BAKSH, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
KHALSA CO-EDU. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BADDON (HOSHIARPUR)
LAJPAT RAI SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, COLLEGE ROAD (HOSHIARPUR)
LALA JAGAT NARAIN D.A.V.PUBLIC SCHOOL, GARHDIWALA (HOSHIARPUR)
LITTLE FLOWER PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KAINTHAN (DASUYA) (HOSHIARPUR)
M.B.B.G.R.G.C.GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MANSOWAL (HOSHIARPUR)
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, AMROH
R.D.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NADALON (HOSHIARPUR)
S.A.V. JAIN DAY-BOARDING SCHOOL, UNA ROAD (HOSHIARPUR)
S.D.COLLEGIATE PT.AMRIT ANAND MEMORIAL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR
S.D.SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, TALWARA (HOSHIARPUR)
S.D.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR
S.P.N. COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RLY ROAD, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
SAINT R.N.A'S GURUKUL, SHIVALIK AVENUE, CHANDIGARH ROAD, ISLAMABAD (HOSHIARPUR)
SANT MAJHA SINGH KARAMJOT MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, THAKRI (HOSHIARPUR)
SHIVDEV RAO SHISHU SHIKSHA KENDER HIGH SCHOOL, MANAVTA MANDIR (HOSHIARPUR)
SIR MARSHAL SPORTS HIGH SCHOOL, BAINS AWAN
SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, (CHIEF KHALSA DIWAN) MODEL TOWN (HOSHIARPUR)
SWAMI PREMA NAND S.S.K. PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
VASHISAT BHARTI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SECTOR-2, TALWARA (HOSHIARPUR)
SHRI OM NARAYAN DUTT GIRLS SEN.SEC.SCHOOL,NANDACHAUR
SACRED TOUCH PUBLIC SCHOOL,VIJAY NAGAR, HOSHIARPUR
DREEM PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAMGARH SIKRI THE. MUKERIAN

DISTT. TARANTARAN ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
2
3
3
6
4
8
5
14
6
16
7
18

SCHOOL NAME
SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, JANDIALA ROAD, TARNTARAN
CENTRAL CONVENT SCHOOL, PATTI
DASHMESH PARIWAR INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, TARANTARAN
GURU NANAK DEV ACADEMY, JHABAL ROAD, TARANTARAN
MAI BHAGO INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILL-USMA
SHRI GURU HARKISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, SURSINGH
MAJHA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SARHALI ROAD, TARANTARAN
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8
9

19
24

AMARPURI SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, GOINDWAL SAHIB
SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL,CHABHAL, TARANTARAN

DISTT. TARANTARAN ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
6
2
28
3
38
4
39
5
43
6
62
7
71
8
78
9
81
10
82
11
88
12
110
13
114
14
115
15
128

SCHOOL NAME
B.S.M.MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL, LAKHRAN
G G S KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SARHALI (TARN TARAN)
KALGIDHAR PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, KAKKAN KANDIAL (TARN TARAN)
KHALSA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BIR BABA BUDHA SAHIB THATTA (TARN TARAN)
MAHARAJA RANJIT SINGH CONVENT SCHOOL, RAJOKE (TARN TARAN)
S.D. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SARHALI ROAD TARN TARAN
SAINT SOLDIER PUBLIC SCHOOL, OLD KAIRON ROAD, PATTI (TARN TARAN)
SANT SINGH SUKHA SINGH MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, CIRCULAR ROAD TARN TARAN
SATLUJ PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, THAKARPURA PATTI (TARN TARAN)
SHAH HARBANS SINGH INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, RANI WALLAH (TARN TARAN)
SHAHEED UDHAM SINGH PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, BAHADUR NAGAR, PATTI
SRI GURU HARKRISHAN SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHIEF KHALSA DIWAN, PATTI (TARN TARAN)
ST. FRANCIS HIGH SCHOOL, CHABHAL (TARN TARAN)
UNITED SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KHEMKARAN (TARN TARAN)
SANT KARTAR SINGH KHALSA PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHEEMA KHURD

DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
4
OM PRAKASH BANSAL MODERN SCHOOL, MANDI GOBINDGARH (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
2
6
GOBIND GARH PUBLIC SCHOOL, MANDI GOBINDGAR
3
8
SACRED HEARTS SEN.SEC. SCHOOL, JALALPUR
DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
ADARSH MIDDLE SCHOOL, SIRHIND CITY
2
3
AMLOH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, AMLOH (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
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3
4
5
6

9
41
44
54

BABA DAYAL PURI SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SIRHIND CITY (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
KHATRA MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, SIRHIND (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
MAHARISHI DAYANAND HIGH SCHOOL, SIRHIND MANDI (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
S.N.A.S. MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MANDI GOBINDGARH (FATEHGARH SAHIB)

DISTT. JALANDHAR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
3
2
7
3
16
4
17
5
18
6
22
7
24
8
25
9
26
10
30
11
31
12
34
13
36
14
38
15
43
16
47
17
54
18
56
19
57
20
61
21
67
22
69
23
79
24
80
25
82
26
83

SCHOOL NAME
C.T. PUBLIC SR. SEC. SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
MONTAGOMERY GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
M.G.N PUBLIC SCHOOL, URBAN ESTATE PHASE-II, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, KAROL BAGH, JALANDHAR
SANSKRITI K.M.V. SCHOOL, PATHANKOT CHOWK, JALANDHAR
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, MAQSUDAN, JALANDHAR
LA BLOSSOM SCHOOL, USMANPUR
JALANDHAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, SURYA ENCLACVE, JALANDHAR
SETH HUKAM CHAND S.D PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, NEW PREM NAGAR, SODAL ROAD, JALNDHAR CANTT
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEW DEFENCE COLONY NANGAL, KARAR KHAN, JALANDHAR
SETH HUKAM CHAND PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SANGAL SOHAL-VARIANA, KPT. ROAD,JALANDHAR
SWAMI SANT DASS PUBLIC SCHOOL, J.P. NAGAR, JALANDHAR CITY
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, VPO HAZARA
CHANAKYA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, VILL POURANPUR, PO PARASAMPUR, DAKOHA, TALHAN ROAD
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-II, JALANDHAR
SAINT MANU''S CONVENT SCHOOL, SHAHKOT, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, NURMAHAL
SH. HANUMANT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURAYA
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, BEHIND NIT (R.E.C), JALANDHAR
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-I, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-I, JALANDHAR
EKAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, VILL KHURAMPUR,P.O-MEHATPUR, NAKODAR
EMM AAR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, ADAMPUR
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHOGPUR, LAROI ROAD
M.D. DAYANAND MODEL SCHOOL, NAKODAR
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DISTT. JALANDHAR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4

4
7
12
13

SCHOOL NAME
SAINT ANTHONY HIGH SCHOOL, DHEENA
SAINT JOSEPH BOYS SCHOOL, DEFENCE COLONY, JALANDHAR
SAINT JOSEPH CONVENT SCHOOL, DEEP NAGAR, JALANDHAR
ST. FRANCIS CONVENT SCHOOL, KARTARPUR, KAHLWAN, JAL.

DISTT. JALANDHAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
14
2
24
3
25
4
34
5
35
6
41
7
46
8
57
9
58
10
59
11
61
12
63
13
64
14
65
15
73
16
75
17
77
18
81
19
82
20
96
21
103

SCHOOL NAME
B.D.ARYA GIRLS COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CANTT
D.A.V.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
D.A.V.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, APRA (JALANDHAR)
DEVI SAHAI S.D.GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, INDUSTRIAL AREA JALANDHAR CITY
DHARAM PAL DADA S.D.PUBLIC SCHOOL, MAI HIRAN GATE (JALANDHAR)
D.C COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CITY
GOBIND SARVAR BULANDPURI SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BULANDA,TEH. NAKODAR JALANDHAR
GURU NANAK NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (BOYS), NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
GURU NANAK NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (GIRLS), NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
GURU NANAK NATIONAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
H.M.V.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CITY
INDO CANDIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, NIZAMDIN, (KALA BAKRA) (JALANDHAR)
INDO GERMAN SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BASTI DANISH MANDA (JALANDHAR)
INDO GERMAN VIDYA KENDRA, GANESH NAGAR, BASTI NAU (JALANDHAR)
K.C.L.COLLEGIATE SR. SEC. SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, JALANDHAR
K.M.V. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, TANDA ROAD (JALANDHAR CITY)
K.R.M.D.A.V.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
LYALLPUR KHALSA COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
M. G. S. M. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KARTARPUR (JALANDHAR)
N.C.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CANTT
NEW JANTA MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

116
120
122
125
127
136
154
155
166
167
172
174
175
184

R.K.MEMORIAL G.M.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MODEL TOWN, JALANDHAR
RAMGARHIA CO-EDUCATION HIGH SCHOOL, KARTARPUR (JALANDHAR)
RAMGARHIA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SHAHKOT (JALANDHAR)
S.B.K.S.KHALSA MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LAMBRA (JALANDHAR)
S.D. MEMO. MODEL HIGH SCHOOL,BASTI PEER DAD, JALANDHAR
SADA SUKH CHOPRA S.D PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SANTOKHPURA (JALANDHAR CITY)
SHAHEED BABA MATI MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, DAROLI KALAN (JALANDHAR)
SHAHEED BABA SUNDER SINGH JI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MANAKPUR (JALANDHAR)
ST SOLDIER INTER COLLEGE, FRIENDS COLONY (JALANDHAR)
ST. ANTHONY'S HIGH SCHOOL, DHEENA (JALANDHAR)
ST. SOLDIER COLLEGIATE SCHOOL, LIDHRAN BEHIND REC (NIT) (JALANDHAR)
ST. SOLDIER SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, S.U.S. NAGAR, JALANDHAR
ST.MANU'S CONVENT SCHOOL, SHAHKOT (JALANDHAR)
VICTOR MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CANTT

DISTT. PATIALA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
3
2
5
3
6
4
23
5
26
6
29
7
31
8
32
9
34
10
36
11
40
12
44
13
50
14
56
15
57

SCHOOL NAME
CARRIER ACADEMY JASSOWAL, BADHSON ROAD, PATIALA
D.A.V. CENTARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, NABHA
D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, PATRAN
GURU NANAK FOUNDATION PUBLIC SCHOOL PATIALA
SRI GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL TRIPARI ROAD, PTA
NARAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL SANOUR ROAD PTA.
POLICE D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL. DADHERA,PTA
S.D.PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, RAJPURA TOWN
SCHOLAR FILDS PUBLIC SCHOOL MAJRI AKALIAN
SHRI AUROBINDO INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, AUROBINDO MARG, PTA
PREMIER PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEAR TOLL BARRIER, SAMANA (2011-12)
ST. LAWRENCE SCHOOL,KAKRALA, PATIALA
CM PUBLIC SCHOOL, ,MAHASHAY SHANTI, RAJPURA
D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMANA
SHRI USHA MATA PUBLIC SCHOOL, UNDER MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE, WARD NO. - 15, DULLADI GATE, NABHA
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DISTT. PATIALA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
4
2
12
3
28
4
33
5
38
6
40
7
44
8
78
9
81
10
119
11
122
12
125
13
144
14
149
15
162
16
170
17
173
18
200
19
212
20
213
21
217
22
228

SCHOOL NAME
AGGARSAIN GIRLS MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAMANA (PATIALA)
ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NABHA (PATIALA)
BHAI SAHIB BHAI DAYA SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJPURA (PATIALA)
BRITISH PUBLIC ACADEMY, MARDAHAIRI (DAKALA), CHEEKA ROAD (PATIALA)
D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BADSHAHPUR (PATIALA)
D.N. MEMORIAL PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SULAR ROAD PATIALA
DAYANAND ADARSH VIDYALA, CHEEKA ROAD, SAMANA (PATIALA)
GURU RAM DASS PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BASANTPURA (PATIALA)
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, KARHALI (PATIALA)
MATA GUJRI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, NEW BISHAN NAGAR PATIALA
MODEL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAMANA (PATIALA)
NABHA PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOL, NABHA (PATIALA)
PUBLIC COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAMANA (PATIALA)
PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAMANA (PATIALA)
RUKMANI DEVI MODI COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PATIALA
S.D.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJPURA TOWN (PATIALA)
S.H.S.D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, KULARAN (PATIALA) (2011-12)
SHRI DASHMESH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, JAIKHER (PATIALA)
SRI DASMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, 1 DHILLON MARG PATIALA
SRI DEVI MANDIR MODERN SCHOOL, PURANA RAJPURA (PATIALA)
SUN FLOWER MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, PREET NAGAR, TRIPURI, PATIALA
VEER HAQIQAT RAI MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PATIALA

DISTT. SANGRUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
3
2
13
3
21
4
27
5
30

SCHOOL NAME
ALPINE PUBLIC SCHOOL,KAKRA ROAD BHAWANIGARH,SGR
GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SR. SEC SCHOOL, PHULLEWAL KHURD
MODERN SECULAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA
SHAHID BHAI DIALA JI, PUBLIC SCHOOL, LONGOWAL
SITA GRAMMER SCHOOL, LUDHIANA ROAD, MALERKOTLA
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

31
34
35
39
41
42
44
45

SOHRAB PUBLIC SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA
GOLDEN EARTH GLOBAL SR. SEC. SCHOOL, PATIALA ROAD KHURANA, SANGRUR
SANT ATTAR SINGH AKAL ACADEMY, BHOJO WALI, TEHSIL- DHURI (SANGRUR)
GIAN GANGA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BALRAN, SANGRUR
LA FOUNDATION SCHOOL, THALESAN (SANGRUR) (2011-12)
SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA, SANGRUR
ROSEMARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, BISHANPURA, SUNAM
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, RAMPUR CHHANA

DISTT. SANGRUR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
2
19
3
54
4
59
5
61
6
67
7
84
8
93
9
115
10
121
11
136
12
138
13
139
14
147
15
176
16
179
17
185

SCHOOL NAME
ADARSH (MODEL) SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SANGRUR
BABA JORA SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, GURBAXPURA (SANGRUR)
GURU NANAK CONVENT SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BALIAL ROAD, BHAWANIGARH (SANGRUR)
GURU NANAK PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, BHOGIWAL
GURU NANAK SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SUNAMI GATE SANGRUR
HENRY HILL CONVENT HIGH SCHOOL, BHAGWAN PURA (SHERPUR) TEH-DHURI (SANGRUR)
K.M.R.D. JAIN COLLEGIATE GIRLS SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA (SANGRUR)
LITTLE FLOWER PUBLIC SCHOOL, BASSIARKH, PO GHANOUR JATTAN (SANGRUR)(2011-12)
PIONEER PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GAJJAN MAJRA (SANGRUR)
PUBLIC. MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, DHURI (SANGRUR)
S.F.S. SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA (SANGRUR)
S.U.S. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MEHLAN (SANGRUR)
SADHU ASHRAM SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, SANGRUR
SANT ATTAR SINGH ACADEMY, MASTUANA SAHIB (SANGRUR)
SMT. SANTOSH DULAR SARAVHITKARI VIDHYA MANDIR, MAJHI (SANGRUR)
TAGORE VIDYALAYA (SENIOR SECONDARY), LONGOWAL (SANGRUR)
VISHAV KARMA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, DIRHBA MANDI (SANGRUR)
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DISTT. ALL
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

32
89
104
12
38
176
76
29
4

SCHOOL NAME
WOODLAND OVERSEAS SCHOOL. HOSHIARPUR
MAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMRALA, LUDHIANA
BAL BHARTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUDHIANA
AKAL ACADEMY FATEHGARH CHHANNA, PATIALA
AKAL ACADEMY , BAKARWAL, MOGA
ST. PIUS CONVENT SCHOOL, LAMA PIND, JALANDHAR
KPS BAL BHARTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, KURALI
DASHMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, FARIDKOT

DISTT. ALL ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

8
11
20
5
1
22
12
1
21
31
2
9
1
15

SCHOOL NAME
POLIC PUBLIC SCHOOL, MANSA
L.A.D.M.D.A.V SEN SEC PUBLIC SCHOOL, BUDHALADA
TMA RAM MEMORIAL SCHOOL, BARETA
SADHU SINGH DAV RURAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, MUKUNDPUR, SBS NAGAR
HOLY ANGELS SCHOOL, RAJPURA
MUKAT PB SCHOOL. RAJPURA
ST. KABIR CONVENT SR. SEC. SCHOOL, BHUCHO KHURD, BATHINDA
BUDHA DAL PUBIC SR SCHOOl, SAMANA
SHRI RAM ASHRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, AMRITSAR
POLICE DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, SARABHA NAGAR, LUDHIANA
BUDHA DAL PB. SCHOOL, PATIALA
BABA FARID PB. SCHOOL
ST. MARY'S CONVENT SCHOOL, FARIDKOT
HERITAGE PB SCHOOL, BHAWANIGARH. SANGRUR
DAYANAD PUBLIC SCHOOL, NABHA
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17
18

38

ST. PETER'S ACADEMY, AJIT NAGAR, PATIALA
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MARI GORH SINGH, BHIKHIIND

DISTT. ALL ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6

33
70
72
34
72
119

SCHOOL NAME
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SECONDARY SCHOOL, BUDHLADA (MANSA)
LALA BANARSI SINGH M.S.D. PUBLIC SCHOOL (BHIKHI)
HOLY HEART HIGH SCHOOL, MANSA
OBEROI MIDDLE SCHOOL, KHANPUR
JYOTI HIGH SCHOOL, BALSUA
PREM SABHA SHISHU NIKETAN HIGH SCHOOL
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LIST OF SCHOOLS WHERE AMOUNT TRANSFERRED TO SOCIETY/TRUST/OTHER SCHOOL/PERSON
DISTT. AMRITSAR(CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

3
13
15
25
32
14
21
97
106
144
173
196
236

SCHOOL NAME
AJANTA PUBLIC SCHOOL, BASANT AVENUE, AMRITSAR
HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL LINK ROAD SULTAN WING, AMRITSAR
BABA ISHER SINGH NANAKSAR PUBLICSCHOOL,RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR
DIPS SCHOOL, BATALA JALANDHAR ROAD, MEHTA CHOWK, AMRITSAR
THE MILLENIUM SCHOOL, AMRITRSAR
ARUN JYOTI SANIK HIGH SCHOOL
BORO PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
HINDU COLLEGIATE SEN SEC SCHOOL
JANTA MODERN SEN SEC SCHOOL
NAVJOT MODERN SEN SEC SCHOOL
S. C HIGH SCHOOL
SANT GURBAX SINGH BEDI PUBLIC SCHOOL
SHRI GURU HARGOBIND HIGH SCHOOL

DISTT. BARNALA (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
Y.S. PUBLIC SCHOOL, HANDAIYA
2
9
BABA GANDHA SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHADAUR, SEHNA
3
17
Y.S. SCHOOL, BARNALA
4
3
ST. JOSEPH CONVENT SR. SEC SCHOOL, CIVIL LINES, BATHINDA
5
33
THE MILLENIUM PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOTSAMEER
6
35
GURUKUL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BHAI ROOPA
7
40
THE OXFORD SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, BAJA KHANA ROAD
DISTT. FARIDKOT(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
JAWAHAR NAVODIYA VIDYAKIYA, KOUNI
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3
4
5
6

12
14
18
20

DASHMESH PB SCHOOL, BARGARI
MAJOR AJAIB SINGH CONVENT SCHOOL, JEEWANWALA
WEST POINT SCHOOL, SANDHWAN
AKAL ACADEMY, JAND SAHIB

DISTT. FARIDKOT( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
65
SARASWATI SEN SEC SCHOOL

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. LUDHIANA( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
2
7
3
11
4
14
5
15
6
22
7
32
8
48
9
51
10
52
11
55
12
56
13
71
14
77
15
86
16
87
17
98
18
100
19
33

SCHOOL NAME
A.S MODREN SCHOOL, KHANNA
BISBKS PUBLIC SCHOOL
BCM SEN. SEC. SCHOOL SEC.32-A,CHD,ROAD LDH
BHARTIYA VIDYA MANDIR SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, KITCHLU NAGAR, LDH
BHARTIYA VIDYA MANDIR SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SHAHEED UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LDH
DON JBOSSCO GLOBAL SCHOOL, VILL.JHANDE, FEROZPUR ROAD, LDH
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, MULLANPUR, LDH
PEACE PUBLIC SCHOOL, FZP ROAD, LDH
RYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL,URBAN ESTATE PH-2, JAMALPUR, LDH
SGN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, GIASPURA ROAD, LDH
SACRET HEART CONVENT SCHOOL , SARABHA NAGAR, LDH
SACRET HEART SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BRS NAGAR, LDH
ST. THOMAS SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, BROWN ROAD, LDH
USPC JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAMALPUR, LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, JAGRAON
G.H.G ACADEMY JAGRAON, KOTHE BAGGU, JAGRAON (LDH)
ANAND ISHER SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, AHEMDGARH ROAD, CHHAPR,LUDHIANA
SHRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, MODEL TOWN, DUGRI ROAD, LDH
GURU RAM DASS ACADEMY, HAMBAN ROAD, LDH
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DISTT. LUDHIANA( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5

2
3
4
6
1

SCHOOL NAME
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MARIA NAGAR, OTALAN ,SAMRALA, LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, BARNALA ROAD, RAIKOT,LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, BHATTTIAN,JALANDHAR ROAD,LDH
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, MAJARA ROAD, SAHNEWAL
SACRED HEART CONVENT SCHOOL, URBAN ESTATE, SEC 39, FOCAL POI NT ,LDH

DISTT. LUDHIANA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
23
2
34
3
43
4
46
5
54
6
62
7
143
8
155
9
158
10
189
11
203
12
213
13
216
14
223
15
254
16
268
17
270
18
276
19
310
20
343

SCHOOL NAME
ATAM PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, ATAM NAGAR LUDHIANA
BAL VIDYA MANDIR, DHABA ROAD, DHABA COLONY, LUDHIANA
BHARTIYA VIDYA MANDIR HIGH SCHOOL, SECTOR-39,CHANDIGARH ROAD LUDHIANA
BLOSSOM ENGLISH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SHASTRI NAGAR LUDHIANA
CHILDREN VALLEY PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, G.T.B. NAGAR, P.O. FOCAL POINT, MUNDIAN KALAN, CHD ROAD LDH
DASMESH KHALSA GIRLS MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KAMAL PURA (LUDHIANA)
HARSH VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL, NEW SUBHASH NAGAR LUDHIANA
JAIN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BENJAMIN ROAD NO. 03 LUDHIANA
JOSEPHS SCHOOL, DUGRI DHANDRAN ROAD (LUDHIANA)
MAI BHAGO COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAMGARH (LUDHIANA)
MOON LIGHT PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, HEDONBET (LUDHIANA)
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAMPUR (LUDHIANA)
NANKANA SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOT GANGU RAI (LUDHIANA)
NEW HIGH SCHOOL, SARABHA NAGAR LUDHIANA
R V.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, (GALWADI) KHANNA (LUDHIANA)
RITAMBHRA PUBLIC SCHOOL, SUNDAR NAGAR LUDHIANA
S.A.N. JAIN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CIRCULAR ROAD (LUDHIANA)
S.D. MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, NEW SHAKTI NAGAR, LUDHIANA
SARASWATI MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, RAJPURA ROAD, CIVIL LINES LUDHIANA
SHRI HARKRISHAN SAHIB PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, DABA COLONY LUDHIANA
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

346
353
356
364
373
383
22
26

SHRI OM PARKASH GUPTA S.D.P.MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, QILLA MOHALLA (LUDHIANA)
SIKH MISSIONERY PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL, SALEM TABRI, LDH
SMT.SATISH GUPTA SARVHITKARI VIDIYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAGRAON (LUDHIANA)
SRI.GURU HARGOBIND SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, MANJI SAHIB KOTTAN (LUDHIANA)
SWAMI VIVEKANAND HIGH SCHOOL, B.R.S. NAGAR LUDHIANA
VED MANDIR MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, KHANNA (LUDHIANA)
ATAM MANOHAR JAIN MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, KHANNA (LUDHIANA)
BABA ISHER SINGH(NANAKSAR)SEN.SEC.PUBLIC SCHOOL,B.R.S.NAGAR LDH

DISTT. MANSA (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
7
Sh. NARYAN SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, MANSA
DISTT. MANSA (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
41
MANU VATIKA DAY BOARDING SENIOR SECONDARY PUNJABI MEDIUMSCHOOL, VILL- BUDHLADA (MANSA)
2
57
SH. TARA CHAND VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BHIKHI (MANSA)
DISTT. PATHANKOT (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
21
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SEC. SCHOOL, PTK
DISTT. PATHANKOT (ICSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
1

2

SCHOOL NAME
CHRIST THE KING CONVENT SCHOOL
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DISTT. PATHANKOT (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
ADARSH MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, NAROT MEHRA (PATHANKOT)
2
2
ADARSH MODERN HIGH SCHOOL, TARAGARH (BEGOWAL) (PATHANKOT)
3
9
BAWA NAGA SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, GHAROTA (PATHANKOT)
4
14
DAYA NAND VEDIC HIGH SCHOOL, SARNA (PATHANKOT)
5
28
MAHARANA PARTAP SENIOR SECONDARY ADARSH VIDYALAYA, PATHANKOT
6
37
PILOT SEN.SEC. SCHOOL, SUNDER NAGAR PATHANKOT
7
43
S R K P SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BUNGAL (PATHANKOT)
8
66
VILLAGE HEART HIGH SCHOOL, PANJUPUR (PATHANKOT)
9
70
ADARSH HIGH SCHOOL, BALSUA
DISTT. SBS NAGAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
9
BHAGWAN MAHAVEER PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)
2
61
SWAMI ROOP CHAND JAIN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BANGA (S.B.S.NAGAR)

DISTT. FEROZPUR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
4
D.C. MODEL INTERNATIONL SCHOOL, KUCHAJEER ROAD,FZP
2
8
D.C. MODEL SEN. SEC. SCHOOL FEROZEPUR CANTT.

DISTT. FEROZPUR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL, PREM NAGAR, FEROZEPUR
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DISTT. GURDASPUR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
8
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL, AWAKHA(DEENANAGAR)

DISTT. KAPURTHALA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
DHILWAN INTERNATOINAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHILWAN, KPT
2
22
DIPS PUBLIC SCHOOL BEGOWAL
3
33
DIPS SCHOOL, DHILWAN
DISTT. KAPURTHALA(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
34
SAHIBZADA JORAWAR SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, NADALA
DISTT. KAPURTHALA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
4
AKAL ACADEMY INTERNATIONAL, VILL ALLADAD CHACK, SULTANPUR LODHI (KAPURTHALA)
2
92
SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SULTANPUR LODHI (KAPURTHALA)
DISTT. MUKTSAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
5
BHAI MASTAN SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL MUKATSAR
DISTT. MUKTSAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
42
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, SHRI MUKTSAR SAHIB
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DISTT. MOGA (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
SACRED HEART SCHOOL, MOGA

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. MOGA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
7
2
23
3
32
4
94

SCHOOL NAME
ARYA MODEL HIGH SCHOOL, MOGA
D.M.COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MOGA
DEV SAMAJ PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MOGA
SANT DARBARA SINGH GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LOPON (MOGA)

DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
GYAN JYOTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, PHASE-2, S.A.S NAGAR
2
8
LAWRENCE PUBLIC SSS SEC-51, S.A.S NAGAR
DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
65
SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH KHALSA ADARSH SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PADIALA (S.A.S.NAGAR)
DISTT. ROOPNAGAR (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
HOLY FAMILY CONVENT SCHOOL, ROOPNAGAR
2
2
MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, DHAHE, P.O.-JINDWARI
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DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
12
GEMS CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JALANDHAR-PHAGWARA BYEPASS, HOSHIARPUR
2
39
K.D.INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, MAHILPUR
DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
10

SCHOOL NAME
MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, MEHTIANA
MOUNT KARMAL SCHOOL, BHUNGA
ST. JOSEPH CONVENT SCHOOL, RAM COLONY CAMP, CHUNNI KALAN (HOSHIARPUR)
MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, GARHSHANKAR

DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( PSEB)

S.NO LIST NO.
1
57
2
75
3
118
4
159
5
164

SCHOOL NAME
JATHEDAR BHAI KULDEEP SINGH CHAK MEMORIAL GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHAK ALLA BAKSH, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
M.B.B.G.R.G.C.GIRLS SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MANSOWAL (HOSHIARPUR)
S.D.SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, TALWARA (HOSHIARPUR)
SWAMI PREMA NAND S.S.K. PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, MUKERIAN (HOSHIARPUR)
VASHISAT BHARTI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, SECTOR-2, TALWARA (HOSHIARPUR)

DISTT. TARANTARAN ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, JANDIALA ROAD, TARNTARAN
DISTT. TARANTARAN ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
114 ST. FRANCIS HIGH SCHOOL, CHABHAL (TARN TARAN)
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DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
SAFFRON CITY KOTLA, BAJWARA , CHANDIGARH ROAD, FATEHGARH SAHIB
2
6
GOBIND GARH PUBLIC SCHOOL, MANDI GOBINDGAR
DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
9
BABA DAYAL PURI SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SIRHIND CITY (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
2
22
G.R.S.D.PUBLIC SCHOOL, MANDI GOBINDGARH (FATEHGARH SAHIB)
DISTT. JALANDHAR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
1
2
7
3
8
4
9
5
10
6
22
7
30
8
34
9
45
10
53

SCHOOL NAME
A.P.J. SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
MONTAGOMERY GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
SAINT SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, MGS MARG, KPT ROAD, JAL CITY
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
SANT BABA BHAG SINGH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
SETH HUKAM CHAND S.D PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, NEW PREM NAGAR, SODAL ROAD, JALNDHAR CANTT
SETH HUKAM CHAND PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, SANGAL SOHAL-VARIANA, KPT. ROAD,JALANDHAR
EKLAVYA SCHOOL, VILL PARTAPPURA, NAKODER ROAD, JALANDHAR
AIMS PUBLIC SCHOOL, MEHATPUR (2011-12)

DISTT. JALANDHAR ( ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
7
SAINT JOSEPH BOYS SCHOOL, DEFENCE COLONY, JALANDHAR
2
9
SAINT JOSEPH CONVENT SCHOOL, G.T. ROAD, PHILLARUR
3
13
ST. FRANCIS CONVENT SCHOOL, KARTARPUR, KAHLWAN, JAL.
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DISTT. JALANDHAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
57
2
106
3
125
4
159
5
184

SCHOOL NAME
GURU NANAK NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (BOYS), NAKODAR (JALANDHAR)
PARKASHWATI SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR HIGH SCHOOL, KESHAV NAGAR, TV TOWER ROAD, JALANDHAR
S.B.K.S.KHALSA MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, LAMBRA (JALANDHAR)
SHREE PARVATI JAIN CO.EDU.SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, VIJAY NAGAR JALANDHAR CITY
VICTOR MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CANTT

DISTT. PATIALA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
3
2
23
3
36
4
40

SCHOOL NAME
CARRIER ACADEMY JASSOWAL, BADHSON ROAD, PATIALA
GURU NANAK FOUNDATION PUBLIC SCHOOL PATIALA
SHRI AUROBINDO INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, AUROBINDO MARG, PTA
PREMIER PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEAR TOLL BARRIER, SAMANA (2011-12)

DISTT. PATIALA (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
KAINTAL SCHOOL SEN. SANOUR ROAD, NEAR ADH WALA, PTA
2
5
YADAVINDRA PUBLIC SCHOOL, YADVINDRA ROAD, PTA.
DISTT. PATIALA ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
12
2
23
3
28
4
81
5
142
6
144

SCHOOL NAME
ARYA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, NABHA (PATIALA)
BAKSHI BIR SINGH HIGH SCHOOL, PATIALA
BHAI SAHIB BHAI DAYA SINGH MEMORIAL PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAJPURA (PATIALA)
GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, KARHALI (PATIALA)
PREM DHAM SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, PATIALA
PUBLIC COLLEGIATE SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAMANA (PATIALA)
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DISTT. SANGRUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
9
2
11
3
13
4
31
5
34
6
37
7
42

SCHOOL NAME
COLONEL SR. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHURALKALAN
GEN. GURNAM SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, SANGRUR
GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SR. SEC SCHOOL, PHULLEWAL KHURD
SOHRAB PUBLIC SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA
GOLDEN EARTH GLOBAL SR. SEC. SCHOOL, PATIALA ROAD KHURANA, SANGRUR
PUNJAB CONVENT SCHOOL, MEHLEH, TEHSIL - SUNAM (SANGRUR)
SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA, SANGRUR

DISTT. SANGRUR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
68
HIMALAYA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GHANAURI KALAN (SANGRUR)
2
115 PIONEER PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, GAJJAN MAJRA (SANGRUR)
3
185 VISHAV KARMA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, DIRHBA MANDI (SANGRUR)
DISTT. ALL
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

3
1
9
16
104
12
45
38
58
19
4

SCHOOL NAME
SHRI GURU HARKISHAN SEN.SEC PUBLIC SCHOOL, PANDORI KHAJOOR( HOSHIARPUR)
MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL, KAKKON, HOSHIARPUR
AKAL ACADEMY , BHAI DES, MANSA
AKAL ACADEMY KODIWADA, SARDULGARH, MANSA
BAL BHARTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUDHIANA
AKAL ACADEMY FATEHGARH CHHANNA, PATIALA
MODERN SEN SEC SCHOOL, PATIALA
AKAL ACADEMY , BAKARWAL, MOGA
AKAL ACADEMY BILGA, JALANDHAR
LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT SCHOOL, SANGRUR
DASHMESH PUBLIC SCHOOL, FARIDKOT
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DISTT. ALL ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
22
66
30
1
21
2
1
38
26

SCHOOL NAME
HOLY ANGELS SCHOOL, RAJPURA
MUKAT PB SCHOOL. RAJPURA
PATEL PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAJPURA
OUR LADY OF FATIMA CONVENT SSCHOOL, PAITALA
BUDHA DAL PUBIC SR SCHOOl, SAMANA
SHRI RAM ASHRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL, AMRITSAR
BUDHA DAL PB. SCHOOL, PATIALA
ST. MARY'S CONVENT SCHOOL, FARIDKOT
DAYANAD PUBLIC SCHOOL, NABHA
ST. PETER'S ACADEMY, AJIT NAGAR, PATIALA
GREEN LAND CONVENT SCHOOL, LUDHIANA

DISTT. ALL ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6

33
33
118
117
119
59

SCHOOL NAME
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SECONDARY SCHOOL, BUDHLADA (MANSA)
GURU NANAK COLLEGIATE SECONDARY SCHOOL, BUDHLADA (MANSA)
PERM SABHA SR. SEC SCHOOL, SANGRUR
PREM SABHA NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
PREM SABHA SHISHU NIKETAN HIGH SCHOOL
SADA RAM BANSAL MEMORIAL SEN SEC SCHOOL
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LIST OF SCHOOLS WHERE PROFIT EARN FROM DIFFERENT HEAD , DIRECTED TO REFUND
DISTT. LUDHIANA( CBSE)

S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
32
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, MULLANPUR, LDH
2
44
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMRALA, LDH
DISTT. FARIDKOT(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
JAWAHAR NAVODIYA VIDYAKIYA, KOUNI
2
17
GURU GOBIND SINGH PB SCHOOL, JAITU GANGSAR
DISTT. FAZIKIKA(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
2
JHUMKO DEVI GIRLS SEN SEC SCHOOL, ABOHAR
2
8
SIMIGO INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, ABOHAR
3
28
I JAY PB SCHOOL, KALUWALE, JALALABAD
DISTT. LUDHIANA( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
32
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, MULLANPUR, LDH
2
44
NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SCHOOL, SAMRALA, LDH
DISTT. LUDHIANA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
158 JOSEPHS SCHOOL, DUGRI DHANDRAN ROAD (LUDHIANA)
2
213 NANKANA SAHIB PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, RAMPUR (LUDHIANA)
3
216 NANKANA SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, KOT GANGU RAI (LUDHIANA)
4
356 SMT.SATISH GUPTA SARVHITKARI VIDIYA MANDIR SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAGRAON (LUDHIANA)
5
364 SRI.GURU HARGOBIND SAHIB SENIOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL, MANJI SAHIB KOTTAN (LUDHIANA)
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DISTT. PATHANKOT (CBSC)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
3
ANGLES PUBLIC SCHOOL, MAMOON
2
19
SHRI. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, MISSION ROAD, PATHANKOT
3
31
ST. MARY SCHOOL, SUJANPUR
DISTT. PATHANKOT (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
9
BAWA NAGA SARVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR, GHAROTA (PATHANKOT)
2
28
MAHARANA PARTAP SENIOR SECONDARY ADARSH VIDYALAYA, PATHANKOT
DISTT. FEROZPUR (PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
31
D.P.D MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, PALLA MEGHA (FEROZEPUR)
2
103 NEW GURU TEG BAHADUR PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BAGHA PURANA ROAD, MUDKI (FEROZEPUR)
DISTT. KAPURTHALA (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
10
2
12
3
22
4
24
5
33
6
37
7
40

SCHOOL NAME
SAFFRON PUBLIC SCHOOL, PHAGRWARA
LITTLE ANGEL CO EDUCATION SCHOOL, KPT
DIPS PUBLIC SCHOOL BEGOWAL
DIPS SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA
DIPS SCHOOL, DHILWAN
SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, OPP. RCF, KPT
DIPS SCHOOL, MANSOWAL DOHA

DISTT. KAPURTHALA(CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
34
SAHIBZADA JORAWAR SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, NADALA
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DISTT. KAPURTHALA( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
83
2
89
3
92
4
102

SCHOOL NAME
SANT HIRA DASS PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALA SANGHIAN (KAPURTHALA)
SHRI MAHAVIR JAIN MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, PHAGWARA (KAPURTHALA)
SRI GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SULTANPUR LODHI (KAPURTHALA)
BHAI GHANIYA VIDYA MANDIR,KPT

DISTT. S.A.S NAGAR (CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
1
GYAN JYOTI PUBLIC SCHOOL, PHASE-2, S.A.S NAGAR
DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
27
2
28
3
33
4
42

SCHOOL NAME
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, UNA ROAD, HSP
ST. SOLDIER DIVINE PUBLIC SCHOOL, LANGERI ROAD, MAHILPUR,
DIPS SCHOOL, GILZIAN, MIANI, DASUYA ROAD
DIPS SCHOOL, DARAPUR BYE PASS, TANDA, HOSHIARPUR

DISTT. HOSHIARPUR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
84
MALWA PUBLIC SCHOOL, GARHSHANKAR (HOSHIARPUR)
DISTT. TARANTARAN ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
13
MAHARAJA RANJIT SINGH PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL, TARANTARAN
2
19
AMARPURI SEN. SEC. PUBLIC SCHOOL, GOINDWAL SAHIB
3
24
SH. GURU HARKRISHAN PUBLIC SEN. SEC. SCHOOL,CHABHAL, TARANTARAN
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DISTT. TARANTARAN ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
15
BABA BUDHA PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, BIR SAHIB THATHA (TARN TARAN)
DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
9
ST. FARID PUBLIC SCHOOL, AMLOH

SCHOOL NAME

DISTT. JALANDHAR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1
7
2
17
3
18
4
24
5
56
6
63
7
69

SCHOOL NAME
MONTAGOMERY GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, KAROL BAGH, JALANDHAR
SANSKRITI K.M.V. SCHOOL, PATHANKOT CHOWK, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, MAQSUDAN, JALANDHAR
DIPS SCHOOL, NURMAHAL
APEX INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SEN. SEC.SCHOOL, KALA SANGHIAN ROAD, NAKODAR
DIPS SCHOOL, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-I, JALANDHAR

DISTT. JALANDHAR ( PSEB)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
184 VICTOR MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, JALANDHAR CANTT
DISTT. PATIALA (ICSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
4
THE PUNJAB PUBLIC SCHOOL NABHA
2
5
YADAVINDRA PUBLIC SCHOOL, YADVINDRA ROAD, PTA.
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DISTT. SANGRUR ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
SCHOOL NAME
1
11
GEN. GURNAM SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL, SANGRUR
2
27
SHAHID BHAI DIALA JI, PUBLIC SCHOOL, LONGOWAL
3
42
SARAVHITKARI VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL, MALERKOTLA, SANGRUR
DISTT. ALL ( CBSE)
S.NO LIST NO.
1

31

SCHOOL NAME
GURU NANAK PUBLIC SCHOOL, SARABHA NAGAR, LUDHIANA
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